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ABSTRACT 

 The rapid growth of Mexico’s railway networks represented the crowning 

achievement of the Porfiriato—that is, the regime headed by Porfirio Díaz, who ruled 

between 1876 and 1911.  Having succeeded in bringing the internal stability needed for 

the growth and development of the economy, government officials repeatedly used the 

railroad as a symbol to highlight the accomplishments of Porfirian modernization and to 

legitimate the regime that had shed its liberal ideals and grown increasingly authoritarian.  

Boosters emphasized the ability of the government’s railway project to bring civilization, 

to promote national unity, to increase commerce, and, even to whiten the population.  At 

the same time, opposition groups, although not opposed to railway development per se, 

objected to the national costs and social hardships that resulted from the railway boom.  

Opponents, many of whom played influential roles in the Revolution (1910), exploited 

the symbolic and rhetorical power of the railroad to underscore the more negative aspects 

of Porfirian modernization and to question the so-called universal truths that defined the 

regime’s civilizing mission.  This study offers a radically different interpretation of how 

Porfirio Díaz maintained control of the country, stressing the importance of his 

supporter’s success at exploiting the iconic power of the railway—the ultimate symbol of 

material progress—in literature, art, and pageantry.  It offers a unique perspective on the 

outbreak of the 1910 Revolution, arguing that opponents of the regime used the railway 

as a metaphor to highlight the failures of the government’s modernizing and civilizing 

mission, ideas also disseminated among the population in a myriad of cultural 

expressions. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
The nineteenth century, when it takes its place with the other centuries in the 
chronological charts of the future, will, if it needs a symbol, almost certainly have as its 
symbol a steam engine running upon a railway,… 

H.G. Wells, Anticipation of the Reaction of Mechanical and 
Scientific Progress upon Human Life and Thought    

 
 
Mexican newspapers and periodicals, in the 1890s, printed a myriad of art, poetry, 

literature, and social commentaries that revealed a fascination with the country’s 

booming railway network.  These works exploited the symbolic power of the locomotive, 

a development closely associated with economic, political, and industrial modernization.   

Two poems published six months apart evidence the starkly different views that people 

held not only about the railway in particular, but a number of pressing issues regarding 

ideas about material progress, economic growth, social order, and national sovereignty.  

In 1894 Mexico City’s El Mundo, a monthly journal catering to tastes of the well-to-do, 

offered readers a sonnet dedicated to the marvels of the iron horse.  The poet rejoiced at 

the locomotive’s capacity to compress time and space as it dashed majestically across the 

landscape.  His paean transformed the machine’s dark plumes of suffocating smoke into 

“vapours of incense” from which the train emerged, allowing light to break through.  

Allured by its relentless momentum, he boasted that the railway must either forge a 

forward path or find its grave.  On its wings, the author concluded, it carried the fecund 

seeds of industry, art, and progress and convinced him that God’s breath pushed the 

world forward.1  

                                                
1 Del sol hermana, y de la noche oscura, 

Con el espacio y con el tiempo en guerra, 
Los lomos oprimiendo de la tierra, 
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Six months later, the critical firebrand El Hijo de Ahuizote offered readers a poem 

with a different take on railway travel, one that harshly questioned its capacity to carry 

the country into a better, more prosperous future.  The cantos encapsulated the deep sense 

of animosity that many individuals felt against the foreign-owned transportation network 

as well as their apprehensions about locomotive travel more generally.   Targeting a 

wide-range of readers—leftist and liberal intellectuals and popular and working class 

groups—the poem described locomotive travel as a cataclysmic undertaking that killed 

more people than typhus or cholera.  Engineers were branded as nihilists with no regard 

for human life.  Each stanza ended with the same line, sardonically repeating that 

passengers “paid in Mexican (a double-entendre referring to their money and lives) only 

to be killed by English-speaking Yankees.”  The author’s venomous verses continued 

launching attacks at the American-owned railways and their employees, tagging 

American engineers as “savages,” “brutes,” and “butchers.”2  By the end of the poem, the 

                                                                                                                                            
Avanza majestuosa en la llanura. 
 Entre el incienso del vapor fulgura 
Haces de luz, y con las rocas cierra, 
Y se hunde en las entrañas de la sierra, 
Buscando allí camino ó sepultura. 
 Hoy parte de las costas de Occidente, 
Mañana del mar Índico en el beso 
Irá á templar la enrojecida frente. 
 Sobre sus alas va el gérmen fecundo 
De la industria, del arte, del progreso…. 
¡Paso al soplo de Dios que empuja el mundo! 

  (J.C.B., December 2, 1894) 
 
2 Si quiere un desesperado 

Que le estrellen el bautismo, 
Viaje en ferro-cataclismo, 
Que el efecto seguro es; 
Pues ciertos maqui-nihilistas 
Tan bien aprietan la mano, 
Que paga usté en mexicano 
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writer had transformed the railway into a symbol of disorder, death, and foreign 

domination, an image in stark contrast to the one provided by the journal’s polite society 

counterpart. 

As these poems suggest, in late nineteenth-century Mexico, H.G. Well’s 

observation that the railway would represent the ultimate symbol of the era seems 

strikingly prophetic.  Yet as these verses suggest, people failed to agree upon what 

exactly that symbol meant.  These kinds of cultural expressions revealed deep divides 

among people and how they interpreted the impact of railway development on their 

society.  The railway, the material incarnation of progress, became a commanding 

symbol used by politicians, intellectuals, artists, writers, and revolutionaries to confirm 

their visions of national salvation.  The capacity of technological advancements to carry 

the country into a better, brighter future defined by the attainment of civilization 

dominated people’s imaginations.  These sources, then, shed light on the ideological and 

cultural milieus that shaped people’s understandings about the role of technology in a 

                                                                                                                                            
Y lo matan en inglés. 
   Ya no tememos al tifo, 
Ni al cólera, ni á la fiebre; 
Eso es dar gato por liebre 
Y sustitos al revés: 
El sustazo se recibe 
En un tren, y tan de plano, 
Que paga usté en mexicano 
Y lo matan en inglés…. 
   --Señor yankee, (se le ruega), 
No nos rompa una costilla. 
--Mi non tende de castilla, 
Dice él, viendo de través;  
Mas en punto á salvajada 
Es de tal modo un decano, 
Que paga usté en mexicano 
Y lo matan en inglés. 
   (Anonymous, May 17, 1895) 
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developing country seeking to find its place in the pantheon of modern, industrial nations.  

And it is here that this study starts. 

 

Porfirian Mexico and Railway Development 

Mexicans, after achieving independence in 1821, saw their new nation verge on 

national disintegration as external military threats and internal political conflict 

threatened to tear the country apart.  In the 1830s, social and political turmoil abounded 

and undermined the recovery of the economy.3  Bitter infighting between Liberals and 

Conservatives undermined organizing a united front against the U.S. invasion (1846-

1848) that, after the signing of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, left the country with 

half its national territory.4  The central government, during this period, lost control over 

the provinces that had fragmented into a plethora of self-ruling regional entities 

controlled by local leaders and caudillos.5  The severed country almost lost its 

independence to the French who installed a Hapsburg emperor that governed the country 

between 1862 and 1867.6  Once free of the French, Benito Júarez and the restored 

                                                
3 Barbara A. Tenenbaum, The Politics of Penury: Debt and Taxes in Mexico 1821-1856 

(Albuquerque: The University of New Mexico Press, 1986); Donald Fithian Stevens, The Origins of 
Instability in Early Republican Mexico (Durham: Duke University Press, 1991); and Michael Costeloe, The 
Central Republic in Mexico, 1835-1846 (Cambridge: University of Cambridge Press, 1993). 

 
4 Pedro Santoni, Mexicans at Arms: Puro Federalists and the Politics of War, 1845-1848 (Fort 

Worth: Texas Christian University Press, 1996) and Josefina Vázquez, “War and Peace with the United 
States,” in The Oxford History of Mexico, eds. Michael C. Meyer and William H. Beezley (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 2000), pp. 339-369. 

 
5 Jan Bazant, “From Independence to the Liberal Republic,” in Mexico since Independence, ed. 

Leslie Bethell (Cambridge: University of Cambridge Press, 1991), pp. 1-48; Costeloe, The Central 
Republic. 

 
6 Jack A. Dabbs, The French Army in Mexico, 1861-1867 (The Hague: Mouton & Co., 1963). 
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Republic, although suffering from bankruptcy, provincial revolts, and foreign threats, 

undertook the making of modern Mexico.7   

 Nearly everything changed when General Porfirio Díaz seized power under the 

banner of the Revolution of Tuxtepec in 1876 that ousted Júarez’s successor, Sebastián 

Lerdo de Tejada, establishing a thirty-five year dictatorship known as the porfiriato 

(1876-1911).  Despite inheriting an empty treasury, facing armed political challenges, 

and possessing an appalling international credit rating, by the end of his first term in 

office, Porfirio Díaz had succeeded in establishing the stability needed for material 

progress.  The economy grew, political challenges ceased, and foreign powers officially 

recognized the regime.  After handing over the presidency for one term to his long-time 

political ally General Manuel González, Díaz returned to power and did not relinquish 

control of the presidency until 1911.   

During his dictatorship, Díaz transformed the country and fostered a booming 

economy propelled by export-led development and buttressed by low tariff rates that 

revived the mining and agricultural sectors.  Furthermore, the country experienced rapid 

adaptation of technological advancements such as steam, water, and electric power that 

replaced animal and human labour.  Through a series of measures implemented to end 

political infighting and social upheaval, Díaz gave confidence to foreign investors to pour 

                                                                                                                                            
 
7 Daniel Cosío Villegas, ed. Historia Moderna de México, 9 vols. (Mexico City: Editorial Hermes, 

1955-1972), volumes 1-3; Walter V. Scholes, Mexican Politics during the Juárez Regime, 1855-1872 
(Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 1957); Jan Bazant, Alienation of Church Wealth in Mexico: 
Social and Economic Aspects of the Liberal Revolution, 1856-1875 (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1971);  Richard Sinkin, The Mexican Reform, 1855-1876: A Study in Liberal Nation-Building 
(Austin: The University of Texas Press, 1979); Frank Averill Knapp, Jr. The Life of Sebastián Lerdo de 
Tejada, 1823-1889 (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1951). 
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money into the country’s various projects of national development.  Railway 

construction, above all other infrastructural accomplishments, represented the most 

astonishing achievement sustained through the investment of massive foreign capital in 

the realm of material progress.  The year that Díaz seized power the country only 

possessed 640 kilometres of track that used 114 mules, rather than steam engines, to set 

trains in motion (see Illustration 1 and 2).8  By 1884, the year of his first re-election, the 

grid expanded to 5,731 kilometres (see Illustration 3) and by 1898 to 12,173 kilometres 

(see Illustration 4).  The year that Díaz left office the country held 19,280 kilometres with 

another 8,000 in trunk lines (see Illustration 5).9   

This study examines how the Porfirian regime used its success in promoting 

railway development, the crowing feat of its administration, to secure and legitimate 

Díaz’s rule.  It argues that the development of the railway played a vital role, not only as 

a tool to unite the country and to link production zones to markets and ports, but also in 

the government’s attempts to forge a modern, civilized citizenry with a unified national 

identity.  Furthermore, it contends that having succeeded in bringing the internal stability 

needed for the growth and development of the economy, government officials repeatedly 

used the railroad as a symbol to highlight the accomplishments of Porfirian 

modernization and to justify the regime that had shed its liberal ideals and had grown  

                                                
8 Stephen H. Haber, Industry and Underdevelopment: The Industrialization of Mexico, 1890-1940 

(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1989), p. 15. 
 
9 Francisco Calderón, “Los Ferrocarriles,” in Daniel Cosío Villegas, ed. La Historia moderna de 

México: El Porfiriato, La vida económica (Mexico City: Editorial Hermes, 1955-1972), vol. 7, pp. 483-
634. 
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Illustration 1 
 
Railway Network in 1873 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

Source: Grunstein, “Railroads and Sovereignty,” p. 45. 
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Illustration 2 
 
Railway Network in 1880 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 

Source: Grunstein, “Railroads and Sovereignty,” p. 45 
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Illustration 3 
 
Railway Network in 1884 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: Grunstein, “Railroads and Sovereignty,” p. 46. 
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Illustration 4 
 
Railway Network in 1898 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: Grunstein, “Railroads and Sovereignty,” p. 47. 
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Illustration 5 
 
Railway Network in 1910 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Grunstein, “Railroads and Sovereignty,” p. 48. 
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increasingly authoritarian.  Boosters emphasized the ability of the government’s railway 

project to bring civilization, to promote national unity, to increase commerce, and, even 

to change the racial composition of the population.  In so doing, they stressed the 

achievements of Díaz’s rule and excused his heavy-handed tactics used to deliver on the 

regime’s mantra of “order and progress.”  

At the same time, this study demonstrates that opposition groups, although not 

contesting railway development per se, objected to the national costs and social hardships 

that resulted from the railway boom.  Critics of the government often used the same 

rhetorical themes (i.e. civilization and progress, national unity, commercial development, 

and racial concerns) to challenge the manner in which the regime secured economic 

development.  These competing discourses not only describe the contentious atmosphere 

surrounding the project of railway expansion, but also reveal some of the fundamental 

weaknesses of the regime that led to its downfall.  Opponents, many of whom played 

influential roles in the coming of the Revolution (1910), exploited the symbolic and 

rhetorical power of the railroad to underscore the more negative aspects of Porfirian 

modernization and to question the so-called universal truths that defined the regime’s 

civilizing mission.   

Supporters and detractors of the regime often expressed their views regarding 

railway development as well as a host of related social, political, and economic issues in 

music, art, literature, social commentaries, and political rhetoric.  Thus this study 

maintains that cultural representations and interpretations of the regime’s policy-making 

played a crucial role in shaping people’s attitudes about their government, their country, 
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and their future.  It argues that Porfirian railway development—traditionally analyzed in 

economic and political terms—must also be understood on the cultural level as it 

influenced a range of artistic, literary, and intellectual works, all of which sought to help 

or hinder the supremacy of Díaz as the country’s indisputable leader.  This study draws 

connections between technology and culture and explores how these expressions of 

modernity shaped the ideologies of both officials of the government and opponents of the 

regime.  

 

Trains, Travel, and the Mexican Railway System 

 A brief description of the country’s four major railways provides a better 

geographic sketch of the reach of the network as well as offers a base for understanding 

the experience of people who journeyed across the region’s diverse topography and 

territories.  To leave Mexico City by rail, travellers needed to depart from either the 

Buenavista Railway Station northwest of the city’s Zocalo or the San Lázaro Railway 

Station directly east of that same area.  Travellers arriving to the city, once at the station, 

could either take a tramway or a horse-drawn coach to their final destination.  Coaches, 

like railways, offered three classes of travel: blue (most expensive), red, and yellow (least 

expensive).  Whether large or small, other railway stations featured more or less similar 

design layout.  The entrance of railway station—usually denoted by a tower with a clock 

in larger stations—housed the ticket and telegraph offices.  Adjacent to these offices, 

passengers would find a waiting area (sometimes two in larger buildings) and restrooms.  

Also, a baggage room adjoined the ticket office.  Exterior to the waiting and baggage 
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areas, express rooms stored mail, news rooms received information via telegraph, and 

news storage rooms were to be found.  Outside, areas known as sheds with large awnings 

protected travellers waiting outside from the elements.        

 Of all the major railway lines across the country, the Mexican Central Railway 

was the largest, stretching almost 2000 kilometres from Mexico City to El Paso, Texas.  

Two important trunk lines, one to Guadalajara and one to Tampico, made the Central the 

most important line in the country in terms of size (5000 kilometres or 25% of the entire 

national grid) and freight (carrying 30% of cargo).  Trains leaving from the Buenavista 

Station in Mexico City to El Paso cut through the middle of the country, crossing the 

Federal District and ten states: Mexico, Hidalgo, Querétaro, Guanajuanto, Jalisco, 

Aguascalientes, Zacatecas, Coahuila, Durango, and Chihuahua.  Thus travellers 

experienced a diverse and changing landscape as the train snaked through the 

mountainous regions of the old mining centres of Querétaro, Guanjuanto, and Zacatecas 

before slowly descending into the deserts of the northern states.  Crossing through 

Coahuila and Durango passengers would observe the showcase of Porfirian modernity: 

the Laguna region and its main town Torreón, a city built after the arrival of the railway 

in 1884 (originally called Estación de Torreón) that spurred a boom in the establishment 

of large cotton-growing estates.  In 1880, the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Company 

starting building its main line connecting Mexico City with the U.S. and completed it in 

1884.  After leaving the Federal District, passengers would experience vast changes in 

the landscapes and panorama, including a view of the entire Valley of Mexico, the 

immense precipice at Nochistongo, and the Querétaro ravine. In all, the trip took about 
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sixty hours.  Trains left the Buenavista station heading to El Paso once a day, usually in 

the evening.  Trains from El Paso also arrived once a day, usually at noon .  The company 

offered riders three classes of travel.  Pullman buffet, drawing room, and sleeping cars 

with private compartments and beds were offered to first-class travellers.  Third-class 

passengers travelled together in a public compartment often in cramped quarters.  For 

shorter excursions, third-class passengers often travelled in open-aired cars used for 

livestock.  Although prices varied throughout the Porfirato, the cost of tickets were based 

on distance travelled.  Rates for the Central, as with the other major lines, were as 

follows: three cents per kilometre for first class; two cents per kilometre for second class; 

and one and half cents per kilometre for third class.  

 The next largest line provided travellers with the shortest route between Mexico 

City and the U.S.  The National Railroad connected the Federal District with Laredo, 

Texas.  Starting at the San Lázaro Station it measured 1700 kilometres that included three 

trunk lines that crossed seven states.  The Palmer and Sullivan Railway Company started 

building the line in 1880, finally inaugurating it in 1888 in San Luis Potosí.  Crossing 

through San Luis Potosí, Coahuila, and Nuevo León, the National offered travellers an 

impressive panorama of the Valley of Mexico before descending into the valley of 

Toluca.  After passing through Celaya, San Miguel de Allende, and San Luis Potosí, the 

line cut through the desolate deserts of the Sierra Madre leading to the town of Saltillo.  

Going further still, the appearance of textile factories and grain mills notified travellers 

they had reached the northern industrial town of Monterrey.  Leaving the Sierra Madre, 

the National’s trains crossed the Río Salado on an impressive international bridge before 
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reaching the Laredo station.  Trains departed from the station to Laredo once a day at 

night and trains returning from the U.S. border arrived in the early morning.  The 

National, like the Central, offered three classes of travel. 

 The oldest of all railway lines, the Mexican Railway, sometimes called the 

Veracruz Railway, first received a concession in 1837, during the presidency of General 

Anastasio Bustamante.  Political turmoil, foreign threats, and a lack of capital hindered its 

completion.  In 1865, during the French Intervention, Emperor Maximilian attempted to 

complete the line by granting a concession to the Imperial Railway Company that indeed 

accelerated construction until the pretender’s fall from power in 1867.  The emerging 

political stabilization of the Restored Republic allowed the government in 1873 to finally 

complete the line.  Leaving the Buenavista station, trains proceeded to Veracruz via 

Orizaba.  Of all the country’s railways, the Mexican represented the most popular among 

foreign travellers as it provided extraordinary panoramas for passengers.  Indeed, leaving 

the capital, trains would descend 1200 metres in a distance of forty kilometres.  The 

immense drop in elevation offered travellers drastic changes in scenery from orange 

groves and coffee plantations with a back-drop of snowy volcanoes (Popocatepetl and 

Ixtacihuatl) to tropical jungles signalling the proximity of the coast.  The rugged 

topography and sharp descents pitted engineers and builders in a fight against nature, 

leading to spectacular feats of engineering such as the bridge over the Barranca de 

Metlac (the Metlac Ravine) made famous by José Maria Velasco’s painting.  The 

Barranca del Infernillo (the Little Hell Ravine), a semicircular viaduct clinging to the 

side of a mountain, offered travellers breath-taking, if not terrifying, vistas.  Tourists 
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could also take the Mexican Railway for excursions to view the pyramids of San Juan 

Teotihuacan, a trip that took just over an hour from the capital.  The Mexican provided 

riders with first, second, and third class compartments, costing customers three cents per 

kilometre, two cents per kilometre, and one cent per kilometre respectively.  It left the 

Mexico City station twice a day, once in the morning and once in the evening.  Trains 

arrived from Veracruz twice a day. 

            Originally intended to connect the port cities of Acapulco and Veracruz, the 

Interoceanic Railway’s planners hoped to connect Mexico City to both oceans, a goal that 

its Mexican promoters and London backers never accomplished.  Completed in 1891, the 

line connected the capital to Veracruz, although taking an alternate route than the older 

Mexican [Veracruz] Railway.  Leaving from the San Lázaro Station, the Interoceanic 

passed through Texcoco and Puebla before reaching Jalapa and, eventually, Veracruz.  A 

branch line that skirted Lake Texcoco offered travellers the opportunity to visit 

Amecameca, Cuernavaca, and Jojutla.  For Mexican travellers, especially religious 

pilgrims, the Interoceanic allowed quick passage to the popular Shrine of Sacromonte at 

Amecameca.  Like the Mexican [Veracruz] Railway, the Interoceanic undertook a sharp 

decent into tierra caliente, relying on a series of bridges, tunnels, and viaducts to reach 

the port city.  The Interoceanic only offered travellers first-class and second-class travel.  

Trains left to Jalapa in the evening and arrived in Mexico City in the morning.     
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Porfirian Railway Historiography 

 The history of railroad development has received considerable attention, yet 

scholars working on its history in Mexico, unlike those whose research focuses on 

Europe and the United States, have seldom investigated the social and cultural 

dimensions of the locomotive and, more generally, new transportation technologies in the 

nineteenth century.  These studies have instead examined the political and economic 

dimensions of railway expansion.  Scholars influenced by what Paul Garner identified as 

anti-Porfirismo produced some of the earliest studies of Porfirian railway development.10  

These studies emphasized the social hardships and national sacrifices that took place as a 

result of the government’s quest to secure material progress, indicting Díaz’s 

authoritarianism and tyranny in so doing.  These authors also highlighted how Porfirian 

officials undermined national sovereignty by favouring foreigner companies in mining, 

agricultural, and infrastructural concessions.11  More recent studies have likewise 

provided a similar understanding of the pattern of economic development that fostered 

the strong popular and nationalist response that spurred the 1910 Revolution.12   

 David Pletcher who examined the early years of railway development emphasized 

the economic, political, and natural obstacles that foreign promoters faced and their 
                                                

10 Paul Garner, Porfirio Díaz, (Harlow, England: Pearson Education Limited, 2001), pp. 5-7.   
 
11 The classic Spanish-language works in this regard are Cosío Villegas, La historia moderna de 

méxico; and José Valadés, El Porfirismo: Historia de un regimen, 3 vols. 2nd ed. (México: UNAM, 1977).   
 
12 Rodney Anderson, Outcasts in their own Land: Mexican Industrial Workers, 1906-1911 

(DeKalb: Northern Illinois University Press, 1976); Ramón E. Ruíz, The Great Rebellion: Mexico, 1905-
1923 (New York: W.W. Norton, 1980); John Hart, The Mexican Revolution: The Coming and Process of 
the Mexican Revolution (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1987); Mark Wasserman, Capitalists, 
Caciques, and Revolution:  Native Elite and Foreign Enterprise in  Chihuahua, 1854-1911 (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 1984); Alan Knight, The Mexican Revolution, 2 vols. (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1986). 
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willingness to use U.S. government intervention or outright annexation to guided their 

entrepreneurial endeavours.13   Francisco Calderón and Sergio Ortiz Hernán produced 

two of the earliest systematic studies of Porfirian railway development, surveying the 

general aspects of the regime’s transportation policy-making such as concessions, 

contracts, and freight rates.14   

 John Coatsworth’s seminal investigation of Porfirian railway development 

remains the standard English-language study.  In it, Coatsworth, using a dependency 

model, argued that railway development targeting export-led economic growth failed to 

promote internal markets and native industries at the same time that it benefited foreign 

interests.  As a result, the country experienced underdevelopment.15  Nevertheless, 

Coatsworth also confirmed the indispensability of railway development as the country’s 

rugged topography and lack of navigable rivers made travel and transportation costs 

high.16  Indeed, he claimed that railway development allowed for enormous social 

savings, estimating that between 24.9% and 38.5% of the gross domestic product would 

have been diverted from other sectors of the economy to provide the needed 

transportation.17         

                                                
 
13 David Pletcher, Rails, Mines, and Progress: Seven American Promoters in Mexico,   

1867-1911 (Ithaca: Cornel University Press, 1958).  
 
14 Calderón, “Los Ferrocarriles,” and Sergio Ortiz Hernán, Los Ferrocarriles de México: una 

vision social y económica (México: Secretaría de Communicaciones y Transportes, 1970). 
 
15 John H. Coatsworth, Growth Against Development: The Economic Impact of Railroads in 

Porfirian Mexico (DeKalb: Northern Illinois University Press, 1981), pp. 175-176, 190.     
 

16 John H. Coatsworth, “Indispensable Railways in a Backward Economy: The Case of Mexico,” 
Journal of Economic History 39 (1974): pp. 167-187. 
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 Recent studies have questioned Coatsworth’s findings, especially his conclusions 

about the failure to promote internal markets and local industries as well as his 

characterizations of the regime that portray it as protecting foreign interests over national 

development and people’s well-being.18  Arturo Grunstein, for example, challenges 

dependency economic models that argue Mexican policy-makers, as a result of 

international financial linkages, could not defend national interests in regard to railways. 

Considering the financial limitations of the regime, he argues that policy-makers had 

limited choices.  This considered, he maintains that Porfirian policy-makers succeeded in 

accomplishing the majority of their principal goals concerning railway development.  

Most notably, he argues that without the large foreign loans procured by the government, 

the 1908 Mexicanization of the system would have been impossible.19   

Similarly, Sandra Kuntz-Ficker challenges Coatsworth’s conclusion.  She agrees 

that the railway played a vital role in the development of the economy, but questions the 

idea that it promoted an uneven development that benefited the export sector.  Instead, 

she maintains that high freights did not necessarily undermine the development of local 

markets.  She finds that the Mexican Central Railroad allowed regional producers to sell 

goods at local markets at advantageous prices for consumers.  Furthermore, she finds that 

in the case of transporting minerals, although destined for the country’s ports, it 

                                                                                                                                            
17 Coatsworth, Growth against Development, p. 180. 
 
18 John H. Coatsworth, “Railroads, Landholding and Agrarian Protest in the Early Porfiriato,” 

Hispanic American Historical Review 54 (1974): pp. 48-71. 
 
19 Arturo Grunstein, “Railroads and Sovereignty: Policymaking in Porfirian Mexico,” (Ph.D. Diss., 

University of California, Los Angeles, 1994), pp. 312-313.    
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nevertheless helped to develop modern, dynamic industries at the local level, a 

conclusion in sharp contrast to Coatsworth.20  

Teresa Van Hoy also questions Coatsworth’s argument that railway construction 

displaced peasants and small landholders from their communities, finding that little 

evidence exists to make such a claim.  She maintains that despite government attempts to 

push people off their lands, surveyors and government officials failed to do so opting 

instead to address and resolve local resident’s concern over railway construction.  She 

also claims that in southern Mexico the government preserved social peace not 

undertaking repression against communities that refused to sell their lands to railway 

companies.21         

This investigation diverts from these studies; it does not examine Porfirian 

railway expansion in political and economic terms per se.  Instead, it considers the social 

and cultural aspects of the development of a modern, nation-wide transportation system. 

An examination of the social and cultural impact of railways reveals how these 

monuments of progress shaped people’s understanding of the government and its 

economic policies.  This investigation demonstrates that government officials used the 

railway’s symbolic power as a means to promote, both nationally and internationally, a 

positive image of the regime.  Opposition groups at the same time exploited the powerful, 

                                                
20 Sandra Kuntz-Ficker, Empresa extrangera y mercado interno: El Ferrocarril Central Mexicano, 

1800-1907 (México, D.F.: El Colegio de México, 1995), pp. 287, 355-359.  Moreover, Kuntz-Ficker and 
Paolo Riguzzi—as well as Grunstein—lead a historiographic turn that seeks to challenge dependista 
models that emphasize Mexico’s powerlessness and subordination vis-à-vis foreign railway companies.  
See Ferrocarriles y vida económica en México, 1850-1950 (El Colegio Mexiquense: Universidad 
Metropolitana Xochimilco: Ferrocarriles Nacionales de México, 1996), passim. 

 
21 Teresa M. Van Hoy, “La Marcha Violenta? Railroads and Land in 19th Century Mexico,” 

Bulletin of Latin American Research 19 (2000): pp. 31-61.   
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iconic image of the locomotive to challenge government policies and rule.  This study 

suggests that while recent scholarship necessarily questions assumptions about the 

government’s failure to promote its country’s economic interests, they have ignored 

popular views that highlighted the Porfirian regime’s failures to defend national 

sovereignty and promote internal economic development.  This research, then, seeks to 

bridge the historigraphical divide with an approach that pays attention to the 

government’s success at railway expansion under difficult circumstances while also 

acknowledging common people’s understandings that the regime failed to protect 

national interests vis-à-vis foreign investors, speculators, and governments.        

 

Different Approaches to Railway History 

 Traditional and revisionist studies offer valuable insights regarding policy-making 

and the economic effects of new transportation technologies, nevertheless they reduce its 

role in society to its success or failure in producing backward linkages (the capacity of 

railways to promote industry to produce transportation) and forward linkages (the 

railway’s ability to move economic units to markets) in the economy.  Few have 

considered the symbolic or metaphorical dimensions of the railway and how these 

expressions moulded social and cultural relations.  Furthermore, few have investigated 

the ontological and epistemological power of the railway: how it shaped people’s 

experiences, emotions, mentality, and material culture as well as their social, political, 

and intellectual outlooks; or, how elite groups used it to prove the efficacy of 
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developmentalist ideologies22 and their version of the universal benefits of Western-

styled modernization.  In Porfirian Mexico, the railway provided a metaphor for the goal 

of the regime: the uninterrupted, relentless, and at times violent, drive forward into the 

future, a future denoted by technological sophistication, social order, material progress, 

and above all, cosmopolitan civilization.  The railway’s capacity to bring the country into 

closer communication also made it a powerful icon affirming nationhood.  Yet, 

simultaneously, the railway also embodied people’s fears and fascinations with what the 

future might hold and with what appeared to be the cold, indifferent nature of modernity. 

  A number of studies have examined how railway development affected people’s 

social and cultural milieu.  Most of these studies have focused on Europe and the U.S..  

Wolfgang Schivelbusch’s pioneering study offered the earliest investigation of the social 

and psychological impact of trains and travel on the mind of Europeans and Americans.  

He explores not only how railways changed quotidian life—from travel culture to 

consumption patterns—, but also how they changed perceptions of time and space.23  

Francisco Foot Hardman’s study of Brazil’s Madeira-Mamoré railroad, likewise, 

explored the psychological impact of trains, emphasizing the phantasmagoric quality of 

the seemingly magical arrival and departure of locomotives that gave the impression of 

appearing and vanishing in a cloud of smoke.  Moreover, he juxtaposes the nationalistic 

                                                
22 Alan Knight describes the beliefs shared by Porfirian officials and the científicos regarding 

notions of time, work, progress, etc. as a “developmentalist ideology.”  See The Mexican Revolution: 
Porfirians, Liberals, and Peasants, vol. 1, p. 84. 

 
23 Wolfgang Schivelbusch, The Railway Journey (New York: Urizen Books, 1977).  Other 

scholars, interested in people’s experiences of train travel, examine the relationship between the railway, 
station, and passengers, although in a social, not psychological or cultural, sense.  See Jeffrey Richard and 
John M. Mackenzie, The Railway Station: A Social History (London, 1986); David Norman Smith, The 
Railway and its Passengers: A Social History (London: David & Charles, 1988).  
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campaign to build a railway line across the Amazon jungle that symbolized the arrival of 

civilization into the most isolated and backward region of the country with the barbaric 

and bureaucratic efficiency that led to the death and disappearance of a workforce 

pressed into service.  These contradictions revealed a fetishization of the program that 

turned a terrible and purposeless endeavour into a symbol of material progress and the 

stuff of romantic myth.24   

 Leo Marx, in his classic study, investigates how U.S. writers understood 

technological development in the nineteenth century, arguing that for these writers the 

railway did not destroy nature, but appeared as part of it.  Railways, like other modern 

technologies, enhanced nature and helped it fulfil its productive potential.  This allowed 

writers to define their country’s character as pastoral while its leaders strove toward 

technological progress, industrial power, and worker productivity.25  William Cronon, 

also interested in the railway’s relation to nature, shows that the locomotive’s capacity to 

transport materials when rivers froze overcame the harsh winters and allowed farmers to 

sell their goods in urban markets.  Thus he concludes that railways altered people’s 

relationship with both the climate and environment.26     

                                                
 
24 Francisco Foot Hardman, Trem fantasma: A modernidade na selva (São Paulo: Companhia das 

Letras, 1988).  
 
25 Leo Marx, Machine in the Garden: Technology and the Pastoral Ideal in America (Oxford: 

Oxford University Press, 1964).  
 
26 William Cronon, Nature’s Metropolis: Chicago and the Great West (New York: W.W. Norton 

& Company, 1991), pp. 174-176.  
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Recent studies have explored the cultural dimensions of the ways that writers and 

artists represented the railway in poetry, novels, music, art, and the press.  Railroad 

development studies, for example, have revealed that the cultural representations of the 

railroad in Great Britain shaped people’s understandings of social relations.  They have 

demonstrated that writers and artists used the railway as a cultural metaphor that shaped 

Victorian educational, intellectual, and emotional patterns as it represented the material 

embodiment of the spirit of the age.  The railway’s relation to space—its ability to 

transform nature or propel urbanization—also transformed the topics, scenarios, 

characters, and narratives that authors and artists created in their imaginative works.27   

Finally, approaching the history of technology, and to lesser extent railways, from 

a global outlook, Michael Adas demonstrates that nineteenth-century Europeans 

understood modern technologies as definitive proof of their superiority over non-Western 

peoples and used large-scale projects, such as railway expansion, in their colonies to 

legitimate their imperialistic aspirations.  He convincingly argues that colonial officials 

viewed Africans and Asians as lacking the qualities of punctuality and time thrift needed 

in a capitalistic society, qualities essential to railway travel.28  Along similar lines, Robert 

Lee shows that while the railway was crucial to the expansion of European empires in 

Asia during the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, in regions that maintained 

                                                
27 Michael Freeman, Railways and the Victorian Imagination (New Haven: Yale University Press, 

1999); Ian Carter, Railways and culture in Britain: The epitome of modernity (Manchester: Manchester 
University Press, 2001); Jill Murdock, “The Railway in Arcadia: An Approach to Modernity in British 
Visual Culture,”  in Mitteilungen des Österreichischen Staatsarchivs: Eisenbahn/Kultur, ed. Günter 
Dinhobl (Wien: Sonderband 7, 2004), pp. 113-135.    

 
28 Michael Adas, Machines as the Measure of Men: Science, Technology, and Ideologies of 

Western Dominance (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1989).   
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some degree of autonomy—China, Japan, and Siam—elite groups used railway 

development to reinforce and strengthen their rule through national integration and 

modernization.29  

These studies offer new perspectives about the role of the railway outside the 

purely economic and political realms, although they cannot be separated from these 

activities either.  These different approaches reveal that social, cultural, and 

psychological understandings of the railway at times shaped the political and economic 

spheres and vice-versa.  This study combines several of these approaches to examine how 

Porfirian officials and their supporters utilized cultural representations of the railway—

expressed in artwork, literature, pageantry, and the press—to legitimate their rule and to 

create a modern, civilized citizenry with a unified national identity.  It also examines how 

opposition groups likewise used the symbolic and rhetorical power of the railway—

expressed in cartoons, lithographs, music, literature, and the press—to challenge the 

regime in the years before the Revolution.   

 

Railways, the Mission of Civilization, and the Phantasmagoria of Progress 

 This study explores the Porfirian regime’s civilizing mission and how its most 

ambitious project of national development and material progress—the construction of a 

countrywide railway system—provided officials with a powerful symbolic and rhetorical 

tool used to promote their vision. A growing literature on the cultural history of the 

Porfiriato has inspired this study.  These works have explored an array of issues including 

                                                
29 Robert Lee, “Railways, space and imperialism,” in Mitteilungen des Österreichischen 

Staatsarchivs: Eisenbahn/Kultur, ed. Günter Dinhobl (Wien: Sonderband 7, 2004), pp. 91-106. 
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state formation, tensions between traditional (rural) and modern (urban) identities, and 

the outbreak of the Mexican Revolution.  They demonstrate that the regime uses cultural 

practices and values to establish its legitimacy and to attempt to remake society among 

modern, European guidelines—for example, in their choice of recreations, their self-

portrayal at World’s Fairs, or their views on criminality.30  This considered, these studies 

have played a central role in explaining the success and span of Porfirian rule as well as 

its eventual downfall.         

By its success at advancing the civilizing mission, the regime endeavoured to 

establish its legitimacy as the government grew increasingly authoritarian and 

disregarded the hallowed Constitution of 1857.  Díaz and his cronies repeatedly took 

advantage of public rituals, civic ceremonies, and the subsidized (hence, pro-government) 

press to highlight his achievement at civilizing the country.  An accomplishment 

demonstrated by securing peace and bringing progress, and thus establishing the 

necessary conditions for the population to enjoy a level of material culture equal with the 

U.S. and Europe.    

 This study has been informed theoretically by several works that explore issues of 

civilization, technology, and popular and elite culture.  In The Civilizing Process, Norbert 

Elias posited that through the transition of European feudal society to modern nations, 

personal behaviours such as table manners, bodily propriety, and housing conditions 

                                                
30 See, for example, William Beezley, Judas at the Jockey Club and other Episodes in Porfirian 

Mexico, 2nd ed. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2001); Mauricio Tenorio-Trillo, Mexico at the 
World’s Fairs: Crafting a Modern Nation (Berkeley: University of California Press) 1996; Robert M. 
Buffington, Criminal and Citizen in Modern Mexico (Lincoln: University of Nebraska, 2000); Pablo 
Piccato, City of Suspects: Crime in Mexico City, 1900-1931 (Durham: Duke University Press, 2001). 
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played a central role in the middle class’s attempt to create its own standards opposed to 

those of the Middle Ages.31  He reveals how European courtly society used these codes of 

conduct to distinguish themselves from inferior ranks and how acts of etiquette made 

clear the social hierarchy.32  He also shows how patterns of self-restraint become 

intertwined with the concept of civilization.  Only through the establishment of societies 

with a centralized monopoly of power did self-restraint become an essential aspect of the 

civilizing process.  The growing complexity of societies and the growing interdependence 

between individuals within a society, coupled with a central authority’s monopoly of 

force, fostered a sense of stability that made self-restraint a decisive trait of the civilized 

individual.33   

This concept provides a framework for understanding the connection between the 

Porfirian aim of fostering a modern, civilized citizenry and the regime’s increasingly 

authoritarian politics.  Furthermore, officials understood technological progress as an 

essential component to the civilizing of individuals.  Railway development demanded a 

series of proper behaviours such as self-constraint against the use violence (banditry, for 

example, had perpetually undermined government attempts to build railway lines) and a 

reliable work ethic and labour force to build a national transportation grid.  Railway 

travel, likewise, demanded proper behaviours such as punctuality and etiquette.  

Government officials and their boosters extolled these patterns of civilized behaviour—

                                                
31 Nobert Elias, The Civilizing Process: Sociogenetic and Psychogenetic Investigations, trans. 

Edmund Jephcott, rev. ed.  (Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishing, 2000), pp. 180-182.  
 
32 Ibid., p. 189. 
 
33 Ibid., pp. 365-379. 
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expressed and defined in art, literature, pageantry, social commentaries, and political 

rhetoric—to make clear their political legitimacy while, at the same time, convincing 

foreign audiences about their unquestionable ascendance to the pantheon of civilized 

countries.         

Michael Adas in Machines as the Measure of Men argues that nineteenth-century 

European colonial officials and policy-makers used the idea of a “civilizing mission” to 

justify imperial ambitions in Africa and Asia, often couching their objectives in 

humanitarian terms.  He maintains that European advances in technology provided them 

with tangible proof of their superiority, further validating their global outlook. 34  These 

assumptions about superiority—sometimes expressed as racial supremacy—came to 

represent in the minds of Europeans universal truths about the relationship between 

traditional and modern societies.  While Adas offers a pioneering study of the 

connections between technology and the Western civilizing mission, he pays little 

attention to examples where colonized people or the native elite might have wanted to 

secure the benefits of civilization and modern technology.35  This study explores how late 

nineteenth-century leaders of Mexico, an independent yet underdeveloped country, 

promoted a self-civilizing mission, through the use of the railway as the supreme symbol 

of national development, as a means to attain social order, political stability, and material 

progress.  The discourses that divided between the “civilized” and the “barbaric” proved 

powerful in government attempts to create boundaries differentiating elite and popular 

                                                
34 Adas, Machines as the Measure of Men, pp. 219-220. 
 
35 Lee, “Railways, space and imperialism,” p. 105.  
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identities.  Furthermore, since railway travel demanded behaviours such as time-keeping 

and precision it also became a symbol of the new demands of an emerging capitalistic 

society.36   

For Porfirians, especially in the early years of railway expansion (roughly 1880-

1888), the civilizing capacity of technology found its most intimate expressions.  Writers, 

artists, journalists, and government officials interpreted railway expansion, the ultimate 

symbol of material progress, as a phenomenon that would allow the once war-torn and 

socially divided country to unite and move forward towards a better future.  A near 

religious fervour regarding the importance of technological modernization and its ability 

to transform the country and its citizens emerged.  Inspired by Comtean positivism, a 

philosophy emphasizing scientific politics that viewed society as a natural organism that 

went through stages of evolution,37 technology and progress assured Porfirians that their 

country verged on reaching the so-called final stage of history.  In this way, Comtean 

positivism, much like its Saint-Simonian predecessor, represented a near-Utopian outlook 

                                                
 
36 For a discussion of the connections between time-keeping and the inculcation of modern, 

capitalist work ethic, see E.P. Thompson, “Time, Work-Discipline, and Industrial Capitalism,” Past and 
Present 38 (1967): 56-97;  For a discussion of how Europeans used time-keeping to regulate discipline of 
the body in institutional rituals (i.e. schools, factories, militaries, etc.), see Michel Foucault, Discipline and 
Punish: The Birth of the Prison, trans. Alan Sheridan (New York: Vintage Books, 1977),  pp. 149-156.  For 
studies dealing with these issues in the Porfirian context, see William E. French, A Peaceful and Working 
People: Manners, Morals, and Class Formation in Northern Mexico (Albuquerque: University of New 
Mexico, 1996), passim and Robert M. Buffington and William E. French, “The Culture of Modernity,” in 
The Oxford History Of Mexico, eds. Michael C. Meyer and William H. Beezley (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2000), pp. 422-423.   

 
37 Charles Hale, The Transformation of Liberalism in Late Nineteenth-Century Mexico (Princeton: 

Princeton University Press, 1989), pp. 205-206. 
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insofar as it offered a vision of social and national development without the emergence of 

class conflict envisaged by Karl Marx’s theory of historical materialism.38 

The symbolic use of the railway to carry the country into the future proved to be a 

powerful metaphor, helping Díaz secure social order, political unity, foreign investment, 

and perpetual re-elections.  Nevertheless, by roughly 1895, opponents of the dictatorship 

began to question discourses presented as universal truths that underpinned the 

government’s civilizing mission.  Also using the railway as the chief symbolic marker, 

these groups offered radical reinterpretations of the regime’s developmentalist ideology, 

focusing on the social hardships and foreign domination they associated with government 

policies.  The failure of the regime’s strategy and modern technologies to improve the 

standard of living of the majority of the population, if not making people’s lives worse—

represented most emotively by the railway accident—threw into question the booster 

fetishism of progress, exposing the false promises of material culture to promote social 

renewal.   

Walter Benjamin argued that the utopian promises offered by capitalist 

modernization and technological progress had created a collective “dream consciousness” 

among European societies that viewed machines as alleviating human misery yet 

ignoring how modern technologies had fostered the greater exploitation of individuals.39  

This “dream consciousness” denoted an example of what Marx referred to as the 

                                                
38 Karl Marx, The Communist Manifesto and The German Ideology in Karl Marx: Selected 

Writings, ed. David MaLellan (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1977), pp. 159-191, 221-247.  
 
39 Walter Benjamin, The Arcades Project, trans. Howard Eiland and Kevin McLaughlin 

(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1999), pp. 388, 392-395. 
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fetishism of commodities—that is, the process by which people transform consumer 

products into objects with ambiguous meaning divorced from understandings of the 

human labour and exploitation that created these goods.  The only meaning held within 

these commodities was what the consumer or observer imputed.  For Benjamin, the 

process of fetishization could be understood by examining how people experienced 

commodities sensually.  This transformation of commodities, he referred to as 

“phantasmagoria,” emphasized the ways that consumer goods became magical objects 

unable to show how they came into being.40  This study, following Benjamin, 

demonstrates how middle- and upper-class literature during the early years of railway 

development—especially during railway inauguration ceremonies—expressed their 

encounters with the locomotive as emotive, sensual experiences confirming the utopian 

promises of modernization.  

Above all moments, the regime’s organization of civic ceremonies celebrating the 

inauguration of railways provided important opportunities for officials to justify their rule 

through symbolic acts.  Officials symbolically and rhetorically associated their rule with 

the country’s ceaseless drive into the future made possible through social order and 

material progress.  Inaugurations, and the regional expositions that showcased local 

products that often accompanied these events, not only revealed a fetishism of local 

commodities and the railway, but the government as well.  Indeed, as Pierre Bourdieu 

explains, dominant groups use political and civic rituals to underscore the legitimacy of 

their authority.  In so doing, political and religious leaders in ritual appear as autonomous 

                                                
40 Ibid., p. 669. 
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figures magically bestowed with power, not as individuals whose status stems from the 

authority that people have invested in them.41  During the Porfiriato, these types of 

celebrations repeatedly highlighted Díaz as the country’s indisputable leader, linking him 

symbolically to the railway as the only person capable of securing the necessary 

conditions for material progress. 

These ceremonies allowed elite groups to demonstrate civilized behaviours and 

values that they believed all groups should aspire to—whether dressing properly, 

demonstrating etiquette, or enjoying European art and music.  As James Scott maintains 

elite groups in peasant societies placed civilized behaviours on a pedestal that few could 

aspire to achieve, either lacking the material or cultural means to do so.42  Indeed, 

Porfirians undertook lavish celebrations for railway inaugurations that allowed them to 

flaunt their material and cultural sophistication as a means to separate themselves from 

common society while, at the same time, connecting them to foreign countries regarded 

as sophisticated and civilized.  Railway inaugurations played a crucial role in establishing 

a cultural framework that justified government authority and that sought to provide 

guidelines for the moralizing and civilizing of the citizenry.  These frameworks allowed 

the ruling elite to draw on moral values to define legitimate political practice.43  Civic 
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rituals, in the case of the Porfiriato, provided an opportunity for supporters of the regime 

to highlight the indispensability of Díaz and the absolute necessity of his perpetual re-

election.  

This study considers people’s relationship to the railway as an example of the 

process of phantasmagoria.  The arrival of the locomotive, as demonstrated by the works 

of writers, artists, journalists, and politicians, evoked strong emotional and sensual 

reactions among its audience as trains seemed to materialize and vanish in a cloud of 

smoke.44  The railway, for many, represented the material incarnation of the country’s 

bright future defined by the establishment of civilization and the attainment of material 

progress.  Furthermore, these sources reveal that a wide range of social commentators 

viewed railways as the cornerstone to national redemption after years of economic and 

social turmoil.  Yet, as years passed, and railway development proved insufficient in 

ending the hardships that people faced, opposition groups used cultural mediums to 

highlight the human and national toll behind the government’s infrastructure project—

including the loss of sovereignty, the people’s loss of land, the draconian implementation 

of laws, the preponderance of train wrecks, and the poor treatment of native workers by 

U.S. companies.  In so doing, these sources helped to undermine people’s approval of the 

regime that had shed its liberal credentials and grown increasingly authoritarian.  

Scholars have associated the idea of civilization and progress with the elusive 

concept of modernity.  While the definition among scholars varies, most point to several 
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characteristics that define the modern world: capitalist societies with industrial means of 

production; a belief in ceaseless development, progress, and change; a teleological sense 

of history’s march forward; and a media and transportation infrastructure that compress 

time and space.  Furthermore, Marshall Berman emphasizes the contradictions inherent in 

modern life describing the experience as constant impermanence, a phenomenon caused 

by ever-changing and ever-expanding technologies, institutions, and ideas that foster a 

sense of “perpetual becoming.”45  While the elite used the changes brought forward by 

modernity to implement the policies and infrastructural development they viewed as 

fundamental to economic and material progress, opposition groups interpreted these 

changes in a much different light.  The regime’s bitterest critics used their understandings 

of modernity to advocate social, economic, and political strategies that, while no less 

modern, nevertheless offered a sharply different view of what the country needed to take 

full advantage of the benefits of ceaseless progress.    

This investigation examines the changing dynamic between the Porfirian regime 

and opposition groups through an analysis of the diverse and conflicting representations 

of the railway program in elite and popular culture.  Using Antonio Gramsci’s concept of 

cultural hegemony, this study uses the railway program to explore how the Díaz regime 

maintained and secured political legitimacy through cultural symbols of progress and 

civilization and how these representative images eventually lost meaning in the wake of a 

flood of cultural works that sought to expose the false promises of national development.  
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For Gramsci, all governing bodies inevitably face a difficult juggling act: namely, 

maintaining the delicate balance between consent and force in legitimating rule.46  Ruling 

groups, to gain consent from subordinates, must attempt to obtain their acceptance 

through the social and cultural order.  In other words, dominant culture requires consent 

from subordinate groups in the realm of values, beliefs, mores, and prejudices that define 

existing social, economic, and political relations.47  This idea holds that while any given 

government might face political or social opposition, most groups find it difficult to 

translate their experiences into ideologies that challenge the hegemonic culture.   

 Here, Gramsci’s understanding of ideology differed from Marx.  Rather than 

viewing ideology as a mere reflection of the society’s economic circumstances (Marx 

would say the economic base), making certain beliefs specific to particular classes, he 

argued that cultural practices shaped by language, community values, religion, and 

folklore played a crucial role in determining ideologies that meshed with or worked 

against the dominant ideology.  Gramsci, likewise, viewed the press as vital to the ability 

of political movements or parties to gain people’s support.48  His brief discussion of 

popular culture contended that the new nationalist revolutionary literature needed to tap 

into the moral and intellectual beliefs of the masses to become the base for social 

renewal.49  
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In Porfirian Mexico, relations between ruling and popular groups were not only 

established through Díaz’s manipulation of local, state, and national governments and his 

reliance on coercion.  His rule also depended on fostering a shared language and ideology 

among various groups that stressed an unwavering belief in modernizing the country by 

any means necessary.  While not all people agreed on the exact approach that this project 

must take, competing and complementary discourses—expressed in symbols, images, and 

ideas—nevertheless agreed on the essentialness of attaining material progress and served 

to create a hegemonic consensus.  Successful railway development, within this context, 

represented the ultimate symbol of this goal.  Yet, by roughly 1895, a flood of 

reinterpretations of how the railway had failed to promote modernity, civilization, and 

national progress began to challenge the ideas that the regime and its followers had 

upheld.  Indeed, the hegemonic consensus established by Díaz and his supporters proved 

shallow and underdeveloped as a result of its narrow alliance of elite groups and reliance 

on government-sponsored violence to maintain order. 

This study, drawing on Gramsci’s understanding of the relations between 

subordinate and dominant groups, argues that challengers of the Porfirian regime used 

popular culture—the opposition press, artwork, stories, poetry, corridos (ballads)—to 

draw people’s attention to the failures of the regime in regards to an array of social, 

economic, and political problems.  In all these works, the railway, as the supreme symbol 

of the regime’s accomplishments in the realm of material progress, played a central role 

framing critiques against the government.  This study further contends that these 
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expressions of oppositional and popular culture helped to expose the fetishism of material 

progress—embodied in industrial commodities, luxury goods, and even railways—that 

allowed much of the government’s policies to go generally unquestioned.  Indeed, after 

1895 or so, the elite cultural representations of the railway proved too narrow, allowing 

opposition groups to provide their own symbolic meaning over the successes and failures 

of government policy, a strategy that likewise exploited the railway’s iconic power. 

This study pays considerable attention to the role of the press in producing the 

cultural representations of technological development.  Following the argument of Jerry 

Knudson, this investigation shows that Porfirian newspapers offer scholars more than a 

source of information showing what events occurred and when, but also, and more 

importantly, provide understanding of how people interpreted these events thus shaping 

their world views.50  A wide-range of newspapers, dailies, and weeklies were published 

in Mexico City, offering readers 576 different periodicals throughout the Porfiriato.  In 

Mexico City, the illiteracy rate improved from thirty-eight percent to fifty percent during 

the Díaz era.  In the rest of the country, the illiteracy rate improved from 14 percent to 20 

percent.  The circulation of periodicals throughout the era increased with the largest 

presses running 20,000 copies per day.  Nevertheless, the average circulation of 

newspapers only amounted to 6,000.51  Some scholars have assumed that high illiteracy 
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rates and low circulation of newspapers lessened the press’s influence on society.52  Yet 

as E.P. Thompson revealed, political ideas articulated in the press could be disseminated 

to illiterate audiences through public readings at social gatherings as well as through 

popular culture such as ballads and cornerstone parodies.53  While the printed word could 

only reach a relatively small population, the opposition and popular press’s frequent use 

of images to attack government policies allowed these periodicals to reach a far wider 

audience than their counterparts targeting literate society.54  Furthermore, Díaz’s harsh 

treatment of dissident reporters—jailing, beating, and the destruction of printing 

presses55—reveal that the regime viewed the press as a threat, attempting to quell any 

printed opposition whatsoever.          

The chapters that follow integrate these approaches in an attempt to explore the 

ways that people understood the railway’s capacity to save the country and carry it into a 

future denoted by limitless progress.  It examines moments of celebration and crisis when 

people’s emotional and sensual reactions to the locomotive reached a climax, seeking to 

investigate how these experiences either evoked confirmation or contempt for the 

Porfirian modernization program.  Chapter One, “Liberalism and Railways,” examines 

the early years of the railway debate in the Congress and in the press during Díaz’s first 
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presidential term.  It sketches the rhetorical strategies used by boosters and opponents of 

Díaz’s transportation policy and argues that both groups viewed railway development as 

a near-utopian goal that would revitalize the country after decades of social, political, and 

economic backwardness.  Politicians and the press described the diverse ways that 

railroad construction promoted movement, energy, commerce, immigration, unity, and 

civilization.  It explores the reasons why opposition groups, although not contesting 

railway development as such, nonetheless questioned Diaz’s choice to offer concessions 

to U.S. companies and to build a north-south line connecting the capital to their northern 

neighbour before an east-west line connecting both coasts.  It shows that although Díaz 

enacted controversial measures—such as giving the executive branch full power to grant 

concessions thus by-passing Congress—when he left office in 1880, he received a warm 

farewell, even by long-time opponents, according much of his praise from his success at 

securing important railway contracts and nascent construction.   

 Chapter Two, “De Viaje: Elite Views of Modernity and the Railway Boom,” turns 

to how the middle- and upper-class press represented the arrival of the railway in a 

variety of cultural forms: poems, literature, cartoons, and social commentaries.  It 

demonstrates that elite groups expressed optimism at the locomotive’s ability to carry the 

country into the future denoted by boundless progress and the attainment of civilization.  

It explores the often emotional language used by writers to describe their encounters with 

the railway to reveal the sensual impact of it on people enthusiastic about the 

locomotive’s civilizing potential.  These narratives, through the process of 

phantasmagoria—the emotional and sensual experience that created a fetishism of the 
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railway—offered readers tangible proof about the accomplishments of the regime as they 

often expressed devotion to Díaz and his policies promoting “order and progress.”   

 Chapter Three, “Building the Nation through Inauguration: The Railway 

Ceremony,” investigates how government officials used railway inaugurations as well as 

other civic ceremonies that featured the railway as a means to promote new, modern 

values that corresponded to a liberal, capitalistic, and civilized country.  It reveals that 

organizers exploited pageantry to create an aura of sacrality around Díaz and the regime 

he headed.  In so doing, these celebrations helped foster a cult of personality dedicated to 

the dictator that aided his triumph in securing repeated re-elections.  Moreover, it shows 

that these ceremonies played an important role in disseminating ideas of national unity 

across the country, a development closely associated with Díaz’s indispensability. 

 The following two chapters provide counterpoints to the previous two.  Chapter 

Four, “The Price of Progress: Popular Perceptions of the Railway Accident,” maintains 

that while many individuals understood the locomotive to represent the pinnacle of 

modernity, the experience of train wrecks undermined this belief for many sectors of 

society.  The frequent coverage of accidents fomented a growing opposition to the 

country’s foreign-owned railways and exposed the false promises of technological 

progress and of the capacity modern machinery to alleviate people’s lives.  It shows that 

popular perceptions of the railway and the limits of its utopian potential were expressed 

in a wide-range of cultural materials such as corridos (ballads), penny presses, and 

oppositional newspapers.   
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 Chapter Five, “La Loco-Matona: The Railway in the Popular and Opposition 

Press,” looks at the representations of the railway in the popular and opposition press, 

arguing that while the regime used the railway symbolically and rhetorically to legitimate 

its rule, Díaz’s critics employed the symbolic power of the locomotive to highlight the 

cold, indifferent nature of modernity as well as make a series of attacks against policy-

making decisions.  The opposition press, many of whom played important roles in the 

outbreak of the 1910 Revolution, sought to highlight the national costs and human toll 

that buttressed railway development.  Moreover, they often used it symbolically to 

represent a myriad of other economic, political, and social issues they viewed as 

detrimental to national development.  This chapter maintains that these sources helped 

expose the fetishization of railway expansion, seeking to make known the country’s loss 

of economic sovereignty, the draconian laws that underpinned progress, and the 

violations of the Constitution of 1857.         

 Together, these examples suggest that the regime’s exploitation of the symbolic 

power of the railway as an icon of social order and material progress proved to be a 

double-edged sword.  While government boosters and officials closely associated Díaz 

with the railroad and his success at securing the trappings modernity, various sectors of 

society began to associate railway development with a multitude of issues they viewed as 

detrimental to their country.  Thus the connection that the regime fostered for decades 

associating the dictator with the railway’s utopian potential, in the end, helped to 

undermine people’s confidence in the future envisioned by Díaz’s and his cronies.  Yet 

opposition groups did not altogether abandon the belief in the efficacy of modern 
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technologies to improve people’s lives.  Utopian beliefs about the benefits of civilization 

and modernity, while perhaps tempered, continued to drive the political aspirations of 

many individuals who, although not opposed to development per se, sought more 

nationalistic and socially equitable policies.   
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CHAPTER 1 
LIBERALISM AND RAILWAYS  

 
 
Let us become the doctor of this extremely sick patient, of Mexico…there is in 

this great organism a state of alarming prostration; its advanced stage does not 
correspond with the capabilities at its disposal; its constitution is that of an athlete that 
cannot lift even the tiniest object;…in this inferior organism the diagnosis is anaemia.  
The lack of activity, the lack of circulation, the lack of movement. There is blood, there is 
vitality, but it is completely motionless, and if it does move, it is with a hopeless 
sluggishness.  
    And fine: now having made the diagnosis, science has for this case of an 
anaemic human race, one infallible cure: 
 --Iron! the medic would say to his patient. 
 --Iron! we would say, taking this analogy to its conclusion. 
 --Invigorate the blood cells to trigger its circulatory potential. 
 --Let us propel its powerful vitality by creating arteries so we can move freely 
and swiftly, circulating that activity that is heat, and heat that is light and life. 

      La Patria, March 13, 1880. 

 

The development and expansion of the railway system represented the crowning 

achievement of the Porfirian regime.  Since independence had been achieved in 1821, the 

nation suffered from political instability, economic stagnation, foreign occupation, and 

territorial loss.  This all changed when Porfirio Díaz seized power under the banner of the 

Revolution of Tuxtepec in 1876.  By the end of his first term in office, he had succeeded 

in fostering the stability needed for economic development, an accomplishment 

demonstrated most clearly by the success of the railroad project.  Policy-makers believed 

the railroad would promote national integration and guarantee prosperity through export-

oriented economic growth.  The railway project allowed for the rapid transport of 

agricultural products and mineral resources to ports, invigorating the economy as well as 

allowing for the mobilization of labour needed for those sectors.  Moreover, it 

encouraged political stability and social peace by integrating isolated regions, where local 

caudillos often held sway rather than the federal authorities, and by allowing government 
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officials to mobilize the military against any potential armed political challenges.  Thus, 

the railroad helped build the nation under the Porfirian government.          

Yet railroad development represented more than a national program to integrate 

the country and foster economic growth.  The debate surrounding its construction also 

opened up a discussion in which both the Porfirian administration and its opposition 

defined their own versions of civilization, modernity, patriotism, and commercial 

development.  By examining this aspect of the railway project, we can appreciate that 

transportation development was a cultural project, not just an economic and political one.  

Few historians have examined the discursive aspects behind national railway programs in 

Latin America.  Paulo Roberto Cimó Queiroz examined railroad promotion in Mato 

Grosso, Brazil and argued that the railway secured both political and symbolic interests. 

The Paulista elite promoted railway development in an attempt to incorporate a vast 

group of planters far from the Brazil’s centre of power—many of whom had fostered 

separatist ideologies—into the national economy.56  In so doing, the Brazilian elite hoped 

to promote a sense of national identity through railroad construction.  Kim Clark’s study 

of railway development in Ecuador also explored the discursive aspects that underpin 

hegemonic projects.  She argues that a discourse of movement, energy, and connection 

emerged in the national railway debate that appealed to wide range of social groups.  

Clark examined these debates using Raymond Williams’ interpretive framework of 

keywords.  That is, words that call attention to struggles over meaning and that are 
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obscured through common use.  For Williams, keywords do not have a fixed meaning 

because people voice and transform them through conflicts over political, economic, 

social, and cultural projects.  Clark, using this framework, revealed that the keywords 

used concerning the Ecuadorian railroad project had ambiguous enough meaning to help 

secure support from various elite groups, allowing government officials to undertake the 

project.57     

This chapter builds on these studies by examining the discourses of railway 

development during the early Porfiriato.  The symbolic dimensions of railroad 

development, in some cases, paralleled the examples from Brazil and Ecuador. 

Nevertheless, the rhetorical strategies used by both promoters and opponents of the 

railway project were shaped by their country’s historical development.  Decades of 

political strife, warfare, and foreign interventions that racked the nation since 

independence framed the debate that emerged around the issue of railway expansion.   

Boosters of the regime, especially the liberal press and liberal policy-makers, 

emphasized the railroad’s ability to energize the country, foster national unity, encourage 

a heightened sense of patriotism, increase commerce, promote immigration, and secure 

peace.  As such, railway development represented a near-utopian goal for liberals who 

strongly believed in its potential to remake society.  They stressed the achievements of 

Díaz’s rule, especially his successful promotion of national “order and progress” during 

his first term in office.  Furthermore, supporters lauded his achievement of securing the 

first large-scale railway contracts with a national scope.   
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Conversely, political opponents and anti-Díaz newspapers often used the same 

rhetoric to challenge the manner in which economic development had been fostered. 

These competing discourses not only revealed the contentious atmosphere of early 

railway expansion, but also called attention to the symbolic power of the railroad.  They 

show that all groups shared the belief in the railway’s power to promote civilization and 

progress, although they differed over the manner in which government officials should 

advance railroad development.  Despite a significant opposition, the range of discourses 

in which various groups debated this development proved to be quite narrow.  Both 

promoted railway development for the same reasons, although they differed on the 

method of executing this project.  While a vociferous opposition challenged the strategies 

used by the administration to promote development, pro-Díaz liberals forged a sense of 

consensus concerning the need for railway expansion.  Furthermore, Díaz’s ability to 

encourage the enormous growth of the railway network provided the president, as well as 

his supporters, with an effective symbolic tool to underscore the accomplishments of his 

administration.  

 

Movement and Energy 

Previous administrations had failed to promote a sustained period of railway 

expansion.  Between 1837 and 1873 various governments had attempted to secure 

railroad contracts, only to be undermined by persistent armed conflict between liberals 

and conservatives and by foreign occupation.  Since the central government, during this 

period, only controlled the area between the Mexico City and Veracruz, and since it had 
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been a chief trading route since colonial times, several administrations sought to improve 

transportation between the two cities to boost international trade and customs revenues.58  

Aside from the Mexican [Veracruz] railway, the country lacked any substantial railway 

network outside the central region.  When Díaz took power, the country’s inadequate 

railway system made the expansion of a national grid one of the primary, and 

unmistakably important, goals of his government.59   

 Railway development took on added importance because the nation’s railroad 

construction lagged far behind other Latin American nations.60  For Díaz, railroad 

expansion formed the linchpin of his economic and nation-building program.  In 1877, 

the Treasury’s Annual Report stated that, for Díaz, railway construction represented the 

chief goal of his administration as it would allow the nation’s agricultural production to 

be more easily and cheaply transported and, in so doing, revive the economy.61  

In the early years of the Porfiriato, newspapers supporting Díaz’s, and later 

Manuel González’s, presidency repeatedly emphasized the railway as the cornerstone of 

an economic, political, and social transformation.  Often they emphasized its capacity to 

promote progress and civilization through its regenerative qualities.  One Mexico City 

newspaper, El Boletin de la Cooperación, clearly articulated this idea in its discussion of 
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the inauguration of a rail line between Mexico City and Morelos, celebrated on 

September 16, the day of Mexican Independence.  In it, the author could hardly withhold 

his exuberance regarding the railway’s potential to inject energy and revitalize the 

nation.62   

Many members of the press promoted the Porfirian-brand of modernization and 

repeatedly stressed the railway’s ability to regenerate and transform the country after a 

long period of economic backwardness and political infighting.  Newspapers placed their 

country in the same category as other so-called civilized nations of the world.  Boosters 

often depicted any opposition to railway development as archaic or savage, contrasting 

these opinions against the civilizing aspects of modernization.  In an article criticizing 

some congressional opposition to contracts handed out to the Mexican Central Railroad 

Company, El Heraldo condemned such challengers as the “enemies of progress” and as 

the ideas of a “foolish civilization” impeding national progress.  Moreover, the author 

characterized any opposition to railway development as unthinkable since the locomotive 

crossing the country’s deserts had even captured the imagination of “savages” about the 

absolute need for national progress.63  The press frequently juxtaposed the civilizing 
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quality of the railroad against the savagery that liberals believed characterized the 

country’s remote regions.  This type of discourse became especially frequent in 

provincial newspapers.  In Coahuila, one reporter, discussing the benefits of building a 

railway through the Sierra Mojada desert, speculated that it would create new towns in 

the desert where before only savages and wild animals dared live.64  The railroad 

promoted order, in this argument, where before only chaos existed.  In this way, the 

railway represented the goal of the Díaz administration: to bring peace and progress to a 

country that had been dominated by wild, unruly social and political strife.  Through the 

promotion of modern projects, the nation could transcend its uncultivated, savage 

condition to become a refined nation in the vanguard of the civilized world.  Moreover, 

the enthusiasm for railway building in provincial towns suggested that groups outside 

Mexico City were convinced of the need for order, the first step towards the 

establishment of civilization. The contrast of the civilizing capabilities of the railway 

with the country’s untamed environment offered the liberal press a powerful symbol of 

modernity.65   

 The press linked the juxtaposition of savagery and civilization to notions of race, 

especially what social commentators viewed as the country’s racial character.  The 

railway, they argued, would transform the Indian into a modern, productive citizen.  

Indeed, El Monitor Republicano told readers that building a national railway system 

connecting the isolated interior of the country to the coast would help to reach Indian 
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populations whose “backward traditions,” “deficient civilization,” and “helpless 

isolation” led them to under-produce agricultural products that could be exported to 

foreign markets.66  Similarly, El Hijo del Trabajo, a newspaper that claimed to speak on 

behalf of the people (pueblo), congratulated the 1000 Indians that had found work 

building the Interoceanic line to Toluca.  The reporter compared the nation’s indigenous 

peoples to “savage Hottentots” who once having lived in degradation as a result of their 

barbarous ways now demonstrated their dignity through work.  The author claimed this 

as definitive proof that the Indian no longer viewed the laws of the nation as something 

used to suppress them, but instead as tools to be used to articulate their rights as 

citizens.67  

This sentiment found expression at the inauguration of the Morelos Railway line 

in 1880.  The event organizers had a young Amecameca Indian boy give the inauguration 

speech.  In it, he began by telling the crowd of listeners the history of great inventors 

from Johann Guttenburg to James Watt.  The young boy continued by telling the crowd 

that communication between regions spurred by railroads allowed for the mixture of not 

only ideas and customs, but races.  He went on to claim that the locomotive would 

transform his nation as it had the United States and Europe and declared that their nation 

must also follow in the path of those great countries.  A reporter for El Periódico Oficial, 

that published the speech, maintained that the young boy’s words represented the 
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transformation of a pueblo once lost in snowy volcanoes and fantastic traditions into a 

commercially oriented society being brought back to life.68    

Even high-ranking politicians became the targets of racialized attacks if they 

appeared to impede railway development.  When Justo Benítez’s supporters in Congress 

stalled the negotiations with the Sullivan and Palmer company to build the Interoceanic 

line that would connect the capital to the Pacific, El Monitor Republicano attacked the 

presidential candidate, charging that Benítez had “pure Indian blood” and that he “hated 

Americans” to such a degree that he sought to sabotage the whole project.69               

The press often discussed the railroad’s importance for national development in 

evolutionary terms, characterizing the supporters of the new administration as a 

regenerative force that would usher a new era of modernization and capitalist 

development.  Indeed, the evolutionary context in which individuals discussed the need 

for railway expansion fit well with the Comtian positivist logic shared by members of the 

Díaz administration, many of whom viewed their country as being on the brink of 

becoming modern.  Surely the railway project would bring this objective to fruition.  For 

one Mexico City newspaper, railway development had transformed the country into a 

Lazarus figure whom had broken his bonds, shaken off the dirt of his tomb, and prepared 

himself to move forward.70   
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Liberal newspapers also used the language of revival and energy often 

characterizing the country as a body that the railway would infuse with life.  One 

reporter, in his article “What Mexico Needs to Live Actively,” compared the nation to a 

sick, feeble body that needed to be revitalized through the construction of railroads.  He 

offered readers an account of medical examination where a doctor recommended to his 

patient (Mexico) that iron (railways) would solve his problems of prostration.71  The 

pseudo-scientific rhetoric espoused in his article provided valuable insights into Porfirian 

ideals of human progress.  The author clearly viewed transportation development as 

central to the government’s attempt in lifting the country and its people out of a state of 

inertia.  El Monitor Republicano, similarly, described railroads as the new blood injected 

in the arteries of the social body, allowing it to reinvigorate and develop.72  Here, the 

emphasis on movement and circulation intersected with nineteenth-century ideas about 

the body.  Through the physical activity and movement that railways spurred, the country 

would refashion itself as a modern nation, a transformation that could be paralleled by its 

citizenry.  Scholars have demonstrated how nineteenth-century officials sought to 

encourage physical activity, in the form of sport or exercise, to foster a healthy, modern, 

and productive citizenry.73  Through the discussion of railroad development, Porfirians 

simultaneously argued that national progress meant both delivering the country and its 

citizens from the economic and social stagnation that had persisted since independence. 
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These ideas not only were those of the metropolis, but also were promoted in the 

provinces.  El Coahuilense boasted that the locomotive, bringing with it the seeds of 

civilization, crossed one extreme of the Republic to another, awaking the pueblos that 

slept in the arms of ignorance.74  Liberal discourse emphasized movement and energy as 

the remedy for a country crippled by lethargy.  For this condition, the promotion of 

railway development seemed a powerful cure.  In an address to Congress, Félix Romero, 

a Oaxacan railway promoter, argued that the building of railways and telegraphs was 

absolutely necessary because Oaxaca’s youth, needed movement, active 

communications, and extensive horizons to accomplish their loftiest desires.75  

The emphasis on movement and energy proved to be an especially enduring 

discourse, even twenty years into Díaz’s dictatorship provincial newspapers continued to 

confirm the railway’s analeptic qualities.  In 1899, El Correo de Chihuahua boasted that 

railways, the ultimate symbol of progress, now dominated the Chihuahuan landscape, 

proving that the state moved forward, empowered by energy, honour, and industry. This 

belief, he maintained, was not only that of the government, but also of all the state’s 

inhabitants.76  As these examples suggest, liberals used the discourse of movement and 

energy to advance their claim about the absolute necessity of railroad development.  And, 

when the government successfully established railroads throughout the country, it 
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appeared to validate the policies of the Díaz regime, the export market thrived and 

foreign investment poured into various sectors of the economy.  Thus, for Porfirians, the 

railway propelled the nation into the future, denoted by energy, movement, and growth, a 

future that was often contrasted against a past associated with inertia, ignorance, and 

backwardness.77 

 

National Unity and the Patriotic Debate 

Politicians and the press closely tied the idea of movement and energy to 

railway’s capacity to connect the country and, in so doing, forge a sense of national 

unity.  By eliminating the physical distance between regions and compressing time and 

space, the railroad would unite Mexicans into a tight-knit family, a feat that previous 

administrations had failed to accomplish.  Indeed, before railroad development the lack 

of traversable highways and navigable waterways had bolstered the regionalism and local 

caudillismo that persisted throughout the nineteenth century.78  La Industria Nacional 

recognized this problem, referring to the railway as a “lasso of salvation” that would tie 

the nation together economically, socially, and politically.79  While the creation of a 

national family brought into contact by the expansion of the railway grid might have 

represented a patriotic undertaking, it also provided the Díaz administration with a potent 

                                                
 
77 The emphasis by both the press and policy-makers on the railway’s capacity to revitalize the 

nation has also been demonstrated by Clark in her examination of railroad promotion in Ecuador. See 
Railway and Nation, chapter 2. 
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tool to expand the federal government’s power.  An extremely self-assured journalist 

from El Libre Sufragio declared that the railroad represented the great civilizer and social 

reformist of the nineteenth century as it destroyed distances, offered new conveniences to 

man, and converted the nation’s peoples into a close, happy, and hopeful family.80  The 

liberal press highlighted how a nation, separated by difficult topography from the 

Atlantic to the Pacific, could be unified internally and then, in turn, connected to the rest 

of world.  Thus El Express Mercantil Mexicano stated that uniting the Pacific and the 

Atlantic by rail would allow the nation to trade goods with the markets of Asia and 

Europe, something that would protect national autonomy and territorial integrity.81  The 

author’s comments suggested that connecting both oceans would provide a 

counterbalance to U.S. economic ambitions by promoting trade with Asia and Europe.   

  Creating a united country, for the liberal press, represented more than 

commercial expansion and linking distant regions, it also revealed the hope that this 

interconnectedness would foster a deep, shared sense of nationalism among the country’s 

citizenry.  Through a successful and far-reaching railway program, people would gain a 

sense of pride in their country.  In this way, support for the railway project became a 

patriotic act.  Both policy-makers and the press repeatedly equated railway development 

with patriotism.  La Patria, for example, noted that all the political factions agreed on the 
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“patriotic idea” of connecting the nation with railways whose establishment would bring 

betterment across all sectors of society.82  

Similarly, other Mexico City newspapers sought to convince readers of the 

interconnections between railway expansion, patriotism, and economic and political 

well-being.  One such newspaper maintained that a “patriotic vision” shaped their firm 

conviction that railway concessions would produce a beneficial transformation of the 

economic and political problems of the Republic.83  Here, during the early years of 

railroad construction, liberals viewed optimistic expectations of the efficacy of railroads 

as a patriotic act in itself.  Not only did they portray opponents to railway expansion as 

“the enemies of progress,” liberal newspapers often questioned their patriotism.  In San 

Luis Potosí, where some members of the government and press had expressed 

reservations about the costs of building the Tampico trunk line off the Mexican Central 

Railway, one daily condemned opponents’ criticisms as “unpatriotic and affected by 

indolence.”  Furthermore, he branded critics who opposed the government’s brand of 

transportation development as malcontents always grumbling and never contented.84  

Journalists not only equated railway development with patriotism, but cast anyone who 

even questioned the manner in which it took place as a disloyal citizen, undermining the 

good of the nation.   
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Nevertheless, members of the press who questioned the ways that the regime 

promoted its railroad project, especially the government’s apparent favouring of U.S. 

companies, also framed their arguments through the ideals of patriotism.  Writers often 

used nationalist sentiment when discussing the treatment of Mexican workers by U.S. 

railway managers.  El Correo de la Tarde criticized the Sullivan and Palmer company for 

compromising national dignity by the deplorable treatment that their workers received 

from U.S. bosses.85  The press often charged that native workers suffered as a result of 

poor pay, unsteady employment, and managerial racism.  These allegations continued 

throughout the Porfiriato, reaching a fever pitch in the final years of the regime, 

especially before the nationalization of the country’s railway system in 1908.   

 During the first term of the Díaz administration, a lively and heated debate arose 

in the Congress about whether or not land grants and favourable concessions should be 

used to entice U.S. capitalists to invest in the nation’s fledging railway enterprise.  The 

debate, more specifically, revolved around the issue of patriotism and national 

sovereignty vis-à-vis U.S. interests. The Sullivan and Palmer Company who courted the 

administration to build the Interoceanic Railroad that would bring the rail network to the 

Pacific coast, unleashed an intense debate in Congress between supporters of Díaz and 

one of his most powerful political rival, Justo Benítez.  Like the liberal press, the 

Minister of Development, Vicente Riva Palacio (1876-1880), favoured offering land 

grants and concessions to Sullivan and Palmer, arguing that railroad expansion 

represented a patriotic duty to save the nation from the precarious situation in which it 
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found itself.86  The majority of members of the Congress agreed.  In the same session, 

one official supported the Minister and urged fellow congressmen to follow Riva 

Palacio’s recommendations as voting against the measure would only undermine the 

future of their country.87 

Some concerned members of the Congress feared such concessions would give 

U.S. companies control over the country’s commerce and, as a result, would threaten 

national sovereignty.  One representative opposed to handing over the contract to the 

U.S. company maintained that he entered the debate with a refined spirit of patriotism. 

This forced him to conclude that the monopolizing of the railway network would harm 

his country by allowing it to cede territory and money for the benefit of foreigners, and 

not for his fellow countrymen.88  Those in Congress who challenged Díaz’s strategy of 

railway promotion wanted a more home-grown approach that would encourage native 

companies to incorporate and, then, build a national grid.  They maintained that this was 

the only way to protect the country’s sovereignty from foreign, especially U.S., 

ambitions.   

Some members went so far as to argue that offering U.S. businesses the 

opportunity to build railways connecting both nations could lead to a second invasion 

that would result in further loss of territory, if not total annexation.  Opponents cited not 

only the U.S.-Mexican War as a justification for denying the Sullivan and Palmer 
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contract, but harkened back to other attacks against national sovereignty such as the 

Pastry Wars and French Intervention.89  Congressmen argued that ambitious foreign, 

imperial powers had stabbed the country in the back.  For them, the favourable 

concessions offered to companies such as Sullivan and Palmer opened the door for the 

nation to be subjugated to U.S. expansionist ambitions.  The opposition’s rhetorical 

strategies centered on their misgivings about their northern neighbour’s political and 

economic objectives.  Especially vocal against the administration’s strategy of railroad 

promotion was a group of congressmen who supported Justo Benítez as Díaz’s 

presidential successor.90  One benitista, Felipe Buenrostro, challenged the Minister of 

Development, arguing that the Sullivan and Palmer concession amounted to providing an 

enemy with the weapons to invade their nation.91  The debate over whether or not to offer 

concessions to the Sullivan and Palmer Company had transformed a debate about 

railways into one about the nature and vigour of Congress’s patriotism.  On the one hand, 

supporters of Díaz’s railroad project, and the favourable concessions offered to foreign 

companies, emphasized that national loyalty rested in pulling the country out of the 

economic turmoil it had experienced throughout the nineteenth century.  On the other 

hand, opponents sought to demonstrate their patriotism by defending the country from 

possible U.S. economic invasion or, worse yet, military takeover.  Opponents thus 

questioned why the government did not attempt to promote the organization of national 
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companies that could develop the transportation infrastructure.92  Congressman Alfredo 

Chavero voiced his concerns regarding U.S. ownership of the vital railway lines stating 

that he preferred an “impoverished liberty over an opulent subjugation.”93  Indeed, even 

El Monitor Republicano’s journalists, ardent supporters of railway development by any 

means necessary, demonstrated trepidation when they argued that Sullivan and Palmer’s 

Interoceanic line should first be built to the Pacific, and then to the northern border, as a 

strategy to avoid the filibustering ambitions of the “ogre to the North.”94   

In response to these kinds of critiques, congressmen such as Eduardo Arteaga 

maintained that if U.S. politicians wanted to invade their country, rails would not provide 

the only means to do so.  The construction of railroads, he contended, did not represent 

the only way that the U.S. could undertake expansionist ambitions.95  Industrial boosters 

stated that their northern neighbour would gain more by tapping into their rich 

agricultural and mining economies than by attempting to annex their country.96  The 

U.S.’s emerging philosophy of dollar diplomacy, not political domination, ultimately 

proved those groups correct.  Opposition groups, especially the Catholic press, eventually 
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recognized this development, naming the flood of U.S. capital as the invasión pacífica 

(the peaceful invasion).97  

These critiques, for the liberal and pro-Díaz press, represented an assault on the 

government’s attempts to move the country forward. Díaz viewed the nation-building 

project of railway development as far too important to be bogged down in debate.  In the 

early months of 1880, he replaced benitista cabinet members to ease the ratification of 

railway contracts.  Moreover, in that same year, Congress passed a law giving the 

executive branch full control over the granting and revising of railroad concessions.98  

Díaz secured Congress’s approval by incorporating a series of guidelines for railway 

concessions that placated concerns over national sovereignty.  The guidelines stipulated 

that the executive would oversee tariff and freight-rates, that two executive appointees, in 

charge of overseeing financial and technical reports, would sit on the companies’ boards, 

that companies would hand over concession rights to the national government after 

ninety-nine years, and that the government would officially consider all companies as 

Mexican and subject to the nation’s laws.99  Despite the nationalist rhetoric that Díaz 

used to make railway concessions an executive decision and despite the fact that most 

newspapers viewed railway development as absolutely necessary, El Monitor 

Republicano disapprovingly compared the President’s centralization of decision-making 
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to Louis XIV’s infamous statement: I am the state.100  Likewise, El Hijo del Trabajo 

viewed Diaz’s actions as prompted by nefarious intentions that were completely in 

opposition to the promises made in his famed proclamation of  La Noria.101 

As a result of the debates, Congress had stalled the administration’s efforts to 

finalize the Sullivan and Palmer concessions as well as the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa 

Fe company represented by Robert Symon.  La Tribuna lambasted congressional 

opposition to the project and rejoiced at their political marginalization, calling their 

resistance unfounded and useless and motivated by a political circle that, fortunately, had 

lost all political credibility.102  Indeed, Benítez’s opposition to Díaz’s railway project 

proved to be his downfall.  Until 1879, Benítez, campaigning under the standard of the 

Partido Liberal Constitucionalista, appeared to most political observers the logical 

presidential successor, but with his followers dismissed from cabinet and high-ranking 

administrative positions, and his public rift with the president over the railway issue, 

Díaz instead chose Manuel González to be his successor.103   

The administration’s handling of the railroad issue foreshadowed the 

authoritarian tactics that Díaz willingly used in his policy of forced modernization.  At 

the same time, it revealed, at least in his first presidential term, Díaz’s need to negotiate 

with Congress, as his approval of congressional guidelines for railway concessions 
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demonstrate.  The railway represented the most important national project that the 

administration had undertaken and Díaz would not allow the opposition to undermine 

that goal.  He understood that U.S. investment was the easiest way to secure rapid and 

wide-spread railway construction.104  Years later, the issue of U.S.-owned and operated 

railways and the loss of national sovereignty would resurface as a forceful critique used 

by opponents to challenge the legitimacy of the regime.    

 In the face of Congressional opposition apprehensive about the possibility of 

heightened U.S. influence over Mexico, many government officials and members of the 

press anticipated that railway development would benefit the nation by promoting 

immigration, especially from north of the border.  El Cronista, a religious and pro-

Porfirian weekly, argued that the construction of a railway across the state of Veracruz 

would make that state the first to enjoy the benefits of foreign colonization.105  The 

following week, the publication continued to express its support for railway expansion, 

but this time discussing the country’s northern states.  It dismissed fears of U.S. 

dominance and argued that U.S. immigration would strengthen the country.  Its writers 

suggested that their fellow countrymen needed to trust the U.S. despite its past 

aggression, arguing that the White House’s judgement could not be so bankrupt to 

entertain such evil intentions.106  Through immigration, policy-makers and the press 
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believed the nation could learn the lessons of civilization and, in so doing, reap the 

rewards of material progress.  But, as one congressman reasoned, the benefits of 

civilization did not necessarily have to take place through immigration.  He claimed that 

the railroad would bring moral progress to the nation when people from other countries 

and other regions, crossed their lands, leaving behind their money, their ideas, their 

enlightenment, and their civilization that, as he argued, his country so desperately 

lacked.107  The railway would allow for the penetration of modern, civilized sensibilities 

and tastes by bringing foreign travelers who would share these values with fellow 

countrymen.    

While government officials and the press viewed much foreign influence 

negatively, most supporters of railway expansion anticipated foreign immigration that 

would result from faster transportation connections between the U.S. and Mexico.  Some 

maintained that railways would create a more secure environment for immigration and 

foreign investment.108  Newspapers that highlighted the railway’s efficacy in promoting 

U.S. immigration, at times, used a nationalistic discourse, underscoring that the country’s 

beauty and appeal that would entice U.S. immigration.  El Libre Sufragio argued that 

vast numbers of U.S. immigrants to establish themselves south of the border lured by the 

country’s wonderful climate and healthy environment.109  The country’s natural 
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splendour coupled with the development of modern infrastructure convinced boosters 

that they offered foreign travelers an Eden-like paradise to settle.   

One liberal daily not only asserted that the railway boom promoted immigration, 

something it viewed as desperately needed for the commercial advancement of the 

country, but also promised to bring more European and American immigrants to Mexico.  

A reporter for La Industria Nacional, an ardent supporter of both Díaz and González, 

contended that railway development would whiten the country, producing better patterns 

of production and consumption.  The reporter estimated that within four years a quarter 

of the population would be white, adding five million pesos in national income per 

year.110  The reporter made clear a connection between what he called the whitening of 

the country and commercial progress.  White immigrants from the U.S., some officials 

believed, offered Mexico a group of consumers that possessed the level of sophistication 

to appreciate and purchase foreign products and, as a result, yield more tax revenue for 

the government.  Yet, in the end, significant U.S. immigration failed to take place in the 

numbers envisioned by the journalist.111 

While the opposition’s fears of the U.S might have been justified, especially with 

the memory of the U.S.-Mexican War on the minds of many legislators, supporters of the 

concessions to U.S. companies interpreted their decision as choosing between the lesser 

of two evils.  Mexico, viewed by many as financially incapable of promoting home-

grown railroad development, would have to advance improvements to the transportation 
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network by any means possible, even if that meant offering extremely favourable 

concessions to the U.S.. Legislators maintained that linking the U.S. and Mexico’s 

economies, through the establishment of interconnecting railway networks, would quash 

any attempts by the U.S. to invade militarily.  The railway project represented such an 

important step in the path towards civilization and modernity that policy-makers 

accepted taking on a large foreign debt and opening their borders to their powerful 

neighbour, despite that the lessons from the past that weighed on the minds of many 

liberals like a nightmare.     

In the nationalist debate over U.S. railway concessions, contradictory arguments 

emerged, not only between supporters and opponents, but also among those groups.  

Supporters of Díaz had hoped to attract U.S. investment in railroad building often found 

themselves walking a difficult high-wire.  For example, they dismissed the opposition’s 

concerns about allowing too much U.S. economic influence or giving the U.S. too much 

military access to the nation as anti-patriotic.  Thus they needed to find new ways to 

define what constituted patriotism, choosing to emphasize economic development and 

expansion of modern infrastructure and industry as the foremost nationalist cause.  The 

words “patriot” and “nationalist” held different meanings for different groups, but in the 

struggle over the railway question, Porfirians sought to transform those meanings into the 

promotion of their own versions of economic development. A journalist at El Libre 

Sufragio demonstrated this conflict over meaning when he argued in favour of the 

Sullivan and Palmer concessions, asserting that clearest proof of the country’s need for 

railways lay in the sad reality that if war’s alarms did again ring between both nations, 
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the U.S. would be able to mobilize a powerful army to the Rio Bravo in a matter of days 

while it would take his government two months to deploy an army to confront the 

invaders.112  While this journalist recognized the possible threat that the U.S. posed, 

because of their advanced stage of railway development and their technological 

superiority, a position that opponents had long maintained, he simultaneously argued that 

the construction of U.S. owned and operated railway systems represented the best way to 

mitigate this danger.       

 

Commercial Development and Political Stability 

The railroad’s unification of the country not only integrated people previously 

separated by vast distances and difficult terrain.  It also linked the country’s productive 

zones with the world market as well as the internal markets.113  Indeed, those politicians 

who wanted to develop the railroad through foreign, especially U.S., investment used the 

proposed commercial advantages that the country would gain as a result of expanded 

transportation networks to support the government’s favourable concessions to U.S. 

companies.  By emphasizing the commercial returns and material progress offered by 

rapid railway development, pro-Díaz newspapers and politicians could downplay, what 

seemed to many, a political position that undermined the nation’s sovereignty.  One 

journalist emphasized the importance of making the U.S. a principal trading partner, 
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stating that rapid and cheap lines of communication between both nations would foster a 

close alliance based on commercial reciprocity.114  Members of Díaz’s government 

expressed these sentiments and considered the establishment of a commercial partnership 

with their northern neighbour as absolutely essential for national economic well-being.  

Manuel María de Zamacona, the foreign minister who engineered U.S. recognition of the 

Díaz government in 1878, told industrialists in Chicago that the Díaz administration 

believed railways to be the most important development needed to foster friendly 

commercial relations between both countries.115  The Díaz administration clearly viewed 

the establishment of strong commercial ties with the U.S. as a way to enhance the 

relationship between each country.  If the U.S. had permanent investments in Mexico, it 

would dissuade the former from taking any kind of military intervention that would 

disrupt mutually beneficial commerce.  The opposition press, especially Catholic 

newspapers, did not always share this vision for the future.  La Voz de México, for 

example, argued in favour of using railway development to promote the growth of 

internal markets.  In so doing, its writers questioned the value of export-led economic 

expansion and foreign dominance over the economy.116     

  The liberal press boasted the commercial boom that would take place as a result 

of improvements in transportation of raw materials and consumer goods.  First, it would 

revitalize the nation’s agricultural and mining sectors.  Second, the building of railways 
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would provide labour for a large number of workers, raising their standard of living and 

providing new opportunities for social advancement.  Mexico City’s La Tribuna made 

clear that railroad building would regenerate the nation by giving people work, by 

developing industry and agriculture, and by spurring commerce, referring to the 

locomotive as a “powerful life-giving element.”117  The press regularly credited railroad 

construction for employing masses of idle hands.  Both politicians and journalists argued 

that the colossal task of laying track across the country would generate exponential 

growth in the amount of work available.  One newspaper, discussing the construction of 

the Interoceanic railroad, argued its vital importance to the people who clamoured for the 

opportunity to work and make a decent wage.  The nation’s citizenry, he continued, 

understood that in work rested the solution to the majority of the social and political 

problems that faced the nation.118  El Hijo del Trabajo, claiming to represent the opinions 

of the working class, reported the inauguration of the Morelos Railway and congratulated 

the country’s workers whose growing numbers and hard work had contributed to the 

betterment of the nation’s communication networks.  The journalist rejoiced that the 

future of the working class looked bright, suggesting that the construction of a national 

railway grid would guarantee steady employment for the nation’s workforce.119   
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Work, for upper- and middle-class Porfirians, represented a redemptive, and 

almost sacred, activity that would bring peace and progress.120  La Tribuna made explicit 

the connection it saw between work and political stability, suggesting that working 

people did not have the desire, nor need, to undertake seditious acts against the 

government.121  The creation of steady work for the country’s citizenry, for this and 

many other journalists, would advance the cause of internal stability.  If citizens had 

employment and kept their families well fed, they would have little incentive to take part 

in sedition and undermine the peace so desperately sought by Díaz and his followers.   

Thus railway development also offered the hope for the establishment of political 

stability, a goal the citizens long-awaited.  El Sufragio Libre made the connection 

explicit, predicting that only the construction of railroads and development of banking 

would transform the nation into one at the vanguard of civilization and that would 

occupy a place in what he romantically referred to as the golden temple of progress.122  

Peace would not only allow liberals the political stability needed for everyday 

governance, it also placed Mexico in the pantheon of civilized nations, making it more 

attractive to foreign investors put off by the poor, almost laughable, international 

reputation the country held because of its political instability. 

 

   

                                                
120 French, A Peaceful and Working People, pp. 60-61. 
 
121 La Tribuna, March 10, 1880. 
 
122 El Sufragio Libre, April 10, 1880.   
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Díaz and the Railways  

 Together, the various rhetorical strategies used by the liberal press and policy-

makers stressed how railway expansion would create a new nation and complete a break 

from the past, a past characterized by economic stagnation, internal divisions, and 

constant threats from abroad.  In their promotion of the railway project, boosters began to 

identify railway development with Porfirio Díaz.  His administrations’ success at 

securing concessions and drawing the blueprint for national railway development, 

something that other presidents had failed to do, became an important marker for the 

early achievements of Díaz.   

During the first years of the first Díaz administration, indeed, newspapers 

regularly contrasted the president’s success at promoting railway development to 

Sebástian Lerdo de Tejada’s apparent failures.123  El Monitor Republicano, for example, 

chided the old regime’s overly good faith when negotiating with foreign railroad 

interests.  It claimed that Lerdo had allowed the Mexican [Veracruz] Railway to charge 

excessive freight rates and forge a monopoly in the transportation of goods between 

Mexico City and Veracruz.124  Beyond that, critics also charged that Lerdo’s 

administration handed out railway contracts to anyone who solicited them and, in so 

doing, had killed the possibility of promoting native industry.125  El Monitor went so far 

as to argue that the people had supported the Revolution of Tuxtepec because of 

                                                
123 David Pletcher, Rails, Mines, and Progress, pp. 99-100; Knapp, Sebástian Lerdo de Tejada, pp. 

203-205. 
 
124 El Monitor Republicano, November 8, 1877.  
 
125 El Monitor Republicano, December 5, 1877. 
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President Lerdo’s failures regarding railway policy, especially the granting of a 

monopoly to the Mexican Railway who had tried to use this control to thwart the 

development of competing companies to keep freight rates artificially high.126 

 Likewise, Díaz’s opponents questioned the way that the government pursued 

railway investment, giving it a shellacking in the press.  Reporters regularly made 

Benítez as well as his supporters in Congress the target of scorn for what they viewed as 

their misguided opposition to the Interoceanic Railway.  El Monitor Republicano 

questioned Benítez’s loyalty to the country, asking whether or not he recognized the 

nation’s poverty that could be alleviated by a railway project that would create jobs and 

promote industry.127  El Monitor told their readers to consider his interference in the 

completion of railway contracts as the principal reason to oppose his presidential 

ambitions.128  In sharp contrast, while often a critic of Díaz and his administration, El 

Monitor stated in an article about the Interoceanic Railway that Díaz and his Minister of 

Development, Riva Palacio, could not have their patriotism doubted, a criticism 

repeatedly expressed by Benítez supporters in Congress.129  As Díaz prepared to leave 

office, even some of his most vocal opposition expressed gratitude for his success in 

railway development.  La Voz de México stated that even opponents must recognize the 

                                                
 
126 El Monitor Republicano, April 20, 1880. 
 
127 El Monitor Republicano, June 8, 1878. 
 
128 See for example, El Monitor Republicano, September 7, 1878; November 7, 1878.  
 
129 El Monitor Republicano, May 28, 1878. 
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good intentions of their adversaries and applauded Díaz for overcoming congressional 

opposition in signing the Symon and the Sullivan and Palmer contracts.130   

Liberal newspapers praised the Díaz administration’s nation-building policies, 

especially his efforts to spur considerable railroad construction.  A journalist for El Libre 

Sufragio lauded the president and credited his administration as the most dynamic 

promoter of progress.  He told readers that Díaz’s presidency would be associated with 

the sounds of the pickaxe, the whistle of the locomotive, the clatter of the rails, and the 

all the obvious benefits those developments brought to the Republic.131  The railway was 

not only the most prominent example of the success of infrastructural and transportation 

development, it also became the most dominant symbol of modernization.  By the end of 

his first term, Díaz had become synonymous with railroad development.     

 In 1880, when Díaz was set to hand over the reins of government to Manuel 

González, governors, ayuntamientos, and citizens wrote the president congratulating him 

for his promotion of better communications and transportation between the states.  

During the congressional debates regarding the Interoceanic Railway, governors from all 

over the country wrote James Sullivan either pleading with him to not lose faith in the 

railway project, or thanking him for his work with the president on the railway issue. 

These letters reveal how provincial leaders understood railway development as crucial to 

the betterment of the nation and viewed the railway project as inextricably linked to 

Díaz’s first presidential term in office.  In fact, so many officials and reporters submitted 

                                                
130 La Voz de México, October 3, 1880. 
 
131 El Sufragio Libre, March 30, 1880.  
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letters that Ireneo Paz, an old supporter of Díaz from the days of Tuxetepec, published 

them into a complete volume.132      

Letters to the outgoing president repeatedly emphasized the same themes that the 

press and congress repeatedly articulated.  Díaz enthusiasts used the language of national 

regeneration, national unity, fervent patriotism, and commercial development in praising 

him, demonstrating the pervasiveness of the discursive devices used to advance the cause 

of the railway project.  An official from Puebla wrote the President suggesting his term 

would be defined by the success of the railway project.  He credited Díaz with uniting the 

country and brining the benefits of civilization to all regions.  Furthermore, he predicted 

that if the presidential successor followed the model of Díaz, people from all nations 

would immigrate in search of a better life offered by his country’s benign climate and 

sky.133  Toluca’s governor likewise wrote the president as he prepared to leave office.  

They thanked him for the railways he promoted, telling him that the people of his state 

had experienced national integration, progress, and civilization as a result of the 

transportation development undertaken.134  The Oaxacan intellectual who would become 

Minister of Public Education, Dimitrio Sodi, also wrote the president immediately after 

he left office.  He expressed thanks to Díaz for his success in the railroad program that he 

attributed as the root of his nation’s happiness.  Furthermore, he claimed to look forward 

                                                
132 Opinion de la prensa y de los Sres. Gobernadores de los estados de la federacion así como del 

Sr. Presidente de la Republica acerca del Ferrocarril Internacional e Interoceanico representado por los 
Sres. James Sullivan, Gral. H.J. Palmer y sócios (México: Imprenta de Ireneo Paz, Escalerillas 7, 1880), 
pp. passim.    

 
133 Coleción Porfirio Díaz [hereafter CPD], Leg 5, caja 8, docs. 3810. 
 
134 CPD, Leg 5, caja 9, docs. 4214. 
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to the presidency of Manuel González, hoping that he could lead as well as Díaz and 

continue the realize more railway expansion.135    

The ayuntamiento of Merida, Yucatán also commended the president as he left 

office for the success of the railway program to promote energy and movement 

throughout the country, an accomplishment it identified as his legacy.136  Likewise, an 

ayuntamiento wrote the president and thanked him for demonstrating, through the 

establishment of railroads and by adhering to the sacred principals of no re-election, the 

nation’s aptitude for morality and patriotism.137  Yet another Yucatán ayuntamiento, 

officials from Villa de Temax, wrote the president congratulating him for his unwavering 

leadership demonstrated most clearly in the railway development that had, according to 

its officials, gave the country energy, movement, and prosperity.138  

In Díaz’s final months in office, he received a warm fare-well from the liberal 

press and local, state, and national policy-makers.  Above all other accomplishments, 

people acknowledged his success at securing large-scale railway contracts—that would 

unite the country from coast to coast and from the northern deserts to the southern 

rainforests—as his crowning achievement.  Furthermore, their letters demonstrated that 

the language of movement, energy, and revitalization permeated to all levels of officials 

from state governors to small town ayuntamientos.     

                                                
135 CPD, Leg 5, caja 10, docs. 4499. 
 
136 CPD, Leg 5, caja 10, docs. 4585. 
 
137 CPD, Leg 5, caja 10, docs. 4586. 
 
138 CPD, Leg 5, caja 10, docs. 4594. 
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Conclusion 

 Between 1876-1880, Díaz’s administration, like no other government before it, 

aggressively sought to develop the nation’s railway network. Surrounding the railway 

project various discourses emerged promoting and challenging the way that this nation-

building mission would be realized.  Groups that either supported or opposed Díaz’s 

brand of economic modernization, despite their antagonisms, agreed that the railroad 

represented an important undertaking that would transform the country.  Whereas 

Mexico’s past was characterized by political instability, regional isolation, economic 

backwardness, and foreign intervention, its future, with the successful development of a 

national transportation network, would be something much greater.  Awakened from 

decades of lethargic progress by the whistle of the locomotive, Mexico would refashion 

itself as a modern nation where presidential succession would be bloodless, where 

citizens would feel a patriotic connection to their national community, where export-led 

economic development would generate wealth, and where foreigners would invest not 

invade.       

 The discursive themes that emerged in the railway debate offer insights into the 

promotion and success of broader government projects such as the construction of a 

large-scale transportation network.  The discourses used by the elite to foster economic 

modernization provided an idealized, although vague, view of the future that all groups 

could, in one way or another, agree upon.  While the liberal press and policy-makers 

often disagreed about the ways that railway expansion should be undertaken, they often 

discussed the need for railway expansion in the same ways.  The meaning of the essential 
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words used by these groups, especially surrounding the debate over railway concessions, 

were repeatedly transformed in the midst of this nation-building project.  Government 

officials and the liberal press, by repeating ambiguous notions about the railway’s ability 

to regenerate, to unify, and to promote commercial development, smoothed over 

disagreements regarding railway expansion and conveyed the appearance of consensus.  

The multiple visions of how exactly railway development should be advanced were 

incorporated together, creating a more or less unified outlook about the locomotive’s 

potential to regenerate the country and, in so doing, achieved a degree of hegemony.  The 

discussion of the railway program demarcated the boundaries for dissent and of the 

possible political alternatives to Díaz’s vision of railroad development.  In this way, any 

alternative strategies for railway development—and, for that matter, economic and 

political development—were pushed aside, if they did not correspond with Díaz’s 

program of modernization.  In the following chapter, we will explore how the essential 

themes expressed by policy-makers about the civilizing and revitalizing potential of 

railway development found articulation in art, poetry, literature, and social commentaries 

in the elite press.         
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CHAPTER 2 
DE VIAJE:  

ELITE VIEWS OF MODERNITY AND THE RAILWAY BOOM  
 

All of a sudden, the curtain is lowered abruptly on the sun, on beauty, on the 
thousand scenes of life and nature which our mind and heart have savoured along the 
way.  It is night and death and the cemetery; it is despotism—it is the tunnel!  Nothing 
but beings that dwell in the shadows, never knowing the bright wing of freedom and 
truth!…Nonetheless, after hearing the cries of confusion and dismay from passengers on 
the train as it enters the gloomy archway, and their exclamations of joy on quitting the 
tunnel,…who would dare maintain that the human creature was not made for light and 
liberty? 

Benjamin Gastineau, La Vie en chemin de fer (cited 
in Walter Benjamin, The Arcades Project)  

 
 

 Most approaches to railway history have focused on the economic, political, and 

social aspects of transportation development.  They have emphasized, for example, how 

the railroad played a crucial role in connecting local, national, and international markets 

and, in so doing, how it changed traditional patterns of work, residency, and movement.  

Few have explored how these transformations in the social realm shaped new cultural 

forms of expression.  An examination of the cultural dimensions of new forms of 

technology, such as the railway, provides a broader understanding of how people 

experienced periods of intense change. 

 This chapter examines the representation of the railway in Porfirian weeklies that 

targeted middle- and upper-class audiences.  These publications offered readers an array 

of poems, stories, journals, and social commentaries about railroad development and 

locomotive travel.  The nation’s burgeoning railway network evoked a great deal of 

interest among imaginative writers, a development in sharp contrast to Europe during its 
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early years of railway expansion.139  Thus an investigation of these sources is especially 

enlightening in order to understand how writers and readers viewed the process of change 

spurred by modernization.    

In the 1880s and 1890s, the railway surged in popularity among writers, poets, 

journalists, and artists as a topic with which to dedicate their creative talents.  These 

works reveal the ways that elite Mexicans experienced and interpreted modernity as well 

as their notions, beliefs, and attitudes towards the government, the nation, and its future. 

These sources draw attention to connections between popular and political discourses, as 

they often reiterated the same themes regarding the railway as a harbinger of civilization 

and progress.  As the supreme symbol of modernization, the railway provided writers and 

artists with a powerful tool with which to analyze the changing world around them.   

Literature about locomotive travel was more than light-hearted tales published 

solely for amusement; instead, publications printed them for consumption among elite 

audiences and used them to prove the efficacy of the regime’s program of establishing 

“order and progress.”  Writers reported the government’s accomplishments of 

transforming the nation along modern, cosmopolitan guidelines and, in so doing, sought 

to foster support for the government among the middle and upper classes.  The 

representation of the railway in art, literature, and social commentaries reveals that 

observers experienced strong sensual and emotive reactions to the railway and its utopian 

potential.  Writers often described its arrival as the linchpin for national salvation, 

making a fetish of material progress and ignoring the social costs or human toll behind 

                                                
139 Jack Simmons, The Victorian Railway (Thames and Hudson, 1991), p. 195; Schivelbusch, The 

Railway Journey, p. 60. 
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the government’s modernizing project.  These cultural materials revealed that middle- 

and upper-class audiences broadly accepted the belief in the railway’s capacity to 

reinvigorate the country’s economic and social potential.  On the level of cultural 

production, the railway’s iconic force as a symbol of order, progress, and civilization 

made it an ideal image in inculcating values that corresponded to the goals of Porfirians.  

Yet, at the same time, these sources also revealed a fear and distrust towards modernity 

and the changing social relations that resulted.  Poems and stories published in these 

journals highlighted changing attitudes among the elite towards the growing divide 

between traditional and modern society.  These accounts, together, offer valuable insights 

regarding elite ideas about modernity during a period of intense economic, social, and 

cultural transformation spurred by railroad development. 

  

The Experience of Modern Travel   

Literary magazines, women’s journals, religious publications, and illustrated 

weeklies all regularly published accounts of railway travel.  These chronicles described 

the nation as experienced through the first-class carriage window.  Often titled “De 

Viaje” (on tour), travel writers described in detail the flora and fauna of the changing 

countryside, the emerging provincial metropolises, and the delights, displeasures, and 

dangers of locomotive travel.  This literature offered readers a chance to experience their 

nation through the writings of journalists who used the expanding railroad network to 

tour the country.  Writers described in detail the changing landscape, the mountainous 
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terrain of the Sierra Madre, the vast deserts of the north, and the rainforests of the 

southern littoral.   

 Writers emphasized the evanescent quality of railway travel, marvelling at the 

speed in which they were projected across the landscape.  The annihilation of time and 

space became a common description among journalists, authors, poets, and social 

commentators who published their works in popular magazines.140  El Mundo Ilustrado, 

an illustrated weekly for middle- and upper-class readers, frequently printed poems about 

the railroad.  These emphasized the civilizing and revitalizing qualities of these “centaurs 

of progress.”  One poet displayed his exhilaration when recounting the speed and 

movement of the locomotive that seemed to be flying across the countryside.141 

The speed of railway travel was often expressed by writers through descriptions 

of their visual experience while watching the landscape roar by.  The intimate 

relationship between traveller and landscape that existed during pre-industrial forms of 

travel such as the mule, horse, or stagecoach, as a consequence, was destroyed.  What 

appeared to the traveller as the loss of scenery, fostered by the rapid movement of the 

railroad, created a new form of sensory experience not permitted by older forms of travel 

where every detail of the environment could not only be perceived, but closely analyzed.  
                                                

140 Wolfgang Schivelbusch maintains that the idea of the “annihilation of time and space” emerged 
as a common characterization of the effect of locomotive travel as a result of the rates of speed—about 
twenty or thirty miles an hour—made possible by the railway.  Since this new form of travel was 
approximately three times faster than the speed achieved by stagecoaches, a traveller could reach a given 
destination in one-third of the customary time.  As a result, the distance between two points was, likewise, 
temporally reduced by one-third.  See Schivelbusch, The Railway Journey, p. 41.  
 

141 Miradlo! Va tragando las distancias; 
Parece apenas que la tierra toca; 
Y devorado por ansias, 
Nubes vomita por su ardiente boca!  

(El Mundo Ilustrado, December 6, 1896). 
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Wolfgang Schivelbusch, using Newton’s theory of mechanics that maintains that size, 

shape, quantity, and motion are the only qualities that can be discerned objectively, 

argues that this experience creates a mechanization of perception, creating a sensation for 

the traveller that the landscape is disappearing since the passenger can no longer 

experience the smells, sounds, and so-called synthetic perceptions that were part-and-

parcel of older forms of travel.142  Mexican writers described the sensation of the 

vanishing landscape. This experience is illustrated in one poet’s musing about locomotive 

travel and how the panorama appeared to fly away “to other lands.”143 

The early experiences of rapid movement on the railway described in nineteenth-

century European accounts tended to stress the negative psychological aspects of travel. 

In their accounts about railway excursions, passengers often conveyed a sense of fatigue 

and boredom when describing the experience of travel, a sensation caused by the inability 

of travellers to adapt their mode of perception to the rapidity of the railroad.144  Mexican 

accounts rarely described the perceptual effects of rail travel.  When travel writers did 

take the time to discuss the emotional and psychological impact of their journey, they 

evince no such ill-effects.  Instead, travel chronicles printed in weeklies emphasized the 

exhilaration felt as a result of the sensation of flying across the countryside or being 

projected through space.  In one travel journal published in El Cronista de México, 

                                                
142 Schivelbusch, The Railway Journey, p. 59. 
 
143 Donde van los campos grises 

En frenética carrera? 
Van a lejanos países 
Donde el hombre lo espera! 

(Jueves del Mundo, August 21, 1902).  
 
144 Schivelbusch, The Railway Journey, pp. 60-61. 
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entitled “Cartas a mi Prima,” where a young man writes to his cousin about his 

adventures travelling by steam power across the country, this type of sentiment was 

clearly articulated when he described the experience of locomotive travel as wings 

carrying him over the seas, forests, plains, and mountains of his nation.145  The feeling of 

flying was a common theme in the travel journals printed in periodicals.  In another travel 

narrative, printed in Las Violetas de Aháhuac, a woman’s weekly, a journalist travelling 

to Veracruz described the sensation of crossing the bridges over ravines such as la 

Cañada de Metlac as that of a bird flying over a great chasm.146 

The impression of flight described by passengers resulted from the visual 

experience of the traveller looking out the train’s window.  The mechanization of the 

passenger’s perception led to the sensation that the landscape disappeared and also 

created a feeling that the locomotive was not rooted in space, but travelling through it; 

hence, passengers repeatedly described the railway journey as a sensation of flight.  

Detailing the emotional effects of railway travel, while appearing to have been a common 

practice among travellers, did not represent the most common subject matter of these 

accounts.  Above all, the literature about modern travel emphasized the civilizing 

qualities of the locomotive.  This theme was most often expressed through descriptions of 

the railway’s conquest over nature.147  Furthermore, the railway’s domination over the 

                                                
145 El Cronista de Mexico, July 15, 1883. 
 
146 Las Violetas del Anáhuac, March 4, 1888. 
 
147 The image of the railroad dominating the rugged, uncultivated terrain was also a common 

symbol of progress in the artwork of José María Velasco. See Tenorio-Trillo, Mexico at the World’s Fairs, 
p. 116.     
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landscape and its capacity to reshape it offered Porfirians a powerful symbol with which 

to represent the civilizing mission of the Díaz regime. 

 

Civilization and Progress 

 Poetry, stories, and travel literature published in the elite press stressed similar 

themes such as national regeneration and patriotism, much like the political debates over 

the ways that the government should promote railway development discussed in chapter 

one.  It was in this way that the civilizing qualities of the railway were most often 

addressed.  Railroad poetry stressed the benefits and the regenerative qualities for societal 

uplift, taking on a deep emotional, at times even romantic, tone.  Rosa Navarro, writing 

for Las Violetas de Aháhuac from her home in Guadalajara, produced a twenty-three 

stanza paean to the railway.  Her poem, “Á la locomotora,” described the railway as the 

vanguard of civilization and highlighted many of the ideals shared by Porfirians about the 

importance of national progress.  The author described a deep emotional connection to 

the railway and the possibilities of prosperity it offered.  The emotive language used to 

discuss the railway, whose arrival the author declared she had only dreamt about, 

revealed an intense conviction about the betterment of the nation made possible through 

railroad development.  This conviction, not surprisingly, was most often expressed by the 

middle and upper class, groups that most benefited from the regime’s attempts to promote 

peace and prosperity.   

After the decades of political turmoil that had retarded social and economic 

prosperity, most Porfirians shared a profound sense of the absolute necessity of modern, 
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nation-building projects—such as railway expansion—to break the cycle of chaos that 

had bogged down material progress.  The author described the railway as she would a 

romantic interest she prepared to meet for the first time.  The dreaming and longing used 

to describe her emotional state suggested more than a feeling of simply delighting in the 

locomotive, it revealed a near adoration of modernity.  The author then shifted her 

attention to how the people of Jalisco celebrated the arrival of the locomotive, relating the 

general feeling of jubilation among the state’s residents, a phenomenon she plainly linked 

to the success of the Porfirian regime.148 

                                                
148 Te saludo, del Progreso 

Mensajera bendecida, 
Y te doy la bienvenida, 
Nuncio de prosperidad. 

Antes que te conociera 
Cuánto en sueños te veía! 
Y cuánto anhelaba el día 
Que te pudiera mirar! 

Tres años ha que soñando 
En verte con más empeño, 
Realicé mi bello sueño, 
Y qué dicha al despertar! 

De Irapuato en las orillas 
Te ví por la vez primera, 
Y parecióme quimera 
Que vendrías á mi ciudad. 

Por verte aquí tanto ansiaba, 
Tan ardiente era el deseo, 
Que hoy que en mis lares te veo 
Estoy volviendo á soñar!… 

 Que estoy despierta me dicen  
Mis lágrimas de alegría, 
Con que saludo este día 
De santa felicidad! 

Los mil vivas á Jalisco, 
De entusiasmo los rumores, 
Al progreso los loores, 
Al bienestar y la paz. 

La emoción que se retrata 
De la gente en el semblante, 
Y este concierto gigante, 
Me traen á la realidad… 
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The author discussed common themes about the railway’s potential to transform the 

nation.  Tapatías (residents of Jalisco), according to the author, recognized the 

interconnections between patriotism, good government, industriousness, and peace, all 

important themes evoked by policy-makers.  This poem, while not mentioning Díaz 

directly, nevertheless demonstrated that Porfirians, especially the well-to-do, shared a 

belief in the successes of the government’s policies promoting national development.  

And, through its celebration in the literature published in journals, they provided an 

important base of support for the regime.    

 Even satirical poems that sought to point out the problems of the Porfirian regime 

recognized the railway as a potent transformative device that could revitalize the nation 

and its people.  El Coyote, a weekly that made light-hearted critiques of the government, 

published poems and stories where the railway played a central role.  One such poem, “A 

Tlalnepantla,” contrasted the nation’s material advancements with the backwardness and 

inefficiency of its legal system.  The poem, while condemning the corruption and 

incompetence of the town judge, and the national government that allowed such officials 

to be placed in positions of power, also praised the arrival of the railroad as an 

                                                                                                                                            
Día grata memoria 

Que honor y lauros conquista, 
Al gobierno progresista 
Que nos trae industria y paz. 

(Las Violetas del Anáhuac, May 13, 1888). 
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invigorating force that would bring life to the moribund town of Tlalnepantla, a once 

great Aztec city.149 

Literature relating to the importance of railway development often drew 

connections between revitalization and movement like the political discourses examined 

in chapter one.  As in Europe, the railway’s capacity to compress time and space was the 

most common description made about locomotive travel.  Writers used this concept as a 

central metaphor about the importance of movement and national revival.  The sonnet 

“La locomotora” clearly demonstrated the interconnections between the compression of 

time and space, movement, and revitalization.150  Similarly, another poem published in El 

Mundo demonstrated the concept of the compression of time and space as a prominent 

theme among writers.  The author described the locomotive as a steed galloping over the 
                                                

149 Despues triste y abatida 
Por las injuries del tiempo: 
Mas volviendo á levantarse  
En las alas del progreso, 
Sirviendo á la férrea via 
De estación y de sustento  
Soñó que se renovaba, 
Soñó que tomaba aliento,… 

(El Coyote, October 3, 1880). 
 
150 Del sol hermana, y de la noche ocsura, 

Con el espacio y con el tiempo en guerra, 
Los lomos oprimiendo de la tierra, 
Avanza majestuosa en la llanura. 
 Entre el incienso del vapor fulgura 
Hace de luz, y con las rocas cierra, 
Y se hunde en las entrañas de la sierra, 
Buscando allí camino ó sepultura. 
 Hoy parte de las costas de Occidente, 
Mañana del mar Índico en el beso 
Irá á templar la enrojecida frente. 
 Sobre sus alas va el gérman fecundo  
De la industria, del arte, del progreso…. 
Paso al soplo de Dios que empuja el mundo! 

(El Mundo, December 2, 1894). 
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countryside, erasing distance.151  The dizzying speed of the railway, as these two poems 

illustrate, destroyed the distances between destinations and, in so doing, created an 

impression that regions were brought into closer vicinity.  

The notion that towns and peoples were being brought into closer intimacy as a 

result of railway expansion was, likewise, a common theme in literature.  Provincial 

publications often produced poems that considered how the railway brought once distant 

regions into contact.  One poem published for the inauguration of the San Luis Potosí-

Tampico line, a trunk line of the Mexican Central Railway finished in 1890, 

demonstrated the author’s idea that the nation was being brought into closer 

communication.152  

While promoting the interconnectedness of the nation was described by policy-

makers as one of the chief goals of railroad expansion, this notion also found expression 

                                                
151 Palpitando al ritmo bronco 

De sus venas poderosas, 
Y crujiendo de sus músculos 
La broncínea urdimbre tosca,  
Delirante por los campos 
Las distancias cruza y borra, 
Y sus alas circulares 
Van y van vertiginosas. 

(El Mundo, November 20, 1898). 
 
152 En Tampico! Estoy aquí 

Recordando ahora que ayer 
Contemplando el sol arder 
Allá en San Luis Potosí! 
La inmensidad ante mí 
Pudo angostarse al acaso 
Haciendo el ámbito escaso 
Para el paso?…Nada de eso: 
En un paso…del progreso; 

Pues bendito ese gran paso! 
(Periodico Oficial del Gobierno del Estado de San Luis Potosí, April 27, 1890). 
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in literature, blurring the boundaries between the political and the popular.  As the 

writings examined thus far reveal, Mexicans were eager to take advantage of railroad 

development to travel across their country.  Moreover, they suggest that long, esoteric 

newspaper articles about the need to unify production zones with national and foreign 

markets did little to stimulate a reader’s enthusiasm compared to the imaginative writing 

that fuelled the railway fever that hit the nation in the 1880s and 1890s.   

The connections made by writers between the diffusion of modern technology and 

the aspirations to become a civilized and unified nation was a central theme in Porfirian 

developmentalist ideology.  Studies have demonstrated that discourses linking western 

technology and the civilizing of non-western peoples was central to the rationalization 

used for colonial projects in Asia and Africa, although often couched in humanitarian 

terms.153  In the case of Mexico, we see a self-civilizing mission undertaken by middle- 

and upper-class Porifians who sought to convince the public about the necessity to 

promote railway development as a way to transform their country along modern, western 

guidelines.  Poems, stories, and travel literature all played a predominant role in shaping 

societal attitudes about the essentialness of modern, nation-building projects.  The 

language used by writers also reveals that individuals transformed material objects—in 

this case the locomotive—sensually in their immediate presence.  This, in turn, meant 

that the railway was more than a practical tool of state-building and national integration. 

                                                
153 Adas, Machines as the Measure of Men, pp. 219-220. Michael Adas, Dominance by Design: 

Technological Imperatives and America’s Civilizing Mission (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2006); 
Lee, “Railways, space and imperialism,” pp. 91-106.  
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Instead, it made the railway into an object to be worshipped because of the promises of 

national salvation that it presented.  

 

Travel Literature and the Promotion of ‘Order and Progress’ 

Writers described the vast changes that they witnessed sweeping their country as 

the result of the government’s pledge to promote “order and progress.”  The expansion of 

the country’s railroad network allowed people to move across their country with a new 

speed and scale of movement not possible with pre-industrial forms of travel.  These 

accounts provided readers with detailed descriptions of their country’s provinces and 

towns.  Travel writers, especially those who wrote for periodicals that targeted middle- 

and upper-class audiences, took pride in relating what they viewed as the government’s 

success at securing “order and progress” in all corners of the nations.  Journalists 

provided their readers with detailed descriptions of the material improvements achieved 

in provincial cities.   

Laureana Wright de Kleinhans, an editor of the women’s journal Las Violetas del 

Anáhuac, recounted to her readers her trip to the port city of Veracruz.  Strolling through 

the city streets she applauded the town council’s success at delivering on the promises of 

the regime’s mantra.  She imparted her utter surprise about the material advancements 

made in that city.  She told readers of the extreme cleanliness and hygiene that the city’s 

leaders promoted as well as the complete safety that reigned in all corners of Veracruz.  

Moreover, she couched her travel narrative in racist language as she marvelled at how the 

town’s Indian population had been transformed into a diligent, hard working people who 
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were no longer affected by the “cancer” of immorality and vagrancy.  She concluded by 

telling her audience that in the eight days she spent in that port city she did not once 

encounter a drunk, vagabond, or thief.154  

While the author’s description used at least some hyperbole, it nevertheless 

demonstrates that travel literature was a powerful medium that could be used to convey 

and promote the ideals shared by elite Porfirians.  In this case, not only had the city’s 

leaders managed to promote hygiene and secure its streets from criminals, but also had 

succeeded in promoting modern, middle-class values of work and sobriety—a feat that 

the author plainly linked to the city’s new sense of peace and security.  The 

modernization of provincial cities meant, at least for members of high society, that their 

nation was becoming more European, and less Indian, in its character.    

In the same year, another women’s magazine, printed a series of travel narratives 

from El Diario del Hogar, where Manuel Cabellero travelled to Guadalajara to attend the 

Jalisco Exposition and published his astonishment of how the city had developed in 

recent years.  He boasted to his readers that the city had a European appearance in its 

elegant buildings, its orderly streets, and the decent conduct of its citizens.155  Writers not 

only emphasized the importance of modern city planning as being a key to becoming 

more European, but likewise stressed the value of decent, orderly behaviour in securing 

the trappings of civilized society.  Scholars have demonstrated the interest of Porfirians to 

portray their nation as modern, peaceful, and civilized on the world stage as a means to  

                                                
154 Las Violetas de Anáhuac, March 4, 1888. 
  
155 El Correo de las Señoras, May 20, 1888. 
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secure foreign investment in Mexico.156  But, as these narratives make evident, Porfirians 

also sought to prove these ideals to themselves.  

Ten years later, the use of travel literature to demonstrate the successes of the 

regime remained a potent tool.  In a travel series entitled “De Viaje,” Alberto Leduc, 

writing for La Revista Moderna, narrated to his readers his railway adventures touring the 

nation from Oaxaca to Chihuahua.  Getting off the Interoceanic train in Monterrey, he 

boarded a streetcar on which he toured the city’s ample and clean red-bricked streets.  He 

proceeded to visit the city’s numerous factories, where he marvelled at the production of 

silver ornaments, matches, and beer, and gleefully described the columns of smoke 

spewing from their chimneys as definitive proof of his country’s modernization.  After 

enjoying a cold pint of beer in the Alameda, the very act a symbol of modernity 

demonstrated by the industrial production of beverages and their refrigeration, the 

contented tourist headed back to the station where he reflected on the success of General 

Bernardo Reyes, Nuevo León’s governor, in transforming Monterrey into the nation’s 

first industrial town, before boarding another train to Saltillo.157  Likewise, while visiting 

Chihuahua City, he described the city’s edifices: highlighting the hospital, the governor’s 

palace, the mining bank, and the Hotel Palacio as examples of the modern architecture 

that the city’s leaders embraced.158  The connection between the development of industry, 

                                                
156 Beezley, Judas at the Jockey Club; Mauricio Tenorillo-Trillo, Mexico at the World’s Fairs.  
 
157 La Revista Moderna, June 1, 1899. 
 
158 La Revista Moderna, May 1, 1899. 
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Illustration 6. Optical Effects – “Let’s hurry, the train is going 
to leave us.” Cómico Aug 20, 1899 
 

railways, and building construction was a common motif in these journals, as the  

locomotive represented the industrialization of modern travel.  This link is illustrated in 

this comic’s jest regarding the confusion created by the similarities between both forms 

of industrialization (see 

Illustration 6).  

 In another segment 

of Leduc’s series of travel 

narratives, the writer also 

applauded the safety and 

security in the country’s 

provinces.  While travelling 

across the states of 

Chihuahua, Coahuila, and 

Durango, the journalist 

boasted that the northern 

provinces were no longer characterized by the “killers, cadavers, and mobs of assassins” 

that had hindered the region’s attempts to secure peace and order.  Instead, he noted that 

his generation now comfortably travelled the railroads unaffected by crime since the 

miseries of hunger, thirst, and persecution no longer affected his fellow countrymen.159  

Visiting Pachuca, the author informed his readers that tourists had no reason to fear 

                                                
 
159 La Revista Moderna, May 1, 1899. 
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thieves in the streets.160  He boldly touted readers that travellers should not worry about 

losing their watches or wallets since the thief had become a so-called exotic plant in that 

city.161   

 

Travel Literature and Some Critiques of “Order and Progress” 

 While travel literature targeting middle- and upper-class audiences often 

celebrated the progress attained by Porfirian rule, they were not always paeans dedicated 

to the success of the regime.  Indeed, although travel writers praised what they viewed as 

the successes of modernization, they also criticized transformations they viewed as 

detrimental to their nation.  La Revista Moderna’s Alberto Leduc did not always agree 

with the changes he witnessed sweeping the country.  Arriving in Torreón, the showcase 

of Porfirian modernization, the author grumbled that he could only tolerate a couple 

hours in what he referred to as an unpleasant and Yankee-phile town where his fellow 

countrymen had fallen into the American custom of charging high prices and being 

inhospitable.162  Dealing with the unpleasantness of Americans was a common theme in 

the travel literature of the middle- and upper-class press.  Writers most often complained 

about having to share their train compartment with ill-mannered Yankees, whether they 

were unrefined passengers or rude workers.  In the Cronista’s, “Cartas a mi Prima,” the 

                                                
160 For a discussion of the social and cultural dimensions of criminality as well as elite views 

regarding crime, see Pablo Piccato, City of Suspects:; Robert M. Buffington, Criminal and Citizen in 
Modern Mexico. 

 
161 La Revista Moderna, January 1, 1899 
 
162 La Revista Moderna, June 1, 1899. 
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writer composed a poem about his journey on the Mexican Central Railway, the first line 

to connect Mexico and the U.S., bringing many Americans in contact with Mexican 

travellers.  In it, the amateur poet carped about the uncivilized behaviour of the railway 

company’s employees, especially practices such as chewing tobacco and resting feet on 

chairs.163   

Indeed, writers from all political leanings frequently criticized U.S. conductors, 

machinists, and other railway employees.  The most common complaint was their 

rudeness towards Mexican passengers and their failure to learn Spanish.  While more 

radical elements of the press used these issues to call for a nationally-run railway system, 

pro-Díaz journals never called for such measures, choosing instead to poke fun at the 

gringo workers.  Moreover, the government’s success in promoting railway expansion 

had come at the cost of giving U.S. firms a lion’s share of the nation’s transportation 

network,164 something that resulted in an increased presence of Americans on the railway 

and in railway towns.  While observers appreciated railway travel as a modern and 

civilizing activity that demonstrated the increasing influence of foreigners over Mexico, 

                                                
163 Que los conductors son 

Unos yankees tan groseros, 
Que viajan dentro del carro 
Mascando tabaco negro 
Y con las patas subidas  
Encima de los asientos. 

(El Cronista, December 23, 1883). 
 
164 John Coatsworth, Growth Against Development; John M. Hart, Revolutionary Mexico: The 

Coming and Process of the Mexican Revolution (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1987); Stephen 
Haber, Industry and Underdevelopment: Industrialization of Mexico, 1890-1940  (Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 1989). 
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they were nevertheless vociferous in their hostility towards foreign, particularly U.S.,  

actions and attitudes they deemed distasteful.165   

The experience of railway travel also allowed urban travellers to critique the 

customs of their fellow countrymen that they viewed as uncivilized.  The popularity of 

the bull-fights in Toluca, an event so well-liked that the Mexican Central and Mexican 

National railway companies offered special fares for spectators to attend, gave El 

Cronistas’s travel correspondent the opportunity to juxtapose what he viewed as the 

tensions between traditional society (represented in the bullfight) and modern society 

(represented in the railroad).  The writer questioned how the railway, the most powerful 

advance of the era, could transform itself into a vehicle that lured travellers away from 

civilized society.  He chided the violent spectacle as a catering to people’s “dark 

passions” and “blood lust.”  He concluded that such gory displays of violence had 

convinced him that the heart of man was made of mud and that his virtue was little more 

than refined hypocrisy.166  

 Published accounts of railway travel provided writers the opportunity to share 

their beliefs with readers about the benefits of modernization realized under the 

leadership of Porfirio Díaz.  In these accounts, writers emphasized how the nation’s new-

found peace and prosperity had allowed for the promotion of modern, elite values such as 

cleanliness, hygiene, sobriety, and work ethic among the citizenry.  At the same time, 

                                                
165 Along similar lines, William Beezley has demonstrated that while Mexicans participated in 

sports and activities introduced by the foreign community, Mexicans rejected those recreations, such as 
American football, that they viewed as contradictory to their values. See William Beezley, Judas at the 
Jockey Club, pp. 52-66.  

 
166 El Cronista, December 2, 1883. 
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these accounts also gave middle- and upper-class groups the chance to call attention to 

the tensions between rural and urban society that they viewed as resulting from rapid 

modernization.  City-dwelling citizens undertook railway excursions to visit provincial 

towns, and, in so doing, they encountered traditional pastimes they considered backward 

or barbaric.  This allowed writers and readers to use literature about locomotive travel to 

define themselves as the vanguard of modern civilized society against an uncouth rural 

population with antithetical sensibilities.  Such critiques reveal the divide between 

modern and traditional, as well as urban and rural, society that resulted from a country 

zooming towards modernity.  

 Writers of various genres stressed the divisions between urban and rural society in 

their portrayals of the “provinciano” (provincial yokel), a stereotyped character used in 

the poems, stories, and journals about locomotive travel, who came to Mexico City in 

search of adventure and entertainment.  In “Cartas a mi Prima,” the author joked to his 

cousin about the rustic provincial travellers getting off their second-class trains to spend 

more in fifteen days than they could spend in fifteen years in their own pueblo (town).  

Writers detailed the fascination and awe demonstrated by provincial visitors to the 

country’s capital as they marvelled at their first surprise: electric light.  The author 

scoffed at the provincials who compared the glow of the light bulb to that of the moon, 

stating that their assessment failed to recognize how the moon’s luminosity paled in 

comparison,167 suggesting the rustic visitor’s inability to appreciate the splendours of 

modernity.   

                                                
167 El Cronista, June 17, 1883. 
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Next, the author detailed how the provincial traveller must find a coach to take his 

family to the hotel where they received a second surprise: the high cost of services in the 

city.  Mistakenly boarding a “blue flag” coach, the city’s most expensive taxis, the 

provincial visitor argued over the price of the ride with the driver who managed to take 

advantage of the trusting family.  Settling on a price, the family proceeded to their hotel 

room where they were shocked at the substandard quality of the Turco Hotel.  The rural 

tourists, expecting varnished pine furniture, floral patterned sofas, and oil lamps from the 

times of Emperor Iturbide, instead suffered because of a bug-infested room described as 

having stained carpets and curtains and a hard bed.  Finally, attending a production at a 

theatre, the family was again disappointed to find that the second-class balcony had seats 

as dusty as the “road between Mexico City and Guadalajara.”  The experiences in the 

capital forced the provincial traveller to think of his village and how the train has brought 

home to his memory, making him feel the full intensity of his abandonment.168  The 

description of the rural traveller in the metropolis, as depicted by the urban observer, 

portrayed the provincial visitor as incapable of effectively negotiating the modern city.  

In the end, the provincial traveller dreamed of returning to his pueblo where the journal’s 

writer implied he belonged.   

The misplacement of the rural traveller in the city was likewise recounted in tales 

about women.  La Broma published a story that told readers about a provincial girl taking 

the train to the capital in search of a gentlemen of good standing.  This tale also 

highlighted the differences between rural and urban sensibilities.  The author told his 

                                                
 
168 Ibid. 
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readers that girls from small towns, not having met more than the town druggist and the 

good-looking, but unworldly, boys of her village, enjoyed travelling to the city in the 

hope of meeting possible suitors.  The author continued stating that the smooth 

movement of the train and the whistle of the engine made it much easier for young 

women to get caught in the web of locomotive romance.  The story continued with the 

main character, Albertina, looking for love after arriving in Mexico City.  While there, 

the author highlighted—as in the tales of the provincials discussed above—the 

differences between urban and rural sensibilities.  Nowhere was this more apparent than 

the three failed love connections attempted by young Albertina, tales she recounted to her 

friends back in her provincial town.  First, Albertina encountered a fine suitor whom she 

began to take a liking to only to have the romance end when the young man became too 

brazen.  After asking Albertina to show him her heart, a euphemism for sexual activity, 

she immediately left the lustful lad.  Then she met a young cavalryman who she had 

taken for coffee several times with her mother.  And, although he appeared to be a 

respectable man, Albertina one day discovered him on his knees making sexual remarks 

towards the servant-girl.  Finally, the last young man began to court her, but after he 

borrowed five pesos from her father, he never returned again.  In the end, Albertina gives 

up on finding love and returns to her home.169  

This story demonstrates the divide that Mexico City’s residents understood to 

exist between provincials and city-dwellers.  Rural peoples, as this story shows, were 

portrayed as conservative, traditional, and naïve about urban life.  They were depicted as 

                                                
169 La Broma, August 23, 1888. 
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unable to cope with the behaviours and expectations that city life seemed to demand.  The 

story suggests that while the railway might awaken sexual desire in young women, they 

were not prepared to deal with rapacious young men and that their forays into the public 

sphere would be ultimately unfulfilling.170 

 The rural traveller, typically referred to as a third-class passenger in the literature, 

also carried with him objects that symbolized rural life.  In one story published in El 

Mundo Cómico, provincial travellers became inebriated on pulque (fermented maguey 

alcohol) and, as a result, allowed their chickens and hens to run-a-muck on the train as it 

pulled into the station.171  Writers characterized the rustic traveller as the antithesis of the 

modern, urban citizen, a passenger whose tastes and proclivities have rendered him 

incapable of responsibly coping with the tools of modernity.  Illustration 7 shows 

provincials ill-prepared to deal with demands of modern travel.  This idea was further 

illustrated in this comic image’s portrayal of a mule driver whose lack of knowledge 

regarding the railway schedule places him in certain peril (see Illustration 8).172  

Together, these sources reveal that the railway, although limiting the spatial and temporal 

distance between the capital and the provinces, at the same time accentuated the social 

and cultural divide between them. Furthermore, discourses that separated the traditional 

and the modern and the civilized and the barbaric allowed elite groups to create a 

                                                
170 Similar themes about the ill-fated consequences that the modern city could have for provincial 

women were  best described in Federico Gamboa’s famous novel Santa (1903; reprint Ediciones Botas 
México, 1938).   

 
171 El Mundo Cómico, December 11, 1898. 
 
172 El Cómico, September 24, 1899. 
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coherent and totalizing identity for themselves that represented the antithesis of the rural 

person. 

 

Railroads and Egalitarianism 

While literature about locomotive travel accentuated the differences between rural 

and urban society, it also fostered a sense among some travellers that the railroad 

represented egalitarianism and democracy while, ironically, also accentuating the 

difference between classes.  Most railway companies divided their passenger trains into 

three classes, thus the experience of locomotive travel clearly accentuated the differences 

between social groups travelling in the same convoy.  Nevertheless, literature published 

in high-society weeklies and periodicals attempted to show that since the same vehicle 

and the same power was taking passengers to the same destination, the railway was a 

permanent symbol of people’s equality.  Miguel Ramos Corrión’s sonnet published in El 

Mundo Ilustrado demonstrated this sentiment when he contemplated that while he 

travelled in a comfortable first class wagon protected from the elements, a poorer man 

journeyed on the same train on a hard third-class seat.  In the end, Corrión asserted that  
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Illustration 7.  People of Good Faith – “I told you we were 
going to be late. Now the train is going to have to return and 
pick us up.” Cómico Aug. 6, 1899. 
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Illustration 8. “What trouble I would be in if the train 
were coming!” Cómico, Sept. 24, 1899. 
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while people either savoured or suffered life they all faced arriving at the same station, a 

metaphor he used to represent death.173 

Writers used the railway as a marker of democracy and egalitarianism and even 

paralleled it with the understanding of death as the ultimate social leveller.  In another 

poem published in the same weekly, the author recounted taking a train with his two 

children.  Before the train pulled out of the station, the writer, sitting comfortably in his 

first-class compartment, compared the railroad to a destiny that all passengers, whether in 

first- or third-class, must face: death.174  

 At the same time, elite Porfirian periodicals such as El Mundo did not want to 

push the metaphors of democracy and egalitarianism too far.   Other works published in 

El Mundo used the railway as a metaphor to condemn ideologies that promoted more 

radical forms of egalitarianism.  One such story, originally published in a French journal, 

was translated for El Mundo’s readers.  “La rebelión de la máquina,” a science fiction 

                                                
173 Imagen de la vida placentera 

Es el tren en que voy arrebatado, 
Viendo cruzar fogosos á mi lado 
Cuantos seres encuentro en mi carrera. 
 Yo voy en un asiento de primera, 
Del calor y del viento resguardado, 
Y el mismo tren conduce al desgraciado 
Que ocupa un duro asiento de tercera. 
 Más aunque así suframos ó gocemos 
Seperados los dos, cualquiera advierte 
Que la misma distancia recorremos 
 É igual al fin y al cabo es nuestra suerte 
Pues ambos por desgracia pararemos 

En la estación del termino: LA MUERTE. 
(El Mundo, April 17, 1898). 
 
174 La ventura que surje en el camino 

Como sombre se va; tal es la suerte…. 
Qué tren tan engañoso el del Destino! 
Su más bella estación será la muerte? 

(El Mundo, September 22, 1895). 
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tale, told the story of an inventor, Doctor Pastoureaux, and his assistant, Jean Bertrand, an 

old factory worker who together built a train that could think and had a soul.  One night 

the train overheard workers discussing how machines had taken the place of men, causing 

labourers to lose their jobs and capitalists to get richer. After overhearing insults made by 

workers upset at the machine that has supplanted them, the intelligent yet innocent 

machine began to ponder the moral quandary of whether or not it was created only to 

destroy people’s livelihoods.  Jean Bertrand, like the machine, began to develop concerns 

about the locomotive he had helped Doctor Pastoureaux to build after workers verbally 

attacked him for creating a monster that undermined the livelihoods of the working class.   

The story then shifted to Doctor Pastoureaux, who held a banquet to introduce his 

new machine to a group of industrialists.  He told the audience that he had invented a 

machine that would free all people from the drudgery of work.  In response, the group 

lifted their wine glasses and toasted the inventor.  Doctor Pastoureaux then took the 

group to a balcony where they could observe the machine in action.  Jean Bertrand 

reluctantly let the train loose for the eager crowd, but not before hurling insults at the 

train, calling it a “devil’s machine” and a “slave to capital.”  The train, unable to cope 

with the hatred hurled against it, went mad and decided to rebel.  At first, the machine 

leisurely toured the area where the spectators watched.  Suddenly, it gained more speed 

belching out a whistle as menacing as the “howls of war.”  Doctor Pastoureaux, realizing 

that something has gone wrong, demands the machine to stop, but the machine stirred by 

Jean Bertrand’s calls to go faster and to ignore the Doctor, launched itself over a cliff into 

the ocean, ending in a “gigantic iron suicide.”   
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The final part of the tale took place in a post-apocalyptic world covered in the 

ruins of what was once civilization.  The author explained to his readers that, following 

the train’s example, all machines had rebelled against humans and created a world where 

people were forced to revert to hunting and gathering, and were often prey to larger 

beasts.  The author concluded by telling his readers there were no more castas, nor 

scholars, nor bourgeoisie, nor workers, nor artists and that all people now possessed a 

definitive equality after the destruction of everything.175  Here, the author suggested that 

social divisions were not only natural, they were necessary.  In this case, the railway, 

often a symbol of democracy and egalitarianism, was used to dismiss radical forms of 

equality in favour of what was deemed by elite groups as anti-developmentalist, luddite 

behaviour.  Despite shared notions of the railroad’s inherent potential to promote social 

equality, elite audiences identified with the principals of the story that emphasized the 

importance and necessity of social hierarchy, and the ability for technological innovation 

to improve the lives of the poorest sectors of society.  Moreover, these sensibilities 

resonated with middle- and upper-class readers who were regularly informed by 

newspapers about attacks against the railroad undertaken by communities threatened by 

the railway’s incursion into their lands.176   

A similar theme was articulated in a colossal, nearly 600-line poem published to 

celebrate the arrival of the twentieth century.  Miguel Bolaños Cacho praised the familiar 

subject matter of order, progress, civilization, commerce, democracy, and the important 

                                                
175 El Mundo, Febuary 17, 1895. 
 
176 Coatsworth, “Railroads, Landholding, and Agrarian Protest,” passim. 
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strides his nation made towards modernity during the administration of Díaz.  The poem, 

likewise, made connections between the futility of radical philosophies of 

egalitarianism—such as Marxism—and the value of modern technology to improve the 

plight of workers—represented by Comtean positivism and Saint-Simonianism.177   

While imaginative writers viewed the railway as inherently promoting democracy 

and equality among passengers, it was also used as a symbol to express the limits of 

egalitarianism.  In this way, the locomotive worked well as a metaphor for the liberal 

authoritarianism of the Porfiriato.  While policy-makers and elite groups might pay lip-

service to liberal beliefs of equality, they viewed the country’s need for modernization as 

superseding any attempts to establish a more democratic, less socially stratified society.    

 

The Compartment 

Notions of intimacy, etiquette, and gender relations found profound expression in 

the close quarters of the railway compartment.  Accounts of railway travel in poems, 

                                                
177 Y de Fouriér y Saint Simón delante: 

Frente á la voz del Karl Marx, temida, 
La creación magnifica, radiante,  
Derramando calor y luz y vida, 
—Del infinito incognoscible al beso;— 
La universal fraternidad del justo, 
Augusto Compte [sic] y su apotegma augusro: 

AMOR, ORDEN, PROGRESO!… 
—Tú—“obrero” de las sombras que pasaste 
Tu juventud en Honda catacumba 
Y, al són del mismo golpe, noche y día, 
Debajo de la tierra te incrustaste 
Como en tu propia tumba; 
Oye el rugir inmenso  
Del vapor que la maquina conmueve, 
Para exhumarte á ti: quema tu incienso 
En la ara del Siglo Diez y Nueve! 

(El Mundo Ilustrado, December 30, 1900). 
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stories, and journals discussed the annoyances that passengers experienced as a result of 

travelling in close accommodation with strangers.  Often satirical in nature, these 

accounts provided readers with examples of what constituted proper behaviour in the 

railway coach.  El Cómico published one such satire about a traveller taking the first-

class train to Puebla.  While waiting for the train to leave the station, a ruddy, overweight 

sixty-year-old man takes a place next to the narrator taking up three seats with his 

luggage and not using the storage compartment.  The boorish traveller proceeded to 

inspect his teeth in a mirror, cut his nose hairs, spit out the window, clean his finger nails, 

and then his spectacles, all of which led the narrator desperately to avoid conversation 

with his unwanted travel companion.  Nevertheless, the traveller chats up the narrator, 

forcing him into a guessing game of what his occupation might be.  After several 

guesses—ranging from hacendado (large land owner) to philosopher—the narrator gave 

up and the irritating traveller, delivering the story’s punch line, informs him that he was a 

contractor for the ministry of sanitation.178   While perhaps not a hilarious tale of the 

annoyances of railway travel, these accounts presented well-to-do readers with clearly 

defined expectations of how first-class passengers should and should not behave in the 

railway car.   

                                                
178 El Cómico, September 10, 1899. 
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Illustration 9.  – Better hours early than minutes 
late.  El Mundo Ilustrado. Oct 24, 1897. 
 
 

The annoyances posed by fellow travellers was a constant theme in railway 

literature.  In one such narrative, a 

travel writer told his readers about the 

types of passengers that one can 

unfortunately encounter in the railway 

carriage.  He described the ill-

mannered traveller that refuses to 

allow anyone to take a seat next to 

him and that glares at any fellow 

traveller in his compartment who 

dares to open or shut a window.  

Rude travellers were also 

characterized by stretching and 

opening their legs without 

consideration of their fellow passengers and by snoring whenever they slept.  Moreover, 

bad-mannered eating habits were also frowned upon in the railway car.  The author 

chided passengers who used their fingers to eat and that took swigs out of bottles.179  

Much like the intoxicated third-class provincial who had let his chickens loose in the 

train, these stories gave writers and readers the opportunity to define acceptable civilized 

conduct.   

                                                
179 El Mundo, September 19, 1897. 
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High society periodicals emphasized other important types of behaviour essential 

to locomotive travel.  Most notably, publications stressed punctuality as a fundamental 

skill to be learned by travellers.  Indeed, railway travel fostered a new importance on time 

and timekeeping.  Newspapers published any incident of a train arriving ahead or behind  

schedule as well as the schedules of arrivals and departures of trains.  Middle and upper-

class journals and weeklies, likewise, stressed the importance of punctuality to their 

readers.180  El Mundo Cómico warned readers that the traveller who did not find a seat in 

good time ran the risk of being left behind on the running board or on the platform of the 

station, contemplating the train as it roared away.181  Similarly, illustrations published in 

weeklies wanted to impart to their audience the value of timeliness, especially in regards 

to railway travel.  El Mundo, for example, printed a cover illustration of an upper-class 

couple arriving late at the train station with the caption: “Better hours early than minutes 

late” (see Illustration 9).182  

Together, these examples show that railway travel was used discursively and 

symbolically by newspapers, journals, and weeklies to promote the ideals of middle- and 

upper-class society.  Values such as politeness and punctuality were highlighted in the 

literature of locomotive travel.  These accounts also reveal that Porfirians were not only 

concerned with inculcating these principles among the lower classes,183 but that these 

                                                
180 There is considerable literature on this subject.  See for example, Thompson, “Time, Work-

Discipline, and Industrial Capitalism,” Past and Present 38 (1967): pp. 56-97. 
 
181 El Mundo Cómico, April 17, 1897. 
 
182 El Mundo, October 24, 1897. 
 
183 French, A Peaceful and Working People, pp. 84-85.  
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values were also stressed in publications targeted at primarily elite audiences.  Elite 

groups sought to shape all Mexican citizens through the promotion of so-called modern, 

civilized sensibilities.         

 
 

Fear in the Compartment 
 

Travel writings demonstrated a deep sense of fear towards the social and cultural 

changes spurred by modernity.  The experience of travelling in close quarters with 

strangers was sometimes portrayed as a dangerous activity that could put unsuspecting, 

innocent travellers in harm’s way.  While there were no highly publicized murders on 

Mexico’s railway as there was in Europe,184 the emergence of both satirical and serious 

literature on the dangers of locomotive travel were published nonetheless.  Moreover, 

most tales printed in journals about the risk of encountering nefarious characters in the 

train compartment were European imports, usually from France or Spain.  Despite the 

fact that these were foreign narratives, their publication in Mexican periodicals suggest 

some of the same concerns about the close proximity of strangers in the railway 

compartment.   

 One tale published in El Mundo told the story of a man travelling on the Lyon 

railway.  Riding in a first-class compartment, the passenger finds himself trapped with an 

escaped gun-wielding lunatic who tells the narrator about murders he has committed.  

The lunatic, convinced he can fly, began to disrobe and prepared to jump out the train 
                                                                                                                                            

 
184 For example, the high-profile murder of Chief Justice Poinsot in a French railway car led to a 

redesign of the locomotive compartment with railway officials creating a means of communication between 
compartments in an attempt to avoid similar incidents. See Schivelbusch, The Railway Journey, pp. 84-86. 
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window.  The passenger, realizing that they were only eleven minutes away from 

reaching the station, stalled the crazed man until the train pulled into the station.  There, 

the lunatic, not having realized where he was, jumped out the window, only to land in the 

arms of medics who awaited the escaped patient.185  The fear of fellow coach passengers 

was played on by El Buen Tono cigarette company, in an advertisement printed in El 

Mundo, to suggest to readers that a fine quality smoke might save one’s life (see 

Illustration 10).   This story, as well as the advertisement, reveal a sense of shared 

concern about the forced confinement of train travel.   

Strangers were forced to share space in a way that older methods of travel did not 

allow.  Older forms of travel such as stagecoach or horse was usually done in groups with 

acquaintances, friends, or family as a way to mitigate the dangers of highway travel.  The 

railway journey changed the intimacy of travel, especially for the middle and upper 

classes, who could afford to travel alone in first-class compartments, both as a result of 

their economic means, but also because of the inherent safety of the locomotive itself that 

mitigated the need to travel in groups.  Thus, a contradiction emerged where the safety of 

the railway journey that allowed for individuals to travel alone was undermined by the 

traveller’s forced confinement with strangers.  This tale suggested to readers that a keen 

sense of timekeeping might save passengers from dangerous situations.  

 The fear of strangers did not always put the protagonist of stories in immediate 

danger.  The protagonist might share the train compartment with a nefarious individual 

while not experiencing any threat whatsoever.  Nevertheless, these types of narratives  

                                                
185 El Mundo, August 7, 1898.  
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reveal similar fears regarding the unknown fellow traveller.  In one such tale, imported 

from Spain and published in El Mundo, a man found himself sharing a railway carriage 

with a young woman that he described as alone, elegant, and beautiful.  For most of the 

story, looking out the railway window, he examined the changing landscape while he 

contemplated how he might gain the attention of the young woman across from him.  

Debating a variety of ways that he could strike up a conversation with the woman, the 

man cannot muster the confidence to engage her in conversation.  Then, unexpectedly, 

the woman addressed him, asking him if he could pick up a package for her at the next 

station.  He obliged and retrieved her parcel at the next station.  As both passengers 

engaged in conversation, she asked him about the tunnel that the train was about to pass 

through.  He told her that it was extremely dark and would take about one minute to 

cross.  The woman appeared frightened and asked the man to open the window and, 

again, the young man obliged.  In the instance before they passed through the tunnel, the 

woman took out a baby wearing exquisite diapers from the parcel, kissed it on the head, 

and, as the train roared through the dark tunnel, threw the toddler out the window to its 

death.  The man, realizing what has happened, initially thought of denouncing the young 

woman to the authorities, before he recognized that he will have no proof against her and 

that he was the only witness that she had a baby with her.  The story ended in a cloud of 

mystery with the man sitting in silence for the next thirty minutes until both passengers 

reached their final destination.186  While the story is vague about the exact relationship 

 

                                                
186 El Mundo, August 23, 1896. 
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Illustration 10.  El Buen Tono Cigarette Advertisement. The Company plays on fear in the 
compartment to sell cigarettes. EL Mundo, December 11, 1904. 
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between the woman and the child—although it seems to suggest that she was an upper-

class woman who had a baby out of wedlock—it offers some valuable insights about the 

fears of modernity.   

 This story offered readers a negative view of the consequences that could take 

place as a result of a world turned up-side-down through the reversal of gender roles, a 

reversal that took place in, and was allowed by, the privacy and close quarters of the 

railway compartment.  In this tale, the woman engaged the man in conversation, made the 

man the subject of her bidding (picking up the package), and, even turned the man into an 

accomplice in her child’s murder (opening the carriage window).  This story, while an 

exaggerated narrative, nevertheless surely elicited a strong reaction from readers about 

the possible consequences of modern life.  It suggested some of the fears about the 

changing roles of women—in this case, the independent woman who by travelling alone 

had entered into the male realm—that undermined traditional relations between the sexes 

as well as a weakening of the family structure.     

 

Railways and Sexual Desire  

 Publications stressed how the railway compartment undermined traditional 

notions of female propriety, especially regarding sexual desire.  The privacy of the 

railway compartment was characterized, again both satirically and seriously, as a space 

where social norms could be ignored by both men and women.  It provided travellers 

with a private space where sexual desire could be acted upon without the fear of public 
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scrutiny.  Tales and commentaries about locomotive romance commonly drew 

connections between the fear of a train wreck and the awakening of sexual desire. 

La Crónica Mexicana published a story in which travellers discussed the 

differences between stagecoach and railway travel.  In the railway compartment two men 

began discussing the fear of derailment, a misfortune that was a common concern among 

people new to industrial travel.  One traveller lamented that railroad accidents created 

human hecatombs that made “tortillas” out of passengers.  Then, the conversation 

suddenly turned to a more racy topic.  Another passenger told his companions that he 

missed the intimacy of the stagecoach that allowed male travellers to take advantage of 

being in close quarters with women.  Explaining the stagecoach’s advantages vis-à-vis 

the railway, he intimated that above and beyond making good and solid masculine 

friendships, a male traveller could enter into enjoyable relationships with women as 

people travelled packed in the carriage.  He continued saying that “even the most 

inexperienced and least advised chap came out a master in the matters of love” as a result 

of the inevitable and regular contact made with the female companions that shared the 

limited confines of the stagecoach and its constant gyrations. To which his fellow 

traveller replied that in the locomotive men could enjoy themselves in the same manner 

because tunnels allowed “acts of foolishness committed without risk,” acts that in the 

stagecoach would have come at a higher cost.187  The traveller suggesed that the railway 

journey allowed for a more fleeting romance between men and women.  While 

stagecoach travel might provide a favourable environment for courtship because of the 

                                                
187 Crónica Mexicana, June 28, 1896. 
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amount of time spent in the carriage—not to mention the opportunities to take advantage 

of bumps in the road to catch a falling woman or to fall upon a woman—, the railway’s 

speed, as well as the privacy and darkness provided by the tunnel, gave men and women 

the opportunity to engage in less serious, ephemeral forms of romance.  The scene ends 

with the speaker noticing that his friend, as well as another elegantly dressed young man, 

have shifted their attention to a pair of beautiful women who shared the carriage where 

the men conversed. 

 The use of the tunnel by men and women to undertake acts of sexual transgression 

was a common theme among writers and artists.  This caricature suggested that while 

men might be the aggressors, women also took advantage of the complete privacy offered 

by the darkness of the tunnel.  The connection between locomotive travel, especially the 

experience of mechanical agitation, and sexual arousal emerged as a subject of analysis 

for nineteenth-century psychiatry.  Sigmund Freud and Karl Abraham, for example, 

argued that the passenger’s experience, and fear, of unstoppable motion out of their 

control was paralleled with the sensation of their own sexuality racing uncontrolled.188  

The story from the Crónica  discussed above demonstrates that Mexican authors, 

likewise, viewed a connection between sexual arousal and locomotive travel.  Like 

Freud’s theories regarding modern, industrial travel, that emphasized the stimulation of 

pre-pubescent male sexual longing,189 the literature regarding railway travel portrayed 

males as the most common subjects of sexual arousal on the railway.    

                                                
188 Schivelbusch, The Railway Journey, p. 83. 
 
189 Ibid.,  p. 197, fn. 14. 
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 But the theme of sexuality and railway travel was not only discussed in terms of 

the arousal of male desire.  Literature 

about railway travel also portrayed young 

women as susceptible to sexual awakening 

on the locomotive.  “La niña se transforma 

en mujer,” another story published in El 

Mundo, related to its readers the possible 

socializing effects of the railway journey 

on young women.  The author told the 

story of Emma, a teenage girl, who, taking 

the train for the first time, witnessed her 

cousin, the locomotive’s engineer, saying a 

sad good-bye to his newlywed wife 

moments before they pulled out of the station.  The young couple embraced and kissed in 

the engineer’s car as the wife, with tears welling in her eyes, and trying to hide her 

sorrow with incoherent words and smiles, failed to conceal the sadness she felt because 

of her husband’s departure .  Emma, almost voyeuristically, could not take her eyes off 

the scene.  Later, as Emma rode in her comfortable first-class coach, she spent day and 

night thinking about the moment shared between the young couple at the station.  Emma, 

obsessed with the scene she witnessed, could not sleep and was constantly awakened by 

agitating and feverish dreams about the embrace and kiss she observed.  In her dream she 

envisioned that she too had formed a blessed nuptial, and that her beloved husband was 

Illustration 11.  In the Train. “Hands to 
yourself, friend, at least wait until we reach the 
first tunnel.” El Mundo Cómico May 29, 1898. 
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also about to embark on a long journey away from her.  Like the sad wife at the station, 

Emma also exchanged amorous kisses with her beau immediately before the train pulled 

out of the station.  Then, after the account of her dream, the author immediately turned 

his description to the movement of the train that soared and, as he explained, put Emma’s 

life in imminent danger.  Suddenly, the young woman awoke alarmed and screaming.  

Emma’s mother, finding her daughter trembling and crying, questioned her about what 

had happened.  Emma, lying to her mother for the first time, told her she had a nightmare, 

but was racked by guilt for the rest of her journey.  The story ended with the author 

stating that the “caterpillar has transformed into a butterfly.”190   

Again, literature about railway travel targeted to elite audiences emphasized the 

interconnection between the passenger’s sensation of an inability to control sexual desire 

and an inability to control the train’s movement as described by Freud’s theories.  The 

story hints that the hurried pace of modern life, represented by locomotive travel, could 

even accelerate the development of a teenage girl into womanhood.  While the awakening 

of sexual desire in men tended to be described as taking place with little repercussion, the 

story of Emma suggested that the arousal of sexual desire in women could have more 

harmful consequences.  In this case, the lie she told her mother, and the guilt she 

experienced as a result, undermined the family bond through her sexual awakening.  

Finally, these stories also illustrated that the provocation of sexual desire in men was 

viewed with amusement while that of women was viewed with trepidation.  Women’s 

                                                
190 El Mundo, December 31, 1899. 
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participation in the public realm, outside the boundaries of the home, threatened the 

idealized unity and hierarchy of family life.  

 

Conclusion 

 During the 1880s and 1890s, a surge in literature about railway travel took place.  

Fiction and non-fictional writings—stories, poems, editorials, travel journals—published 

in periodicals that targeted middle- and upper-class readers, demonstrated the elite’s 

changing attitudes as a result of the rapid modernization experienced under the leadership 

of Porfirio Díaz.  These writings allowed elite, urban Porfirians to define themselves as 

modern citizens and to diffuse ideas about the benefits of progress, the success of the 

governing regime, and the ways the civilized individuals should behave.  In so doing, 

they sought to inculcate—or, perhaps if we consider the emotive language used in much 

of this work, seduce—modern values such as proper etiquette, hygiene, and punctuality 

not only to the lowest orders of society, but also among themselves.  These cultural 

materials further reveal the phantasmagoric—to use Benjamin’s expression—reaction 

that elite groups experienced encountering the railway for the first time.  Furthermore, the 

stories, poems, and travel journals printed in elite publications reveal that the middle and 

upper classes sought to convince themselves about the necessity of promoting social and 

economic development along European lines as much as they tried to push these values 

among the lower orders.  At the same time, these sources also allowed writers and readers 

to consider the aspects of modernization that they found distasteful or frightening.  

Together, and above all, these accounts demonstrated the contradictory impulses of fear 
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and allure spurred by the socio-cultural changes of modern life.  These sentiments 

towards the expansion of the railway grid also emerged in government sponsored 

pageantry, the topic discussed in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3 
BUILDING THE NATION THROUGH INAUGURATION:  

THE RAILWAY CEREMONY 
 

Hail to Progress! Hail to the powerful 
Century of Reason, that ignites and fills 
The cosmos with its brilliant breath! 
From the clean, blue, vast and calm 
Expanse of astral spaces, 
To the bed of sand  
Where the seas sleep in silent solitude. 
 
It floods everything with divine flash, 
The omnipotent and sovereign power  
That has showered with laurels the path 
Of this century: human intelligence! 
Hail to the steep mountain ranges, 
And the deserts and the ocean deep, 
The word and the voice, there are no more boundaries!  

Juan de Dios Peza, En la inauguración del ferrocarril de San Luis Potosí 
 
 
Railroad expansion represented the most important infrastructural development to 

take place during the Porfiriato.191  As such, the press covered the inaugural ceremonies 

for the christening of railway lines, making them highly publicized and attended events, a 

development that demonstrated their symbolic power.  Government officials used the 

railway in other civic ceremonies such as national holidays as the iconic image of 

progress.  Railway inaugurations and public celebrations that featured locomotives served 

as symbolic rituals used in an attempt to secure and legitimate Porfirio Díaz’s power 

throughout the country.   

Organizers typically ordered the railway inauguration ceremony into four 

important components employed to evoke popular enthusiasm: the arrival of the 

                                                
191 Enrique Cárdenas, “A Macroeconomic Interpretation of Nineteenth-century Mexico,” in How 

Latin America Fell Behind: Essays on the Economic Histories of Brazil and Mexico, ed. Stephen Haber 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1997), p. 77.  
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inaugural train, usually carrying the guests of honour; a civic procession across the city’s 

principal streets and buildings; a lavish banquet dedicated to the guests of honour; and 

gala ball that carried on until the early morning hours.  Ayuntamientos often coupled 

these events with regional expositions that showcased local products and commodities.  

An essential aspect of the railway inauguration, as well as civic ceremonies that involved 

the locomotive in one way or another, was the invitation extended to the press.  Members 

of the press routinely rode on the inaugural train, covering the events for readers of the 

country’s government-subsidized newspapers.  

 Porfirians sought to create a new state with new values to lift the country out of 

the political turmoil and economic backwardness that had characterized it since 

independence in 1821.  The ruling elite hoped to instil ideals among the people that 

corresponded to a liberal, capitalistic, and progressive nation.  In this way, the railway 

inauguration allowed the governing regime to disseminate these values through symbolic 

acts of pageantry.  Boosters of the regime, ironically, also used it to justify the 

government’s growing authoritarianism and its violations of the Constitution of 1857, 

especially the article of no re-election.  This considered, elite use of railway 

inaugurations to legitimate the regime gained prominence after 1888, the year of Diaz’s 

first successful consecutive re-election.    

Porfirians used public celebrations to create an aura of sacrality around liberal, 

positivist values, as well as around the regime itself.  The railway inauguration 

represented a modern form of liturgy that extolled the virtues of material progress and 
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social order.192  A new order seeking to institute itself must make the very act of its 

institution sacred.193  During the Porfiriato, railway inaugurations used processions and 

religious language and imagery as a means to secure this connection.   

While public festivals had long been an instrument used by dominant groups to 

express their beliefs regarding social organization and values,194 the arrival of the railroad 

offered Porfirians a new, dramatic occasion to emphasize ideas of political stability, 

material progress, and national unity.  Government officials, policy-makers, and the press 

exploited the symbolic power of the locomotive as an icon to represent the beginning of a 

new era and a new order.  This chapter examines how railroad inaugurations helped to 

promote a cult of personality around Díaz that highlighted the caudillo as the nation’s 

indispensable leader; a pervasive sense of national identity; an expression of conspicuous 

consumption used to promote the country’s image both nationally and internationally; 

and new values that the regime hoped to make sacred: social order, progress, and 

industry.   

                                                
192 Marshall Berman argues that since the railroad operated on a more or less fixed schedule and 

on a prescribed route it came to represent the nineteenth-century paradigm of order.  See All That is Solid 
Melts into Air, p. 159.  

 
193 Mona Ozouf, Festivals and the French Revolution, trans. Alan Sheridan (Cambridge, MA: 

Harvard University Press, 1988), p. 276, and see Christel Lane, The Rites of Rulers: Ritual in Industrial 
Society—The Soviet Case (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981).   

 
194 Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger, eds., The Invention of Tradition (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 1983); William Beezley, Cheryl English Martin, and William E. French, eds.,  Rituals of 
Rule, Rituals of Resistance: Public Celebrations and Popular Culture in Mexico (Wilmington, DE: 
Scholarly Resources, 1994); Patricia Seed, Ceremonies of Possession in Europe’s Conquest of the New 
World, 1492-1640 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995); Juan Pedro Viqueira Albán, Propriety 
and Permissiveness in Bourbon Mexico, trans. Sonya Lipsett-Rivera and Sergio Rivera Ayala (Wilmington, 
DE: Scholarly Resources, 1999); William H. Beezley and David E. Lorey, eds., ¡Viva Mexico ¡Viva la 
Independencia! Celebrations of September 16 (Wilmington, DE: Scholarly Resources, 2001).   
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The Cult of Díaz 

 Governing officials actively sought to promote the image of Díaz as the nation’s 

uncontested, and incontestable, patriarchal leader. Boosters of the regime, in so doing, 

encouraged “a cult of personality,” in order to legitimate and maintain his rule.195  The 

liberal discourse of patriotism and republicanism was often used by the regime to 

advance notions of citizenship and national identity.  This allowed the regime to place 

itself in the pantheon of civilized and capitalist countries that defined cosmopolitanism 

and progress.  Through the construction of national monuments and civic ceremonies, 

Porfirians fostered a national character defined by modern values of social order, work 

ethic, and material progress.  The development of a national railway system provided 

ample opportunities for the regime to demonstrate its capacity to uphold these values.    

Members of Díaz’s cabinet, state governors, local leaders, prominent businessmen, and 

the press all used railway inaugurations, as well as the fiestas presidencials (presidential 

festivals) and the president’s travels across the nation, to promote the cult of personality 

around Díaz.   

 Attempts to promote a cult of personality around Díaz first began during his 

second term as president in 1886 when an organization, the Society of Friends of the 

President, began preparations for the celebrations of his birthday.  Then, in 1888, the 

formation of the National Porfirian Circle, a group that sought to secure the repeated 

elections of the President, marked another important step in the attempt to forge a 

                                                
195 Paul Garner, Porfirio Diaz, pp. 127-130; Cosío Villegas, Historia Moderna de México, vol. 9, 

p. 166.  
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personality cult around Díaz.196  While these groups used national holidays to celebrate 

the successes of Díaz’s presidency, and honoured his birthday on September 15 in order 

that it could be combined with the commemoration of the nation’s independence from 

Spain, these opportunities were few and far between.  The railway inauguration, 

especially after 1888, the year that corresponded with Díaz’s first consecutive re-election, 

allowed for a constant reminder of Díaz’s triumph of promoting successful railroad 

development, the regime’s crowning achievement.  

Railroad inaugurations throughout the country shared similar formats, but above 

all they shared the symbolic linking of Díaz and the locomotive.  In this way, 

inauguration ceremonies, usually organized locally by prominent members of the 

community such as ayuntamiento officials, merchants, and wealthy families, used the 

festivities to highlight the accomplishments of the Díaz regime.  Since the railroad 

allowed for the rapid deployment of rurales (rural police force) and the federal army, for 

the growth of the internal and external markets, and for the compression of time and 

space, government officials utilized it to remind people of Díaz success at securing peace, 

fostering prosperity, and promoting national unity, all of which could be linked to the 

expansion of the country’s transportation system.  

Even during the presidential interregnum of Manuel González (1880-1884), a 

period of major railway construction, Díaz often received as much praise as the sitting 

president during the inauguration ceremonies.  The completion of a railway between 

Mexico City and Cuautla, Morelos in 1881 prompted a celebration in which President 

                                                
196 Garner, Porfirio Díaz, p. 129. 
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González and Díaz (recently having resigned his position as Minister of Development to 

be elected Governor of Oaxaca) were invited as the guests of honour.  At the climax of 

the event, the master of ceremony offered both González and Díaz a ceremonial crown on 

behalf of the people of Morelos.  The crowd erupted into a frenzy of applause for the two 

generals.197  Morelos’s inauguration organizers, as well as the crowd that attended, 

clearly viewed the ex-president as meriting equal praise as González for the country’s 

expanding railroad system.    

One year later, during the inauguration ceremony celebrating the Mexican Central 

Railway’s arrival in Guanajuanto, the Governor ended his speech by lauding Generals 

González and Díaz for working to realize Alexander von Humboldt’s prophecy that 

Mexico would become the bridge of the world’s commerce.198  Díaz’s success at pushing 

forward railway contracts despite considerable congressional opposition received acclaim 

from local and state leaders as the most significant achievement of his presidency, 

especially taking into account Sebastian de Lerdo de Tejada’s failures in that aspect of 

policy-making.199  Even during the presidency of González, people continued to associate 

Díaz with the success of the railway program.   

Government officials, nevertheless, did not promote the use of railway 

inaugurations as spectacular events to laud the accomplishments of the regime until 1888.  

The inauguration of the railway line built between Mexico City and Amecameca, Mexico 

                                                
197 El Telégrafo, June 21, 1881. 
 
198 El Cronista de México, December 3, 1882. 
 
199 Pletcher, Rails, Mines, and Progress, pp. 68-70. 
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received little fanfare in the press and was not attended by any prominent politicians.  

Indeed, the only person of note to attend the event was the country’s Archbishop who 

came to bless the railway as well as take part in the religious festivities at the Shrine of 

Sacromonte.200  Furthermore, the only events planned for the ceremony were bull and 

cockfights.201   

The 1882 inauguration ceremony organized for the arrival of the Mexican Central 

Railway in Querétaro, likewise, received little national attention.  A short 

commemorative book published about the event made no mention of either Manuel 

González, or Porfirio Díaz, nor the national government’s accomplishments in securing 

railway development.  Instead, it praised the state government’s sincere patriotism and 

desire for progress.202  The event proved to be in sharp contrast to the lavish ceremonies 

that took place years later.   

Similarly, the completion of the Mexican Central Railway on March 8, 1884 took 

place in Zacatecas with little ceremony.  The track’s builders, one group having started in 

El Paso and another in Mexico City, finally met in Zacatecas where they laid the last 

spike.  Although some celebrations had been planned to correspond with the national 

holiday Cinco de Mayo (May 5, a commemoration of the 1862 victory over the invading 

French army at Puebla), when the momentous occasion arrived no major celebrations 

                                                
200 El Monitor Republicano, June 4, 1880.  
 
201 La Patria, June 5, 1880.  
  
202 Exposicion en Querétaro al Inaugurarse el Ferrocarril Central (Querétaro: Imp. de Luciano 

Frias y Soto, Flor-baja número 12, 1881), pp. 3-4. 
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took place.203   Instead, on May 10, a small group of U.S. railway investors were received 

by government officials for a banquet at Chapultepec Park.  The banquet was held in 

honour of Thomas Nickerson, president of the Mexican Central.  During the affair, the 

speeches made by participants made no mention of the work of either current president 

González or former president Díaz.  Moreover, the event received little attention in the 

press.  The only significant news story regarding the affair lambasted Nickerson for 

failing to attend the banquet.  In it, the writer stated that Nickerson and his “stupid 

colleagues” had behaved like “true Yankees,” failing to express any gratitude for the 

meal held in their honour.204   

The federal government’s lukewarm participation in railway inaugurations 

changed during the second presidential term of Díaz.  The two most extravagant and 

clearly didactic opening ceremonies—in Guadalajara and San Luis Potosí—were 

organized during the last year of Díaz’s second presidential term and the year he would 

seek his first consecutive re-election.  Officials realized the symbolic power of the 

inauguration to garner support for Díaz, a project that had become all the more important 

with Díaz’s flouting of the 1857 Constitution’s no re-election clause.  The railway 

inauguration provided a prime opportunity for members of the governing regime to 

highlight the necessity of re-electing Díaz in order to secure continued national 

development.  Indeed, by his third re-election in 1892, he would become known as El 

Necesario (the Indispensable One).                  

                                                
203 The Two Republics, May 4, 1884. 
    
204 El Hijo del Trabajo May 18, 1884.  
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The public enthusiasm generated by railway inaugurations often prompted 

outpourings of support for Díaz.  At the 1888 inauguration for the Mexican Central line 

reaching Guadalajara, 70,000 people gathered at the train station not only crying out 

“Vivas!” to Jalisco, to Mexico, and to the locomotive as the “messenger of progress,” but 

also to the president and government.205  Likewise, that same year, at the San Luis Potosí 

inauguration for the completion of the Mexican National Railway, Díaz’s presidential 

train arrived to throngs of enthusiastic supporters as well as a triumphal arch decorated 

with flowers and reading: “Viva el Gral. Porfirio Díaz.”206  Another reporter noted that, 

even in the dead of night, at every station on the way to San Luis Potosí crowds of 

people, accompanied by military bands playing the national anthem, awaited the 

president’s locomotive shouting “Vivas” to Díaz, repeatedly waking up the sleeping 

passengers.207  The deference to Díaz as the nation’s patriarch represented a central 

aspect of the inauguration ceremony.  In all of these festivities, the name and image of 

Díaz were invoked—even when the caudillo was unable to attend—in an effort to 

harness popular enthusiasm for railway development in support of the regime. 

The Porfirian press’s coverage of inauguration ceremonies was the most powerful 

tool in disseminating the belief among the middle and upper class that national 

development would be impossible without Díaz and, in so doing, fostering the cult of 

personality around him.  El Partido Liberal, a newspaper that received subsidies from the 

                                                
205 Las Violetas de Anáhuac, June 3, 1888. 
 
206 El Municipio Libre, November 2, 1888. 
 
207 El Partido Liberal, Novemeber 8, 1888. 
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administration,208 covered railway inaugurations with greater depth and zeal than any 

other publication, demonstrating that pro-government organs recognized the symbolic 

power of these events.   

For the 1888 inauguration ceremonies in San Luis Potosí, El Partido Liberal 

produced a month-long coverage of the events, giving readers a highly detailed account 

regarding every aspect of the festivities.209  The journalist, who travelled with the 

entourage that accompanied Díaz to the event, reported on the enthusiastic crowds that 

the presidential train received at every stop, the generous hacendados that provided 

lavish lunches for the group along the way, and the various events planned by organizers 

in San Luis Potosí.  The climax of the celebration, for the reporter, came when a banquet 

dinner was held in honour of Díaz and the state’s governor Cárlos Diez Gutiérrez.  There, 

Diez Gutiérrez stood and toasted the president, dedicating to him a long, laudatory 

speech.  The governor praised Díaz’s patriotism to the nation, as a hero in both war and 

peace, demonstrated by his civic virtues and his success in completing public projects.  

He then stated, that this considered, when the debates regarding his re-election arose, he 

had no doubt about the absolute necessity of Díaz’s return to the presidency.  He 

continued, telling the crowd that re-election equalled peace and peace equalled the glory 

of the nation’s pueblos.  Ending his address, he declared that his pueblo, the potosinos, 

agreed with this sentiment as they voted unanimously for the return of Díaz, something 

he argued was confirmed by the multitude of different classes that had come to praise 
                                                

208 Garner, Porfirio Díaz, p. 124. 
 
209 El Partido Liberal November 7, 1888; November 8, 1888; November 9, 1888; November 10, 

1888; November 11, 1888; November 14, 1888; November 18, 1888; November 21, 1888. 
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Díaz during the week’s revelry.210  The San Luis Potosí inauguration ceremonies, held 

only months after Díaz’s first re-election, offered an opportunity for the ruling elite to 

legitimate the growing authoritarianism of the regime and its flagrant violations of the 

Constitution of 1857.211  As the governor’s discourse suggested, elite groups were willing 

to sacrifice idealized democratic notions for national development, a process 

demonstrated most unmistakably in the railway project.     

El Hijo de Ahuizote, the regime’s most persistent and vocal critic, recognized the 

ways that officials manipulated the inauguration ceremony to promote the re-election of 

Díaz.  Writers for the weekly stated that the San Luis Potosí inauguration would be the 

first opportunity for the people to celebrate Díaz’s metamorphosis into a “Constitutional 

King.”  In a mock account of the festivities, a journalist offered readers an account—

surprisingly similar to the actual event—where Diez Gutiérrez supplicated himself in 

front of Díaz as he descended from the inaugural train.  There, Diez Gutiérrez, 

contemptuously referred to as Don Carlos X, recites a long poem that transformed Díaz 

into a king and the governor into one of his vassals.  The poem invoked both the Noria 

and Tuxtepec Plans where Díaz had campaigned on the promise on no re-election.212  By 

                                                
210 El Partido Liberal, November 21, 1888. 
 
211 For an excellent study of the 1888 railway inauguration ceremonies in San Luis Potosí, see Luis 

Edgardo Coronado Guel., “La sacralización del espacio y la legitimación del poder a través del discurso en 
San Luis Potosí 1878 - 1891: De cómo la Alameda se perfiló como espacio preponderante con la llegada 
del ferrocarril,” (MA thesis, Colegio de San Luis Potosí, 2005). 

 
212 “¡Oh poderoso señor! 

A fuer de humilde vasallo  
Y tan sólo en vuesto honer, 
Hago mi esfuerzo mayor, 
Que es bajar de mi caballo. 
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identifying how officials exploited these civic ceremonies to justify violations of the 

Constitution of 1857, El Hijo de Ahuizote proved to be a lone voice among the opposition 

in its critique of the government’s use of pageantry.   

The regime also often used the symbolic power of the railway in other types of 

celebrations as a means to strengthen the cult of personality around Díaz.  During the 

1880s and 1890s, a period when the regime felt most secure in its belief about the 

benefits it had secured across the nation—namely, the reduction of political turmoil, the 

                                                                                                                                            
 Y no creáis que es trivial 
Ni vana y pueril costumbre, 
Estar sobre este animal  
Desde la luz matinal 
Hasta que mengua esa lumbre. 
 Este caballo altanero, 
Que yo cuido con esmero, 
Apesar [sic] de tanta crítica, 
Ha sido mi consejero 
En mi carrera política. 

Desque en el “Atascador” 
Me atasqué con mi pobreza, 
Este caballo, señor,  
Con un extraño fulgor 
Iluminó mi cabeza. 
 Una tarde en la pradera 
Vino á mi por la ladera 
Y entre retozo y retozo, 
Entre alegre y pesaroso, 
Me abordó de esta manera: 
 Cese ya vuestro martirio 
Viviendo entre tanta escoria; 
¿No oís que el plan de la Noria 
Con entereza notoria 
Ha proclamado Porfirio? 
 El plan debeís, secundar, 
Y si acaso no espiramos 
Exhaustos de tanto andar, 
De la revuelta en el mar 

Ya varéis lo que pescamos.”   
(El Hijo de Ahuizote, November 11, 1888).  
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high-levels of foreign investment pouring into the nation, the boom in the export market, 

especially in the extractive industries, and the expansion of railroads and light industry—

Porfirians employed celebrations to congratulate themselves while also seeking to 

legitimate the rule of Díaz and the científicos.   

Organizers often used the railway to cement the symbolic connection between 

Díaz and the development of the country.  In 1887, a group comprising the Escuela de 

Minas (Mining School), as well as military commanders, congressmen, and senators, 

organized a dance to commemorate the president’s birthday.  The event’s coordinators 

chose the Buenavista Railway Station as the location for the festivities.  El Partido 

Liberal’s reporter noted that the station had been chosen to symbolize Díaz’s 

contributions to the nation: namely, the establishment of progress and peace.213        

Years later, the elite continued to use celebrations honouring Díaz to  

symbolically link the dictator to political stability and material progress.  At a 1896 

banquet celebrating the April 2, 1867 military victory that ended the French Intervention 

(one of two important battles where Díaz played a central role, the other May 5, 1862), a 

cross-section of the nation’s wealthy and powerful, including many foreign 

representatives from banking, mining, agricultural, and railway interests, gathered to 

honour Díaz while dining on fine French food and drinking expensive French 

champagne.  Held in a Mexico City train yard that had been converted into a large 

banquet hall, participants toasted the caudillo’s accomplishments.  Organizers decorated 

the banquet hall to metaphorically highlight the mantra of the regime: “order and 

                                                
213 El Partido Liberal, August 18, 1887. 
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progress.”  At the extreme north end of the makeshift banquet hall, among the guests, 

stood a locomotive adorned by the flags of European and American nations.  Across from 

the locomotive, at the south end of the hall, stood a giant statue of peace, represented by a 

woman holding an olive branch high in victory (see Illustrations 12 and 13). Between 

both figures, behind the table of honour where the President sat, hung a oversized 

painting of Díaz, shaded by the country’s flag.  Organizers pushed a message clear: as the 

nation’s patriarch, Díaz represented the central figure around which peace and progress 

were established.  Journalists for the polite society weekly, El Mundo, reproduced the 

images of the event, as well as the speeches made in honour of Díaz, for their middle- 

and upper-class audience to further promote the image of the president as the country’s 

indispensable leader. 

In particular, guest speakers praised the peace and progress that the nation 

enjoyed, celebrated his military achievements, and distinguished Díaz as the only man in  

Mexico capable of bringing together the powerful interests of agriculture, mining, 

banking, railways, and industry under one vision.  In response, Díaz delivered a speech 

about the importance of commerce and industry for the country’s regeneration.  At the 

climax of his oration, he told the crowd that commerce was the heart of the social body 

and that rapid lines of communication represented the nation’s arteries, carrying with 

them goods to be consumed by internal and export markets and thus breathing life into 

moribund pueblo.214  While perhaps a slightly mixed-metaphor, Díaz nevertheless used 

his speech simultaneously to advance the legitimacy of his regime among both the 

                                                
214 El Mundo, April 12, 1896.  
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Illustration 12.  Artist’s rendering 
of the Statue of Peace displayed at a 
banquet held in honour of Porfirio 
Díaz. El Mundo, April 12, 1896. 
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Illustration 13.  Artist’s rendering of banquet held in honour of Porfirio Díaz at the  Mexican Central 
Railway’s Buenavista station train yard. El Mundo, April 12, 1896. 
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national and foreign elite.      

Above all celebrations, the yearly Fiestas Presidenciales (Presidential Festivals) 

became sprees of self-congratulatory and self-promoting paeans employed to broaden the 

cult of personality around Díaz.  In these events, the railway played a chief role as the 

material manifestation of the progress attainted throughout the country.  In the 1901 

Presidential celebrations in Puebla, Díaz arrived on the Interoceanic Railway to a crowd 

of supporters gathered at the station.  Puebla’s ayuntamiento had the newly built 

Interoceanic train depot adorned with the flags of Mexico, Great Britain, and the US 

placed atop the three towers of the station.  On the centre of the building’s outer façade 

hung a portrait of the president beneath the building’s clock and above its main entrance.  

Again, organizers repeatedly sought to draw symbolic links between Díaz and the 

railway.  From there, the president toured Puebla’s streets that were decorated with 

fifteen-hundred electric lights and three triumphal arches, the most splendid reading: “To 

the conqueror of yesterday, to the pacifier of today.”  Beneath the declaration the initials 

P.D. were circled by imperial wreaths.215  The image offered a symbolic coup de grace 

for a regime self-assured about the incontestability of the president at the turn-of-the-

century.  It served to reinforce Díaz’s new brand of liberalism that included permanent 

re-election, as well as a strong central government, two transformations that flew in the 

face of both the Constitution of 1857 and promises of the Revolution of Tuxtepec.  

Similarly, four-years later, the Society of Friends of President Díaz, celebrated his 

recent election with a massive parade in the nation’s capital.  Among the many 

                                                
215 El Mundo Ilustrado, January 13, 1901. 
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allegorical floats displayed that day, one stood-out to a reporter for El Mundo Ilustrado216 

as the most original and splendid: the float representing the nation’s railways.  The 

allegorical car featured angels hovering over a locomotive with the name Porfirio Díaz 

printed on its smokestack.  Of all the allegorical floats paraded that day, it was the only 

one to carry the name of the president directly on its façade.217  

Díaz’s opponents seized on these ceremonies to highlight how organizers 

manipulated the Fiestas Presidenciales in order to secure support for the dictator.  In fact, 

El Hijo de Ahuizote went so far as to call attention to the government’s use of the railway 

in these festivities—referring to them as “Las Fiestas Ferro-Presidenciales”—as a tactic 

to garner support from local and state officials.  In one poem, a writer for the weekly 

firebrand suggested that the railway’s inaugural ceremonies were more about securing 

loyalty to Díaz than national development.218   

                                                
216 El Mundo change its name to the El Mundo Ilustrado in 1897. 
 
217 El Mundo Ilustrado, December 11, 1904. 
 
218 … Muchos de los caciques 

Dijéronse alegrones: 
¡Caramba! siempre es bueno 
Poner Ferrocarril, 
Y hacer á los Caudillos 
Cien mil invitaciones, 
Comenzando la táctical 
Por el del 2 de Abril. 
Y sólo Mercenario 
Reserva los tamales 
Para hacer una fiesta 
Ferro-presidencial: 
El no quiere que vaya 
Limantour ni Baranda, 
Que ha de ser Don Porfirio 
Por entero y cabal.   

(El Hijo de Ahuizote, August 14, 1898). 
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The promotion of a cult of personality around Díaz was continued, and 

strengthened, into the late Porfiriato.  The inauguration of the Tehuantepec Railway in 

1907 marked an important infrastructural feat since the completion of that inter-ocean 

route had been planned since 1880 only to encounter severe obstacles until the Minister 

of Finance, José Y. Limantour, handed over the contract to Weetman Pearson and his 

British construction company. The inauguration ceremonies for the Tehuantepec Railway 

took on an added significance since the completion of that project held real and symbolic 

power insofar as it represented the sovereignty and prosperity of the nation.  The 

administration, and especially Limantour, granted the contract to Pearson in an attempt to 

counter-balance growing US control over the country’s economy.  Thus, the Tehuantepec 

railway represented an important marker of national sovereignty, a chief concern both 

among politicians and popular sectors in the late Porfiriato. 219    

While several newspapers covered the event and the president’s travels to Oaxaca 

and Veracruz to observe the inauguration, no publication covered the event with the 

enthusiasm of El Mundo Ilustrado.  Editors for the polite society magazine offered 

readers an array of photographs of the newly-built railway, the ports at Salina Cruz and 

Coatzacoalcos, and first cargo ship—the Arizonian—to deliver goods to those ports.  The 

reporter covered that inauguration events, including a dance in honour of Oaxaca’s 

governor Emilio Pimantel where the wives of the attendants donned tehuana dresses (so-

called traditional Oaxacan clothing). The following day, the president, along with 

                                                
219 Paul Garner, “The Politics of National Development in Late Porfirian Mexico: Reconstruction 

of the Tehuantepec National Railway, 1896-1907,” Bulletin of Latin American Research 14 (September 
1995): p. 340.  
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Illustration 14.  Commemorative El Buen Tono Cigarette 
Pack for the inauguration of Tehuantepec Railway.  El 
Mundo Ilustrado, January 27, 1907. 

members of his cabinet and Weetman Pearson, presided over the loading of a cargo ship 

at the port of Coatzacoalcos.  There, the president received a silver and gold key to 

commemorate the event before receiving a laudatory speech from Coatzacoalcos’ jefe 

politico (political boss).  The speech ended with the familiar and often repeated 

celebration of Díaz’s success at 

fostering peace throughout the 

country, a fundamental 

prerequisite, he informed 

listeners, for the progress of all 

nations.  Díaz ended the day’s 

celebrations by attending another 

inauguration, this time the 

launching of the Coatzacoalcos 

Electric Company.    

 

The inauguration of the Tehauntepec Railway also received attention in Mexico 

City where El Buen Tono cigarette company released a commemorative cigarette case 

donning the image of the white-haired president decked-out in full military regalia (see 

Illustration 14).220  While capitalizing on the popular sentiment cultivated by the 

completion of the Tehuantepec project, El Buen Tono also played on the cult of 

personality around Díaz, portraying him as the indispensable leader who secured peace 

                                                
220 El Mundo Ilustrado, January 27, 1907. 
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(emphasized by the photograph choice of Díaz in military uniform) and, as a result, 

material progress.            

In all these examples, the message that the ruling elite promoted would be lost on 

few observers.  Technological advancement, a development essential to material 

progress, would become inextricably linked to the image of Díaz as the country’s 

patriarch.  Not only did these events further the belief that national progress had been 

attained through the president’s efforts as a hero in war and peace, but that continued 

progress rested solely on his unwavering guidance.  Furthermore, as the undisputed 

leader, Díaz provided a unifying image for the country and, in so doing, advanced the 

idea patria or nationhood among Mexicans.    

 

Nation-building  

 The inauguration ceremonies that took place throughout the country during this 

era allowed for the ruling elite rhetorically and symbolically to foster the construction of 

nation.  In this way, the ruling elite endeavoured to overcome one of the fundamental 

problems that had plagued its kaleidoscopic governments since independence: the lack of 

social cohesion or, put another way, the lack of national unity and national identity.221  

The ruling elite sought to create a sense of a shared history through the construction of 

national monuments such as the statue of Cuauhtemoc and patriotic rituals such as the 

                                                
221 Paul Garner discusses Díaz’s use of civic ceremonies and public celebrations.  See Porfirio 

Díaz, p. 128.    
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centenary of Mexican independence.222  Similarly, railway inaugurations, events that 

were regularly reported in the press, introduced Porfirians to different states and cities 

across the country and, in so doing, fostered a more intimate sense of national unity in a 

tangible manner. 223  Individuals could actually learn about the geography, history, and 

traditions of different regions across the country.  The press’s coverage of these events 

played a crucial role in diffusing ideas about nationhood,  especially among the literate 

middle and upper class. 224   These civic ceremonies shared specific aspects of nation-

building exercises such as the singing of the national anthem, the use of flags, and, above 

all, the essential involvement of the nation’s undisputed leader and unifying icon: Porfirio 

Díaz. 

The railway itself provided the ideal symbol of national unity as individuals could 

criss-cross the nation using a cheaper, faster mode of transportation.225  Mexico City’s 

                                                
222 See Barbara A. Tenenbaum, “Streetwise History: The Paseo de la Reforma and the Porfirian 

State, 1876-1910,” in William Beezley, Cheryl English Martin,  and William E. French (eds.), Rituals of 
Rule, Rituals of Resistance: Public Celebrations and Popular Culture in Mexico (Wilmington, DE: 
Scholarly Resources, 1994), pp. 127-150; Mauricio Tenorio-Trillo, “1910 Mexico City: Space and Nation 
in the City of the Centenario,” Journal of Latin American Studies 28 (February 1996): pp. 75-104. 

 
223 It should also be noted that ceremonies for other public works and infrastructural developments 

such as telegraph lines, factories, penitentiaries, steamships, etc. also played a role in making people aware 
of the wider nation.  Nevertheless, railway inaugurations received significantly more attention in the 
Porfirian press.    

 
224 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origins and Spread of 

Nationalism, rev. ed. (London: Verso, 1991), pp. 9-46.  Anderson places heavy emphasis on the importance 
of print capitalism in the dissemination of a national identity.  

 
225 Statistics provided to the SCOP by the Mexican Central Railway (1895-1900) reveal that 

Mexicans indeed took advantage of the locomotive’s new speed and scale of movement.  Third-class 
passengers in particular made up the vast majority of individuals who rode the rails.  In 1895, third-class 
passengers totalled 70% of all travellers on the main line between Mexico City and El Paso. In 1896, they 
totalled 66%.  In 1897, they totalled 65%.  In 1898, they totalled 75%.  In 1899, they totalled 76%. See 
Archive General de la Nación (AGN), Ramo Secretaria de Comunicaciones y Obras Públicas (SCOP), 
10/3175-2; 10/3176-2.   
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residents were familiarized with the different cities, towns, and pueblos that the railway 

snaked through not only by reading about these places in the press, but also by visiting 

them for the inauguration ceremonies held in once prohibitively distant towns.  For 

example, the 1888 railway inaugurations in San Luis Potosí and Guadalajara both 

received large numbers of chilango (Mexico City residents) visitors.  In 1888, one 

newspaper noted that Mexico City had not celebrated the Day of Dead (November 2) 

with its usual enthusiasm since many people had travelled to observe the ceremonies for 

the inauguration of the National Railroad in San Luis Potosí.226  Conversely, provincial 

inhabitants could now more easily travel to the capital, a phenomenon that led many 

urbanites to mock their behaviours and customs (as discussed in chapter two).  One 

weekly joked about the popularity of railway inaugurations among the lower classes who, 

according to the author, attended not for their love of progress, but their desire for free 

travel.227  Thus the railway allowed individuals to experience the diverse regions of the 

country, fostering a shared sense of their patria.  The issue of high illiteracy rates, then, 

become less important in the construction of a national identity since individuals actually 

could experience the nation first-hand by travelling across it and, thus, did not have to 

necessarily be literate to experience a sense of patria.228  By travelling to regions once 

difficult to reach, people could encounter fellow citizens that sang the same national 

                                                
226 El Nacional, November 4, 1888.  Also See Coronado Guel., “La sacralización del espacio y la 

legitimación del poder.” 
 
227 El Mundo Cómico, December 12, 1897. 
 
228 Anderson’s Imagined Communities does little to help explain the rise of nationalism in 

country’s with low literacy rates.    Here, then, is one example where the promotion of nationalism did not 
necessarily require a literate populace.         
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anthem, shared similar customs, enjoyed similar pastimes, or faced similar hardships.  At 

the same time, train travel could also introduce them to unknown traditions, different 

lifestyles, and diverse patterns of work and residency.  In both cases, the railway exposed 

individuals to a wider understanding of their nation beyond the confines of their locality.         

Press coverage of railway inaugurations also sought to evoke among readers a 

sense of pride in their nation.  Reporters delighted in describing to their readers the 

beauty of the landscape when covering the inaugural run of a railway line.  Writers 

especially focused on the ruggedness of the topography, emphasizing the engineering 

feats that had been accomplished in order to lay tracks across the country’s mountainous 

terrain.  The ceremony for the inauguration of the San Luis Potosí-Tampico line in 1890, 

with its opening run between both cities, allowed writers to marvel at, and then report on, 

the stunning panoramas they encountered.  One Mexico City writer discussed the awe 

and spectacle of the trip, telling readers with a deep sense of satisfaction about the gaping 

ravines and numerous waterfalls that he crossed, a scene too magical to describe in words 

according to the author.  He exclaimed that travellers sat glued to the windows 

contemplating the beauty of the panorama.  He then detailed the changing vegetation as 

the train descended into tierra caliente and the landscape transformed itself from rolling 

plains to immense tropical forests.  Then, arriving in Tampico, the train of excursionists 

were greeted by a military band playing the national anthem.229  Thus the press treated 

readers in Mexico City to glowing descriptions of the diverse landscapes of their country 

                                                
229 El Tiempo, April 23, 1890. 
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that while perhaps alien were nevertheless symbolically linked through the playing of the 

national anthem.           

In 1903, Díaz undertook several railway excursions across the nation to attend 

inaugurations, celebrate national holidays, and tour the provinces.  In one such event, 

Díaz, his cabinet members, and various state governors undertook an excursion to 

Guanajuanto, an affair that set-off a state-wide celebration for his visit.   Leaving from 

Mexico City, the presidential Pullman car stopped at stations in Querétaro, Celaya, and 

Guanajuanto to greet scores of enthusiastic spectators who shouted “Vivas!” and eagerly 

sought a glimpse of the nation’s leader.  In addition, a reporter noted that rural workers 

lined the railway between stations to pay homage to the man that had spurred the 

expansion and exploitation of the country’s riches.  Indeed, the photographs provided by 

the journalist confirmed the fanfare, showing hundreds of campesinos wearing white 

muslin outfits and large straw sombreros following the president throughout the streets of 

Guanjuanto.230  

In Querétaro, the 1903 inauguration ceremony for a newly built trunk-line of the 

National Railway Company provided another opportunity for the ruling elite to 

symbolically link ideas of national unity and peace to the president.  Pulling into 

Querétaro’s railway station, Díaz’s presidential Pullman car carried him, his wife, 

Carmen Romero Rubio, as well as several high-ranking members of his administration, 

including José Y. Limantour (Minister of Finance), Ramón Corral (Minister of the 

Interior), and Leandro Fernández (Minister of Development).  There, amid a mixed 

                                                
230 El Mundo Ilustrado, November 1, 1903. 
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crowd sporting a range of outfits from Victorian top-hats and coattails to white muslin 

cloth, the presidential train passed through triumphal arches reading: “Welcome, Hero of 

Peace.”  That day, Díaz would also inaugurate a newly built hospital before visiting the 

state’s famed Hercules factory.  Reporters of the event for El Mundo Ilustrado noted that 

wherever Díaz went throngs of people from all social classes cheered him as the “Hero of 

Peace.”231  The connection between railway development, political stability, and social 

order that was an often reiterated theme in both political discourse and popular culture 

clearly found expression in civic ceremonies.   

The belief in the railway’s ability to promote national unity could, at times, take 

on overtones of racial integration, albeit often framed by elite attitudes about the 

shortcomings of Indian peoples.  The speeches delivered to the crowds attending the 

ceremonies emphasized how national integration through the railroad network would 

bring Indians into the national fold.  And, in some cases, participants emphasized its 

capacity to promote race-mixing.  Nowhere was this idea more prevalent than the 

inauguration of the Morelos Railway in 1880.  Celebrating the train’s arrival to the town 

of Amecameca, México, the event organizers chose a young Indian boy to deliver the 

inauguration speech.  After detailing the history of the various inventors and innovators 

that allowed for the locomotive’s creation, the youthful orator told the crowd that not 

only did the railway compress time and space but it also allowed for the mixing of 

customs and races.  The speech, reprinted for El Periódico Oficial, was coupled with the 

commentary of a columnist who added that no longer would the pueblo of Amecameca 

                                                
231 El Mundo Ilustrado, December 27, 1903. 
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be lost in “snowy volcanoes and fantastic traditions” as it had been brought to life by 

commerce and industry.232   

Two years later, at the inauguration of the railway linking the Federal District to 

Texcoco, México, one reporter offered a similar theme when he produced a long two-day 

cover story of the event.  In it, he stressed the town’s Indian heritage, stating that the 

indigenous population of that poor and moribund pueblo had no consciousness of its 

glorious past that he identified with the great poet-king Nezahualcoyotl.  He continued 

telling readers that Indians, once fearful of slavery and characterized by their misery, now 

demonstrated their desire to be brought into the nation.  As proof he informed readers that 

Texcoco Indians had been hired to build the Morelos railway and that they had completed 

the project without delay.233   

By undertaking acts that demonstrated their technical knowledge, Indians 

confirmed elite hopes that railways could transform the country’s indigenous population 

into so-called modern citizens.  The railway inauguration offered opportunities for these 

kinds of displays.  In 1888, at the inauguration of Mexican Central trunk line to Zimapan, 

Carlos Pacheco, Minister of Development, presided over the ceremony that called 

attention to the connections between the exploitation of natural resources and the 

locomotive.  The Zimapan train stopped at local haciendas where crowds of rancheros 

(ranchers) and labourers greeted the arrival of the train.  At one point, Pacheco and his 

entourage stopped at a newly-built sawmill on the hacienda where the group would enjoy 

                                                
232 El Periodico Oficial, June 4, 1880. 
 
233 El Diario del Hogar, September 8, 1882; September 9, 1882. 
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a banquet honouring the minister.  There, amid the noise of fireworks and people’s 

cheers, James McDonald, an American in charge of the mill, helped by a group of Indian 

labourers demonstrated the power of the sawmill as they easily cut trunks of oak into 

cordwood length pieces.  The wood was then carted off by the Indian workers and loaded 

onto the railway.234  Again, railroad inaugurations were important events in diffusing 

ideas about national unity in terms of race.  Elite groups were convinced that the railway 

could transform Indians—a group often characterized by the elite as backwards, lazy, and 

savage—into hard-working citizens with modern sensibilities.            

As these examples evidence, the issue of national unity represented more than the 

locomotive’s ability to compress time and space, bringing the country into closer 

communication.  For some it also proved the expectation that indigenous groups could, 

likewise, be brought into closer unity with the country’s urban, mestizo population.  

Couched by the alleged shortcomings of indigenous peoples, government officials, 

inauguration organizers, and the press used these civic ceremonies—much like the 

discourses employed in Congress and the press in the early years of railway promotion—

to stress the railway’s capacity to transform the country’s citizenry.  Yet the emphasis on 

bringing Indians into the national fold seemed to have dissipated after 1888, perhaps a 

reflection of the growing influence of the científicos who, inspired by the work of Aguste 

Comte and ideas of social Darwinism, ignored the Indian population in the belief that it 

was their responsibility to either pull themselves out of their marginal circumstances or 

become extinct.                

                                                
234 The Railroader/El Ferrocarrilero, March 24, 1888. 
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While government officials and the press portrayed inauguration ceremonies as 

popular events for all sectors of society, corridos (ballads) written for the arrival of the 

locomotive demonstrate a less enthusiastic, although no less nationalistic, reception on 

the part of popular groups.  Corridos dedicated to inaugural runs shared one specific 

criticism of the arrival of the train: namely, that the railways were owned by U.S. 

investors and operated by U.S. workers.  A corrido dedicated to the completion of the 

Mexican Central Railway in 1884, an event that took place in Zacatecas, emphasized the 

so-called foreignness of the machine.  Further, it related to listeners that rich 

Americans—sometimes referred to a güerros (whities)—ridiculed Mexicans with their 

arrival on the locomotive.235  A corrido composed for the inauguration of the Mexican 

Central Railway’s arrival in Guadalajara likewise questioned the foreign ownership of 

country’s transportation network.236  The representation of the railway inauguration in 

                                                
235 “Con una trompa lucida 

por mayor, la pasajera, 
de los se oye el sumbido 
de la maquina extranjera… 
 Aréchiga, mi general,  
con los otros de chistera, 
recibieron a los güeros 
de liontina y faltiquera… 
 Se burlaron de nosotros 
los gringos ajoloteros, 
porque perdimos el habla 
de mirar tamaños fierros.” 

(Atonio Avitia Hernández, Corrido histórico Mexicano: Voy a cantarles la historia, vol. 1 
[México: Editorial Porrúa, 1997], pp. 183-184). 

 
236 “Por ahí vienen los gringos 

con mucha satisfacción, 
vienen echando medidas 
pa’ levanter su estación… 
 Muchachitas de Jalisco, 
la máquina ya llegó; 
más valía que hubieran traido 
la madre que les parió.” 
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popular culture evidently took on negative connotations regarding the U.S.’s dominant 

presence in the project.  But like the inauguration ceremonies organized by elite groups, 

the arrival of the locomotive provided an opportunity for people to articulate nationalist 

sentiments.  In this case, the corrido defined its nationalism vis-à-vis the dominant U.S. 

presence in the country.     

Díaz and his administration took advantage of the railway’s capacity to rapidly 

cross the country to attend, or even initiate, public festivities.  Indeed, as the Guanajuato 

celebration shows, Díaz’s arrival alone could spur city leaders to organize civic 

festivities.  The president’s arrival to cities across the nation, coupled with the exhaustive 

press coverage of the events, helped to shape a strong sense of national unity and patria.  

At the same time, disapproval of the railway’s inaugural entrance into the city also 

allowed popular sectors to articulate a nationalist sentiment against foreign ownership.  

The elite, in contrast, sought to imitate foreign trends during these ceremonies, revealing 

a divide between the ways that elite and popular groups understood the arrival of the 

locomotive.  One aspect of the inauguration ceremony that was highly publicized across 

the country was the elite’s frequent displays of ostentation, confirming the prosperity that 

the country had achieved and promoting a strong sense of national pride. 

 

Conspicuous Consumption 

 The Porfiriato introduced an era of peace and prosperity for the middle and upper 

class.  With it, also began to emerge a society of consumers characterized by showy 

                                                                                                                                            
(Avitia Hernández, Corrido histórico, p. 207). 
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displays of wealth and status.237  Polite-society Porfirians used the railway inauguration 

as a means to celebrate the material advancements of the nation as well as display the 

affluence they enjoyed as a result of Díaz’s leadership.  The press, especially illustrated 

weeklies, actively covered these gala events and reproduced photographic images—after 

1900—to inform readers about the consumption choices of the elite.   

 The 1888 inauguration of the Mexican Central Railway line to Guadalajara 

provided the chance for an especially ostentatious display by the nation’s plutocrats.  In 

fact, the various events that took place between May 14 and May 18 that comprised the 

inauguration ceremonies were immediately published as a small volume by El Diario de 

Jalisco.238  The event began with a train composed of four first-class cars leaving Mexico 

City for Guadalajara, carrying an array of high-ranking politicians, foreign diplomats, and 

state governors, among a host of other well-to-do, influential people.  According to the 

published account, the culmination of the days’ events was a buffet dinner and grand 

ballroom dance held at Guadalajara’s prestigious Gran Teatro Degollando.  An already 

lavish setting, the reporter for El Diario de Jalisco noted it had been “turned into a true 

paradise.”  He gleefully described the room, commenting on the plush curtains artistically 

held in place by golden chains; the wall-to-wall flower decorations prepared in garlands, 

festoons, and bouquets; and the grand illumination of electric lights throughout the hall.  

                                                
237 William Beezley, “The Porfirian Smart Set Anticipates Thorstein Veblen in Guadalajara,”  

Rituals of Rule, Rituals of Resistance, pp. 177-182.  
 
238 Fiestas Inaugurales del Ferrocarril a Guadalajara: Recuerdo escrito para ‘El Diario de 

Jalisco” por Manuel Caballero, en nombre de los escursionistas que vinieron en el tren inaugural, el 15 de 
Mayo de 1888 (Guadalajara: Imprenta del ‘Diario de Jalisco” de Rafael León, 1888).    
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The immense beauty of the ballroom led the journalist to conclude that the event was a 

“giant dose of good taste” as no cost had been spared.239   

  But none of this compared to the open-aired gallery and garden where the buffet 

would be served.  The gallery, separated from the dance hall by three tremendous arches, 

accommodated a long stretch of tables arranged with floral bouquets, candelabras, 

porcelain dinnerware, crystal goblets, and silverware.  Further on, the garden was 

likewise the epitome of ostentation.  In the centre of the grounds, stood a bronze water-

fountain launching water into the air, a display made more fantastic by electric lights that 

heightened the luminosity.  From the garden’s centrepiece sand pathways diverged in all 

directions enclosed by grass, bushes, and flowers made to replicate an English garden.  

The opulence of the event led one participant to boast to news reporters that the elegance 

of the ceremony surpassed even the most gala balls of the U.S. and Europe.240           

 After dinner, the revellers prepared for a night dancing the Waltz, Foxtrot, Polka, 

and Schottisch, among other European dances.  In the midst of the festivities, and in 

perhaps the most clearly demonstrated act of conspicuous consumption, El Diario de 

Jalisco’s reporter went on to describe the evening gowns of over one hundred of the 

aristocratic ladies who shared in the merrymaking.  For instance, he described Sra. Bragg, 

the wife the U.S. plenipotentiary E.S. Bragg, as having a pleasant and captivating beauty 

in her elegant black gown.  Likewise, he admired Sra. Elvira Iñíguez de Cáñedo whose 

dress he described as a turtledove brocade and vert-du-mousse velvet accentuated by her 

                                                
239 Ibid., p. 12. 
 
240 El Monitor Republicano, May 22, 1888.  
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stylish pearl necklace that was, according to the writer, worth a fortune.  These 

descriptions continued until the journalist finished the entire list of ladies that attended 

the ball.  The description of these women’s attire took up one-fifth of the published 

account of the inauguration, by far the largest section of the book.  As the Guadalajara 

ceremonies reveal, ostentatious consumption of goods and leisure allowed polite society 

to define themselves as civilized in their tastes and activities—eating European foods, 

using fine silverware, or dancing the Waltz.  Moreover, it provided an opportunity for the 

elite to undertake rituals based on consumerism, an important aspect in the development 

of a capitalistic society.241   

 Along similar lines, when reporting on the inauguration ceremonies in San Luis 

Potosí, journalists took the time to detail the special railway attire—known as 

cubrepolvos (dust covers) worn by travellers.  Examining the first-lady’s apparel as she 

stepped down from the train at the station, one journalist commented on the elegance of 

her grey silk cubrepolvo.242  The importance of proper, elegant attire for railway travel 

also found expression in El Mundo Ilustrado’s lady’s wear section that advertised these 

cutting-edge fashions for women.  These dresses, available through special orders from 

Spanish and French retailers, gave elite women the opportunity to display their wealth 

and status while travelling across the nation (see Illustration 15).243  

                                                
241 Beezley, “The Porfirian Smart Set,” p. 178.   
   
242 El Universal, November 3, 1888. 
 
243 El Mundo Ilustrado, April 28, 1903.   
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The inauguration ceremony of the San Luis Potosí-Tampico line provided elite 

groups with another opportunity to flaunt their good taste, good conduct, and elegance.  

On the inaugural train ride, government officials—Carlos Pacheco was the highest 

ranking attendee as Díaz failed to take part in the ceremony—and other notables  

including members of Mexico City’s press, enjoyed the finest chilled drinks and wine, 

although as one reporter noted, most of the excursionists chose to refrain from alcohol.  

Then, at supper time, the travellers assemble in the Pullman dining car to an exquisite 

dinner.  At a U-shaped table accentuated with golden candelabras and floral 
 
arrangements, the excursionists drank champagne and were waited on by an army of 

finely dressed waiters.  After dinner, the national anthem was played before the group 

retired to their private cars.  The group, arriving in Tampico, then attended a gala ball 

held at the state governor’s country estate.  Reporters detailed every aspect of the home, 

telling readers of its extravagance.  At the entrance guests encountered a large grotto 

accentuated by forty Venetian half-moon windows that transformed the room into a 

“gigantic crystal prism.”  Inside the grotto, an imitation English garden furthered the 

enchantment for visitors.  From there, guests passed into the two main salons—their 

ceilings adorned with frescos—that were divided by a replica of a mountain range where 

the band sat atop and performed.  The guests, from that vantage point, could see a large 

fountain hurling ribbons of water into the air at the extreme end of the home, adding 

further to the fantasy of the evening.  Above and beyond the home itself, the ornaments 

throughout the manor likewise revealed the high-life of the elite.  Elegant flower 
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arrangements, bronze statues, and stuffed wild animals adorned the various rooms of the 

summer retreat.244    

 While publications targeted at the elite revelled in their ostentation, magazine’s 

for a wider audience viewed these events quite differently.  Humorous periodicals, for 

instance, used railway inaugurations to poke fun at the elitism that characterized these 

events.  Las Novedades presented readers with a mock-account where a reporter travelled 

with the presidential entourage to Guadalajara only to find disappointment at every turn.  

First, he realized that the event was much too expensive as he could not afford a taxi, a 

hotel, or even food.  He then attended the ball but realized that there was no one to 

introduce him to the beautiful woman at the event, and when the protagonist finally 

mustered the courage to introduce himself he found that the young ladies had all been 

matched with gentleman much wealthier than him.  In the day’s final disappointment, the 

hapless traveller could not afford a bite to eat, but succeeded in finding a piece of gelatine 

that “he ate in silence, soaking it in his bitter tears.” 

The following day, he attended a soirée where he could not afford neither an ice 

cream or a pack of cigarettes.  Recognizing that the only amusement he could afford was 

to take a tram, he was nevertheless forced to ride in third-class.  He encountered, finally, 

his last disillusionment when the high-society crowd attend a bullfight on the last day of 

the celebration.  He lamented the contradictions, stating that only in Mexico could a 

ceremony of progress be celebrated with an anachronistic activity such as a bullfight.245 

                                                
244 El Tiempo, April 23, 1890. 
 
245 Las Novedades, May 28, 1888. 
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Illustration 15.  Women’s Railway Wear. Railway travel attire available through mail order from 
Europe. El Mundo Ilustrado, April 28, 1903.  
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Like the contradictions of attending a bullfight during a ceremony dedicated to 

civilization, the author also highlighted the contradictions of the social divisions between 

the nation’s Victorian-inspired elite and the rest of the population.  The author’s comedic 

take on the events might suggest a veiled critique of the sycophantic subsidized press 

who attended the event and reported glowing accounts of the regime to readers while 

receiving little benefits for their efforts.  El Hijo de Ahuizote, likewise, mocked the 

ostentation of the event when it produced a comic lithograph of Victorian-styled 

politicians wearing suits and top-hats welcomed by the state’s governor, emphasizing the 

exclusivity and snobbery of the festivities.  The caption suggested that the elite were 

taking advantage of the free food and entertainment offered by Guadalajara’s organizing 

committee, suggesting the voracity and overindulgence of the elite (see Illustration 16).246  

Acts of conspicuous consumption, although sometimes mocked in the popular 

press, revealed an important development in an emerging capitalist society.  These showy 

displays of wealth not only confirmed individual prosperity, but also the prosperity of the  

nation more generally.  The railway inauguration provided an opportunity for elite groups 

to demonstrate the emergence of a new system based on, and driven by, new values of 

consumerism.  Government officials would require that this new system, as well as the 

regime itself, be invested with a sacredness as a means of securing legitimization.  

 

                                                
246 El Hijo de Ahuizote, May 20, 1888. 
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Making the Regime Sacred 

 Inauguration ceremonies, often coupled with regional expositions that showcased 

local merchandise, allowed Mexicans to attend events the exhibited and praised national 

industries.  Railway inaugurations in Querétaro, Guadalajara, Tampico, Veracruz, and a 

host of other cities organized regional expositions to coincide with the induction 

festivities.  This is not surprising as the arrival of the locomotive allowed, for the first 

time, individuals from across the country to attend, making an exposition viable.  These 

events mirrored the rise of Europe’s Universal Expositions during the nineteenth century 

Illustration 16.  The Celebrations in Guadalajara. – “The first train and the first freebie.” 
El Hijo de Ahuizote, May 20, 1888. 
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where people travelled to view the newest commodities churned out in the industrial 

centres of Western Europe and the U.S..  Walter Benjamin interpreted these events as 

secular, modern pilgrimages for commodity worship.  These events were designed to 

entertain workers and, in so doing, emancipate them through their role as consumer.247  In 

Mexico, Porfirians used the railway inauguration in the same manner.  By travelling to 

railway ceremonies and the attending the regional expositions that often accompanied 

them, individuals could survey the various products of a region and, if possible, purchase 

them.      

In 1881, for example, Querétaro’s ayuntamiento called on city residents to bring 

agricultural, mining, industrial, and artistic goods for an exposition that would correspond 

with the town’s railway inauguration scheduled to take place the following year.  They 

invited the nation’s citizens to attend the event and view the products of local industry.  

The event showcased everything from locally made instruments to the newest gadgets in 

dentistry and medicine.  The event organizers established thirteen categories of 

commodities that could be exhibited at the exposition: works of art; modern art 

equipment; home accessories; textiles; foodstuffs; intellectual works for public education; 

mineral goods; natural resources; agricultural products; livestock; fluvial products; 

chemicals products; and machinery.  The organizers boasted that these commodities 

represented all the necessities for the civilized individual.   

Furthermore, the inauguration’s programme revealed that the event’s organizers, 

the ayuntamiento, indeed viewed the ceremony and accompanying exposition as a sacred 

                                                
247 Benjamin, “Paris, the Capital of the Nineteenth Century,” in The Arcades Project, p. 7.  
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ritual.  The programme’s introduction boldly stated that the arrival of the railway had 

erected an “august temple” dedicated to agriculture, mining, arts, and public education.  

The religious symbolism did not end there as the introduction went on to praise the 

railway’s redemptive qualities.  It stated that in the temple of progress the enthusiastic 

hymns dedicated to the “sacred activity of work” could be heard, lifting that pueblo out of 

its misery.248  The state’s official newspaper, La Sombra de Arteaga, in a special edition 

published for the exposition, also used religious language and imagery when discussing 

the event.  The paper’s reporter proclaimed that the exposition represented the triumph of 

science over faith.  He continued by stating that no longer would humanity be 

characterized by bloody crusades and cruel tribulations of faith.  Instead, humanity would 

prosper under the banner of tolerance and the ideas made “sacred by the blood of Christ: 

liberty, equality, and fraternity.”249  Querétaro’s leaders clearly viewed the inauguration 

as a modern, secular liturgy used to promote values of work ethic, production, and 

consumerism.  They sought to persuade citizens from across the Republic to undertake 

pilgrimages to this so-called temple dedicated to progress.     

Indeed, years later, the organizing council of the 1888 inauguration ceremony in 

Guadalajara also called on citizens from across country to bring commodities for an 

exposition organized to correspond with the arrival of the railway.250  The coupling of 

                                                
248 Exposicion en Querétaro al Inaugurarse el Ferrocarril Central, pp. 1-10.  The belief in the  

redemptive aspects of the railway have also been examined in the case of Ecuadorian railroad development.  
See Clark, The Redemptive Work.  

 
249 La Sombra de Arteaga, May 1, 1882. 
 
250 La Patria, December 7, 1887. 
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regional expositions with railroad inaugurations would become a repeated occurrence 

throughout the Porfiriato.  Clearly, city and state leaders viewed the railway as a tool that 

could transport masses of consumers to their markets.  As such, the exposition realized 

the locomotive’s capacity to unite distant markets and production zones with consumers 

across the Republic. 

The religious symbolism of the Querétaro railway inauguration was not an 

independent phenomenon.  Other inductions for the locomotive, likewise, used religious 

language to describe the benefits of railway development.  The inauguration of the 

Mexican National Railway in San Luis Potosí gave Jesús Ortiz, the proprietor of one of  

the city’s largest newspaper, El Correo de San Luis, the opportunity to highlight the 

locomotive’s sacred and redemptive qualities.  In a special edition of the newspaper 

produced for the inauguration ceremony, Ortiz repeatedly used religious language to 

describe the arrival of the railway.  He compared the throngs of citizens arriving in San 

Luis Potosí to attend the event as pilgrims coming to “receive the communion of 

progress.”   

Among the many poems produced for the newspaper’s special inauguration 

edition, one, titled Ayer y Hoy (Yesterday and Today), juxtaposed the anachronistic 

practice of building churches and convents against the modern practice of building 

railways and factories.251  The poet plainly suggested that modern technologies had now 

                                                
251 The poem stated: “…Ayer se levantaba iglesias y conventos: Recorrían las 

calles de San Luis Potosí ejércitos de frailes, y sus más bellas hijas se encerraban monjas. 
El catecismo del Padre Ripalda era toda la instrucción que recibía el pueblo. 

Hoy se construyen ferrocarriles y se levantan fábricas: recorren las calles 
manifestaciones populares; hombres y mujeres, entonando himnos al progreso y á los 
hombres progresistas que los han sacado de la ignorancia, que los han arrancado de su 
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replaced the cathedral as the key to people’s salvation.  Rather than blind obedience to 

the Church, individuals would now be lifted from their wretchedness not by God, but 

through positivist education and work.       

The railway inauguration provided a modern, secular liturgy used to promote the 

values of the regime as well as make sacred Porfirian understandings of social order and 

function.  Above all aspects of the inauguration ceremony, the civic procession harkened 

back to the religious festivals of the colonial era and, in so doing, provided national and 

local leaders a potent tool in disseminating new values of work ethic, social order, and 

progress they hoped to make sacred.  The civic procession was typically composed of 

various local groups—for example, foreign colonies, professional associations, military 

groups, etc.—organized into a parade that proceeded through the city’s principal streets 

and that visited important buildings and sites.  The processions undertaken during 

inaugural festivities highlighted elite notions about urban space and social order as well 

as the connections between the two. 

The procession routes chosen by inauguration organizers revealed attempts to 

imbue city space with a sense of sacredness.252  In Querétaro, for example, after the 

arrival of the inaugural train, the state governor led a procession—sometimes referred to 

as Manifestación Patriótica (Patriotic Manifestation)—from the railway station to the 

                                                                                                                                            
estado abyecto, educándolos é instruyéndolos…” (El Correo de San Luis Potosí, 
November 1, 1888). 
 
252 James Lehning reveals a similar theme  in his study of the procession routes chosen for the 

funeral of French labour leader Léon Gambetta.  Organizers sought to create a sense of sacredness in the 
working class neighbourhoods in an attempt to bolster popular republicanism.  See “Gossiping about 
Gambetta: Contested Memories in the Early Third Republic,” French Historical Studies 18 (1 1993): p. 
242. 
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Alameda.253  The highlighting of the railway station and Alameda represented a common 

aspect of inauguration processions as it underscored the connection between the state 

(represented in the Alameda) and material progress (represented in the railway station).  

The National Railway’s inauguration procession in San Luis Potosí followed an identical 

route from train depot to Alameda. 

 For the inauguration ceremony in San Luis Potosí, the event organizers made the 

civic procession one of the highlights of the weeks’ merriment.  After the arrival of the 

presidential train, organizers kicked-off the inauguration with a civic procession 

composed of representatives of the city’s neighbourhoods divided into four groups each 

led by a musical or military band.  The group, that was according to the press over 10,000 

strong, paraded through the town’s principal streets.  The following day’s festivities, 

likewise, began with a civic procession.  But this time the procession was composed of 

San Luis Potosí’s various educational institutions again divided into groups and led by 

musical bands.  One group of eleven young schoolgirls carried with them a large portrait 

of President Díaz.254   

The choice of procession participants—city neighbourhoods and educational 

institutions—suggests that event organizers sought to emphasize the involvement of an 

educated citizenry in the pageant.  The symbolic meaning of that choice represented an 

attempt by liberals to replace Catholic ceremonies that stressed religious dogma and 

individuals’ subjugation before God.  Instead, the planners extolled the importance 

                                                
253 La Sombra de Arteaga, May 1, 1882. 
 
254 Coronado Guel., “La sacralización del espacio y la legitimación del poder,” pp. 187-191. 
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citizenship—represented by the neighbourhood organizations—and rational, enlightened, 

and progressive thought—represented by the educational institutions.  Yet, at the same 

time, the centrality of Díaz’s portrait in the procession indicates that organizers also 

wanted to place emphasis on the state as the new focal point of people’s lives.   

A final procession took place later that day made up of the city’s foreign colonies 

and commercial, industrial, and scientific associations.  The procession was divided into 

groups, each led by a musical band, like the two previous marches.  Nevertheless, one 

difference did stand out: each section was also led by one of the town’s foreign colonies 

(Spanish, German, Italian, American, French, and English).  The first section, for 

instance, was led by a military band followed by representatives of the Spanish colony, 

the association of tailors, students from the schools of primary education, and shawl-

makers.255  Again, the symbolic arrangement of the parade reflected the values aspired to 

by the Porfirian regime, stressing the importance of industry as well as value of foreign 

participation and guidance in arenas of commercial, industrial, and scientific 

development.  That this parade marked the climax of the civic procession for the 

inauguration revealed the most important sectors of society according to the Porfirian 

elite: foreigners, professional associations, educations institutions, and the military.  

 

Conclusion 

 Railway inaugurations, as well as other civic festivities where the locomotive 

played a central role, represented elite attempts to forge a liberal, capitalistic, and secular 

                                                
255 Ibid., pp. 190-191. 
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form of ceremony.  Government officials at the national, state, and local level all used the 

railway ceremony to symbolically link Porfirio Díaz to the peace and progress that 

Mexicans believed had come to define their country.  In this way, Díaz and his supporters 

employed the railway ceremony to legitimate and maintain his rule.  These ceremonies 

also helped shape nationalist ideas throughout the country as those individuals who 

travelled to these festivals, or those who merely read about them in the press, realized the 

wider nation that they shared with their fellow countrymen.  These civic ceremonies 

symbolically demonstrated the values that the regime hoped to promote among its 

citizenry: namely, hierarchy, social order, work ethic, and industry as well as so-called 

civilized behaviours more generally.  Porfirians turned the railway inauguration into 

pageants that played on older, colonial, and religious rituals—for example the use of the 

procession and the pilgrimage—in order to emphasize the sacredness of these values 

among the people.  Yet at the same time, these events also demonstrated the impermanent 

character of symbolic meaning as opposition groups often inverted the connotation of 

inaugurations to challenge the policies of the regime and its supporters.  Moments of 

technological crisis such as train wrecks, the focus of the following chapter, offered 

opponents a powerful symbol with which to challenge the regime’s policies. 
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CHAPTER 4 
THE PRICE OF PROGRESS: POPULAR PERCEPTIONS OF THE RAILWAY 

ACCIDENT   
 

 
The pilgrims travel  
On our railways, 
They experience frights in thousands 
And are hauled like baggage; 
The driver is a savage, 
The trains smell…not like flowers, 
(dirty, old…a horror!) 
And the accidents  
Are now so common 
That travel causes terror…. 
And when the Company kills, 
It says: “I wash my hands;” 
And if someone charges a penny 
Asking for compensation, 
The gringos scream: no way! 
And, here, they reply: bravo! 

  El Diablito Rojo, May 11, 1908 
 
 
 
 

The often devastating consequences of railway accidents altered the relationship 

between Porfirians and their government officials and their brand of modernization.  

Train wrecks across the country were reported, if not daily, at least as a weekly 

occurrence.  While the majority of accidents did not necessarily claim lives, journalists 

nevertheless used these sensational stories to fill up the “gacetilla” columns of 

newspapers.  Indeed, the vivid descriptions of trains roaring off the tracks and dragging 

behind them the mangled ruins of iron and wood never failed to find space to be narrated 

in newspapers.  As much as the railroad represented the pinnacle of modern, 

sophisticated societies, a symbol indicative of economic and social advancements, 

accidents became moments where people’s apprehensions toward modernity, 

industrialization, and technological change found intimate expression.   
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While one study produced by the Secretaría de Comunicaciones y Obras Públicas 

(Minister of Communications and Public Works – SCOP) during the Porfiriato did 

suggest that the country’s main rail line, the Mexican Central, had a much higher injury 

rate than its European counterparts (see Table 1), train wrecks nevertheless affected a 

small portion of the population.  The studies of accident rates, as well as the rates of 

injuries and deaths, produced for the SCOP reveal that when wrecks did occur, it was 

railway employees and bystanders who were most often the victims, not passengers (see 

Table 2).  But the constant—and often brutally graphic—reporting of accidents made the 

train wreck command more of the public’s attention and imagination.  Moreover, wrecks 

often occurred close to the towns, villages, fields, and farms where people worked and 

lived.  Thus, people from all sectors of Porfirian society, in one way or another, 

experienced the destructive consequences that could take place as a result of modern 

travel.  Since many victims seemed to be doing routine activities when killed—travelling 

to work, walking along the tracks, taking a weekend excursion, or making a religious 

pilgrimage—the train wreck introduced an unprecedented form of carnage into everyday 

life.   

The randomness of accidents and their violent intrusions into daily life made the 

railway wreck represent a modern phenomenon.  Train travel was not only modern 

insofar as it allowed people to experience modern, mechanized movement, but also it 

embodied various characteristics of modern life: technical sophistication, mobility, 
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Table 1 
Injury Rates of Major European Railways in 1897 (for every 10 people injured on the 
Mexican Central) 

Mexican Central 10.0  
Germany 0.5 
France 1.0 
England 1.8 
Belgium  1.1 

Source: Dr. Gloner V. F.C. Central, Indemnizacion de Daños, Dolores Fisicos y Morales: Apuntes de 
Alegato Al Sr. Juez de lo Civil, Lic. Angel Zavalza por el Lic. José  Diego Fernández (Mexico: Imprenta de 
Le Courrier du Mexique et de L’Europe”, 1899), p. 48. 
 
 
Table 2 
Injuries and Deaths on the Mexican Central and National Railways – 1897 

  Mexican Central National 
Travellers 1 0 
Employees 40 11 
Bystanders 37 9 

Killed 

Total 78 20 

Travellers 19 4 
Employees 179 30 
Bystanders 58 13 

Injured 

Total 256 47 

 Total Killed and Injured  334 67 
Source: Dr. Gloner V. F.C. Central, Indemnizacion de Daños, Dolores Fisicos y Morales: Apuntes de 
Alegato Al Sr. Juez de lo Civil, Lic. Angel Zavalza por el Lic. José  Diego Fernández (Mexico: Imprenta de 
“Le Courrier du Mexique et de L’Europe”, 1899), p. 101. 
 
 
urbanization, and industrialization.  In addition, the railway journey transformed humans 

into living cargo conveyed by technological forces completely out of their control.  Thus 

the railway accident’s arbitrary and abrupt nature that seemed to disregard the victim’s 

class or status made the accident itself a symbol of democracy, an aspect that likewise 

defined modern society.256  In most accidents, passengers in some cars might not 

                                                
256 Rosalind Williams, Notes on the Underground (Cambridge, Mass. & London: MIT Press, 

1990), pp. 63-4. 
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experience any turbulence whatsoever, only to realize that other cars in their convoy had 

jumped off the tracks leaving their fellow travellers injured and dead.  Although this 

notion of egalitarianism might have been prevalent among late nineteenth-century 

passengers,257 it was not completely accurate.  Those individuals travelling in the 

cramped quarters of the third-class compartment most often bore the worst injuries. 

Adding to the sense of arbitrariness, railway accidents were most often caused by minor 

oversights such as a rotten track, a missing bolt, a mistimed signal, an obstruction in the 

train’s path, or an engineer miscalculating the speed of the locomotive.  Under these 

circumstances, the possibility of experiencing a wreck, for some travellers offered the 

possibility of adventure and provided occasions for them to demonstrate their willingness 

to take risks.  The travel writer for El Cronista told readers that the “imminent risk” of 

derailment allowed passengers to undertake feats of danger comparable to modern 

explorers like Livingston and Stanley.258  Like the accident’s egalitarian and random 

nature, the willingness to take risks also represented a modern sensibility.259 

From the early years of Porfirian railway development, newspapers, weeklies, and 

special interest journals demonstrated a sense of allure and anxiety when reporting on 

locomotive accidents.  A survey of newspaper reports regarding accidents reveals a 

changing view towards the railroad over the thirty-five year dictatorship.  During the 

railway building boom that took place between 1880-1884, news reports on the crashes 

                                                                                                                                            
 
257 Ibid.; also see Chapter 2. 
 
258 El Cronista de México, May 13, 1883. 
 
259 William H. Beezley, Judas at the Jockey, p. 31. 
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and derailments of locomotives tended to be viewed as a small price to pay for the 

rewards of modernization.   

Newspapers, both government-subsidized and independent, reported accidents, 

but rarely placed blame on any group in particular, a phenomenon that would become 

less common towards the final years of the Porfiriato.  In the early years of railroad 

expansion, the press gave companies, more often than not, the benefit of the doubt.  

Instead, reporters blamed the provisional equipment and structures used as temporary 

measures to sell tickets for travel, or to move agricultural and mining products, before the 

railway lines had been completely finished.  They also often blamed environmental 

factors as the chief causes.  Heavy rains and the country’s mountainous topography were 

frequently used to explain accidents in the early years of railway-building.  Reporting on 

an accident that took place on May 22, 1883, where a cargo train of the Mexican Central 

derailed off a provisional bridge that had been weakened by torrential rainfall, El 

Cronista told readers not to worry since iron bridges would soon be erected and that the 

company had employees inspecting the tracks until they were built.260  Likewise, another 

report stressed the caution used by train engineers when operating their locomotives, a 

necessity resulting from the poor quality of the provisional bridges that could not stand-

up to the heavy rains experienced in Morelos.261  Even a horrific accident on the newly 

inaugurated Morelos railway, an accident that the foreign traveller William Henry Bishop 

claimed took 500 lives, received little attention in the press.  Bishop blamed heavy rains 

                                                
260 El Cronista, May 13, 1883. 
 
261 El Cronista, June 17, 1883. 
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and the provisional equipment as the cause of the wreck and concluded that the event had 

served as a valuable lesson for the nation’s railway-builders.262   

El Monitor Republicano, in contrast, criticized the railway companies for their 

failure to properly inspect the tracks, but nevertheless provided readers a tempered 

assessment of the perceived short-coming of the railway companies, a position that would 

drastically change over the years.  When reporting an accident near the station of 

Lecheria, Mexico the correspondent criticized the Minister of Development, as well as 

the Mexican Central Railway Company, for their failure to properly inspect the tracks.  

He noted that the Mexican Central was far too important a line to be repeatedly 

experiencing derailments.  To make matters worse, he told readers, no one had taken 

responsibility for the accident.  The writer lamented that neither the government, nor the 

company, nor its employees ever accepted responsibility for their mistakes, finding this 

an unacceptable precedent to be established.263  In that same year, a writer for El Monitor 

explained that there had been little public outcry over the frequency of railway accidents 

despite the fact that accidents had become a daily occurrence.  He suggested that it was 

the popularity of railroad development, demonstrated by the enthusiasm of people who 

attended the various Mexican Central inaugurations, that helped balance people’s anger.  

Nevertheless, the reporter again blamed a lack of inspection of the tracks and apparatus 

                                                
262 William Henry Bishop, Old Mexico and Her Lost Provinces (New York: Harper & Brothers, 

1883), pp. 190-191.  La Patria offered a more realistic number of victims, estimating 260 fatalities.  La 
Patria, June 26, 1881.   

 
263 El Monitor Republicano, August 12, 1882. 
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as well as the ambivalence of railway employees regarding the safety of passengers.264  

El Monitor, because of these concerns, earlier than most other major newspapers, began 

demanding that accident victims be compensated for their injuries by the railway 

companies.  Indeed, the issue of people’s rights to compensation became an often debated 

topic in the press and, in some cases, the courts.          

Railway accidents multiplied, throughout the Porfiriato, as the nation’s 

transportation network expanded and more people used trains as a regular mode of 

transport.  And, between the 1880s and 1900s, Porfirians began to view accidents as 

becoming more common, more deadly, and more destructive.  The destructive force of 

wrecks led to public outcry regarding the government’s relation to the U.S. companies 

that owned much of the nation’s railroad network and the American workers who 

manned the machinery.  The Mexican Central and Interoceanic railway companies, in 

particular, were targeted by the press as especially negligent in their upkeep of train 

tracks and passenger service.  Indeed, critiques of the government and its railway policies 

represented one of the most common condemnations in the press of Díaz’s regime.  At 

the same time, when periodicals favourable of Díaz did discuss the growing problem of 

train wrecks, they explained the dreadful condition of rolling stock and equipment as a 

result of the poor profits that foreign railway companies regularly reported to their 

shareholders throughout the Porfiriato.265  Condemnations against railroad companies 

                                                
264 El Monitor Republicano, August 1, 1882. 

265 David M. Pletcher, Rails, Mines, and Progress: Seven American Promoters in Mexico, 1867-
1911 (Ithaca: Cornel University Press, 1958), pp. 299-305; Coerver, The Porfirian Interregnum, pp. 209-
210; Sandra Kuntz-Ficker, Empresa extrangera y mercado, pp. 206-208.  
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reached their most ardent expression after an Interoceanic train wreck near the town of 

Temamatla, the worst accident to take place during the Porfiriato.     

 

Temamatla 

 On the morning of February 28, 1895, a train prepared to pull out of the 

Interoceanic station at Amecameca, Mexico carrying 1200 passengers, mainly sightseers, 

going to Mexico City.  A large group of pilgrims who had come to the state of Mexico to 

visit the Shrine of Sacromonte where a religious festival had occurred also filled train.  

The locomotive, consisting of eleven cars, teemed with passengers preparing to head 

back home, so much so that many travellers had climbed onto the roof in search of a 

makeshift seat.  As the train screeched out of the station—just after eleven o’clock in the 

morning—a crowd of family, friends, and onlookers waved good-bye to the excited 

travellers.  Less than an hour into the journey, as the train roared towards a sharp curve at 

a point known as Piedras Blancas, between the towns of Temamatla and Tenango, five 

third-class cars all at once jumped off the track colliding into one another, leaving three 

of them completely in pieces.  The crash instantaneously killed dozens of passengers who 

had been riding outside on top of the locomotive.  Others frantically tried to save 

themselves by jumping from the roofs and running boards, and out the windows of the 

train.  Reportedly, the screams of the horrified victims could be heard as far as the town 

of Coatepec.266  The cars then flipped twice across the man-made embankments that 

paralleled the tracks, tossing out passengers and leaving a trail of dead bodies, 

                                                
266 El Monitor Republicano, March 3, 1895. 
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dismembered limbs, and entrails covering the stony landscape.  The first and second class 

passengers who, although having felt a strong jolt and the train coming to an abrupt stop, 

had no idea what had happened.  They left their carriages only to encounter the gruesome 

scene outside.     

In the ensuing chaos, the train’s engineer James Nuffer, an American, fled the 

scene perhaps afraid of being arrested by Mexican authorities or being the target of public 

retribution.  Indeed, El Monitor Republicano reported that uninjured victims of the 

accident and nearby townspeople immediately searched for the engineer with guns in 

hand.267  Nuffer eventually managed to flee into the U.S. aided by fellow railway men 

who gave him safe passage.268  The Interoceanic managers did not receive word of the 

tragic event until three hours later when they dispatched another train with police and 

medics to assist the victims.  Meanwhile, on hearing about the accident, President Díaz 

despatched the Military Medical Corps to tend to the victims and transport them to the 

San Lucas Hospital.  That night, the auxiliary train pulled into San Lázaro Station in 

Mexico City carrying the injured, cadavers, and dismembered body parts of the 

passengers.  A massive crowd of relatives and friends received the train at San Lázaro 

and waited anxiously to learn whether or not their loved ones had survived the day’s 

tragic episode.  In the immediate aftermath of the accident, 104 people died and eighty-

                                                
267 El Monitor Republicano, March 3, 1895.   
 
268 El Partido Liberal, March 16, 1895. 
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six received injuries, the majority of whom were third-class travellers.  In the following 

days, several more injured passengers succumbed.269          

Newspapers printed a plethora of stories about the victims and the hardships they 

faced as a result of the tragic event.  These human interest stories sought to garner 

sympathy for the victims as well as provide the press with sensationalized tales that 

would receive a wide-range of readership.  Reporters told readers about passengers who 

had lost limbs or been severely crippled; about passengers who had witnessed individuals 

torn to pieces or who had to help authorities recover strewn body parts; and about 

passengers who had lost their family members in the crash.  One journalist reported the 

tragic tale a seven-year-old girl, Otilia Herrera, who had lost her mother and father, as 

well as her three brothers, in the crash.  Her plight was so heartbreaking that the Federal 

District’s Governor offered to adopt the hapless youngster.270  The often sensationalized 

reports provoked a powerful public backlash against the railway companies, which were 

accused of gross negligence and of showing complete indifference towards their 

passengers.  Making matters worse, newspapers reported that the engineer had been a 

well-known drunk and had received several warnings about driving too fast.271  Another 

                                                
269 Many newspapers covered the Temamatla accident in the following days and weeks.  For some 

of the most detailed—and graphic—accounts of the wreck See El Siglo Diez y Nueve, March 1, 1895; El 
Municipio Libre, March 2, 1895; El Partido Liberal, March 2, 1895; El Tiempo March 2, 1895; El 
Nacional March 2, 1895; La Bandera Mexicana March 3, 1895; El Monitor Republicano, March 3, 1895; 
El Hijo de Ahuizote, March 3, 1895;  El Universal, March 3, 1895; El Mundo, March 10, 1895. 

 
270 El Monitor Republicano, March 3, 1895. 
 
271 For example, El Continental, March 25, 1895. 
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newspaper went so far as to contend that Nuffer and his entire crew were inebriated for 

the trip.272   

The Temamatla incident provoked a great public sympathy for the victims.  Many 

newspapers, private organizations, mutual-aid societies, and individuals donated money 

to the victims.  Indeed, several newspapers ran articles requesting public donations for 

the survivors.  El Congreso Obrero, a worker’s organization, opened a fund for the 

victims, calling on mutual-aid societies and factory workers to donate money.273  

Moreover, a group of lawyers offered to represent the victims free of charge in seeking 

compensation from the Interoceanic Railway Company.274   

The horrors produced by the accident at Temamatla—the worst wreck in terms of 

civilian deaths experienced during the Porfiriato—weighed heavy on the minds of many 

for years to come.  Even the term “Temamatla” became synonymous with railway 

accidents.  El Universal, for example, when discussing the poor state of the Interoceanic 

Railway, told readers that it feared another Temamatla.275  Likewise, El Tiempo, one year 

later, expressed concern that another Temamatla would take place as a result of the poor 

state of the nation’s track.276  El Hijo de Ahuizote, the most vociferous and critical of all 

                                                
272 El Partido Liberal, March 5, 1895. 
 
273 La Convención Radical Obrera, March 17, 1895. 
 
274 El Tiempo, March 3, 1895; El Democrata, March 8, 1895. 
 
275 El Universal, November 6, 1895. 
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newspapers regarding the frequency of accidents, used the term “temamatlazo” as a noun 

for the act of a train wreck, even three years after the event.277  

The episode also found expression in popular culture.  “El Corrido del 

Descarrilamiento de Temamatla” (The Ballad of the Temamatla Wreck) gave a detailed 

account of the horrors of the crash, describing the mutilation of victims and the 

destruction of families that resulted from the wreck.  The ballad suggested that the 

accident was the fault of the company and the American conductor, rearticulating popular 

perceptions regarding the causes of derailments.  Finally, the corrido emphasized that it 

was the poor, third-class passengers who bore the brunt of it when those cars were 

completely destroyed.278      

Temamatla incited a public uproar about two crucial issues that would continue to 

be debated and discussed in the press until the final years of Díaz’s presidency: first, 

accident victims’ right to compensation from railway companies and, second, the foreign 

ownership and operation of the nation’s railroad network.  The debates demonstrated a 

changing public opinion about the benefits and costs of railroad development and, in turn, 

about the nature of Porfirian modernization.  For the most vocal opposition of Díaz’s 

regime, Temamatla would become a powerful symbol to question the government’s 

relationship with foreign companies.     

The response provided by the executives at the Interoceanic company only served 

to aggravate further the public.  The company, in the following weeks, reported through 

                                                
277 For example, El Hijo de Ahuizote, November 13, 1898. 

 
278 Avitia Hernández, Corrido histórico Mexicano, pp. 215-216.  
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its lawyers that it would not pay compensation to the victims of the wreck, much to the 

chagrin of many members of the press.  Several lawyers representing the victims stated to 

reporters from El Siglo Diez y Nueve that the board of directors of the Interoceanic 

Railway Company refused to pay those individuals who had been injured or who had lost 

family members, even though the company had admitted responsibility for the 

derailment.279    

In the months and years following Temamatla, newspapers of various political 

leanings engaged in a discussion about the responsibility of railway companies regarding 

accidents.  El Noticioso pled with the victims’ lawyers not to allow the Interoceanic to get 

away with murder.   One reporter maintained that the company must be held responsible, 

or accidents like Temamatla would become more common.  They cited an accident 

twelve years earlier, known as “Esconce,” where a train plunged into a ravine as a result 

of a poorly constructed bridge.  In that case, the railway company had managed to avoid 

paying any compensation whatsoever to the victims.  Arguing that Temamatla had 

resulted because the railway companies felt no pressing need to invest in the safety of 

passengers, the reporter maintained that the company must be held both legally and 

financially responsible for the accident.280  Even El Partido Liberal, a pro-Díaz and 

government subsidized publication, demanded that the Interoceanic pay compensation to 

the victims of the wreck.281 

                                                
279 El Siglo Diez y Nueve, April 13, 1895. 
 
280 El Noticioso, April 12, 1895. 
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The Catholic press, which perhaps felt a stronger link to the accident since the 

majority of victims had been third-class passengers heading back to Mexico City after a 

pilgrimage to the Shrine of Sacromonte, called on President Díaz to step in and resolve 

the matter.  El Tiempo charged that railway companies used the slow nature of the legal 

system to stall judicial proceedings until victims either could not afford to continue or 

became alienated by the process.  Moreover, it called on Díaz to intervene on behalf of 

the nation’s citizenry.282       

At least at first, most sectors of the pro-Díaz press defended the railway 

companies and their decision not to pay compensation.   The illustrated weekly El Mundo 

defended the railway company and further maintained that the government had no 

responsibility to seek financial compensation on behalf of the citizenry.   The reporter 

stated that while European nations might have laws that allowed the government to 

intervene in such matters, there were none in Mexico.  He explained to readers that 

railroad companies like the Interoceanic did not have the money to pay large settlements 

to the victims and if forced to pay compensation, he continued, it would further retard the 

construction and upkeep of the transportation network.  He admitted that if the companies 

were found to be negligent and caused the accident, then the compensation payments 

would be completely justified.  Nevertheless, he lamented such a development as it 

would drain the coffers of the railway companies, and at the same time he reluctantly 

recognized that it would teach those companies a valuable lesson.283       
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In the same edition, Claudio Frillo’s “Crónica ,” which offered readers fictional 

dialogues about current events, attempted to inject the tragic events with a bit of humour.  

He provided readers with a dialogue between a lawyer desperately seeking Temamatla 

victims to represent individuals who had suffered various personal injuries or disabilities.  

The lawyer, hoping to find a “fat profit,” chased down a hunch-backed man, asking him 

if he had been a victim of Temamatla, only to end up insulting the man who had no idea 

of what the lawyer was getting at.  The writer then went on to ask whether or not a scar 

was enough proof of being a Temamatla victim and whether or not some individual might 

sue for his mother’s death, although she died of typhus and not Temamatla.  For some 

members of the pro-Díaz press, legal cases of seeking financial compensation for 

personal injury or the loss of loved ones represented a dangerous precedent that 

undermined national progress.  Since the majority of the people injured were poor, 

writers for the elite press suggested that they would attempt to take advantage of the legal 

system to make some ready cash.  As an example, the author warned readers, in the same 

article, of a case of a worker who had killed his own daughter for a month’s salary, 

having sent the certificate of her death to the Minister of Hacienda in an attempt to 

swindle the government out of money.284    

Six months later, writers for El Mundo, although not completely changing their 

opinion about the matter, nevertheless offered a rare critique of the Díaz’s regime.  In an 

article looking at the work of Francisco Mena, the appointee to the newly-created 

Minister of Communications and Public Works, the author lambasted the Minister for 
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pandering to foreign interests while, at the same time, promising to come down hard on 

the railway companies for the poor state of their service.  In addition, the journalist 

blamed the government for the pitiable condition of the railways since foreign companies 

had not made enough profit to maintain properly the nation’s transportation network.  

The author, in the end, described both the national railway network, as well as national 

politics, as trapped in feudal times.285   

For the most fervent sectors of the oppositional press, Temamatla provided a 

potent and often utilized symbol with which to attack the policies of the regime.  El Hijo 

de Ahuizote used Temamatla as a symbol with which to represent the failures of the 

government.  In so doing, its journalists and artists employed the horrors of Temamatla as 

a coalescing image that allowed challengers to equate it with a number of other 

grievances against the Díaz administration.  Invoking train wrecks, and especially 

Temamatla, for example, allowed the writers of El Hijo de Ahuizote the opportunity to 

critique other issues, such as the growing détente between the Church and State, the use 

of draconian laws such as la Ley Fuga— a practice used by rural police of shooting 

prisoners in the back on the bogus excuse of attempted escape—, and the commanding 

presence of foreigners dominating national industries.   

While El Hijo de Ahuizote used railway accidents to critique the policies of the 

Díaz regime from its earliest publications, the memories of the Temamatla wreck gave 

the Porfirian opposition a widely known image representing the failures of the 

government—since Temamatla had garnered national attention—and that evoked strong 
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emotions—especially considering the abundance of graphic personal stories printed in the 

months and years following the wreck.  On the first anniversary of Temamatla, El Hijo de 

Ahuizote printed an image of the victims of Temamatla rising from the dead to serenade 

the Interoceanic Railway Company—represented by a damsel leaning over her balcony—

near the infamous curve of Piedras Blancas where the accident occurred (see Illustration 

17).286  The image, and accompanying poem, offered a sarcastic take on modernity, 

emphasizing the destructive nature, especially the human toll, of Porfirian progress.  

Considering the usual nationalist critiques offered by the publication, it also suggests a 

willingness by the government and its supporters to accept the indiscretions of foreign 

railway interests who seemed to have little concern for the safety of the public.   

The following year, the same publication offered readers an image that used 

Temamatla to lampoon the well-known cosiness between the government and the church.  

The image—that adorned the cover of that week’s issue—showed Pueblan Bishop 

Perfecto Amézquita y Gutiérrez and Oaxacan Archbishop Eulogio Gillow about to bless 

the doomed Interoceanic train, with the President immediately behind them carrying a 

caldron of holy-water.  Indeed, the blessing of newly inaugurated railway lines, as well as 

those lines that had experienced wrecks such as the Interoceanic, was repeatedly used by 

El Ahuizote to satirize the government and the Church.  When asked why he blessed the 
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train, the archbishop replied that the train had proved a better killer than Díaz’s infamous 

sword—La Matona—and that it exorcised the condemned James Nuffer, represented as a 

devil arising from the smokestack of the locomotive (see Illustration 18).287  Here, the 

tragedy of Temamatla united three themes that were the crux of many of the anti-Díaz 

critiques: the regime’s violent attack on individual liberties; the government’s continued 

failure to seek accountability for foreigners’ misdeeds; and the Church’s unabashed 
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Illustration 17. “Temamatla. The First Anniversary.” El Hijo de Ahuizote, March. 1, 1896. 
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return into public life.  The comic illustration might also have been attempting to poke 

fun at the same cleric’s donation to the Temamatla victims of 300 pesos.288 

Another issue offered readers “A Reinforcement to Temematla” where Francisco 

Mena, the Minister of Communications and Public Works, handed over a large pistol 

labelled “The Suspension of Guarantees” to a Yankee, half man and half train, at the 

“Killings Station” (the slogan on the gun referred to the suspension of Constitutional 

guarantees, a law promulgated under Benito Juárez and periodically reinforced 

throughout the era for individuals found tampering with railway equipment or railway 

robbers).  Again, El Huizote’s publishers drew a connection between the perception that 

Porfirian policy-makers not only failed to safeguard the interests of their citizens, but also 

gave foreign railway companies protections that undermined the liberal guarantees of 

citizenship outlined in the Constitution of 1857.289  The poem that accompanied the 

image further promoted the idea that government officials had more interested in keeping 

the railway interests north of the border content than on protecting its citizens.  In the 

context of the Temamatla episode, this highlighted the irony of government railway 

policies: namely, that government officials used violence to kill its own people found 

tampering with railway materials in attempt to keep them safe from the injury and death 

that might be experienced as a result of train wrecks.   

Even periodicals for middle- and upper-class readers that were ardently pro-Díaz 

used the terrible memories of the Temamatla wreck to offer veiled critiques of Porfirian 
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modernization.  In the January and February 1897 issues of El Mundo, a weekly segment 

of mock travel literature appeared, seemingly, for readers amusement.  Titled “El Dante 

en México,” the fictional travel account told the adventures of a news reporter travelling 

across Mexico by railway and steamship, only to eventually end up in Hell.  The reporter 

encountered a series of misfortunes throughout his travels, misfortunes that pointed out 

some of the alleged problems of the Porfiriato.  The correspondent fell off a train that 

went too fast (a common criticism of railway companies), encountered rude Americans 

selling over-priced goods (a common critique of the increased U.S. presence in the 

nation), and witnessed the torture of journalists critical of the government (a common 

condemnation of Díaz’s crack down on the free press).   

Yet nothing prepared the reporter for the horrors he experienced when he arrived 

in Hell.  There, he boarded the “terror railway,” or the Interoceanic as he told readers, 

where passengers bought tickets in order to commit suicide in a prompt and timely 

fashion.  And, as promised, the Interoceanic derailed sending the passengers plummeting 

to a horrific death, although El Mundo’s faithful reporter managed to escape the wreck. 

Then, after being tossed from the train, the reporter stood-up and observed that the 

Temamatla victims were being ferried across a lake of fire on the steamship “Donato 

Guerra”—an allusion to one of the steamships used for presidential travel—polled by the 

mythical Charon.  A lost soul informed the reporter that the victims were forever to wait 

on the steamship, unable to cross the lake, until the Interoceanic Railway Company  
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Illustration 18.  “A Response to Temamatla or the Blessing of the Interoceanic in Puebla.” El 
Hijo de Ahuizote, December 12, 1898.  
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agreed to pay compensation to the victims (see Illustration 19).290   The dangers of 

railway travel, demonstrated most clearly in Temamatla, opened the door for a whole 

series of attacks, even by those members of the press most loyal to the regime, against the 

Díaz government.   

Although railway accidents had always been reported in the press as they 

provided a titillating topic for readers, after 1895 the railway accident emerged as a 

theme used by writers, artists, and social commentators to question the values and beliefs 

that underpinned Porfirian rule.  Even for the publications most loyal to the government, 

railway accidents, and especially the infamous Temamatla wreck, were employed to 

discuss the negative aspects of the government’s modernizing policies.  The regular 

reporting about the poor condition of the nation’s railway and the dangers that this posed 

travellers became one of the most discussed topics in the Porfirian press.  

In the end, the nation’s courts would have to decide on whether or not the 

Interoceanic Railway company would be held liable for the accident and, as a result, pay 

compensation to the victims.  Fifty-two people, representing twenty dead relatives from 

the Temamatla wreck, declared they planned to sue for compensation.  These individuals, 

too poor to hire personal attorneys, had Lic. Agustín Verdugo, who offered to represent 

the victims free of charge.291  The Interoceanic executives and lawyers did their utmost to 

stall any court proceedings.  It took six months for the Federal District’s Supreme Court 
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judges to decide that the Temamatla victims had the right to sue the company for 

compensation.292   

The slow judicial process reflected the lack of any specific laws relating to 

financial compensation.  While the Law of December 16, 1881 stated that companies 

could be fined up to 500 pesos for accidents caused by the imprudence of their 

employees, 293 issues regarding financial compensation were dealt with on a case-by-case 

                                                
292 El Partido Liberal, January 28, 1896. 
 
293 Coerver, Porfirian Interregnum, pp. 203-205. 

Illustration 19.  Charon guiding the victims of Temamatla. El Mundo Febuary 21, 1897. 
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basis.  El Partido Liberal, after reporting on the group seeking compensation, reminded 

readers that a precedent had been established when a child’s family successfully sued a 

railway company for the loss of a finger that resulted from an accident.294  Nevertheless, 

in the following months and years, the press reported few compensation cases and those 

individuals that did receive compensation were mainly prominent members of society 

and foreigners.  Five years later a short article in El Chisme noted that fourteen victims 

finally settled with the Interoceanic for 314,000 pesos.295  The group represented a 

fraction of those injured, suggesting that few victims had the financial resources to 

undertake a long court battle of this kind. 

Finally, many sectors of the press began to argue that the government should play 

a greater role in the operation and regulation of the country’s transportation system.  El 

Tiempo, for example, maintained that the government needed to play a greater role in 

regulating the railways in order to lower the extremely high accident rate.  It argued that 

the government did not have stringent enough laws to hold companies accountable for 

accidents and that France, Great Britain, and the U.S. all had laws to hold companies 

liable for negligence.296  El Popular agreed with this argument and contended that the 

officials needed to take more action to ensure that companies maintained the safety of 

their tracks and rolling stock.297  In addition to these critiques, the press generally argued 

                                                                                                                                            
 
294 El Partido Liberal, May 2, 1895. 
 
295 El Chisme, November 16, 1900. 
 
296 El Tiempo, July 23, 1897.  
 
297 El Popular, June 5, 1898. 
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that foreign companies had little concern for safety and that they saved money at the 

expense of travellers’ security.  The 1899 Railway Law did not resolve these matters, 

leaving the issue of compensation vague.  Article 176 maintained that railway companies 

would fall under the nation’s legal jurisdiction in cases where negligence by employees 

or poor conditions of rolling stock were to blame for accidents.298  The Railway Law 

failed to set conditions for the indemnification of passengers and bystanders injured or 

killed in train wrecks and, as a result, future cases became bogged down in drawn-out 

legal proceedings, something that companies used to undermine the conviction of the 

plaintiffs. 

The refusal of foreign-owned transportation companies to compensate accident 

victims that had suffered personal injuries or damage to property heightened the public’s 

animosity.  Two lawsuits—one by a Mexican and the other by a foreigner—grabbed 

headlines in the 1890s.  These cases, and the public reaction to them, revealed that 

wealthy foreigners appeared to have a greater likelihood in successfully seeking financial 

compensation from railway companies.  These cases further promoted the perception that 

citizens did not have the same recourse to justice as foreigners. 

 

Joaquin Cardoso and the Interoceanic 

 The popular opinion that railway companies would not compensate victims of 

wrecks received reinforcement in the case of Joaquin Cardoso and his lawsuit against the 

                                                                                                                                            
 
298 Secretaria de Comunicaciones y Obras Públicas, Ley sobre Ferrocarriles (D.F., México: 

Tipografía de la Dirección General de Telégrafos, 1899), pp. 60-61.  
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Interoceanic Railway Company.  On February 28, 1892, Cardoso was travelling from 

Jalapa, Veracruz to Mexico City when the locomotive of his train collided with a freight 

as a result of the driver confusing the signals that warned him stop.  Near Lagunilla, the 

freight train barrelled into the first-class train where Cardoso rode, sending it rolling off 

the tracks and violently tossing the passengers inside against the walls of the car and into 

one another.  The wreck did not cause any deaths, but several passengers, including 

Cardoso, received injured.  After several hours, an auxiliary train arrived to take the 

injured passengers to Puebla for medical attention.  Cardoso received severe lesions to his 

face and body, a fractured jaw, and broken teeth.  Five months after the wreck, he 

suffered a cerebral haemorrhage that paralyzed the right side of his body.  His medical 

examiners blamed the attack on nervous trauma endured during the accident.  Unable to 

work, Cardoso left his job as the manager of “La Bella Jardinera,” a small textile factory 

that produced the white muslin clothing worn by rural workers, and sued the Interoceanic 

Railway for the cost of his medical bills, lost wages, and what his lawyer referred to as 

the “deformity” that resulted from his cerebral haemorrhage.  In total, Cardoso sued for 

69, 535 pesos, the largest individual indemnification suit against a railroad company on 

record.299 

 The lawsuit unfolded into a long, drawn-out court battle as the Interoceanic’s 

lawyers stalled the court whenever possible in an attempt to break Cardoso’s conviction.  

Indeed, the defence provided the court with an extensive rebuttal to the plaintiff’s 
                                                

299 Aplicación de la Responsibildad Civil á los Siniestros en los Ferrocarriles: Apuntes de Alegato 
de la Compañia del Ferrocarril Interoceanico en el Juicio Promovido por D. Joaquin Cardoso sobre 
Indemnificaion por Perjuicios Ocasionados en el Siniestro de 28 de Febrero 1892 (México: Imp. F. Díaz 
de Leon Suce, SA, 1893).    
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arguments, questioning the testimony of his witnesses and the expertise of his doctors.  

The Interoceanic offered Cardoso 2,000 pesos in compensation while clearly asserting it 

had no legal obligation to do so.300  The defence targeted Cardoso’s position and earnings 

to undermine his compensation claim.  The majority of his claim stemmed from his 

contention that his paralysis had left him unable to work and, thus, he sued the company 

for the wages, 140 pesos per month, he would have received if he had continued working.  

The defence maintained that Cardoso had not provided enough proof of his earnings, only 

submitting the testimony of customers and not the company.  Nevertheless, years later the 

Interoceanic offered Cardoso a settlement that would give him a pension of 75 pesos per 

month, an offer Cardoso flatly rejected.301  In defence of the Interoceanic, lawyers 

emphasized the lack of technical expertise of Cardoso’s witnesses, as well as their 

provinciality, to undermine their testimony. 

 The defence attorneys of the railway company questioned the credibility of the 

witnesses and medical experts used to support Cardoso’s allegations.  For example, two 

passengers on Cardoso’s train testified on his behalf.  One said he had observed the cargo 

train coming towards their car at full speed (á todo vapor) and the other maintained that 

he witnessed the cargo train coming at too fast a velocity (a una velocidad demasiado 

rápida) before hitting the car that he shared with Cardoso.  The defence questioned the 

technical expertise of the two witnesses, alleging that neither had the knowledge to 

support those claims.  The Interoceanic’s lawyers pounced on the witnesses, asking how 
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the court could trust their amateur assessments of the train’s velocity.  To undermine 

further those statements, the defence submitted testimony from the cargo train’s engineer 

that insisted he had lowered his speed when he observed another train on the same track 

and that he had blown his whistle in a failed attempt to avoid a disaster.  The defence 

lawyers then turned their attention to Cardoso’s medical claim, especially his declaration 

that he suffered a haemorrhage as a result of the trauma experienced during the wreck. 

 Cardoso’s medical examiners concluded that his cerebral haemorrhage, suffered 

five months after the wreck, had resulted from “cerebral shock” (conmoción cerebral) 

that he sustained in the accident.  Diagnosis of psychological trauma caused by industrial 

wrecks, just emerging as a medical-legal condition in Europe,302 had not yet received 

much attention in Mexico.  Indeed, the Interoceanic’s lawyers seized upon the lack of 

studies to sustain such arguments and alleged that his medical diagnosis was the product 

of the “fecundity of imagination.”303  The defence questioned the testimony of the seven 

medical examiners, arguing that they did not meet the medical credentials outlined in 

law.  Beyond highlighting the five months between the accident and the haemorrhage as a 

period where Cardoso might have sustained another injury causing his paralysis, the 

defence lawyer cited a well-known legal expert who maintained that the testimony of 

physicians used in court should meet certain universal requirements.  The lawyer, in 

particular, called attention to a passage that stated that medical experts from small towns 
                                                
 302 Ralph Harrington, “The railway accident:  trains, trauma and technological crisis in nineteenth-
century Britain,” in Traumatic Pasts: History, Psychiatry, and Trauma in the Modern Age, 1870–1930, 
eds., Mark S. Micale and Paul Lerner (Cambridge: University of Cambridge Press, 2001); Schivelbusch, 
The Railway Journey, pp. 135-145. 
 

303 Aplicación de la Responsibildad Civil á los Siniestros en los Ferrocarriles, p. 87. 
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could not be trusted as their knowledge, education, and expertise were insufficient to 

form accurate assessments of injury.304  Thus, since Cardoso’s medical exams had taken 

place in Puebla and not Mexico City, the defence sought to undermine the credibility of 

the doctors through their provinciality.  Urban Mexicans often portrayed provincials as 

lacking the sophisticated forms of knowledge needed to grasp the complexities of the 

modern world.  In this case, assessments regarding the injuries caused by railroad travel 

could not be accurately made by provincials.   

No record exists of whether or not Cardoso succeeded in his lawsuit.  Three years 

after the incident, the Temamatla wreck brought the issue of compensation back to the 

national headlines, leading one newspaper to revisit Cardoso’s case.  In a short article, the 

journalist lamented that three years after the accident Cardoso had not received any 

compensation whatsoever.  The case had been suspended for ten months in an attempt to 

see if some sort of compromise could be reached between both parties, leading the 

journalist to conclude that the compensation for the victims of Temamatla looked bleak.  

Three years earlier, that same line had been the site of a wreck and the company had 

succeeded in not paying Cardoso a penny.  The reporter bemoaned that Cardoso’s case 

revealed the immense power of the Interoceanic, the tenacity with which it defended its 

wealth, and the complicity of the government that permitted its abuses.305  

                                                
304 Ibid., pp. 88-89. 
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 Another compensation case years later also grabbed headlines.  This time a 

powerful foreigner stood at the centre of the legal battle, and, as a result, the case would 

undertake on a markedly different trajectory.      

 

Dr. Próspero Gloner and the Mexican Central  
 

The issue of compensation received its most public attention and debate in the 

case of Dr. Próspero  Gloner.  On May 16, 1897, Dr. Gloner, a representative of 

Bleichröder of Berlin, an important German banking house, accompanied a fellow 

banker, Walter Hermmann, on a train travelling from Mexico City to New York where he 

would then board a steamship to Europe.  In the middle of the night, outside the town of 

León, one of the wheels of a third-class carriage fell apart, sending the train off the line.  

The jolt also ejected Dr. Gloner’s first-class Pullman sleeping car from the track.  The 

wreck left five people killed and eighteen injured, most of whom were third-class 

passengers.  Dr. Gloner also received a few minor injuries, including a three centimetre 

gash on his head.306   

 After the accident, Dr. Gloner contacted the Mexican Central Railway Company 

and asked for financial compensation for his injury as well as his property that had been 

damaged in the accident.  The company responded that it would only compensate Dr. 

Gloner for the value of his train ticket.  Livid at the railway executives’ flippant attitude 

toward his injuries, Gloner sued the Mexican Central, entering into a two-year court 

                                                
306 Several newspapers covered Dr. Gloner’s accident. See The Two Republics, May 18, 1897; El 
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Illustration 20.  The Monster of Derailments. 
Dr. Gloner V. F.C. Central, Indemnizacion de 
Daños, Dolores Fisicos y Morales: Apuntes de 
Alegato Al Sr. Juez de lo Civil, Lic. Angel Zavalza 
por el Lic. Jose Diego Fernandez (Mexico: 
Imprenta de “Le Courrier du Mexique et de 
L’Europe, 1899). 
 

battle.307  Gloner’s lawsuit revealed important aspects regarding public opinion about the 

relationship between the Díaz regime and foreigners as well as public opinion about the 

country’s foreign-owned railways.  

Gloner’s lawyer, Lic. José Diego Fernández, provided the court with a plethora of 

evidence proving the poor state of the 

Mexican Central’s tracks and equipment 

to make his case.  Lic. Fernández 

submitted more than one-hundred 

newspaper articles, from 1897 and 1898 

alone, from both the independent and 

government-subsidized press, discussing 

the poor state of the Mexican Central’s 

rolling stock.308  In fact, he demonstrated 

that in 1897 alone Mexican Central 

accidents had caused seventy-eight deaths 

and 278 injuries.  He also gave the court 

dozens of reports from the Official 

Inspector of the Mexican Central, all of 

which described the railroad’s deplorable 
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state, including rotten train tracks, broken ties and rails, run-down locomotives with 

faulty wheels, and dilapidated bridges and embankments.  Inspectors had filed some of 

these reports less than three weeks before Gloner’s train wreck.  To make matters worse 

for the Mexican Central, official reports submitted to the courts also contained numerous 

allegations of U.S. engineers driving too fast and driving under the influence of 

alcohol.309   

Then, Fernández interrogated three engineers who worked for the Mexican 

Central.  The lawyer managed to have all three employees verify the negative reports 

regarding the state of the track and equipment as well as to admit that the Mexican 

Central’s negligence had caused these problems.  Indeed, the employees all agreed that 

not only had the state of the tracks been appalling, but that the train drivers often drove 

too fast.310  The prosecutor, having convincingly established the Mexican Central’s 

neglect of the railway, turned his attention to issue of financial compensation. 

Since civil laws did not have specific regulations dealing with financial 

compensation for victims of railway accidents, Fernández used a round-about way to 

show the company’s responsibility.  He cited regulations that stipulated that all railway 

companies must keep their lines in good, safe condition.  Then, he cited a law stipulating 

the responsibility of railway companies for any accidents caused by employee negligence 

(this meant they were legally responsible to pay a fine, not necessarily compensate 

victims).  Finally, he argued that the Mexican Central had been willing to compensate 

                                                
309 Ibid., pp. 65-96.  
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Gloner  450 pesos for the price of two train tickets (Dr. Gloner and Mr. Hermmann) and, 

in so doing, had already admitted fault for the wreck.   

The final component of Fernández’s argument centred on convincing the court 

that financial compensation for physical and mental injuries represented the only way that 

civilized nations dealt with such incidents.  Fernández provided the court with dozens of 

European examples where railway victims had received monetary recompense for their 

injuries.  He fell back upon the well-known discourse that emphasized modernity and 

progress, arguing that all civilized nations—Belgium, France, England, Germany, etc.—

had passed laws making railway companies accountable to accident victims.  He placed 

into evidence several newspaper reports that argued in favour of holding the railway 

companies financially responsible for accidents and that cited European examples for 

support.  One article submitted to the judge told readers that the country’s courts must 

follow the model of England, France, and the United States, all of whom had 

promulgated laws dealing with the issue of compensation for accident victims.311  

While the issue of compensation for physical damage appeared reasonable 

enough, having companies pay for mental distress (dolores morales) had not been 

addressed before.  In fact, European nations, although having several studies dealing with 

the psychological effects of train wrecks, had few cases adjudicated surrounding the 

issue.  In the mid and late nineteenth century, medico-legal conclusions about 

psychological trauma emerged as a result of the metal anguish and distress experienced 

by railway travellers who had suffered accidents.  The first case reports of mental shock, 
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trauma, fright, and terror appeared thirty years earlier than Freud’s studies on hysteria 

and half a century earlier than the medical fields’ recognition of psycho-neurosis, also 

known as shell-shock, after World War I.312   

The matter of dolores morales, while not receiving a lot of attention in the regular 

press, did receive notice in the English-language newspapers.  The Two Republics noted 

that medics had undertaken an examination of Dr. Gloner to discover the extent of his 

moral injuries and that legal experts eagerly awaited the diagnosis as mental injury 

represented a novel proposition.313  Fernández submitted a score of accident cases from 

the U.S. and Europe that showed legal precedents regarding compensation for so-called 

moral injuries.  The term, not having a strict definition, encapsulated a series of 

conditions that could not be described as physical injury.  The examples provided by the 

plaintiff’s lawyer defined moral injuries at different times throughout the trial as physical 

distress, nervous trauma, and possible future suffering by accident victims.314  The 

diagnosis of moral injuries represented a new concept in medico-legal circles and, as a 

result, led to ambiguous definitions of what actually constituted so-called moral damages.   

Concurrently, through the 1860s and 1890s, European courts first dealt with 

issues of moral injuries and mental trauma caused by train wrecks, a condition that came 

to be known as “railway spine.”315  With this model, the court looked to European 

precedents when deciding the verdict of Gloner’s case.  Fernández further argued that 
                                                
    312 Ralph Harrington, “The railway accident,” p. 32. 
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Gloner’s moral injuries worsened because the accident took place during his holiday that 

he had planned for mental relaxation.  In so doing, the lawyer emphasized the 

psychological affects of the accident, over the physical, as the linchpin of the case.  This 

was especially important since Gloner’s physical injuries appeared to be quite minor.  

And, in the end, Gloner sued for 30,000 pesos in compensation to cover the cost of his 

medical bills, clothing that had been damaged, and a pair of eye-glasses that had been 

lost.  How he calculated the sum of 30,000 pesos remained unclear, the prosecuting 

attorney provided a list of the medical bills, train tickets, and lost clothing and eyewear.  

In total, it amounted to less than 1,000 pesos,316 suggesting that Gloner’s lawyer believed 

that the moral injuries sustained by the German banker should receive a greater amount 

of compensation.  

For those who followed Dr. Gloner’s case in the press, it offered tangible proof of 

national development along modern, European guidelines.   Not only did the court system 

adjudicate a cutting-edge case that paralleled legal proceedings in Europe, but the court 

also acknowledged that Gloner had indeed suffered some kind of mental trauma—a new, 

modern diagnosis just becoming understood by the medico-legal professions.  

Compensating Gloner would assure modern, civilized nations that Mexico was indeed a 

safe place for foreigners to travel and, at the same time, it would place Mexico among 

progressive nations. 
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For the oppositional press, Dr. Gloner’s case revealed something much different.  

The issue of financial compensation, whether for physical or mental injuries, appeared 

among nationalist circles as further evidence of the government’s catering to foreigners.  

To validate this sentiment, the Minister of Finance José  Y. Limantour, submitted a 

statement to the court on behalf of Dr. Gloner.  In it, Limantour confirmed Gloner’s 

valuable service to the nation, a statement used by Gloner’s attorney in an attempt to 

prove the value of his work, work he could not do as a result of the moral injuries he 

suffered, when evaluating the amount of financial compensation due.317  

The government had done little to defend the safety of its citizens.  Railway 

companies rarely compensated accident victims for the injuries they sustained in train 

wrecks.  Indeed, the vast majority of victims rode in the overcrowded third-class 

compartments with a much greater risk to sustain significant injuries.   These passengers 

could never afford to engage railway companies in long, drawn-out court battles.  El Hijo 

de Ahuizote highlighted this situation when it produced a parodied Presidential address to 

Congress.  In it, Díaz told his fellow politicians that foreigners asked for financial 

compensation on a daily basis and that they forced the government to pay for the slightest 

injury on a finger or toe.318  Even weeklies that rarely expressed anti-foreign attitudes 

conveyed their disdain for the indemnification of foreigners.   El Progreso Latino 

published a short four-line poem that carped about how only wealthy foreigners received 

compensation from the nation’s railway companies, after a French traveller successfully 
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sued the Interoceanic railway.319  The poem suggested that individuals only succeeded in 

receiving compensation when they hired high-priced lawyers and had the financial 

resources to engage in extensive court battles.  

Comparison of the Cardoso and Gloner cases provides valuable insights.  In 

Cardoso’s case, the Interoceanic’s lawyers undermined the credibility of his witnesses 

and medical experts based on their provinciality.  In so doing, the defence lawyers sought 

to undermine Cardoso’s claim that a cerebral haemorrhage had occurred as a result of the 

accident he experienced.  Gloner’s lawyers, in contrast, used his European identity to 

seek compensation for a new, modern medical condition—dolores morales—that had no 

precedent in Mexican courts.  Furthermore, the press’s various statements regarding the 

ability of foreigners to seek financial compensation while Mexicans could not because 

they lacked the resources needed to seek indemnification reveal a popular view that 

foreigners had more recourse to justice than Mexicans.     

Animosity towards foreigners, in the context of railway development, reached 

new heights in the popular opinion of U.S. engineers whom Mexicans viewed as reckless 

and indifferent to their safety.  As with the press’s treatment of Gloner, who seemed to 

receive more support from the national government than ordinary citizens, U.S. railway 

employees were also looked at as having protections not afforded to country’s native 

population.    

                                                
 
319 Pues si quieren en dinero 

la justa indemnización, 
se han de recibir primero 
de abogados…y chitón. 

(El Progreso Latino, January 7, 1906). 
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U.S. Engineers 
 

Temamatla, like all other accidents, intensified public scrutiny of the ownership 

and operation of the nation’s railways.  The apparent lack of concern among U.S. 

engineers for the safety of Mexican travellers proved especially offensive to popular 

sensibilities. James Nuffer at Temamatla represented the epitome of this problem.  Both 

local officials and the press placed the blame for the wreck squarely on his shoulders; he 

had been accused of being drunk and going too fast when the accident occurred.  Both 

these allegations were commonly made against foreign engineers.   

 While placing the blame on foreign, especially U.S., employees found expression 

in popular culture, it also became an issue of contention between foreign companies, 

local authorities, and the national government.  In several railway accidents, as well as 

cases where trains hit people, local officials placed U.S. engineers under arrest for 

criminal negligence.  One high-profile case included the arrest of a Mexican [Veracruz] 

Railway engineer, Edward Turner, an American, whom authorities arrested after a train 

wreck near Orizaba, Veracruz.  Authorities claimed that Turner, as well as his fellow 

engineer Angus McKay, had been criminally negligent in an accident that left three 

Mexicans dead.  Turner languished in jail for ten months before becoming ill, being taken 

to a hospital, and dying.  This caused an international incident. Turner’s family claimed 

he had received cruel treatment by local authorities, even suggesting he had died at the 

hands of Veracruz’s local authorities.  Nevertheless, no hard proof existed that Veracruz 

officials had acted inappropriately, so Turner’s family instead sought indemnification for 
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his lengthy detainment without being charged or brought to trial.320  In the end, 

authorities released McKay on bond, despite his sentence of fifteen months imprisonment 

for criminal negligence.  After his release, he told reporters that Turner had not been 

treated poorly by his jailers, but confirmed he had become sick from the squalid 

conditions of the prison.321  Some Mexico City newspapers speculated that Turner had 

died of alcoholism, asserting that there had been several complaints against him for 

operating locomotives while under the influence.322  Whatever the case, Turner’s family, 

with support from the U.S. government, sought $20,000 in financial compensation from 

the Mexican government.323   

The incident set off a public debate in the press between Spanish language 

newspapers and their English counterparts.  Government subsidized newspapers, 

especially El Universal, characterized the U.S. press as alarmist and argued that they 

portrayed Mexicans as a savage and backwards people.  Moreover, they pointed out the 

incongruity in the U.S.’s position, telling readers that the orphans and widows produced 

by the frequent train wrecks across the country rarely received compensation from the 

companies.  And yet Americans often sought financial compensation from the national 

government for even the most minor incidents.324  La Patria and El Chisme demonstrated 
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the most pointed disdain for Turner’s family, as well as the American colony newspaper 

the Two Republics that had lambasted Mexican officials for wrongfully placing the 

engineer under arrest, equating the attempt at indemnification to blackmail.325       

 After railway accidents, including those cases where pedestrians had been hit by 

locomotives, U.S. engineers often fled the scene, fearing that they would be arrested by 

local authorities.  Indeed, local authorities frequently placed U.S. engineers under arrest 

for the killing of passengers and pedestrians even in cases where little or no evidence 

existed of their negligence.  In one case, the U.S. Secretary of State, Elihu Root, 

intervened on behalf of U.S. railway workers employed by the Sonoran Railway 

Company.  The workers protested that Mexican authorities were regularly arresting U.S. 

workers for accidents for which they had no fault.  The Secretary of State’s petition cited 

three cases in particular, all of which took place between 1904-1906, where U.S. citizens 

had been wrongly arrested.  In one case, for example, police detained a U.S. engineer for 

hitting an intoxicated older Indian man walking along the tracks.  They secured him in a 

small, adobe cell where he spent thirty-five days before being set free after paying a bond 

of 350 pesos.326            

 The arrest of U.S. train engineers became a common occurrence during the 

Porfiriato, and reached a climax during the final years of the regime.  Even in wrecks 

where it was clear that U.S. engineers had little or no fault, local authorities nevertheless 

apprehended them causing awkwardness, if not tension, between the U.S. and Mexican 
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governments.  While the national government did not necessarily approve of the arrests, 

local officials regularly took matters into their own hands, demonstrating a deep sense of 

hostility towards U.S. railway employees.  Ironically, foreign train drivers most often 

suffered the worst injuries during a wreck.  Local judges and police forces, nevertheless, 

found those individuals culpable, at times arresting severely injured employees.  Local 

officials throughout the country shared a deep hostility towards Yankee engineers and the 

companies for whom they worked.  In the final years of the Porfiriato, the resentment 

toward U.S. railway companies reveal a strong sense of nationalism articulated most 

evidently during the Mexican Revolution.327   

 By 1906, the growing hostility towards foreign railroad employees gave way to an 

emerging movement that pushed for nation’s transportation lines to be operated by 

Mexican workers.  The newly-formed Gran Liga Mexicana de Empleados de Ferrocarril 

(The League of Mexican Railway Employees) petitioned the national government and 

both nationally- and foreign-owned railway companies to begin hiring Mexicans.  The 

league argued that native workers, by not being hired by foreign companies, had suffered 

the injustice of not having the opportunity to make a decent wage.  They also asserted 

that those companies that did hire Mexicans showed them no respect and underpaid them 

compared to their U.S. counterparts.328  In its treatise to the national government, a 

document that dealt primarily with workers’ issues and the formation of a railway union, 

the league stated that one important benefit of having such an organization would be that 
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it could take care of Mexican workers who had been injured in accidents, something that 

foreign companies failed to do.329    

 With the 1908 nationalization of the railways, La Gran Liga found an opportunity 

to further push its agenda.  This opportunity would emerge over the issue of safety and 

new regulations that sought to make wrecks less frequent.  In 1909, the newly created 

National Railways of Mexico (NRM) implemented the “vía libre” system—also known 

as the “block” system—, a practice already used in the U.S., where train dispatchers 

between two stations would communicate with each other in order to report whether the 

line was clear.  If so, the train would be allowed to pass on that “block.”  The change in 

systems fuelled a debate between the newly-created National Railways330 and its U.S. 

employees.   The dispatchers maintained that the new system, while working well on 

small trunk lines, would be too taxing on the larger and more complicated national lines. 

On July 17, 1909, U.S. dispatchers working in Mexico, in an act of defiance 

against the new regulations, refused to acknowledge the “vía libre” system and called a 

strike.  In solidarity, U.S. engineers and machinists refused to allow any trains to roll that 

day, saying they would maintain this position until both groups resolved the matter.  The 

dispatchers had hoped to paralyze the transportation network, forcing the government to 
                                                

329 Ibid., 34.  It should be noted that the league’s mention to “accidents” is unclear, not specifying 
between injuries caused by working on trains (for example, working on the engine or brakes) or wrecks.    

 
330 While the National Railways of Mexico had been created by José Yves Limantour by having 

the national government buy a controlling interest of ten prominent railway lines, it was not an entirely 
Mexican company.  The Board of Directors continued to have significant U.S. representation.  Nine of the 
twenty-one directors sat on a board in New York despite the congressional decree that stated the NRM 
would be governed from Mexico City.  For more detailed accounts of the formation of NRM, See 
Grunstein, De la competencia al monopolio: la formación de los Ferrocarriles Nacionales de México;” 
Daniel Lewis, Iron Horse Imperialism: The Southern Pacific of Mexico, 1880-1951 (Tucson: University of 
Arizona Press, 2006), pp. 26-32.    
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revert to the old system.  The dispatchers, reassured that the railways could not operate 

without their expertise, boldly told reporters that no trains would roll until the 

government conceded to their demand.331       

The NRM had Mexican workers fill the positions of the absent U.S. employees.332  

In response, U.S. engineers and machinists stated that they would not take orders from 

inexperienced dispatchers, citing the safety of travellers and employees as their chief 

concern.  U.S. tourists, as a result of the dispute, began filling up trains heading to the 

border in an attempt to avoid getting stuck in Mexico as a result of the paralyzed railroad 

network.  But, the following day, despite the U.S. dispatcher’s claims, the nation’s 

railway networks operated without any delays or derailments whatsoever.  In this way, 

the National Railways broke the ranks of the U.S. engineers and machinists, most of 

whom went back to work and followed the instructions of Mexican dispatchers.333  

Days later, the press reported that 300 Mexican workers trained to take over jobs 

of engineers and machinists that opened as a result of U.S. employees’ refusal to 

cooperate with new railway safety regulations.334  In response to the growing view that 

the nation needed Mexicans to operate the transportation system, Minister of Finance 

Limantour opened a school at the Buenavista Railway Station in Mexico City to teach 

careers as stokers and brakemen.  The school would be operated by members of the 

                                                
331 The Mexican Herald, July 17, 1909. 
 
332 El Diario, July 17, 1909. 
 
333 The Mexican Herald, July 19, 1909. 
 
334 El Diario, July 21, 1909. 
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Hidalgo and Northeast Railway company, the only Mexican owned and operated line.  

This important measure fell short of the hopes of La Liga that wanted to see a vocational 

school for engineers and machinists.335  Nevertheless, the measure demonstrated one of 

the earliest steps towards mitigating popular sentiments that viewed the Díaz government 

as pandering to foreign interests.  Indeed, the press reported these events with a great deal 

of pride and nationalistic fervour.  Even Limantour boasted that the 1908 nationalization 

would allow workers to undertake railway services and operations in Spanish, a 

transformation he viewed as commonsensical.336  Limantour’s comments reveal that he 

had fallen in line with an outlook expressed years earlier by the press: namely, that the 

employees of a Spanish country’s transportation system should operate their day-to-day 

business in Spanish.        

This popular view, repeatedly articulated in the press, has received no attention 

from scholars.  Indeed, historians’ explanations for the 1908 nationalization of railways 

have failed to consider that popular attitude towards foreign-owned railway companies, 

an attitude shaped, in part, by the frequency of train wrecks and the belief that foreign 

companies lacked concern for the welfare of Mexicans.  David Pletcher explained the  

nationalization as an attempt by the Porfirian administration, especially Limantour, to 

negate any attempt by one foreign company to create a monopoly.337  Alan Knight has 

argued that the nationalization of the country’s railway system represented an early, 

                                                
335 El Diario, October 11, 1909. 
 
336 Lewis, Iron Horse Imperialism, p. 21.  
 
337 Pletcher, Rails, Mines, and Progress, pp. 305-306. 
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modest example of economic nationalism.338   More recently, Arturo Grunstein has 

maintained that Limantour sought to eliminate the negative competition between the 

nation’s largest railway companies and to facilitate the reorganization of capital that 

would allow the government to maintain and expand the rail network.  Grunstein 

observed that despite the nationalist rhetoric used during the 1908 nationalization, as well 

as government fears about the possibility of a foreign monopoly owning that nation’s 

lines, Limantour viewed the protection of foreign capital as the first priority of the 

administration.   Thus, for Grunstein, nationalism had little to do with the government’s 

decision-making.339   

 These studies on the economic and political aspects of the 1908 nationalization 

ignore the social dimensions of that endeavour.  How much public opinion played in the 

nationalization proves difficult to determine.  Nevertheless, the consolidation of the 

railways and the shift towards employing native workers—a development that first 

emerged around the issue of new safety regulations—received popular enthusiasm.  The  

episode revealed a strong nationalist fervour among various sectors of society.  The 

railway accident and the perception of U.S. disregard towards people’s safety, the most 

common of all charges levelled against these companies, surely played a chief role in 

forging public opinion against foreign-owned railways.  Thus, Limantour’s decision to 

nationalize the transportation system, while not solely undertaken out of patriotic 

                                                
338 Alan Knight, “The Political Economy of Revolutionary Mexico,” in Abel Christopher and 

Colin Lewis, eds., Latin America: Economic Imperialism and the State (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1985). 

 
339 Arturo Grunstein, “De la competencia al monopolio: la formación de los Ferrocarriles 

Nacionales de México,” in Ferrocarriles y vida económica, pp. 99-100.  
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motivations, fostered a growing nationalism among the people, a phenomenon 

demonstrated most clearly in public enthusiasm for the replacement of U.S. dispatchers 

by Mexicans as well as the growing belief that railway travel would become safer.  

 

Popular Views of the Railway Accident 

 The interconnecting issues of train wrecks, the government’s support of foreign 

over Mexican accident victims, and anti-Americanism, coalesced, at times humorously, 

and at times bitterly, into a critique of the Porfirian regime.  During the early years of the 

Porfiriato, light-hearted publications targeted railway accidents as a topic with which to 

poke fun at the hazards of modern life.  These flippant critiques of modernization 

revealed an anxiety about the social and technological changes that people experienced.  

At the same time, the more virulently anti-Díaz press, used railway accidents to raise 

awareness among various sectors of society about the values of the government’s brand 

of modernization and its relationship with foreign, especially U.S.-owned, firms.  Indeed, 

in the 1890s, changing attitudes toward the relationship between technological 

development, national progress, and the Porfirian regime surfaced and revealed a critical 

shift in people’s understandings about the utopian potential of the railway.  Songs, 

stories, and social commentaries offered new critiques that undermined the precarious 

consensus achieved by the government and its supporters about the strategy and efficacy 

of the transportation program.    

         El Rasca Tripas, a musical and literary weekly printed humorous caricatures and 

offered readers poems that poked fun at the dangers of modern travel.  The magazine put 
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forward some of the earliest critiques of the railway at a time when most newspapers 

lauded the progress and civilization represented by transportation development.  In one, 

the author’s preamble depicted the Mexican Central as chaotic and disorganized, 

demonstrated by its regular derailments.  At the same time, he challenged government 

officials and railway owners, stating that they could care less about those passengers.  

The poem then went on to suggest that the government cared more about commercial 

development than social dangers (in this case, derailments).340  In another, the author 

carped that although the company had inaugurated the Mexican Central line to León, the 

public had little interest in riding the train only to risk their lives.341   

From 1895 onward, popular journals, many of which carried cartoons and 

caricatures poking fun at current events, used humour to highlight the feelings of fear and 

disillusionment about national progress represented in the railway accident.  El Mundo 

Cómico, a popular humorous magazine, offered readers a variety of comical depictions 

about the fears of experiencing a train wreck.  The weekly offered its readers satirical 

views of the problems plaguing the railway network.  The issue of compensation for 

accident victims, especially the popular perception that railroad companies rarely took 

responsibility for accidents, was lampooned by the magazine’s caricaturists.  For 

                                                
340 Y que,...que vamos á hacer 

Con estas plagas sociales [i.e. accidents], 
Que tienen, para estos males 
Orejas de mercader!  

(El Rasca Tripas, June 4, 1882). 
 
341 El Rasca Tripas, July 9, 1882. 
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example, in one such illustration, a passenger confronts a train conductor, questioning, if 

he dies in a wreck, would the company will hold him accountable (see Illustration 21).342  

 Another popular topic, the carelessness of train employees, was likewise a target 

for El Cómico’s343 lampooning eye.  The image showed a passenger train that crushed a 

man and two railway employees fighting over who was at fault (see Illustration 22).344  

The image played to public opinion that 

often viewed the cause of accidents as 

the fault of drivers and conductors who 

were usually Americans.  If the public 

did not blame railway employees, they 

directed the brunt of their criticism at the 

poor state of the country’s railways.  

Along these lines, a writer for El Cómico 

who produced a column that fused social 

commentary and biting humour poked 

fun at the almost daily occurrence of 

accidents.  He sardonically told readers that the excellent construction and operation of 

the railways had given the railroad an outstanding reputation.  The author then lamented 

that unfortunately it was a reputation only held by doctors working in hospitals who had 

                                                
342 El Mundo Cómico, December 12, 1897. 
 
343 El Mundo Cómico changed its name to El Cómico starting in 1899. 

 
344 El Cómico, August 20, 1899. 
 

Illustration 21.  Those Journeys! “And tell me, 
conductor: If the train derails and I get killed…I 
will not be held responisble?”  El Mundo Cómico, 
December 12, 1897. 
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been given ample opportunities to perfect the craft of amputation.  He concluded his 

column telling readers that the locomotive would prove to be a greater killer than the 

bubonic plague.345  The author’s dark humour offered a powerful, yet cheeky, critique of 

the terrible conditions affecting the railway network, a critique that was made by almost 

all sectors of the Porfirian press. 

 

 

While finding humour in train wrecks might seem strange to contemporary 

sensibilities, humorous critiques of the regime allowed these sectors of the press to avoid 

the censorship that newspaper reporters who made harsher attacks experienced in the 

                                                
345 El Cómico, November 5, 1899. 
 

Illustration 22. – “Sir, was there an accident? 
 – No miss, what happened here, happens almost every day; it’s something that almost all the 
passengers are accustomed to.  What’s delaying the train is that the conductor and the machinist are 
fighting over who was at fault.” El Cómico, August 20, 1899. 
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latter part of the Porfiriato.346  The oppositional press, especially El Hijo de Ahuizote, 

repeatedly used the frequency of train wrecks to highlight the problems of development 

and the contradictions it viewed as inherent in the regime’s ideology.  Along these lines, 

the first issue printed in 1894 ominously celebrated the New Year with a cover image of a 

train wreck, representing the greatest national problems of 1893.  In the image, the artist 

labelled each of the demolished railway cars with the main problems that he and his 

cohorts viewed as racking the nation: the devaluation of silver, epidemics, public misery, 

and national debt (see Illustration 23).347   

Newspapers such as El Hijo de Ahuizote most often associated the railway with 

the “human hecatombs” that they produced.348  The frequency of railway accidents was 

viewed as solely the fault of U.S. workers.  The opposition press often couched their 

examinations of train wrecks in intensely nationalistic rhetoric, arguing that it was the 

fault of foreign companies that failed to upkeep the tracks and locomotives.  Moreover, 

the press understood the railway companies’ shortcomings as the result of a lack of 

concern for the safety of travellers, a belief that often aroused intense anti-Americanism 

in the press. 

El Alacrán, a weekly that offered readers political satire, printed an image titled 

“Las Delicias del Valle” (The Valley’s Delights) that mocked the regular derailments on 

the Valle Railroad.  The image showed a human hecatomb caused by a train wreck where 

                                                
346 Smith, “Contentious Voices Amid the Order,” pp. 82-88. 
 
347 El Hijo de Ahuizote, January 21, 1894. 
  
348 El Hijo de Ahuizote, September 4, 1898. 
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the grim-reaper sat on the derailed locomotive.  In the foreground Uncle Sam and Díaz 

strolled hand-in-hand unperturbed by the accident in front of them.349  Anti-Díaz 

newspapers not only insinuated that the Diaz government failed to hold companies 

accountable for wrecks, but characterized the Díaz administration as an accomplice to the 

murder of its own citizenry.  

This idea found further confirmation in the fact that the Hidalgo and Northeast 

Railway Company, the only entirely Mexican-owned and operated railroad, had never 

suffered an accident, a feat that no other railway company could claim.350  The press 

regularly targeted foreign-owned railway companies for what seemed to most people a 

blatant disregard for human life.  They accused U.S. train engineers of endangering 

passengers lives by going too fast and indicted U.S. companies for failing to upkeep that 

tracks, again endangering the lives of passengers.  Newspapers, from all political 

inclinations, lambasted railway companies for their poor treatment of Mexican 

passengers and workers as well as the failure of U.S. railroad personnel to learn Spanish. 

In one image, the Justicia Federal (Federal Justice) interrogated the major railways 

depicted in human form.  Both the Mexican Central and the Interoceanic, the two 

companies most often chastised because of their notoriously poor record of accidents, sat 

accused of causing too many deadly crashes, to which the trains reply, “Mi non tende,”351 

                                                
349 El Alacran, November 4, 1899. 
 
350 El Hijo de Ahuizote, May 26, 1901. 
 
351 “Mi non tende” became a running gag in El Hijo de Ahuizote. Lithographs and articles played 

on the American colony’s, especially railway employees’, poor Spanish, a criticism used to evoke 
nationalist sentiments from readers. 
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a parody mocking the poor Spanish of U.S. conductors so often criticized by writers.  

Nevertheless, the Federal Justice set free both trains, one for a lack of evidence and the 

other for the lack of clearly defined laws with which to charge the culprit.  In sharp 

contrast, the Hidalgo railway brought before the justice for not having killed any 

civilians, replies, “Sir, since I am from this land, I respect its people.”  Despite its 

positive track record, the justice promptly sends the Hidalgo railway to jail.352  Again, the 

major voices of opposition during the Porfiriato latched onto the belief that the 

government protected the murderous activities of foreign companies at the expense of the 

nation’s people and home-grown industries.  Critiques of the government’s railway 

policy paralleled the criticisms made by both the independent press, such as El Monitor 

Republicano, and the subsidized press, such as El Universal.   

Those newspapers that voiced a strong nationalist viewpoint had a powerful 

symbol in the foreign-owned railway.  More than any other national program, outside 

interests, especially those from the U.S., dominated the country’s railroads.  Nationalist 

newspapers, such as El Hijo de Ahuizote, used the railway rather successfully to promote 

the idea of developing Mexican-owned industries.  The repeated use of the railway to 

critique the Díaz government’s pandering to U.S. companies suggested that it was an 

effective tool and that readers identified with the problems of economic and political 

sovereignty.  This kind of nationalist rhetoric would prove to be compelling, convincing 

many to take up arms in 1910.353 

                                                
352 El Hijo de Ahuizote, Nov. 12, 1899. 
 
353 Hart, Revolutionary Mexico, p.73; Anderson, Outcasts in their own Land, p. 326-328. 
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Popular understandings of the railway accident found expression beyond the 

printed word.  It also surfaced in the oral tradition of the corrido.  Song-writers made 

three wrecks in particular the subject of ballads that lamented similar themes as those 

outlined in the press.  Public opinion about the irresponsibility of foreign railway 

employees not only represented a common condemnation in the press, but also in popular 

expressions such as the corrido.  Indeed, the “Corrido del Descarrilamiento de 

Temamatla” placed the blame of the accident on its foreign driver, something it suggested 

was, in general, the Achilles' heel of the railway system.354  Other corridos about train 

wrecks, likewise, placed the blame on engineers who, as the ballad “El terrible choque y 

descarrilamiento del tren numero 2 con El Paso” (The Terrible Crash and Derailment of 

Train Number Two with El Paso) suggested, failed to listen to orders, again reiterating 

the theme of the recklessness of foreign drivers.355 

                                                                                                                                            
 
354 “Diez coches jalaba la locomotora 

número cincuenta y cuatro, 
y su maquinista era un extranjero, 
causa de tanto quebranto.” 

(Avitia Hernández, Corrido histórico, pp. 215-217). 
 
355 “La orden que dada tenía 

no la quiso obedecer, 
y era la de esperar 
en Santa María otro tren.” 

(Avitia Hernández, Corrido histórico, pp. 252-253). 
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Illustration 23.  1893-1894.  El Hijo de Ahuizote January 21, 1894. 
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One corrido went so far as to name the foreign train drivers directly and blamed 

them for 1904 Zacatecas railway wreck.  In the ballad, two U.S. railroad employees, 

referred to as Lee and Moore, were blamed by the song-writers for the accident.356  

Indeed, at the time of the accident, the passengers of the doomed train pleaded with the 

driver to slow down, a demand that fell on deaf ears.  The accident prompted a virulent 

anti-Americanism in the Zacatecan press that lead one reporter to conclude that Lee had 

been overcome by rage, a common occurrence among his people who were “worse than 

savages” in their lack of humanitarian sentiment.357     

But no corrido lambasted the U.S. owned railways more than one published in the 

popular penny press, El Diablito Rojo.  José Guadalupe de Posada’s lithograph, “El 

Camino de Ultratumba” (The Track Beyond the Grave), that showed a train flying of the 

tracks, tossing religious pilgrims left and right, with the devil and a Yankee looking on 

and laughing, accompanied the image.  The song went beyond blaming U.S. employees 

for train wrecks as it also attacked those foreign firms for failing to properly compensate 

                                                
 
356 “Ese maquinista Lee  

a la cárcel fue culpable 
y a pesar de ser güerito 
difícil es que se salve. 
El conductor mister Moore 
en Aguas se encuentra muy grave, 
y no es fácil, aseguran, 
que el poble mister se salve.” 

(Avitia Hernández, Corrido histórico, pp. 241-243). 
 
357 La Libertad, July 2, 1904 
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the victims, a phenomenon that became a point of contention after the Temamatla 

accident (see Illustration 24).358   

Together, the view of railway accidents in the popular press and in popular 

culture—especially the corrido and lithographs—demonstrated a widely held belief about 

the carelessness of foreign employees and the government’s acceptance of their 

oversights.  Expressions of animosity towards foreigners, revealed in the actions taken by 

local judges against railway conductors and engineers who often placed them under arrest 

for criminal negligence after a wreck, mirrored these sentiments.  Even in cases where 

American-born railway employees proved not at fault, local officials—as the Sonoran 

case shows—nevertheless imprisoned them, sometimes for long periods of time and in 

squalid conditions.  The actions of local officials reflected the growing popular sentiment 

about the impropriety and intolerance of U.S. citizens towards Mexicans, represented in 

its most violent form in the train wreck, often to the chagrin of the national government. 

A pervasive sense of nationalism emerged during the Porfiriato.  Historians of the 

Revolution have emphasized the role of national outrage against foreigners as one of the 

chief reasons for the popular rebellion.  In particular, these scholars have highlighted the 

Cananea strike (1906) and the Río Blanco strike (1907) as crucial moments in the 

                                                
358 “…más, cuando la empresa mata, 

dice: “las manos me lavo”, 
y si alguien cobra un centavo, 
pidiendo indemnizaciones, 
le gritan los gringos: ¡nones! 
Y aquí les responded ¡Bravo!” 

(El Diablito Rojo, May 11, 1908). 
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mobilization of workers against the Porfirian regime.359  Rodney Anderson has asserted 

that the foreign ownership of railway lines, and the poor treatment of railroad workers 

detailed by the press, played an important role in fomenting nationalist sentiment and 

pushing individuals toward revolution.360  While these moments surely played an 

important role in mobilizing the masses, an examination of railway accidents, and the 

perception that foreign companies cared little for the lives of Mexicans, reveals a long-

standing and percolating anti-foreign attitude.  Indeed, the everyday experience of train 

wrecks—reported in the press, heard in ballads, and illustrated in popular art—

underscored a sense of social injustice among the population.  While newspapers such as 

El Hijo de Ahuizote might have a circulation of 24,000 newspapers,361 the anti-American 

feelings espoused in corridos and popular art about railway accidents reached a far wider 

audience.  In this context, studies that reject anti-Americanism as an important factor in 

the foment leading to revolution must be reconsidered.362 

                                                
359 See Anderson, Outcasts in their own Land, pp. 326-328; Hart, Revolutionary Mexico, pp. 68-

73. 
 
360 Anderson, Outcasts in their Own Land, p. 327. 
 
361 Hart, Revolutionary Mexico, p. 93. 
 
362 See Alan Knight, The Mexican Revolution, vol. 1, pp. 37-77  For example, Knight’s work pays 

little attention to anti-Americanism.  His examination of opposition groups that emerged during the 
Porfiriato makes no mention of anti-Americanism, even in its discussion of virulently anti-American 
intellectuals and newspaper men such as Daniel Cabrera—editor of El Hijo de Ahuizote—and the Flores-
Magón brothers—editors of Regeneración.  
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Conclusion 
 
 Together, the case of Temamatla, the Cardoso and Gloner lawsuits, and the arrests 

U.S. engineers all coalesced in the social imaginary, finding expression in poetry, songs, 

artwork, and social commentary.  The railway accident highlighted the problems of 

Porfirian rule.  During the early years of railway development, the accident appeared as a 

negative consequence of a society moving toward modernity.  The regularity of train 

wrecks and the view that the national government catered to the demands of foreigners, 

while ignoring the plight of Mexicans, convinced many sectors of Porfirian society that 

Illustration 24.   The Track from Beyond the Grave.  Jose de Guadalupe Posada’s “Camino de 
Ultratumba” (The Track from Beyond the Grave).  El Diablito Rojo May 11, 1908.  
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the price of progress had been too high.  The railway accident helped undermine the 

fetishization of progress that many individuals had held towards the locomotive’s utopian 

potential.  The visceral reactions that people experienced as a result of railway 

accidents—either reading graphic description of wrecks or experiencing wrecks first 

hand—exposed the human toll that underpinned the civilizing and modernizing mission.  

After 1900, popular sentiment towards foreign owned and operated railway companies 

turned sour, a phenomenon demonstrated not only in popular culture, but also in the 

actions of local officials against foreign railway employees.  Indeed, oppositional and 

popular newspapers exploited the iconic power of the railway to highlight the growing 

animosity towards the modernization program.  It is to this topic that we now turn.        
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CHAPTER 5 
LA LOCO-MATONA: 

THE RAILWAY IN THE POPULAR AND OPPOSITION PRESS 
 

Let us recount that one day 
Venus and Love were strolling, 
Without realizing they were walking 
Along the train’s railway. 

Love, running and playing, 
Always a child and always wild 
Did not notice that little by little 
From Venus he was straying… 

Suddenly, a sharp whistle  
Lost in the distance 
Announced that the train approached 
Like an enraged reptile. 

Quick, deafening, 
Appearing from the nearby tunnel 
And devouring the ground 
The fleet locomotive. 
 Venus trembled and called to the child, 
But the approaching monster  
With deafening noise silenced 
Their voices of affection. 

And Love, who ran happily 
After the painted butterfly, 
Spotted the horrifying machine 
When it was upon him. 

Hurling a groan from his chest 
The monster roared forward, 
And the body of the child was torn apart 
Into pieces beneath the wheels. 

And upon the inert body, 
The train that swiftly retreated, 
Left behind black plumes 
As a death shroud. 

Venus, seized by terror, 
 Fell upon her child 
 And, seeing his remains, unleashed   

A harrowing scream. 
 And with the weight of pain upon her, 
She cries out with profound sorrow: 
There is no longer love in this world, 
Because progress has killed it! 

Gil Blas Cómico, October 26, 1896. 
 
 
 

If the railroad served as a symbol that Porfirians used to maintain and legitimate 

Díaz’s rule, the opposition also used it to challenge the regime.  The government’s 
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nation-building project of railway development, while fostering economic growth, 

foreign investment, and national integration, nevertheless created a deep sense of 

animosity among opponents of the regime and popular sectors towards Díaz and his 

administration.  The government’s success at promoting the railway as a symbol of the 

establishment of order and progress proved to be a double-edged sword.  The railroad not 

only served as an important icon used to question policy-making, but also emerged as a 

common theme in the art, literature, and social commentaries in the popular and 

opposition press.363  Its portrayal in popular art and literature emphasized a darker, 

nefarious view of modernity and the consequences of technological progress.  This 

chapter argues that people understood the meaning of modernization through these 

cultural representations and their understanding became increasingly characterized by 

disillusionment about the efficacy of the railway and the regime’s economic, political, 

and social policies more generally.  Opposition intellectuals helped shape a counter-

hegemonic discourse that underscored the contradictions inherent in the government’s 

modernization program.  Their critiques offered people the opportunity to reconsider the 

so-called universal truths that defined the railway as a tool of nation-building and a 

symbol of civilization.           

While elite publications emphasized the railway as a symbol of order, progress, 

and civilization (see Chapter 2), publications targeting a broader audience highlighted the 

                                                
363 Throughout the chapter I have differentiated between the “popular” and “opposition” press.  I 

define the popular press as those publications that were relatively inexpensive especially penny presses 
such as El Diablito Rojo and El Chisme.  By oppositional press, I refer to more costly publications, usually 
targeting middle-class readers, such as El Monitor Repúblicano (3 cents), El Gil Blas Cómico (5 cents) and 
El Hijo de Ahuizote (13 cents) that consistently questioned the regime’s policies or that repeatedly suffered 
government censorship.    
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negative aspects of the locomotive’s impact on daily life.  Railway stories, poems, and 

artwork instead focused on disorder, death, and tales of romance gone awry.  These 

sources reveal in stark contrast the popular views of modernity, emphasizing chaos and 

confusion as the consequences of modern life.     

Likewise, opponents of the regime latched-on to the railway as an icon with 

which to challenge government policies.  They used it as a tool to attack not only 

government decision-making related to transportation development, but also a wide-range 

of other issues not related to railroad expansion.  The opposition press drew on the 

railway’s symbolic power to challenge issues such as re-election, violations to the 

Constitution of 1857, foreign domination of the economy, the return of the Church into 

public life, and the growing authoritarianism of the regime.  The opposition press—from 

serious newspapers such as the Monitor Republicano and El Diario del Hogar to 

humorous periodicals such as El Hijo de Ahuizote to the penny press publications such as 

El Diablito Rojo and El Chisme—employed the same discursive techniques as Díaz 

supporters during the early years of the railroad debate.  The emphasis on movement, 

energy, patriotism, civilization, and political stability was appropriated by challengers to 

undermine Díaz’s political credibility.  More than any other group, Daniel Cabrera and  

Ricardo, Enrique, and Jesús Flores Magón, individuals whose intellectual works shaped 

the ideals and values of the leaders of the 1910 Revolution,364 repeatedly used the 

locomotive to represent all aspects of Porfirian policy-making they viewed as detrimental 

to the nation.    

                                                
364 James C. Cockcroft, Intellectual Precursors of the Mexican Revolution, 1900-1913 (Austin: 

University of Texas Press, 1968), passim.   
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Disorder and Death 

 Railway poems and stories printed in the popular and opposition press 

emphasized considerably different themes than their more expensive, polite society 

counterparts.  While elite publications did stress some negative consequences of modern 

life represented in locomotive travel, such as the fear of strangers or the increased risk for 

women in the public sphere, for the popular press tales about railway travel highlighted 

confusion and chaos as part-and-parcel of modern life.  Indeed, even the opposition press 

that clearly targeted middle-class audiences rarely published tales or poetry that 

represented the railway as a positive presence in the world, suggesting that opponents 

used popular culture to question modernization and the capacity of new technologies to 

create order and promote civilization.  These discourses presented a starkly different view 

of the locomotive than those offered by liberal politicians and intellectuals during the 

early Porfiriato.  By characterizing the railway as a force of destruction and disorder, 

opposition newspapers rejected the common conviction that it would regenerate and 

revitalize society (see Chapter 1).      

Gil Blas Cómico, while not the most affordable weekly, at five-cents compared to 

the more accessible penny presses, was nevertheless a constant critic of the regime.  

Directed by Catholic intellectual Francisco Montes de Oca, he demonstrated its 

opposition credentials with his constant attacks of government policies and by his 

frequent imprisonments in country’s infamous Belén jail.  His weekly provided its mainly 

middle-class audience with an array of readings from policy analysis to social 

commentary to amusing fictional writings.  More often than any other opposition 
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publication, it offered readers poetry and stories, many of which featured the locomotive 

as a central subject.  In these writings modern marvels represented the increased 

complication of life and not time-saving tools made to ease people’s lives.  One such 

story, for example, “El primer volido,” told the tale of a young man who desperately 

wanted to travel outside Mexico City and, as the author put it, break free from his cage.  

In a fortuitous bit of luck, he encountered Roberto, an old school chum that invited him to 

his hometown, San Juan de Teotihuacán to celebrate the Municipal President’s birthday.  

Roberto told him that he could catch a train in the morning, arrive in San Juan, eat with 

his family, visit the pyramids, and then spend the day dancing, before boarding a train 

back home to the city in the evening.  The narrator, excited about his upcoming journey, 

ordered a special travel outfit made by his tailor, purchased a new suitcase, as well as a 

travel flask with Cognac, an ensemble so lavish he believed it fit for a trip to Paris.   

The day of the festivities, the narrator arrived at the Buenavista station and 

boarded a first-class train.  As the train pulled out of the station, he chatted-up an old 

woman who, likewise, headed to San Juan.  He told her that he planned to breakfast with 

his friend’s family.  Surprised, she explained that they would not arrive until the 

afternoon, much too late for breakfast.  The narrator assured her that they would arrive 

soon.  By noon, the narrator had not yet arrived at San Juan and the old woman sat 

smiling assured in her knowledge of the train schedule.  As his stomach began to rumble 

and there was no site of San Juan, the narrator began to curse Roberto for providing him 

such poor information.  Finally, late in the afternoon, the train pulled into San Juan, but 

Roberto had not showed up to meet his guest.  The furious narrator decided to at least 
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visit the pyramids alone while in San Juan.  So, he asked the old woman to please give 

him directions.  Confused by the question, the old woman asked to what pyramids he was 

referring.  The narrator, about to explode from rage, exclaimed that he obviously referred 

to the famed pyramids of Teotihuacán, to which she replied that she supposed they were 

in San Juan de Teotihuacán, explaining that they had arrived in San Juan del Río.365  As 

this story suggested, modern travel might actually complicate life rather than offer 

convenience, a phenomenon that undermined assumptions about progress and the role of 

technology in society.    

 The confusion spurred by railway travel depicted by writers also found expression 

in tales about escapades in the train car itself, stories that emphasized the annoyances 

posed by strangers forced to ride in close quarters.  In “En el Interior de un Coche del 

Ferrocarril Nacional Mexicano,” (Inside a Mexican National Railway Car) various travel 

companions pestered the narrator.  A widowed woman in his compartment began to show 

him the different pets she had brought on her trip, something the narrator could care less 

about.  First she showed him her Chihuahua puppy that nestled itself in the legs of the 

narrator much to his irritation.  Then she pulled out a parrot and insisted that he ask it 

questions so that it would respond, and the annoyed traveller reluctantly obliged.  Finally 

she took a sparrow out of a cage and allowed it to fly around the compartment.  While the 

woman slept with her menagerie running loose, the author lost patience and grabbed all 

three animals and slammed them on the floor, creating an even more chaotic scene with 

the dog yelping, the parrot sinking its claws in the head of the sleeping woman, and the 

                                                
365 Gil Blas Cómico, October 5, 1896.  
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sparrow flying out a window to its freedom.  The woman awoke to the frenzied action 

and began to hurl insults at the narrator.   

 The narrator and the older woman finally calmed down and travelled to next 

station in complete silence where two American travellers joined them in their 

compartment.  While the train stopped at the station, the two Americans purchased some 

aguardiente (alcoholic beverage) through the window of the train car.  Unaccustomed to 

the strong flavour, the foreigners spat out their drinks, soaking both the aguardiente 

vendor and the older woman.  The woman, furious at the Americans, picked up her 

Chihuahua by the hind-legs and flung it at them.  But the Americans were quick, ducked, 

and the dog flew out the same window the sparrow had used to make its escape.  Outside 

the train, a scream could be heard from a bystander struck by the dog.  The woman, 

inconsolable and hysterical at the loss of yet another pet, demanded that the Americans 

compensate her financially for the Chihuahua, all the while the narrator laughed to 

himself.  Then, while the woman sobbed into her hands, the narrator took advantage of 

her distraction to grab the parrot by the neck and fling it out the window.  When the 

woman recognized that the last of her beloved animals was missing she told the narrator 

and the Americans to go to hell, leading the narrator to find another compartment to 

avoid further hostilities.  At the next station, the narrator could see the two Americans 

outside buying atole (corn meal drink) from a vendor.  As one gulped down the hot liquid 

he burnt his mouth and began screaming and jumping around like a madman.366  And, 

with that peculiar scene, the story ends. 

                                                
366 Gil Blas Cómico, August 3, 1896.  
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 While this story might appear trivial, it nevertheless demonstrated, like the story 

before it, a characterization of train travel that highlighted disorder, confusion, and 

exasperation, experiences that flew in the face of more idealized representations of the 

railway as a symbol order and civilization.  In fact, the story discussed above perhaps 

offered readers a portrayal of railway travel that most people could identify with, even 

first-class passengers.  Surely people who had ridden the railway could identify with the 

sentiment of being annoyed by fellow passengers.       

 Disorder and chaos most often found expression in stories about train wrecks.  

Especially in the years following the infamous Temamatla accident, authors characterized 

the Interoceanic Railway as the sum of all fears for passengers.  Various periodicals 

joked about the Interoceanic.  In Gil Blas Cómico, a short story about a man taking a trip 

to Veracruz began with the protagonist considering whether or not to receive his last rites 

before boarding the train.367  El Chisme told readers that before travelling across the 

country passengers should prepare their last will and testament.368  Similarly, El Hijo de 

Ahuizote told readers that all passengers must follow six steps when preparing for a trip: 

bring a priest to confess at every curve; bring a doctor; write a will before boarding; 

hand-out an obituary; write a suicide note; and pre-pay a burial.369  One story about a 

honeymooning couple headed to see the Shrine of Sacromonte in Amecameca, México, 

offered an incredibly pessimistic view of modern travel.  The tale, fraught with disaster 

                                                                                                                                            
 
367 Gil Blas Cómico, August 10, 1896 
 
368 El Chisme, November 7, 1899.  
 
369 El Hijo de Ahuizote, March 10, 1895.  
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for the young newlyweds, involved three derailments, a fight on board between the 

engineer and disgruntled passengers, and the bride being seriously injured, all leading the 

groom to conclude that he would never travel on the Interoceanic again.370 

 Similarly, El Alacrán, a weekly that offered readers biting political and social 

commentary while targeting a middle-class audience, nevertheless used the railway as a 

symbol to highlight the failures of the regime.  In a running travel chronicle, called “De 

Viaje” (On Tour), produced in verse, the author mocked the elite travel narratives made 

popular among polite society by weeklies such as El Mundo Ilustrado.  It recounted the 

travels of tourists headed to Veracruz.  In the poem, the group encountered a myriad of 

annoyance in the train, including rude Yankees who put their feet on the seats and only 

spoke English in the car.  The tourists arrived in Veracruz to extreme heat, filthy streets, 

illegal gambling, and a general dislike of the national government by the city’s 

inhabitants.371  

                                                
370 Gil Blas Cómico, March 8, 1897. 
 
371 Llegando á Veracruz. Calor muy grande, 

Dentro de media hora en Veracruz, 
y por más que veloz este tren anda  
á Veracruz llegamos sin luz. 
En el tren muchos yanquis; casi todos 
son yanquis los viajeros 
llegando á ser así, por varios modos, 
muchas patas y pocos pasajeros. 
 La patas de los yanquis, colocadas 
á los respaldos van de los asientos, 
balanceándose todos 
del tren con los continuos movimientos, 
que en Yanquilandia existen esas modas… 
 Calor insoportable. 
Las calles aun más sucias 
que las de aquí, lo cual es muy notable, 
pues la calle de México, tan mala 
parece que ningún pueblo la iguala. 
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The fear of travelling on the Interoceanic was also described in “Un Día en el 

Campo,” (A Day in the Country) a fictional story of a man, desperate to get out of the 

city, who decided to take a train to the countryside.  Although worried that he must take 

the “Interfernal” railway (a play on the name Interoceanico), he hailed a coach to take 

him to the station.  But the driver, confused about the destination, took him to the 

Buenavista railway station where the Mexican Central, not the Interoceanic, departed.  

While there the coach was hit by a streetcar and the protagonist had to scramble to find 

another coach to take him to the correct station.  But the new coach-driver rushing to the 

station and going too fast hit a streetcar track, sending the wheels of the coach flying off.  

Fortuitously for the main character, he managed to arrive ten minutes before the train 

pulled out of the station.  As he prepared to board a train, he spotted a sign reading: 

Cuidado con los Rateros (Beware of Thieves).  At that very moment, an individual 

pushed the narrator and stole his wallet with his train ticket.  The protagonist had to 

postpone his trip.372  

In yet another tale featuring the loathed Interoceanic railway, also titled “Día en el 

Campo,” a man told readers his first experience with locomotive travel.  Before his 

parents’ death, he had promised them to take care of the family home after they passed 

away.  His parents had stressed to him the importance of a sedentary life where he would 

responsibly handle the family business.  Although for many years he had kept his 

                                                                                                                                            
En todos sitios por las cuales vamos 
Gran unidad de miras observamos; 
el ideal eterno  
en el puerto es hablar mal del gobierno… 

(El Alacran, January 27, 1900).  
  

372 Gil Blas Cómico,  July 20, 1896.  
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promise, the lure to leave the city and breathe the country air had become too great, and 

the narrator decided to visit the Sierra Nevada.  The author decided to take the 

Interoceanic, although he feared the company’s poor safety record.  After arriving at two 

stations safe and sound, disaster struck the narrator as the train crashed into another 

locomotive, sending the protagonist out the window.  From there, he searched for a town 

to find refuge.  Two hours later, he came upon a small village where he spent the night.  

In the morning he realized that he was in a picturesque and majestic part of the country, 

although the villagers soon explained that it was governed by a tyrant.  The narrator spent 

several days in the village recovering from his injuries and making friends with the 

villagers.  The day he planned to leave back to the city, September 16, the villagers 

invited him to celebrate the Independence festivities, leading him to have one of the most 

entertaining nights of his life, a night marked by dancing, singing, and revelry.  In the 

early morning hours, as the crowd of celebrants dissipated, the town master (Amo) had 

them arrested in an attempt to extort money from the unfortunate villagers.  The narrator 

was likewise arrested and forced to pay before being set free. The story ends with the 

protagonist telling his readers that never again will he leave his small town home.373   

Not only does this story highlight danger as a central aspect of railway travel, but 

also the author posed a contradiction between the railway as a symbol of freedom, 

movement, and modernity with a portrayal of an antediluvian countryside characterized 

by arbitrary authority.  The story suggested a reverence for an older, sedentary life 

                                                
373 Gil Blas Cómico, October 26, 1896.  
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demonstrated by the protagonist’s parents whose warning to not leave town he ignored.  

His narrative, like the ones examined before it, show the railway as an agent of disorder.  

A four-part novelette published in Gil Blas Cómico—published in instalments 

over a month—connected the themes of love and death with disorder in a story where the 

railway again played a central role.  “Percances de un Peregrino Guadalupano” (The 

Mishaps of a Guadalupe Pilgrim) involved three principal characters: Don Serapión 

Seramiento de Parra, his sister Doña Cleofas, and their servant Antonio.  The siblings, 

heirs of a fortune, lived in Chihuahua and spent their days in religious worship.  The story 

began with Don Serapión about to embark on a railway journey to Mexico City to attend 

the crowing of the Virgin of Guadalupe.  Doña Cleofas, wanting to attend the 

monumental event, implored her brother to take her.  He refused, telling her the trip was 

too dangerous and that he feared another Temamatla.  The following day, he boarded a 

train to the country’s capital.   

  Don Serapión’s fears proved to be well founded as Yaqui Indians attacked and 

derailed his train, taking him prisoner.  Back in Chihuahua, Doña Cleofas had decided to 

catch a train to the capital despite her brother’s wishes, taking her servant Antonio.  The 

two undertook a long walk in the desert heat towards Chihuahua City’s train station 

where they prepared to board a Mexican Central train.  At the station, Antonio opened the 

case that held the tickets and he made a problematic discovery: he had grabbed the wrong 

travel case, finding only dirty laundry that belonged to Doña Cleofas’s brother.   

 Meanwhile, the Yaqui Indians prepared to make a meal out of Don Serapión and 

marched him across the desert to their leader.  Preparing to become a martyr to his faith, 
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Don Serapión nevertheless prayed to the Virgin of Guadalupe to rescue him from the 

terrible ordeal he faced.  The thought of being eaten by savages, coupled with the 

extreme heat and exhaustion, began to drive him insane and he collapsed on the ground, 

screaming the name of Cleofas.  His Indian captor, in response, pulled out a knife and 

plunged it through his heart. 

 The final instalment of the melodrama continued the following week, leaving 

eager readers in suspense.  The story continued with the Yaquis who had disrobed Don 

Serapión and laid him on a pile of dead bodies he would surely join.  While Yaqui 

Indians danced around his naked body, others prepared the fire where he would be 

cooked.  As they began to lift him over the fire, gunshots rang out in the night killing 

several Indians.  The surviving Yaquis fled.  Federal troops fighting the Indians had 

arrived and found the body of Don Serapión.  The soldiers prepared a makeshift grave for 

the dead man only to realize that his heart was still beating.  Immediately, they rushed 

him to the nearest city for medical attention.  There, Don Serapión laid in coma for fifty 

days before awaking.  Once recovered, he set out to return home, but despite the requests 

of military aides who agreed to return with him, he refused to never ride a train again.  

So, Don Serapión set off on horseback.  Two days into the journey, he began to scream 

that he had been tricked, convincing himself that his horse was actually a locomotive in 

disguise.  Don Serapión left the horse on the road and continued by foot, convincing 

everyone that he had lost his mind.   

 The story then shifted back to Doña Cleofas.  She and Antonio commenced the 

long walk back home as they had no money, nor train tickets with which to travel.  Once 
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home, days and days passed without any word from her brother until her neighbour 

arrived with terrible news she read in the daily: Don Serapión had been eaten by 

cannibals. Doña Cleofas, after hearing the news, became seriously ill teetering on the 

brink of death for five days.  Her faithful servant, Antonio, cared for her over those five 

days with a dedication that seemed to go beyond the assistance of a servant.  Once she 

recovered, Doña Cleofas determined to tell Antonio an important secret.  She confessed 

that her and Don Serapión were not siblings, but in the past had been married.  As she 

told Antonio, this was not the most shocking secret.  She explained to the baffled servant 

that Don Serapión was actually the prince of China, Fi-Kan Chu-Pipí, and that she was 

Picu-Karo-Fan daughter of the Sultan of the Tartars.  She continued telling him that they 

had fallen in love, but since their fathers were at war over a disputed territory, there love 

was forbidden.  Together they fled, travelling half the globe, in an effort to find 

anonymity.  Then, she offered Antonio a shocking proposition.  Since Antonio was a 

loyal and handsome man, and since it would be immodest for a widow and young man to 

live together, she proposed that they marry.  Days later, Antonio agreed.  Rumours and 

gossip passed through the community about the scandalous wedding, but after a few days 

everyone forgot about Don Serapión.  One day, as the newlywed couple lay in bed, Doña 

Cleofas heard a knock at the door.  Opening it, Doña Cleofas believed she peered at a 

ghost.  There stood her first husband telling her that he had returned.  She collapsed into 

his arms, babbling incoherent phrases about the ghost of Don Serapión.374   

                                                
374 Gil Blas Cómico, November 18, 1895; November 25, 1895; December 2, 1895; December 9, 

1895.  
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Similar to the other narratives, this soap-opera melodrama emphasized confusion 

and chaos that people understood to characterize the modern era.  Indeed, the world’s 

growing interconnectedness that resulted from new transportation technologies 

represented one of the central aspects that furthered confusion in this story.  The 

locomotive played a central role in fostering this disorder.  Writers juxtaposed 

modernity—above all the increased speed of communication and movement—with 

aspects of their society they viewed as backward or uncivilized: the arbitrary authority 

exercised in the countryside, the dangers of train travel, or the savage Indians that 

attacked the locomotive.  In all these examples, forces beyond the reach of modern 

technology undermined the civilizing capacity of the locomotive.  In “Día en el Campo,” 

(A Day in the Country) the train’s derailment brought about the protagonist’s tribulations, 

falling victim to the capricious power of the town boss.  Likewise, in the four-part 

novelette, for example, Don Serapión’s coma, stemming from the Yaqui’s attack on the 

train and, later, his refusal to ride the locomotive back to his home in Chihuahua, again 

the result of the Yaqui assault, caused his wife to remarry and throw their world into flux.  

While these writings might appear as light-hearted distractions, they offered readers 

exaggerated accounts about aspects of railway travel that they could nevertheless 

understand: losing tickets, missing a train, boarding the wrong locomotive, or even 

experiencing a derailment.  These all represented features of modern travel that were not 

as forgiving as older methods of travel that required less punctuality, expertise, or 

technical sophistication.    
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 Writers for the opposition press, as all these fictional accounts reveal, repeatedly 

used railway travel to emphasize themes of disorder, chaos, and danger, a phenomenon, 

in some cases, similar to their elite counterparts.  Nevertheless, the opposition press—

especially Gil Blas Cómico—only highlighted the negative aspects of modern travel and 

modern life more generally.  While government officials and boosters of the regime used 

the railway to symbolize order, civilization, and progress, weeklies such as Gil Blas 

Cómico drew on cultural representations of the railway to question assumptions about the 

benefits of technological development.    

 Death, along with disorder, became one of the most common themes articulated 

by Gil Blas Cómico writers.  Since train wrecks had captivated people’s imagination, 

especially after Temematla, the belief that railway travel risked life and limb gained 

prominence.  This, as a result, led to an emergence of sinister views of locomotive travel 

in poems, art, and fiction.  Like the periodicals targeting the country’s bon ton, the train’s 

function of taking groups of people to the same destination reminded many writers of 

death as a universal reality that everyone faced.  One poem about a terminally ill man 

preparing for death was titled: “Tren Expreso,” the name of the capital’s tramways.  The 

poet used the streetcar as a metaphor for a reality that everyone must face: death.375           

                                                
375 —Mi carta, ques es feliz, pues va á buscaros, 

Cuenta os dará de la memoria mía, 
Aquel fantasma soy que, por amaros, 
Juró estar vivo á vuestro lado un día. 
 Cuando lleve esta carta á vuestro oído 
El eco de mi amor y mis Dolores, 
El cuerpo en que mi espíritu ha vivido 
Ya durmiendo estará bajo unas flores… 
 Mas tal vez allá arriba nos veremos, 
Después de esta existencia pasajera, 
Cuando los dos, como el tren, lleguemos 
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The emphasis on death did not only find expression in narratives concerning 

derailments or accidents, it also emerged in writings about everything from the loss of 

love to the demise of older, simpler times.  Railway travel proved to be a powerful and 

familiar symbol—familiar insofar as new transportation technologies affected people’s 

lives at all levels of society—used to engage a plethora of different issues.   

 The interconnections between love, death, and the railway emerged as a popular 

topic among poets who published their works in Gil Blas Cómico.  A poem from Puebla 

submitted to the weekly, “En la Estación,” recounted the story of a young man eager to 

see his girlfriend return from a trip to Paris.  Ecstatic to see his girlfriend María at the 

train station, he encountered her in a sickly state and when they embraced she 

inexplicably died in his arms.  The author awoke from his nightmare clutching the bar of 

a train door.376  

                                                                                                                                            
De nuestra vida á la estación postera… 
 ¡Adiós, adios! como hablo delirando, 
No sé decir lo que deciros quiero! 
Yo solo sé de mí que estoy llorando, 
Que sufro, que os amaba y que me muero!  

(Gil Blas Cómico, March 2, 1896). 
 
376 Tres lustros ha…la niña adolscente 

Fué arrebatada por la suerte impía… 
Marchó á Paris…letal melancholia 
Me acompaño mientras estuvo ausente. 
 Llegará hoy…gozoso é impaciente 
La espero ya…¿esa algarabía?… 
¡Ah!…silba el tren…se acerca…¿y mi Maria? 
¡Eureka!…viene ahí…me vé sonriente… 
 Llegó mi novia enferma; enamorado 
La abracé con pasión…me miró incierta… 
Puso sobre mi boca un beso helado; 
Dió un grito de dolor y…quedó muerta: 
Rodamos…¡miento! desperté asustado, 
Abrazando la tranca de la puerta.   

(Gil Blas Cómico, May 18, 1896). 
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 Another poet lamented that progress had destroyed love, suggesting the cold, 

indifferent nature of modernity.  In “Ya no hay amor,” the poet told a story of Venus and 

Love taking a stroll unaware that they were walking along train tracks.  Love, portrayed 

as an innocent child, ran along tracks getting further and further away from Venus.  Then, 

Venus heard the monstrous roar of the locomotive approaching and she called out to 

Love but it was too late.  The machine had crushed the child and continued to march on 

unmolested, spewing black smoke into the air.  The poet concluded by telling readers that 

Love no longer existed as it had been killed by progress.377   

The image provided a haunting metaphor of progress (represented by the 

locomotive) relentlessly marching forward indifferent to the devastation it might cause.  

In this case, the author chose a romantic metaphor, but the message could be related to a 

variety of different issues: the loss of life, the loss of people’s land, or the loss of national 

sovereignty.  The negative assertions about the railway in this poem reflected sentiments 

expressed in the political critiques of the Porfirian regime.  Indeed, the perception that 

Díaz and the cientifícos had promulgated draconian laws and policies as a means to 

secure material progress matched well with the attitudes expressed by opposition groups, 

especially El Hijo de Ahuizote, El Ahuizote Jacobino, and Regeneración.  These 

newspapers constantly attacked decrees such as la Ley Fuga and 1884 Land Law 

implemented to protect and promote economic development as devastating to the 

peoples’ (el pueblo) livelihood.  Furthermore, these same periodicals often looked to the 

past—for example, the presidency of Benito Juárez—as an idealized time when the 

                                                
377 Gil Blas Cómico, October 26, 1896.   
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country adhered to the Constitution of 1857.378  The view of the railway, and progress 

more generally, articulated in this poem would have surely struck a cord with groups 

opposed to Porfirian modernization. 

 Another Gil Blas narrative that drew connections between love, death, and the 

railway offered readers a suspenseful story about love gone awry.  “Un drama por celos” 

(A Tragedy as a Result of Jealousy) centred on Pedro, a fifty-year-old railway employee 

whose loyal service and work ethic had secured him the job of tunnel guard.  Near the 

tunnel, he built a small home for himself and his wife Rosa.  She was a tall, dark-skinned 

beauty of thirty-five years whom travellers admired as they flew by on the train or when 

they bought goods from her at the nearby station.  Pedro and Rosa’s jobs entailed waving 

a white flag at the locomotive’s engineer if the tunnel was clear or a red one if the tunnel 

was obstructed.  As the author told his readers, Rosa did not recognize the extreme love 

and devotion that Pedro showed her.  Pedro had always considered himself inferior to 

Rosa because of her beauty and she took advantage of his affection, repeatedly making a 

cuckold of her husband.  Pedro nevertheless accepted his wife’s infidelities and continued 

to show her affection.  The story took a darker turn when one day Pedro heard noises 

coming from the tunnel.  Investigating the commotion, he caught a glimpse of his wife 

with a man from a nearby village.  No longer able to control his anger at his wife’s 

flagrant challenges to his honour, he prepared to confront the pair of illicit lovers.  At that 

moment, he heard the whistle of an approaching train.  He scrambled to get the red flag to 

warn the train’s engineer that people were inside the tunnel, but then, with a “diabolic 

                                                
378 William Dirk Raat, “The Antipositivist Movement in Prerevolutionary Mexico, 1892-1911,”  

Journal of Interamerican Studies and World Affairs 19 (February 1977), p. 87. 
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smile,” he grabbed the white flag and gave the train free pass.  The train barrelled through 

the tunnel and, as it passed through, Pedro could hear screams of distress and, then, only 

silence.  The train came out the other side spewing a cloud of black vapours.379     

 In this story the locomotive appears as an agent of retribution in a tragedy it 

helped spur.  It not only became the tool with which a betrayed husband exacted revenge 

on his cheating wife, but it also was the object that brought her into contact with other 

men.  While the drama might not have fed into people’s apprehensions about government 

policies, it nevertheless reminded readers about the destructive potential of modern 

technology.  The story might also have played on men’s fears about the changing roles of 

women who became more present in the public sphere.  In this case, Rosa sold goods at 

the station, as well as working with her husband, helping him with his duties as tunnel-

guard.  The writer used the growing presence of women in public to highlight the 

perceived breakdown of the family structure, a also theme articulated in the elite press. 

 

The Railway and the Critique of Economic Policy  

 While Gil Blas Cómico offered readers poems, tales, and anecdotes about railway 

travel, the majority of popular and opposition newspapers preferred to use the locomotive 

as a symbol to critique government policies.  Above all other newspapers, El Hijo de 

Ahuizote established itself as the most irritating gadfly on the Porfirian windowsill.  

Edited by Daniel Cabrera and, then, the Flores Magón brothers and cousins Juan and 

Manuel Sarabia, it played an influential role for early revolutionaries, questioning 

                                                
379 Gil Blas Cómico, October 12, 1896. 
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Porfirian policy-making and underscoring the inequities of Porfirian rule.  Furthermore, it 

claimed a substantial circulation of 24,000.380   

In 1885, it embarked on an unyielding crusade against Díaz and his 

administration.  The newspaper’s relentless critiques—both satirical and serious—landed 

Cabrera in Mexico City’s infamous Belén jail several times.  In 1902, as a result of ill 

health, Cabrera handed over the reigns of the newspaper to the Flores Magón brothers 

who continued to publish the periodical until the following year when Díaz had them 

arrested, as well as the staff, closing down the fiery periodical for the final time.381  

Among the many aspects of Porfirian-styled economic development that the newspaper 

condemned, the railway program served as one of the most often criticized aspect of 

policy-making.  Railroad expansion cut across almost every other issue that concerned 

radical liberals: land expropriation, foreign domination, and agricultural, mining, and 

industrial stagnation.  

 Since railway development played a central role in invigorating economic 

activities and provided faster transportation of goods and resources to ports, underpinning 

the export economy, opponents of the government regularly targeted it in their critiques 

of trading, agricultural, and industrial policy.  The high subsidies offered by the 

government to foreign companies to undertake railway building, a policy decision that 

substantially increased national debt through the negotiation of foreign loans and the 

                                                
380 Cockcroft, Intellectual Precursors, p. 114.  
 
381 Smith, “Contentious Voices Amid the Order,” pp. 54-67. 
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release of domestic bonds,382 came to represent an especially troublesome development to 

writers for El Hijo de Ahuizote.             

In an article discussing the country’s financial woes and foreign debt as a result of 

the railroad, El Hijo de Ahuizote printed an article entitled “Liquidación de Tuxtepec” 

(Liquidation of Tuxtepec), emphasizing its importance with a parenthetical note above 

the heading that read: “seriously.”  In it, Cabrera told readers that the government had 

offered too many compromises to foreign railway companies through lush subsidies and 

amortization payments, claiming that this policy would lead to a national financial crisis.  

He asserted that the people could not support the unbearable weight of debt placed on its 

shoulders and, as a result, the republic would develop too slowly and unevenly.  Cabrera 

linked this phenomenon to the Revolution of Tuxtepec, telling readers it was the 

despotism of Díaz that allowed for the implementation of misguided economic 

policies.383  

The war of words waged by El Hijo de Ahuizote represented one dimension of its 

critique, but its war of images reached a far wider audience.384  The images used by the 

newspaper, illustrations made at first by Cabrera and then by Jesús Martínez Corrión, 

repeatedly showed Uncle Sam (Tio Samuel) riding a locomotive and threatening the 

nation’s well-being (see Illustration 25).  The weekly’s mysterious artist Fígaro showed 

in one illustration a Yankee locomotive, characterized by a bull and riding along tracks 

                                                
382 Garner, Porfirio Díaz, p. 178.  
 
383 El Hijo de Ahuizote, August 30, 1891. 

 
384 Smith, “Contentious Voices Amid the Order,” p. 62. 
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labelled “contracts,” about to trample an infant representing the country’s nascent 

industrial sector.  An individual representing the people and a woman representing the  

 

 

 

Illustration 25.  Attitudes of the Future – The Cattle of Uncle Sam.  At the expense of the 
pueblo.  El Hijo de Ahuizote, December 23, 1887. 
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Republic stand along side the infant in a fruitless attempt to stop the raging machine.385  

The image made a clear point: the government had supported U.S. interests over the good 

of the people, the Republic, and, in so doing, had also impeded the development of the 

nation’s own industrial sector.  Weeklies such as El Hijo de Ahuizote offered a different 

version for economic and political policy.  They promoted more nationalist policies 

where the country could develop its own native industries, demonstrating an early 

example of economic nationalism. 

The completion of the San Luis Potosí-Tampico line in 1890, while celebrated by 

federal and state governments, irritated El Hijo de Ahuizote, which protested against the 

large government subsidies offered to complete the line as well as the high freight rates 

that they viewed as undermining any hope of promoting national industry.  For the 

inauguration of the line, the cover of El Hijo de Ahuizote donned its fanged namesake 

mascot greeting the inaugural train with a poem that juxtaposed the country’s hopes and 

happiness towards the new railway.386  Months after, they offered readers an illustration 

showing a character representing the country’s commerce forced off the top of the San 

Luis-Tampico train by a menacing snake labelled “tariffs.”  Jumping off the train, the 

                                                
385 El Hijo de Ahuizote Dec. 23, 1887. 
 
386 La rauda locomotiva 
Que al heróico Puerto arriba. 
Une á esos pueblos hermanos; 
Y yo tambien grito ¡vivaaa! 
Y aplaudo con alma y manos. 

  A fuerza de subvenciones 
Y gordas contribuciones, 
Quedan Tampico y Sau [sic] Luis 
En estrechas relaciones 
Con el resto del país. 

(El Hijo de Ahuizote, April 20, 1890).  
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frightened man recognized he would land on a cluster of powder-kegs identified as 

merchandise and freight.387       

Years later, belief that railway policies stymied national economic development 

continued to draw the ire of Daniel Cabrera and his supporters.  In response to raised 

freight rates by the Mexican and Interoceanic Gulf lines in 1900, El Hijo de Ahuizote 

produced an illustration that showed the Minister of Communication and Public Works, 

Francisco Mena, on a locomotive labelled “freight hikes” chasing down a bride and 

groom, identified respectively as commerce and industry, who frantically scurried from 

the train (see Illustration 26).388  This sentiment was by no means solely that of 

opposition groups.  Between 1892 and 1899 the Mexican Chamber of Commerce made 

repeated protests about increased cargo rates as high as 100 percent for third class 

freight.389  Cabrera and his staff never offered readers probing economic analysis 

regarding freight rates which newspapers such as El Monitor Republicano, La Industria 

Nacional, or Semana Mercantil; instead, they kept their critiques simple pointing out that 

the government offered foreign companies huge subsidies paid for with foreign loans.  In 

this way, El Hijo de Ahuizote could reach a much greater audience through the use of 

critiques that did not alienate the population with longwinded economic analyses or 

mathematical equations.  The simplified assessments of government economic policy 

                                                
387 El Hijo de Ahuizote, June 8, 1890. 
 
388 El Hijo de Ahuizote, June 10, 1900.  
 
389 Coatsworth, Growth Against Development, p. 96, fn. 18.  
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could be easily reproduced in images that resonated among the country’s large illiterate 

population.390      

Railway policies favoured by the Díaz administration provided fodder to question 

the export-based model of economic growth and allowed them to advocate for nationalist 

policies that favoured home-grown industry and less dependence on foreign capital. 

 

                                                
390 In Mexico City, the illiteracy rates improved from 38 percent to 50 percent during the 

Porfiriato.  In the rest of the country, the illiteracy rate improved from 14 percent to 20 percent. Smith, 
“Contentious Voices Amid the Order,” p. 38. 

Illustration 26.  Fleeing from What Runs – Taken instants after the last railway disaster.  El 
Hijo de Ahuizote, June 10, 1900.  
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Opponents of the regime, then, understood the government’s program of railway 

development as centred on expanding the export economy at the expense of developing 

national industry.  In so doing, the government had failed to defend national interests in 

their transportation policy.391  Recent studies have attributed more agency to Porfirian 

officials in their policy-making decisions arguing against studies that emphasized the 

government’s weakness in relation to foreign-owned companies.  Furthermore, they have 

challenged traditional conclusions and maintain that transportation infrastructure allowed 

for the development of internal markets.392  Yet as the documentation examined here 

clearly shows, opponents of the regime did not view railway development in this way.  

Whatever the economic reality of railway development, the regime’s fiercest critics 

understood foreign domination of the economy and the inability to promote national 

industry as the central failure of Porfirian transportation and economic policy.  

Opposition to Porfirian development played an important role in fostering dissent among 

revolutionaries whose nationalistic concerns towards economic policymaking drove them 

to arms.  Francisco Madero, who led the revolution that toppled Díaz, for example, had 

been angered by the administration’s licensing of large U.S. companies whose price-

lowering trade practices had undermined his families’ agricultural profits, especially in 

the cotton industry.393 

                                                                                                                                            
 
391 Coatsworth, Growth against Development, passim.  
 
392 “Railroads and Sovereignty,” pp. 312-313; Empresa Extranjera y Mercado Interno, pp. 287, 

355-359.  
  
393 Hart, Revolutionary Mexico, pp. 98-99.  For studies of Madero’s political career and 

philosophy, see Charles C. Cumberland, Mexican Revolution: Genesis Under Madero (Austin: University 
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The Railway and Foreigners 

 The opposition and popular press considered the increased presence of foreigners 

as inextricably linked to Porfirian economic policy.  Railway development not only 

irritated opponents of the regime insofar as it fostered foreign, especially U.S. and 

British, domination of the economy, it also offended their sensibilities regarding cultural 

values such as manners and morality.  The government’s transportation  policy cultivated 

a strong nationalist sentiment among the opposition press throughout the entire Porfiriato, 

beginning from the earliest railway concessions handed-out by Díaz in 1876. 

 Between 1880 and 1884, during the presidencies of Díaz and Manuel González, a 

cross-section of the press feared that railway concessions to U.S. companies would allow 

for a military invasion.  Prominent members of Congress showed trepidation regarding an 

American attack, or at least economic supremacy, contenting that the government should 

promote the construction of a railway linking the Pacific and Atlantic coasts before 

completing a railway to the U.S. border.  Indeed, even long-time political supporters such 

as Ireneo Paz, who supported the Revolution of Tuxtepec and whose son Arturo headed 

the “Circle of Friends of General Porfirio Díaz,”394 demonstrated a deep hostility toward 

the president’s railway strategy.  In an illustration in 1880, for example, Paz depicted a 

powder keg—branded “railroad business”—on the verge of exploding with politicians 

and businessmen scrambling for safety.395   In 1882, the humorous periodical El Rasca 

                                                                                                                                            
of Texas Press, 1952) and Stanley R. Ross, Francisco I. Madero, Apostle of Mexican Democracy (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 1955).   

 
394 Smith, “Contentious Voices Amid the Order,” p. 94.  
 
395 El Padre Cobos, May 15, 1880. 
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Tripas questioned the patriotism of President González and accused him of making 

himself rich from corrupt contracts offered to U.S. companies.  Further, they predicted 

that the completion of a railway to the northern border would allow their northern 

neighbours to enter the country with guns in hand.396     

 Despite early fears that linking the U.S. and Mexico with railway lines would 

promote a military invasion, this sentiment dissipated while fear of U.S. economic 

control of the country increased.  The heavy investment in railway projects by U.S. 

interests denoted a particularly troublesome phenomenon for the opposition press.  These 

reservations were justified as one-third of foreign investment went to railway 

development and of that 42 percent came from U.S. companies.397  Critiques regarding 

U.S. domination of the railway system shifted to concerns about an economic takeover of 

the country as well as a fear that U.S. immigration would allow for a slower, less violent 

conquest.  In one edition, El Hijo de Ahuizote, displayed its xenophobia, complaining that 

the railway had allowed Yankee, as well as other foreign colonies, to pour into the 

country.  In an illustration, they showed a train crammed with gigantic feet—a common 

caricature portraying U.S. citizens—coming into the country.398  Years later, the sardonic 

“Dictionary of the Tuxtepec Language” defined the word “railroad” as a “Trojan Horse, 

replete with Yankees that tuxtepecanos introduce to Tuxtepec.”399   Here, the press 

                                                                                                                                            
 
396 El Rasca Tripas, November 12, 1882.  
 
397 Garner, Porfirio Díaz, p. 177.  
 
398 El Hijo de Ahuizote, January 27, 1889. 
  
399 El Hijo de Ahuizote, February 8, 1891. 
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unmistakably linked the dangers of a growing U.S. presence with Díaz and his revolution 

that brought him to the presidential chair.   

In 1903, the final year of El Hijo de Ahuizote before authorities arrested the Flores 

Magón brothers and destroyed their printing presses, they rang in the New Year offering 

readers a state of the union address.  In it, they acknowledged the economic and material 

advancements made under Díaz but questioned whom they benefited.  They confirmed 

that the people, entering into 1903, would see the countryside criss-crossed by railroads, 

the rivers by steamboats, and the air clouded with dense columns of smoke rising from 

workshops and factories, announcing activity and work.  Yet they reminded readers that 

the product of that work would not be for the people; rather it would replenish the coffers 

of a few elite and line the pockets of foreigners.400 

While U.S. economic domination clearly distressed Cabrera and the Flores Magón 

brothers, the increased presence of Yankee workers and their attitudes toward Mexicans 

also offended their nationalism.  Indeed, the opponents who critiqued the U.S. command 

of the railway industry focused their spite on railway employees characterized as rude, 

careless, or malicious.  Much of this attitude resulted from the frequency of railway 

accidents that all sectors of the press—even pro-Díaz and subsidized periodicals—

blamed on U.S. companies and their workforce.  The press attacked all levels of railway 

employees from ticket-sellers to conductors to engineers.   

                                                                                                                                            
 
400 El Hijo de Ahuizote, January 4, 1903. 
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The opposition and popular press regularly printed accounts of rude employees at 

train stations across the country.  Of all the railway companies, the Mexican Central 

received the most criticism for its ticket-sellers.  El Nieto de Ahuizote—a supplement to 

El Hijo—admonished the Mexican Central for their employees’ poor conduct.  They 

reported that at the Celaya station a family arrived to buy tickets and board a train, but the 

ticket-seller ignored their requests, choosing instead to sleep at his post.  Then, when 

awoken, he bombarded them with insults, forcing the family to buy their tickets from the 

conductor.401  Likewise, El Chisme—a cheap (one cent) afternoon daily replete with 

Mexico City gossip—provided regular accounts of disrespectful and dishonest U.S. 

employees.  For example, it lambasted the Mexican Central for hiring a rude U.S. worker 

that whenever possible demonstrated his aversion to Mexicans, insulting and beating 

native employees under his command.402  They again reported the misconduct of a 

Yankee ticket-seller who refused to give change to second and third class passengers and 

alleged that the man kept the change for himself.403  Months later, they bemoaned another 

U.S. ticket-seller who refused to allow a family to board a train with a small basket of 

fruit, suggesting he took it for himself.404  When possible, El Chisme writers printed 

accounts of Mexican railway workers who demonstrated respect or concern for their 

fellow countrymen.  In one case, an old man boarding an Interoceanic train in Mexico 

City was caught with one leg on the train and the other on the platform as the train 

                                                
401 El Nieto de Ahuizote, January 5, 1887.  
 
402 El Chisme, November 20, 1899.  
 
403  El Chisme, May 8, 1900. 
  
404 El Chisme, September 28, 1900.   
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screeched out of the station.  A Mexican employee, risking his own life, pulled the man 

from the train, saving him from serious injury.405   

The failure of U.S. employees to learn Spanish likewise annoyed writers.  El Hijo 

de Ahuizote used a running joke, sometimes accompanied by a caricature of a U.S. train 

engineer, about the poor Spanish of railway employees.  In one issue, it displayed a train 

called “La mi non tende” (satirized poor Spanish meaning “I don’t understand”) with an 

American conductor hanging on for dear life as his train barrelled down a winding track 

at 100 kilometres per hour (see Illustration 27).  A poem accompanied the illustration that 

told readers that the railways, while paid for by Mexicans, killed as a result of their 

reckless U.S. engineers.  The poem highlighted the apparent contradictions of the regime 

that sought to civilize the people yet allowed the railway system to be operated by so-

called savage Yankees who constantly put native passengers in peril.406  In a mock 

                                                
 
405 El Chisme, August 12, 1900.  
 
406 Si quiere un desesperado 

Que le estrellen el bautismo, 
Viaje en ferro-cataclismo, 
Que el efecto seguro es; 
Pues ciertos maqui-nihilistas 
Tan bien aprietan la mano, 
Que paga usté en mexicano 
Y lo matan en inglés. 
  Ya no tememos al tifo, 
Ni al cólera, ni á la fiebre; 
Eso es dar gato por liebre 
Y sustitos al revés: 
El sustazo se recibe 
En un tren, y tan de plano, 
Que paga usté en mexicano 
Y lo matan en inglés…. 
   El encargado del chiste 
De despachar al viajero, 
Suele ser un majadero 
Macizo como una res, 
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presidential address to Congress, Díaz boasted that the country had secured 80,000 

kilometres of track operated by high-paid Yankees that did not know a word of Spanish 

and treated Mexicans harshly.407   

Indeed, the cultural divide between Americans and Mexicans—whether expressed 

in language or manners—emerged as a common theme in the popular press and popular 

music.  El Diablito Rojo, a one-penny workers’ weekly that printed the illustrations of the 

famed and influential graphic artist José Guadalupe de Posada, published corridos 

(ballads) critical of U.S. behaviour in Mexico.  One such corrido,  

“Golondrinas….Ferrocarriles” (Railway…Swallows) used the lyrics to condemn 

Americans as rude and insolent visitors and as thieves that stole the country’s wealth.  

The song put forward an eerie prediction that they would leave and never return, stating 

that the trains would only have natives on board and that Americans would return to 

Dixie-music and whiskey and never eat tortillas and beans again.408 

                                                                                                                                            
Es tan fuerte como bruto, 
Y suplicarle es tan vano, 
Que paga usté en mexicano 
Y lo matan en inglés. 
  --Señor yankee, (se le ruega), 
No nos rompa una costilla. 
--Mi non tende de castilla, 
Dice él, viendo de través;  
Mas en punto á salvajada 
Es de tal modo un decano, 
Que paga usté en mexicano 
Y lo matan en inglés…. 

(El Hijo de Ahuizote, March 17, 1895). 
  
407 El Hijo de Ahuizote, April 8, 1900. 
 
408 Volverán otra vez de Yanquilandia 

Las manadas de gringos á emigrar 
Y otra vez tan groseros é insolentes 
A México vendrán 
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As these examples demonstrate, the opposition’s commentaries about railway 

development revealed a deep hostility towards foreigner control of the country’s 

transportation system.  These publications expressed a fierce anti-Americanism when 

discussing the ownership and operation of the country’s railways.  Emphasis on the role 

of anti-Americanism in the outbreak of the Revolution represents one principal strand of 

its historiography.  These studies have emphasized issues of economic and political 

domination as the driving force that led people to support a revolution aimed at securing 

national liberation. 409  Yet the press’s condemnation also resulted from people’s 

                                                                                                                                            
Por aquellos en amos convertidos 

Que en los trenes quierian imperar,  
Aquellos que mamaban á dios chiches 
Esos….no volverán! 

Volverán otra vez pero en los trenes 
Nada más Mexicanos se verán; 
Y los gringos malcriados y altaneros 
A su tierra se irán. 

Otra vez mirarán de allende el Bravo 
Rápidos nuestros trenes circular, 
Mas ellos con la cola entre las patas 
Tan solo los verán, 

Ya los tiempos felices se acabaron, 
Aquellos tiempos nunca volverán, 
Que con manos, con dientes y con patas 
Y casi á reventar, 

Los bolsillos, sombreros y zapatos 
Se les vió de tostones rebosar…. 
Adios! Esos tiempos, esa Juaja 
Esa época… ¡good by! [sic] 

Cantarán otra vez el yankee doole [sic] 
Tabaco por arrobas mercarán; 
Pero lo que es tortillas y frijoles 
Ya nunca tragarán 

Y otra vez godemes y baigotas 
De sus getas con whisky brotarán 
Y otra vez bailando rill y Dixie…. 
La golondrina oirán.  

(El Diablito Rojo, February 21, 1910). 
  
409 Hart, Revolutionary Mexico; Anderson, Outcasts in Their Own Land. 
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quotidian experiences in mundane encounters such as buying train tickets, riding in 

passenger cars, or working along side disrespectful foreigners.  These encounters 

encouraged strong reactions by ordinary individuals and reveal another important facet to 

people’s anger that must be considered along side larger, structural issues of economic 

dominance.         

 

Illustration 27.  La Mi Non Tende – El Hijo de Ahuizote, March 17, 1895. 
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The Railway and Securing Social Order 

 Before significant railway development could be achieved, the Díaz 

administration needed to secure internal political and social stability.  Díaz succeeded in 

ending the endemic political volatility that had characterized the country since 

independence through the rotations of military commanders and state governors, and 

promoted social order through the use of local police forces, rurales (rural police), and 

the military.410  These various strategies allowed for two decades of unprecedented peace, 

a period that gave confidence to foreign companies to invest in the country’s agricultural, 

mining, and transportation sectors.  Nevertheless, in the case of railway development, 

opponents of the government viewed the sometimes draconian methods of securing social 

order as too high a price to pay for progress.  Indeed, political gadflies such as El Hijo de 

Ahuizote repeatedly used words and images to underscore the steep social and political 

costs for securing “order and progress.”  They offered commentaries that accentuated the 

contractions of the regime and, in so doing, undermined the characterization of the so-

called pax porfiriana.  

Above all, the suspension of guarantees enshrined in the Constitution of 1857, 

first implemented by Benito Juárez, but fully exploited by Díaz, used against law-
                                                

410 For an examination of the placement of governors loyal to Díaz, the recruitment of governors 
powerful within their native states, and the rotation of governors, see Daniel Cosío  Villegas, Historio 
Moderna de México, vol. 10; Mark Wasserman, The Native Elite and Foreign Enterprise in  Chihuahua, 
1854-1911; William K. Meyers, Forge of Progress, Crucible of Revolt: The Origins of the Mexican 
Revolution in La Comarca Lagunera, 1880-1911 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico press, 1994); 
and Allen Wells and Gilbert M. Joseph, Summer of Discontent, Seasons of Upheaval: Elite Politics and 
Rural Insurgency in Yucatán, 1876-1915 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1997).  For an examination 
of the use of city police forces, the rurales, and the military, see Laurence J. Rohlfes, “Police and Penal 
Correction in Mexico City, 1876-1911: A Study of Order and Progress in Porfirian Mexico” (Ph.D. 
Dissertation, Tulane University, 1983); Vanderwood, Disorder and Progress; and The Power of God 
against the Guns of Government: Religious Upheaval in Mexico at the Turn of the Nineteenth Century 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1998. 
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breakers of all kinds—from bandits robbing trains to persons caught tampering with 

railway materials—received harsh treatment by the regime’s opponents.  The suspension 

of liberal guarantees found its most ruthless expression in the infamous ley fuga, a 

practice used by the rurales of shooting prisoners in the back on the bogus excuse of 

attempted escape.  The opposition press regularly represented the ley fuga as a 

cornerstone of the government’s railway program.  El Hijo de Ahuizote chided Mexico 

City’s pro-government newspapers for their support of the suspension of guarantees, and 

its most violent articulation, the ley fuga, used against bandits who held-up trains.  It 

commented that President Manuel González had made millions in corrupt contracts and, 

thus, had robbed more from the railway than any bandit.  Indeed, the press often 

criticized Manual González for the corruption of his administration.  In his overseeing of 

railway concessions, handed-out at a remarkable rate during his time in office, González 

was well-known for acquiring large landholdings along planned railway routes.411  The 

article concluded by questioning why some bandits received the death penalty and others 

did not.412   

That same year El Nieto de Ahuizote attacked the U.S. newspaper The Railway 

Age for its support of the suspension of guarantees when it applauded the arrest and 

execution of an individual who derailed a train.  It grumbled sarcastically that the U.S. 

government should implement such legal practices considering their fondness for the 

                                                
411 See Coerver, The Porfirian Interregnum, pp. 264-270.  
 
412 El Hijo de Ahuizote, May 16, 1886. 
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procedure, something it assured would lead to the downfall of their neighbour’s 

economic activity and progress.413     

El Hijo de Ahuizote, days later, printed a sinister image illustrating the suspension 

of guarantees and the ley fuga.  The lithograph showed Díaz as a train engineer, his 

locomotive reading “Tuxtepec,” hauling behind it wagons crammed with skulls and  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
413 El Nieto de Ahuizote, November, 18, 1886.     
 

Illustration 28.  A Freight Train – With History as its destination, outside of all rights and 
police authority.  El Hijo de Ahuizote, November 21, 1886. 
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bones.  The exterior of the trains read: “The bones of bandits or accused.  Suspensions, 

fuga, and company. Sent to history in the name of the pretext of moral and public order” 

(see Illustration 28). 414   The image offered viewers scornful pictures that depicted the 

use of the ley fuga as a despotic tactic employed by the government to ensure, by 

whatever means, material progress.  

Cabrera and his staff relished every opportunity to highlight the contradictions it 

viewed in government policy and rhetoric, especially in regard to its self-glorification 

about the social order it had established.  In one such commentary, they sardonically 

noted that while the railway company and the government could guarantee safety from 

bandits, they also guaranteed thieves at every station, the comfort of a sardine can, and a 

derailment every twenty minutes.415  They also lampooned the government’s obsession 

with making the country safe for foreign investment.  In the aftermath of a 1902 Express 

train robbery in the Laguna region, one illustration ridiculed the Chihuahua and Durango 

police forces, showing them as drooling dolts mistakenly keeping a look out in the wrong 

direction.  Behind them, an Express train roars by full of laughing Yankees carrying bags 

of money.416   The image might also have attempted to highlight the irony that while the 

government sought to protect the country from train assaults and robbery, U.S. 

companies extracted money and resources, exploiting the government’s low tariff and 

subsidy policies.  

                                                
414 El Hijo de Ahuizote, November 21, 1886.  
 
415 El Hijo de Ahuizote, February 10, 1901. 
  
416 El Hijo de Ahuizote, August 17, 1902. 
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One final symbolic link made by El Hijo de Ahuizote between railway 

development and the regime’s heavy-handed tactics at maintaining social order coalesced 

in the image of Díaz’s infamous sword—La Matona (the killer).  Cabrera and his staff 

regularly employed it to accentuated the violence that underpinned order.  In 1892, they 

clearly put forward this idea on the front cover of an issue that questioned the regime’s 

celebrations of the inauguration ceremonies held for the Durango and Oaxaca railways, 

the International Railway and Railway of the South respectively.  It showed Díaz offering 

two tiny trains, labelled Durango and Oaxaca, to a woman representing the embodiment 

of la matona standing at her windowsill.  Beneath the image a short poem expressed the 

how government violence buttressed the social order that had allowed for railway 

expansion (see Illustration 29).417  In yet another example, alluding to the high accident 

rates of the foreign-owned railways, Cabrera and his cohort referred to the locomotive as 

the “loco-matona” (the crazy-killer, also a play on the name of Díaz’s sword).  One 

illustration juxtaposed the enthusiasm people felt towards railway travel with the carnage 

it could cause.  It warned readers with a split image: on one side a jubilant group of 

travellers cheer the arrival of the train, on the other side the train delivers a pile of skulls 

and bones.418    

                                                
417 Doña Matona la egregia 

De Tuxtepec esperenza 
Con esta mejora regia 
Perfecciona la estrategia 
Que demanda la Ordenanza.  

(El Hijo de Ahuizote, November 13, 1892). 
  
418 El Hijo de Ahuizote, March 10, 1895.  
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Again, El Hijo de Ahuizote offered readers effective, yet jocular, criticism of the 

regime, a strategy that allowed them to reach a wider audience without the highbrow, 

alienating style of newspapers such as El Monitor Republicano or El Diario del Hogar.  

While these newspapers were no less ruthless in their critiques, they could not foster the 

same popular appeal as a heavily illustrated publication such as El Hijo de Ahuizote.  

These commentaries and illustrations allowed challengers to highlight the discrepancies 

between the national image that Díaz wanted to portray and the realities that opponents 

endured.419  These criticisms demonstrate that the same symbols and rhetoric—in this 

case, railway development and social order—that the regime highlighted in an effort 

maintain and legitimate their power were, at the same, turned on their head.  Opponents 

could latch onto the same symbolic and rhetorical themes, reversing their meaning and, in 

so doing, attempt to undermine the government’s authority.    

 

The Railway and the Church 

El Hijo de Ahuizote railed against what it viewed as growing détente between the 

national government and the Church as well as the Church’s increasing role in the public 

sphere.  Although the Church played no role in promoting transportation development, 

Cabrera and his followers invoked the railway’s image when making critiques of the 

relationship between the national government and the Church.  While perhaps the least 

                                                
419 Tenorio-Trillo, Mexico at the World’s Fair, pp. 177-178. 
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Illustration 29.  A Gift to the Matona.  El Hijo de Ahuizote, November 13, 1892.  
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Illustration 30.  The Great Locomatona – What it receives. What it delivers. El Hijo de 
Ahuizote, March 10, 1895. 
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common manner that El Hijo de Ahuizote used the railway in its condemnation of the 

Díaz regime, it nevertheless offers valuable insights about the symbolic power of the 

railroad. 

Cabrera and his staff ridiculed the practice of the blessing of railroads undertaken 

at events such as the 1892 inauguration of the Oaxacan railway, an event the president 

attended.  As Oaxaca’s governor, Gregorio Chávez, laid the last spike, the writer sneered 

that after almost nineteen centuries the Church was desperate to find its role in the 

modern world and demonstrate that it too could progress.  To do so, he charged that they 

had attempted to infuse a ceremony of progress with religious ritual.  The author 

continued using the episode to accuse Díaz of exploiting the Church, and especially the 

Oaxaca diocese, to undermine the sovereignty of the states and further his control over 

the country.  The article ended with a mock prayer offering glory to Díaz and peace to the 

Republic.420   

The event provided a perfect opportunity to highlight the reconciliation between 

Díaz and the Church, a development that angered radical liberals such as Cabrera and the 

Flores Magón brothers.  The participation of the Oaxaca diocese in the event further 

confirmed this sentiment as it had been its Archbishop, Eulogio Gillow—the first foreign 

born archbishop, a native of England—, who played a central role in the easing of 

tensions between Church and State during the Porfiriato.  Indeed, Gillow, a good friend 

of Díaz, had convinced the president to have his marriage to Carmen Romero Rubio 

                                                
420 El Hijo de Ahuizote, November 13, 1892.  
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performed by the Archbishop of Mexico City, Pelagio Antonio de Labastida y Dávalos, a 

watershed moment in the reconciliation process.421  

 In 1899, El Hijo de Ahuizote provided readers with an illustration condemning 

the Vatican’s emissary to Mexico, Nicolás Averardi.  In the image Averardi was shown 

riding a train, piled high with bags of money labelled “alms to Rome,” from the Mexico 

City Cathedral to the Vatican, where Pope Leo XIII awaited his donations.  The image  

referred to the departure of the emissary after three years, an event the newspaper 

depicted as a thief running off with his loot (see Illustration 31).422  While the Church and 

the government’s shifting stance towards the role of religion in society had little, or 

nothing, to do with railway policies, the image nevertheless suggested a complicity on the 

part of the Díaz administration in aiding what liberals viewed as a Concordat between the 

national government and the Vatican.  Here, Cabrera used the railway, so often exploited 

symbolically by the Díaz regime to highlight their successes of national development, to 

represent the government’s complicity and reconciliation with the Church, a process that 

angered the liberal press. 

The growing influence of the Catholic Church was not the only religion to draw 

the ire of El Hijo de Ahuizote.  Cabrera and his staff also targeted the growth of 

Protestantism.  A growing presence in the north where U.S. colonies had been established 

near mining and railway towns, Cabrera represented this phenomenon as a danger to 

national sovereignty.  One illustration showed Uncle Sam straddling a train into country  

                                                
421 Garner, Porfirio Díaz, pp. 117-119.  
 
422 El Hijo de Ahuizote, December 10, 1899.  
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Illustration 31.  The Bad Shadow – The Cleric of Mexico observe Mercury pass by the 
circle of the Vatican.  El Hijo de Ahuizote, December 10, 1899.  
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wielding a large machete.  Along side the invader Trinidad Sánchez Santos, a Catholic 

newspaperman who wrote for the Gil Blas Cómico, told the Yankee that he had proved 

himself a better conqueror than Napoleon or Maximilian, bringing to power the cleric at 

the expense of the people.  Next to him, the controversial French priest, from the 

Oaxacan diocese, who produced three volumes banned by the Church, Regis Planchet, 

explained to a campesino representing the people that Judas clerics had sold the country 

out.423  

The image again used the railway to highlight the growing U.S. presence in the 

country while, at the same time, criticising how members of the Catholic press were at 

least acquiescent with the growing U.S. influence.  Conversely, it demonstrated that El 

Hijo de Ahuizote recognized that at least some sectors of the Catholic Church sought to 

protect the country from U.S. influence, especially Protestantism, as revealed in the 

warning offered by Planchet, a critic of U.S. influence in Catholic society. 

 

The Railway and Representations of the Government      

 Díaz, the científicos, and boosters of the regime had utilized the railway to 

symbolically and rhetorically underscore their accomplishments, especially in regards to 

economic development.  Demonstrated by its use in public rituals—for example the 

inauguration ceremonies discussed in Chapter 3—, it provided the ruling elite with a 

powerful icon of the achievement in implementing “order and progress.”  Yet the 

symbolic force of the railway also allowed opponents to draw on it as a representation of 

                                                
423 El Hijo de Ahuizote, August 25, 1901.  
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the government, the perceived failures of its policies, and the violations of the 

Constitution of 1857.  Indeed, in 1885, El Hijo de Ahuizote provided an illustration, “El 

Tren del Progreso” (The Progress Train), of Díaz atop a train car, accompanied by 

members of Congress, veering off the track labelled “the upright constitution” that led 

towards national prosperity.  Instead, Díaz and his supporters proceeded toward the curve 

labelled “arbitrary power” and risked falling into the depths of hell below them.  

Accompanying the image, a poem suggested that the president’s re-election had placed 

the country on the brink of catastrophe.424  

Mexico City’s opposition press often used the railway as a symbolic device in its 

attacks against Díaz’s perpetual re-election. In their efforts to highlight the duplicity of 

the regime, newspapers such as El Hijo de Ahuizote repeatedly referred to the Rebellion 

of Tuxtepec that brought Díaz to the presidential chair when it ousted Sebastian Lerdo de 

Tejada, a revolutionary plan based on the political promises of no re-election and 

municipio libre (local autonomy).  In 1887 and 1888, the period that Díaz sought and 

secured his first consecutive re-election, Cabrera and his staff plainly linked his political 

victory to his achievements in realm of railroad expansion.  In 1887, the same year that 

Congress approved a constitutional amendment to allow Díaz to seek his third four-year 

term in office, El Hijo de Ahuizote lampooned the fraudulent electoral process in an 

illustration titled “Political Races.”  The image showed Díaz riding a train marked ‘re-

                                                
424 Si el abismo terrible me amenaza 

Al tren detiene el porfirial garrotte… 
Inmóvil está ya; pero se avanza, 
Al hondo precipicio march al trote.  

(El Hijo de Ahuizote, September 6, 1885).  
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election” on a track labelled “congress” past two fellow candidates to the presidency.  In 

the foreground, the people struggle to become free from a sack that envelops the hapless 

victim (see Illustration 32).425  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
425 El Hijo de Ahuizote, September 17, 1887.  
 

Illustration 32.  Political Races – Laughing at those of the donkey and sack.  The 
locomotive is better, making a path of iron.  El Hijo de Ahuizote, September 18, 1887. 
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Likewise, a year before his fourth re-election, Cabrera and his staff depicted the shift 

toward dictatorship in the image of a train carrying bags of tax revenue and with cars 

labelled: “generals, friends, and statues,” a reference to Díaz’s reliance on camarilla 

politics.426  The train, belching out a plume of black smoke headed directly towards a 

tunnel titled “dictatorship.”427       

The following year, El Hijo de Ahuizote again equated railway development with 

Díaz’s shedding of the ideals of Tuxtepec.  One editorial told readers that Díaz had 

reached re-election in the same manner that representatives reached congress: by Express 

train.  It sardonically commented that while the president claimed that the country would 

reach prosperity through the railway, only politicians had enriched themselves through 

corrupt contracts.  Furthermore, in regard to new loan agreements negotiated with 

European banks by Minister of Finance Manuel Dublán, agreements that secured the 

administration new loans for paying the subsidies it offered to railway developers 

undertaking the Tehuantepec project, it compared Dublán’s economic policy to a 

locomotive, speculating that it would soon derail and cause a “financial catastrophe.”428  

Thus, through the symbolic use of the railroad, newspapers that sought to challenge the 

Díaz administration not only were able to contest his economic policies, but also could 

use railroad development to challenge the growing authoritarianism of the regime. 

                                                
426  Roderic Ai Camp defines camarilla as a group of individuals whose political interests overlap 

and that work with one another in order to better their opportunities for political advancement.  See Politics 
in Mexico (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1993), p. 103. 

 
427 El Hijo de Ahuizote, October 18, 1891. 
 
428 El Hijo de Ahuizote, Oct. 28, 1888. 
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Writers for El Hijo de Ahuizote clearly identified the government’s promotion of railroad 

expansion as a fundamental aspect to their political manipulation of the Constitution of 

1857. 

El Hijo de Ahuizote also made use of the symbolic potential of the railway to offer 

readers an optimistic message about challenging the regime and its violations of the 

Constitution.  For example, in response the pro-government press’s common 

characterization of Díaz as “el Necesario” (the Indispensable One), a practice begun in 

1892, Cabrera and his staff presented readers with an illustration of a locomotive, that 

they named “necesarismo” (indispensablism) carrying Díaz’s infamous sword, la 

Matona, derailed and plunged off a cliff by a group of anti-re-electionist students and 

workers (see Illustration 33).429  

Cabrera and the Flores Magón brothers also repeatedly used the symbol of the 

railroad to emphasize the social injustice that intensified during the Porfiriato.  They 

frequently employed the same rhetorical strategies as policy-makers and the pro-Díaz 

press and emphasized energy, movement, civilization, order, and progress as qualities 

that government policies had failed to promote.  The anti-Díaz press often criticized the 

gains that Mexico had received as a result of the administration’s social, political, and 

economic policies.  They questioned who really benefited from the this national project, 

arguing that foreigners, hacendados, industrialists, and politicians benefited while the 

people gained little.  Opposition groups stressed the usurpation of lands, the deaths 

caused by accidents, the U.S.’s domination of the economy, and the preference of U.S. 

                                                
429 El Hijo de Ahuizote, June 5, 1892.  
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railway companies to hire American workers for the majority of high-paying jobs to 

prove the failures of Díaz’s policies, all of which connected to the railway program.   

Ridiculing the presidential practice of touring the country by railroad, an exercise 

in promoting Díaz’s cult of personality, El Hijo de Ahuizote offered a mock account of 

his travels across the nation, outlining what the dictator chose to see and not see.  They 

noted that Díaz observed masses of people celebrating him and the peace, progress, and 

prosperity he had created.  At the same time, he ignored the rural communities living in 

Illustration 33.  A Derailing.  In support of the anti-re-election protests of May 15. El Hijo 
de Ahuizote, June 5, 1892. 
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misery, their lands stolen by railway companies.430  In another edition, they showed the 

newspaper’s recurring character—el pueblo, personified as a poor rural worker—

suffering a plethora of injustices.   In one such example, the cover of an issue displayed a 

railroad mauling el pueblo.  From the beast’s nose bursts of hot breath reading: “raised 

freight rates” and “derailments” plaster the hapless victim (see Illustration 34).431   

In 1902, the Flores Magón brothers, having taken charge of El Hijo de Ahuizote 

after Cabrera fell ill, imparted some of their most ferocious attacks against the regime.  

After their arrest less than a year later, Juan Sarabia took control of the newspaper.432 

While the pro-Díaz press used the language of energy and movement to promote railway 

development in a nation long characterized by stagnation, opposition groups turned this 

discourse on its head to point out the failings of Díaz’s policies.  El Hijo de Ahuizote 

juxtaposed the success of the government’s ability to promote rapid and far-reaching 

railway construction with the foundering of the majority of people for whom economic 

development had changed little in their lives.  They demonstrated this idea most clearly 

with an image titled “The State of the Republic in the Light of Truth.”  The illustration 

showed the wonders of the modern age, represented by technological innovations such as  

                                                
430 El Hijo de Ahuizote, January 30, 1898.  
 
431 El Hijo de Ahuizote, September 3, 1899.  
 
432 Cockcroft, Intellectual Precursors, pp. 107-108.  
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Illustration 34.  Flesh and Bone.  El Hijo de Ahuizote, September 3, 1890. 
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the automobile, factory, streetcar, and railway, hauled away by a galleon.  Above the 

vessel, a fearsome spectre loomed with the word “hunger” printed on its robe.433  The 

Flores Magón brothers sent a clear message: despite the technological advancements 

achieved by the Díaz regime, these innovations had done little to help the plight of the 

people.  The galleon pulling away again highlighted the perception that modernization 

had come at the cost of national sovereignty.  The image also suggested that despite the 

technological progress the country languished in a state of colonial subjection to foreign 

powers.         

In one of its final issues, El Hijo de Ahuizote printed a manifesto that came close 

to calling for revolution against Díaz and his allies.  Written by members of the Ponciano 

Arriaga Liberal Congress, an opposition group founded in 1901 in San Luis Potosí, it put 

forward a scathing indictment of the government.  The writers, among a host of 

denunciations, contrasted the material advancements of the era with the misery of the 

population, stating that next to the country’s railway lines hordes of poverty-stricken 

Indians lived an inhumane life.  The manifesto contrasted the movement and energy 

stimulated by railroad, steamships, and factory life against the stagnation of the people 

who, according to the author, remained ignored and unappreciated.434  The following 

month, authorities jailed the Flores Magón brothers, who had been set free after their 

                                                
433 El Hijo de Ahuizote, January 18, 1903. 
  
434 El Hijo de Ahuizote, March 1, 1903. 
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1902 arrest, and the Sarabia cousins after a series of scathing issues and a political protest 

held at the newspaper’s headquarters.  El Hijo de Ahuizote did not print another issue.435 

 

Conclusion  

Throughout the Porfriato a lively, vociferous opposition existed that revealed a 

deep critical consciousness among the more radical liberal press.  Policy-makers and the 

subsidized press had used the symbolic and rhetorical power of the railway to legitimate 

and maintain a regime that had shed its liberal credential—for example, through altering 

the Constitution to allow for permanent re-election or suspend legal guarantees—and 

grown increasingly authoritarian. The governing elite had forged discursive fields that 

limited the ways that people could discuss, debate, and challenge the government’s 

modernizing vision.  Nevertheless, opposition newspapers worked within the confines of 

the discourse of modernity to contest the nation-building program and suggest alternative 

models for national development.  The opposition and popular press exploited what the 

government viewed as its crowning achievement, the railway, to question, criticize, and 

ridicule a wide-range of policies far beyond those limited to economic development.  The 

railway, especially for the regime’s most persistent critics, Daniel Cabrera, the Flores 

Magón brothers, and the Sarabia cousins, provided a perfect metaphor for the social and 

political injustices they viewed racking the country.  At the same time, the independent 

weekly Gil Blas Cómico that provided readers with more art and literature and less 

political commentary, also used the railway in imaginative writings that questioned the 

                                                
435 Cockcroft, Intellectual Precursors, pp. 114-115.  
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benefits of progress and the utopian potential of modern technology to make people’s 

lives better.  These works focused on the negative aspects of progress, emphasizing chaos 

and loss as integral to the modern experience.  Together, these sources offered people 

cultural expressions regarding technological change that undermined the so-called 

universal truths of the modernizing visions that characterized the regime’s ideology.   
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CONCLUSION 
 

In order bring this work [economic progress] to crest, the two most important 
factors have been: peace and the wave of material progress which has brought to 
the world steam with its application to transportation and to industry.  We have 
seen the very skilful methods [Díaz] has used to keep the peace, one of the 
principal ones being the construction of the great railroads, but these have 
served not only for keeping peace, but they have brought about a marvellous 
development of the riches of the Nation. 
   Francisco Madero, The Presidential Succession of 1910  

 

In the months prior to the centennial celebrations of independence on September 

16, 1910, a curious letter reached the desk of José Casarín, the President of the 

Centennial Commission, the group in charge of organizing the festivities.  The letter, 

from an unnamed diplomat—the document’s final pages have been lost, concealing the 

identity of the writer—in its first paragraph, praised the peace that reigned throughout the 

country, a phenomenon the writer attributed to the construction of railways that criss-

crossed the republic.  He continued, stating that these lines of communication contributed 

to the exploitation and development of the mining and agricultural sectors, the source of 

the country’s wealth.  This material progress, according to the author, had firmly 

consolidated national unity.  

After his opening paragraph, the writer makes no mention of railways again.  The 

letter, in fact, had nothing to do with railways whatsoever.  Instead, the writer proposed a 

plan to purchase 10,000 pairs of pants for Mexico City’s Indian population who typically 

wandered the city streets wearing white muslin clothes (calzón blanco de manta) and 

sandals (guaraches).  He lamented to Casarín that, despite the country’s success at 

becoming modern, traditional customs continued to exist that spoke poorly of the cultural 

advancements the country had attained.  A reality that he believed resulted from the 
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tumultuous nature of progress.  He regretted that while Casarín’s committee had 

organized the centennial festivities to highlight the decency and good name of Mexico, 

the indigenous people’s custom of wearing what he regarded as immoral clothing 

threatened to undermine this project.   People wearing such clothing in a country that had 

reached civilization, he argued, would appear repugnant to the entire world.436   

This letter offers insights regarding the continued association of the railway and 

the regime’s civilizing mission.  As Porfirians prepared to celebrate independence—a 

month-long celebration with the climax of the events on 14, 15, and 16—in a series of 

lavish ceremonies featuring the parades, fireworks, gala dances, and inauguration of 

buildings, event organizers sought to rid Indians from the streets or at least make them 

appear as modern, civilized citizens according to the elite’s ethos.  Only months before 

the first revolutionary armies confronted federal troops in Chihuahua, the centennial 

celebration revealed the self-assuredness and confidence of government officials about 

the success of their mission.  Yet, as the letter to Casarín confirmed, the regime’s 

civilizing vision often proved shallow, focusing on the appearance of modernity and 

progress rather than offering substantial improvements that would alleviate the drudgery 

and distress that many people continued to face.  It further revealed the tensions between 

the government’s modernizing program and traditional practices that continued to exist in 

the final years of the regime.  The author’s use of the railway to frame his letter suggests 

that he considered it the ultimate symbol of a civilizing society, an iconic image of 

modernity in sharp contrast to Indians wearing their traditional garb on the streets of the 

                                                
436 AGN, Ramo Gobernación, 907—3—1.  
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city.  This minor episode then brings together several of the themes outlined in this 

investigation.            

This study has sought to reveal the interconnections between three issues: the 

symbolic power that monuments of progress such as the railway held for both supporters 

and opponents of the regime; the various ways that technology and culture meshed 

creating expressions of modernity that attempted to help or hinder the legitimacy of the 

government; and how these expressions revealed tensions between elite and popular 

understandings of the civilizing mission.  It has examined particular moments of 

celebration and crisis when these subjects found expression in the words of politicians, 

reporters, writers, artists, and ordinary people.  As demonstrated, the successful 

promotion of railway development spawned an optimism among middle- and upper-class 

observers about the limitless possibilities of material progress.  They often expressed this 

optimism in literature, art, and social commentaries that revealed their support for the 

regime despite its growing authoritarianism.  These sources show that supporters of Díaz 

consented to sacrifice representative democracy for material advancement made possible 

by large-scale infrastructural improvements.   Government officials, at the same time, 

used pageantry to highlight the railway’s capacity to civilize the country as it represented 

the material incarnation of the government’s mantra of order and progress.   

These expressions demonstrate that Porfirians connected technology and culture 

when describing their experiences, emotions, and intellectual outlooks about the regime’s 

ability to civilize and modernize the country.  Yet moments of technological crisis, 

especially train wrecks, undermined the utopian vision of progress promoted by officials 
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and espoused by elite groups.  These moments of crisis opened the door for a series of 

attacks against the government’s developmentalist ideologies.  Opposition groups 

commandeered the symbolic power of the railway, once exploited by the regime as the 

ultimate icon of their civilizing mission, to unleash an array of critiques against policy-

makers.  Popular sources such as corridos and the penny press also reveal shared 

concerns with intellectuals—such as Trinidad Sánchez Santos, Daniel Cabrera, or the 

Flores Magón brothers—about the failures of Porfirian progress to benefit the majority of 

people’s lives. 

This study has endeavoured to explain the growing tensions between various 

sectors of Porfirian society that eventually led to the outbreak of Revolution.  While the 

image of what defined a civilized country might have appeared as a homogenous, natural, 

and universal truth to many contemporary observers, a closer look at the multiple 

expressions of what exactly constituted civilization reveals something else.  The cultural 

manifestations examined in this study highlight the tensions between traditional and 

modern, popular and elite, governmental and oppositional understandings of how 

civilization and modernity could be attained.  Far from representing a set of universal 

truths about what constituted civilization, progress, modernity, and national unity, these 

sources demonstrate that different sectors of society defined these ideas in ways that 

corresponded to their values, beliefs, and socio-economic positions.  As demonstrated, 

traditional practices at times coalesced and at times clashed with the modern ways of life 

represented in railway travel and, in so doing, reveal that the concept of modernity held 

different meanings across society.  Thus this study has sought to explore the intricate 
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arena where different groups articulated and defined their perceptions of these concepts, 

revealing these ideas as amorphous, contingent, and ever-shifting.     

   This study has examined these issues within a specific analytical framework: 

how different groups attempted to use the symbolic implications of railway development 

in attempts to craft or question understandings of what defined civilized, modern society.  

Nevertheless, it offers unique insights into the importance of cultural expressions in 

shaping people’s attitudes toward government programs that optimistically, maybe even 

naively, viewed their country heading down a path of ceaseless progress, an outlook 

symbolically paralleled by the railway’s persistent march forward.  Likewise, although 

perhaps narrow, this study also provides a seldom considered aspect of the rise and fall of 

the Porfiriato.  It stresses the importance of cultural expressions about the limits and 

limitlessness of technological progress in fostering, and then eventually undermining, 

beliefs about the government’s ideology of order and progress. 

Various issues connected to the regime’s civilizing mission require further 

research and analysis.  This study has not investigated, for example, the railway’s impact 

at the local or community level.  Such an approach might reveal fragmented, popular, and 

rural understandings of transportation development not expressed in the print, art, or 

music explored in this study.  Moreover, the lion’s share of this investigation has focused 

on newspapers, journals, and periodicals printed in Mexico City and the northern 

provinces.  A closer look at the south, especially considering the different patterns of 

landholding, labour, geography, ethnicity, and regional autonomy, would surely provide a 
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more profound understanding of the social and cultural consequences of railway 

development.  These topics remain goals for further research and analysis.  

   This study has sought to demonstrate how, in the government’s attempts to 

fashion a modern, civilized society, a wide-range of views and understandings emerged 

that conformed and competed with this project.  Above all, it focuses on the construction 

of the country-wide railway system as the supreme symbol of the government’s program 

to build a nation that would stand alongside the pantheon of modern countries and, in so 

doing, allow its citizens to enjoy the splendours of material progress.  Yet, by roughly 

1895, a growingly vociferous opposition emerged questioning how Porfirian officials 

such as the científicos had defined progress.  These attcaks reached a climax in 1907 

when severe economic depression exposed the failings of Porfirian-styled modernization, 

especially its dependence on the well-being of the U.S. economy.  Among these 

individuals, Francisco Madero, a wealthy native Coahuilan whose infectious charisma 

surpassed his small stature, came forward to provide an alternative view of what 

constituted a modern, civilized country. 

In The Presidential Succession of 1910, Madero outlined his views of the ways 

that the country could better reap the rewards of Porfirian progress.  He argued that a 

return to democracy and state and local autonomy would put an end to peasant and 

worker grievances, a belief encapsulated in his famous statement that the Mexican people 

want liberty and not bread.  While Madero submitted a condemnation of Díaz’s 

centralization of power, his treatise by no means indicted every aspect of Porfirian 

policy-making.  In fact, he lauded the advancements made in the realm of material culture 
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under Díaz, citing the success of railway development as the foundation of agricultural, 

mining, and industrial development.437   

Yet despite his accolades for the long-time dictator and his development of the 

economy, he also shared concerns regarding railway development that opposition groups 

had articulated since 1895.  When outlining the general principals of his National 

Democratic Party and why the Mexican people needed to hold out hope for a better 

future, Madero began by lamenting the foreign domination of the country’s railway 

lines.438  He bemoaned how native workers had received poor treatment at the hands of 

U.S. bosses and employees, maintaining that the government had never troubled itself to 

correct those grievances.  Nevertheless, he praised the country’s railway workers for 

managing to obtain better treatment from foreign companies without the support of the 

government.439   

Madero understood democracy as an ontological necessity for the attainment of 

civilization.  He described absolute power as a form of political organization 

characteristic of antiquity and compared Díaz’s arbitrary power with African and Asian 

despotism that he identified as backward.440  Thus Madero clearly expressed his own 

beliefs about what defined civilization and a better form of national development.  As he 

toured the states championing an open political system, setting up political clubs, and 

                                                
437 Francisco Madero, The Presidential Succession of 1910, trans. Thomas B. Davis (New York: 

Peter Lang, 1990), pp. 156-160.  
 
438 Although Mexico’s major railway lines were nationalized by 1908, Madero correctly noted that 

a bulk of the control and ownership remained in the hands of foreign investors.  
 
439 Madero, The Presidential Succession, p. 236.  
 
440 Ibid., pp. 105-126.  
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gaining a wide range of followers, Madero’s vision of civilization and modernization 

resonated with a considerable amount of his fellow countrymen.  By the time Díaz took 

his opposition seriously, it was too late.  Yet, after the octogenarian dictator had boarded 

a steamship and fled the country to Paris, Madero failed to control the powerful forces of 

social, political, and economic grievances kept more or less under restraint by Porfirian 

authoritarianism.  His view that a truly democratic government would cure the ills of the 

country proved illusionary as the economic hardships that many people faced could not 

be remedied by ballot-counting alone.  As it turned out, the people needed more than 

liberty, they needed bread too.  The revolution he started unleashed a wave of violence 

that would consume the country for the next ten years, a wave of violence that ultimately 

took the life of the tiny man with big dreams from Coahuila. 

In the wake of Madero’s assassination, various factions fighting in the name of 

the revolution he initiated would turn on each other and send the country down the path 

of a bloody civil war.  The various revolutionary factions all expressed their own beliefs 

about the what exactly constituted civilization, progress, modernity, and nation.  Even 

after the military phase of the revolution (1910-1920) and the emergence of a new central 

political authority, violent outbursts continued to erupt as different sectors sought to 

establish their own visions of national development.  Indeed, debates about what exactly 

constituted modernity, progress, civilization, and nation resurfaced as revolutionary 

leaders attempted to legitimate their own authority after years of violence and political 

turmoil.   
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Even in 1930s and beyond, government officials found difficulty in clearly 

articulating what constituted a civilized nation in a manner that incorporated 

marginalized rural and indigenous groups.  To do so, they attempted to strike a delicate 

discursive balance between tradition and modernity and countryside and city in their 

attempts to create a so-called authentic national identity.441  Revolutionary policy-makers, 

in an attempt to forge a unified set of national beliefs, implemented the lessons learned 

during the Porfiriato.  Individuals such as Education Minister José Vasconcelos 

recognized the importance of using art to disseminate political ideas among a largely 

illiterate population, a strategy used decades earlier by oppositional groups to challenge 

Díaz’s legitimacy.  Furthermore, the use of didactic images to teach lessons about 

nationalistic versions of history, identity, and philosophy—made famous by the muralist 

movement of Diego Rivera, José Clemente Orozco, and David Siquieros—at times 

revealed the same scepticism about the civilizing potential of technology.  Their work 

highlighted the negative aspects of modern machinery, emphasizing its destructive 

potential rather than its utopian promises.  These ideas first emerged during the Porfiriato 

when people’s consciousness about what defined the boundaries between savagery and 

civilization awakened with the arrival of the railway.   

 

 

 
                                                

441 Ageeth Sluis, “City of Spectacles: Gender Performance, Revolutionary Reform, and the 
Creation of Public Space in Mexico City, 1915-1939,” (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Arizona, 2006); 
Gilbert M. Joseph et al., “Assembling the Fragments: Writing a Cultural History of Mexico Since 1940,” in 
Fragments of a Golden Age: The Politics of Culture in Mexico Since 1940 (Durham: Duke University 
Press, 2001), p. 11.  
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APPENDIX 1: RAILWAY POETRY 
 

Elite and Government Subsidized Press 
 
 
Las Violetas del Anáhuac  
 
Á la Locomotora 
 

Te saludu, del Progreso 
Mensajera bendecida, 
Y te doy la bienvenida, 
Nuncio de prosperidad. 

Antes que te conciera 
Cuánto en sueños te veía!  
Y cuánto anhelaba el día 
Que te pudiera mirar! 
 Tres años ha que soñando 
En verte con más empeño,  
Realicé mi bello sueño, 
Y qué dicha al despertar! 
 Llegaste con raudo vuelo 
Dando el silbado estridente; 
Con asombro de la gente 
Que esperó con ansiedad. 
 Con el  alma conmovido 
Bendije á la Providencia, 
Que muestra su Omnipotencia 
En tu gran velocidad. 
 De Irapuato en las orillas 
Te ví por la vez primera, 
Y parecióme quimera 
Que vendrías a mi ciudad. 
 Por verte aquí tanto ansiaba, 
Tan ardiente era el deseo, 
Que hoy que en mis lares te veo 
Estoy volviendo á soñar…! 
 Mas el ruido y el bullicio 
De la entusiasmada gente, 
Que en su júbilo creciente 
Me comienza á despertar; 
 Y las sonorosas notas 
De las músicas cercanas, 
Y el tañer de las campanas 
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Que alegran á la ciudad; 
 La muchedumbre que invade 
La llanura y la tranvía, 
Sin que el sol de mediodía 
La retire del lugar; 
 El rüido majestuoso 
De la Atlante poderosa, 
Y el saludo que afanosa 
La muchedumbre le da; 
 Los mil vivas á Jalisco, 
De entusiasmo los rumores, 
Al progreso los loores, 
Al bienestar y la paz, 

La emoción que se retrata 
De la gente en el semblante, 
Y este concierto gigante, 
Me traen á la realidad. 
 ¡Que estoy despierta me dicen 
Mis lágrimas de alegría, 
Con que saludo este día 
De santa felicidad! 
 Día de grata memoria 
Que honor y lauros conquista, 
Al gobierno progresista  
Que nos trae industria y paz. 
 Del vapor los beneficios 
No comprende todo el mundo; 
¡Hay quien tenga odio profundo 
Del Adelanto al Titán!… 
 Mas nada importa que el vulgo 
Ignorante como necio, 
Tenga al Vapor menosprecio, 
Si inmensos bienes le da! 
 Nada importa que le crea 
Usurpador de su brazo, 
Si en el mundo se abre paso 
En bien de la humanidad. 
 El vapor ha sustituido 
Al hombre-máquina fuerte, 
Cuya inteligencia inerte 
Yacía en la oscuuridad. 
 Hoy la cabeza levanta 
Y busca la Inteligencia 
Que dío al vapor la potencia, 
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La fuerza y velocidad. 
 Gloria á Fulton que atrevido 
Hizo que el Vapor surcara 
Los abismos, y abreviara 
Las distancias de la mar! 
 
Guadalajara, Abril 16 de 1888. 
  (Rosa Navarro, May 13, 1888) 
 
 
El Mundo   
 
La Locomotora 
 
Soneto 
 
 Del sol hermana, y de la noche oscura, 
Con el espacio y con el tiempo en guerra, 
Los lomos oprimiendo de la tierra, 
Avanza majestuosa en la llanura. 
 Entre el incienso del vapor fulgura 
Haces de luz, y con las rocas cierra, 
Y se hunde en las entrañas de la sierra, 
Buscando allí camino ó sepultura. 
 Hoy parte de las costas de Occidente, 
Mañana del mar Índico en el beso 
Irá á templar la enrojecida frente. 
 Sobre sus alas va el gérmen fecundo 
De la industria, del arte, del progreso…. 
¡Paso al soplo de Dios que empuja el mundo! 
  (J.C.B., December 2, 1894) 
 
 
Proyecto Magno 
 
Un inglés amigo mio, 
de un talento sin medida, 
que ha inventado muchas cosas 
de utilidad postiva, 
me ha hablado ayer de un proyecto  
que todas las compañías  
de ferrocarrils deben 
de recibir en palmitas. 
Transcendental es la idea 
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y, á falta de otra más linda,  
de ella voy á dar á ustedes 
breve y exacta noticia. 
Se trata de que el servicio 
de trenes (cosas carísimas) 
puede hacerse en adelante 
con pasmosa economía. 
Según los planes del míste, 
en primer lugar, podrían 
las estaciones pequeñas  
quedar tidas suprimidas, 
ahorrándose, por lo tanto, 
discos, básculas, bocinas, 
banderas, relojes, pitos, 
faroles y campanillas. 
No harían falta las fondas. 
En cambio, en el tren irían 
vagón comedor, vagón 
tocador, vagón cocina, 
wagons litts, vagón de baños, 
vagón huerta, vagón clínica, 
vagón matadero, ótros  
vagones que el tal no cita. 
 
Eso si, no habría medio 
de transportar mercanciás  
que consistiesen en frutas, 
pescados y matntequillas. 
Se harían grandes ahorros, 
Pues se simplificaría  
mucho el personal de jefes, 
factores y maquinistas, 
y no poco del que ahora 
trabaja en las oficinas, 
desde los escribientillos 
hasta los jefes de línea. 
Los viajeros del trayecto, 
sin sujeción á horas fijas, 
siempre al tren libres de apuros 
á buen tiempo llegarían. 
¿Pues y la seguridad 
ferroviaria? No es grilla: 
ni un mal descarrilamiento, 
ni un mísero choque habría. 
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Y, en fin, se hallaría el modo  
de acabar con los suicidas 
que gustan de hacer la mueca 
bajo un exprés que ca mina [sic]. 
--Pero bien (pregunté al mister) 
¿cómo se conseguirían 
tales ventajas?--¡Oh! Es cosa  
(dijo el mister) bien sencilla: 
formando un tren que ocupase  
todo el largo de vía, 
desde el punto de llegada 
hasta el punto de partida. 
  (J.P.Z., Januray 20. 1895) 
 
 
Ferrocarril 
 

Lanzo á los vientos su pendón de fuego, 
rasgó los aires su silbido agudo, 
su aliento de humo es el fecundo riego 
que aniega el seno del desierto mudo. 
 ¡Miradlo! va tragando las distancias; 
Parece apenas que la tierra toca; 
y devorado por febriles ansias, 
nubes vomita por su ardiente boca! 
 ¡Miradlo! es el guerrero del presente. 
el genio armado de la nueva idea; 
La luz del porvenir brilla en su frente, 
y su penacho de vapor ondea. 
 ¡Miradlo! es el centauro del progreso, 
es el audaz conquistador moderno, 
está de sangre se pendón ileso, 
su gloria brilla con fulgor eterno; 
 La barbarie se esconde amedrentada 
al divisar su enseña brilladora, 
como las sombras de la noche helada, 
al centellear un rayo de la aurora! 
 Los tiempos del futuro que dormitan 
del desierto en las vírgenes entrañas, 
á su acento despiertan y palpitan, 
cual palpita el volcán en las montañas! 
 Es del progreso la primera aurora, 
que irradia en esta tierra bendecida, 
en esta tierra siempre vencedora, 
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en esta tierra hidrópica de vida! 
 Es el acento de la audacia humana, 
que crece, se duplica, se agiganta; 
que pone de la vida en la mañana, 
las alas del relámpago á su lanta! 
  (Olegario V. Andrade, December 6, 1896) 
 
 
Cantos del Hogar 
--Segunda seria-- 
De Viaje 
 

Mis chicuelos y yo vamos de viaje 
Que así la pena sin sentir se pasa; 
Juan y Margot deslumbran con su traje  
Hechos en los talleres de mi casa. 
 
 Con guardapolvo de percal verdoso 
Del mal trato del tren Margot se escuda, 
Y Juan con gorro inglés luce orgulloso 
Un ancho paletó de holanda cruda. 
 
 Envuelto en gasa el rostro de María 
Tan grave y reflexivo me parece 
Como el de una mujer y lo sería 
Con dos Abriles más; hoy tiene trece. 
 
 Juan ya sabe en el coche de primera 
Qué lugar predilecto le conviene 
Y si abren  para dentro ó para afuera 
Las puertas de cristal que el coche tiene. 
 
 Ya alzo Margot las toscas persíanas 
Sin levantar los vidrios, porque teme  
Que se puedan meter por las ventanas 
Las chispas de la máquina y se queme. 
 
 Y ya Juan preguntó, pues siempre fragua 
Para matar el ocio algun secreto 
Si el vaso ó el depósito del agua 
Están limpios y cumplen con su objeto. 
 
 Ya va á partir el tren; sonó la hora; 
Hay que aburrir dies horas de camino; 
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Ya empenacha á la audaz locomotora 
El humo en gigantesco remolino. 
 
 María, inquiere la razón que funda 
Lo que le oculta la verdad austera 
--“Son rojos los billetes de segunda 
Y azules los billetes de primera.” 
 
 Y luego dice, sin tachar de necio 
El argumento lógico, aunque raro 
--“Por qué el color de sangre tiene el precio 
junto al color de cielo, menos caro?”— 
 
 Ya vamos á partir; si algo ocurriese 
No ha de turbar mis dulces regocijos, 
Fuera una gran fortuna que muriese 
Al mismo tiempo y junto con mis hijos. 
 
 Sonó el último toque; cruje el suelo; 
Huye el tren como vibora espantada; 
¡Adios! flota á lo lejos un pañuelo, 
Después un grupo informe, luego….nada! 
 

Mis chicos están mudos, meditando  
Que todo junto al tren va de partida…. 
Rocas, árboles, flores, van pasando 
Como pasan los sueños de la vida! 
 
 Margot, que en impaciencia ya se abrasa, 
Que todo se le va, supone leda 
Y yo digo á la vez, la vida pasa 
Como un tren de quien huye cuanto queda. 
 
 La ventura que surje en el camino 
Como sombra se va; tal es la suerte…. 
¡Qué tren tan engañoso el del Destino! 
¿Su más bella estaciøn será la muerte? 
 
 Hijos: las dichas de viajar conmigo 
Mas tarde las sabréis; son las venturas 
De caminar con el mejor amigo 
Custodia y luz de vuestras almas puras! 

(Juan de Dios Peza, September, 22 1895) 
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En el vagon 
 
 Imagen de la vida placentera 
Es el tren en que voy arrebatado, 
Viendo cruzar fogosos á mi lado  
Cuantos seres encuentro en mi carrera. 
 Yo voy en un asiento de primera, 
Del calor y del viento resguardado, 
Y el mismo tren conduce al desgraciado 
Que ocupa un duro asiento de tercera. 
 Más aunque así suframos ó gocemos 
Seperados los dos, cualquiera advierte 
Que la misma distancia recorremos 
 É igual al fin y al cabo es nuestra suerte  
Pues ambos por desgracia paraaremos  
En la estación der termino: LA MUERTE. 
  (Miguel Ramos Carrrión, April 17, 1898) 
 
 
El Ritmo del Tren 
 
 Decidído, las montañas 
el resuelto tren perlora, 
al redoble acompasado 
de su marcha monofónica, 
Obsesión de la retinas; 
el telégrafo hecho combas,  
cual pentágrama colgante 
en los aires se desdobla, 
y á los pájaros sostienen 
los alambres, como notas,  
y componen himno alado 
al progreso y á la gloria. 
De los túneles sombrios 
En las fauces cavernosas,  
su trajin centuplicando 
el furioso tren se arroja, 
y promueve mil estruendos 
que retumban en las bóvedas, 
cientopiés de raudas ruedas 
que se siguen como locas. 
Cual tremenda hacha cilíndrica 
la caldera sudorosa, 
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parte el viento en dos mitades 
y valiente lo destroza: 
y por él el tren se lanza, 
con la crin rizada en ondas  
y erizada de centellas 
que rutilan en la sombra. 
Sin palpar tajos ni riscos,  
ni apartarvelos ni frondas, 
rasga, hiende, y de si misma  
huye en marcha voladora. 
Palpitando al ritmo bronco 
de sus vens poderosas, 
y crujiendo de sus músculos 
la broncínea urdimbre tosca, 
delirante por los campos 
las distancias cruza y borra, 
y sus alas circulares 
van y van vertiginosas. 
Ya á una curva prolongada, 
docilísimo se amolda, 
y el salvaje grito escupe  
cual relincho de victoria; 
ya en los frenos detenido 
se descuelga por las rocas 
como horrisona culebra 
de pupila audaz y roja. 
Siempre el bronco golpeteo 
de sus ímpetus redobla 
y hace burla de las alas, 
de la flechas y las hondas. 
Explosión de viva lumbre 
su bandera tornasola, 
y la llena de áureas chispas 
como luz de su corona. 
Es que llega al largo puente 
que colgando se prolonga  
sobre el río dilatado 
de corriente caudalosa. 
Ya si bando lo estremece, 
ya sacude sus argollas, 
ya volando su culumpia 
en la trama de su comba. 
Crujen hierros y engranajes, 
retumbando el puente flota 
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¡y el prodigio pasa, y ciega 
con su luz y con la gloria! 
  (Salvador Rueda, November 20, 1898)  
 
 
El Jueves del Mundo 
 
En Tren 
 
 ¿Donde van los campos grises 
en frenética carrera? 
¡Van á lejanos países 
donde el hombre los espera! 
 A la orilla de un estero 
donde hay sauces angustiados, 
canta alegre el carrertero 
frente á sus bueyes cansados. 
 Y escucha una inmóvil tagua 
sobre una pedruzca grieta 
las cosas que dice el agua 
en su eterna cancioneta… 
 Los cuadros que se reemplazan 
en desfile vagabundo, 
todos pasan, todos pasan 
como las cosas del mundo… 
 Y van en hondo letargo 
tras el eco que responde, 
siguiendo un camino largo 
sin saber á dónde, á dónde. 
 Vése una alegre potranca 
que piensa algo mut impuro, 
y una yegua cariblanca 
que relincha á un potro oscuro. 
 Y allí entre desnudos líques 
torres de aldeas lujanas 
donde sueñan con repiques 
las taciturras campanas. 
 Y en un paso que se encorva 
bajo bosques de retamo, 
un peón de mirada turva 
que guía el coche del amo. 
 Alamos de troncos  yermos 
que alzan el busto hacía arriba 
`como alluetas de enfermos 
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en actitud pensativa. 
 Y las bodegas viñeras 
llenas con fondos de cobre, 
donde hay muchos borrracheras 
para las penas del pobre…       
 ¿Dónde van los campos grises 
del rabioso viento pos? 
¡Van á lejanos países, 
tras el hombre y tras de Dios…! 
 
  II 
 
 ¿Dónde van los campos grises 
en diabólica carrera? 
¡Van a lejanos países, 
donde el viento lo espera! 
 Fijos en tosco edificio 
que muchos hombres hicieron… 
hace tiempo que emprendieron 
un largo viaje ficticio. 
 ¡Y ahí están fríos y suyos, 
como inmóviles vestigios, 
vuciando su inmenso orgullo 
en las barbas de los siglos! 
  ¡O alzando en su misticismo, 
aceradas por la hiedra, 
hasta el rostro de Dios mismo, 
sus grandes manos de piedra! 
 Ellos han visto sin mengua 
las rabias de los volcanes 
y han entendido lal lengua 
en que hablan los huracanes. 
 Y han visto á los rayos ciegos 
bajar en zig-zag ó en cruz 
y dar azotes de fuego 
como látigos de luz… 
 ¿Dónde van los cerros grises 
en satánica carrera? 
¡Van á lejanos países 
donde el hombre lo espera! 
 Porque el los domó. Altanero 
y aglomerador de hazañas 
tomó el traje de minero 
y les vació las entrañas. 
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 Y hoy que poco á poco cejan, 
muestran entreabiertas fosas 
y túneles que semejan 
puñaladas horrorosas… 
 Por ahí sangran hoy bienes 
y entran trágicos y ufanos 
los largos y obscuros trenes 
como sangrientos gusanos. 
 Ahí, en su herida deforme, 
nido y chacota del loro, 
tiene la audacia del hombre 
citas de amor con el oro. 
 Y ahí los humos fugaces 
de las altas chimeneas 
trazaran obscuras frases 
llenas de blancas ideas. 
 ¡Y ahí entre las agrias rocas 
las minas que albergue el suelo 
abrirán enormes bocas 
como pidiendo algo al cielo! 
  (Carlos Pezoa Veliz, December 4, 1902) 
 
 
El Mundo Cómico 
 
“Eureka!” 
 
¿Cómo está, doña Clemencia? 
--Bien…¿y usted, don Timoteo? 
--Pha…trabajando. 

 --Lo veo. 
 
--Soy esclavo de la ciencia! 
--Cada loco con su tema!… 
--Y asi de la ciencia esclavo 
he podido darle al clavo 
resolviendo el gran problema! 
¡la dirección de los globos…! 
--¡Qué van á decir los sabios…? 
--Van á morderse los labios 
y á quedarse como bobos! 
--Con que era el caso possible? 
--Y ya verán los cientificos, 
que los elementos fisícos no vieron. 
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  --Cosa increible!… 
 
Y usté en qué base se apoya? 
--En una base en que pudiera  
volar el mismo Cantolla. 
--¡Qué prodigio…! ¡Será cierto? 
--Como todo lo profundo 
que es lo más facil del mundo… 
después que se ha descubierto. 
--Como el huevo de Colón… 
--Que cualquier muchacho ahora 
pára dos, no uno, señora… 
¡lo que harán con mi invención!!… 
--Y ¿quién guia? 
  --El conductor, 
 
dominado así los vientos. 
--Y ¿podrán seguir violentos? 
--Como á impulses del vapor. 
--Usted se hace rico ahora! 
--Algo más: Cantolla y…Rico, 
pues mi globo identifico 
con la audaz locomotora!… 
--Cómo ese cuerpo sutil 
se dirige como tren  
y hace mil viajes y mil? 
--Pagando el transporte en 
cualquier ferrocarril… 
  (Montili, December 25, 1898) 
 
 
Lamentos de un Tranvia 
 

“Siempre que se altera el orden 
y la gente se amotina, 
ya por extraños manejos 
ya por propia inciativa, 
lo primero, de seguro, 
en que desfoga sus iras, 
con incompressible saña, 
es en los pobres tranvías. 
 “Por el “punto” anticipado 
los estudiantes se agitan, 
ó quieren por cualquier causa, 
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que no haya clases un dia; 
entre patrones y obreros 
hay discorrdias y rencillas, 
que se traducen en huelgas 
y con motines terminan; 
por cuestiones de consumes 
surgen conflictos ó riñas, 
y hay destrozos de casetas 
y aun mayors averías; 
porque sale un toro manso 
ó inútil para la lidia, 
y airados espectadores 
se alborotan y se indignan; 
en fin, por cualquier motivo, 
de los muchos que originan 
los trastoronos que nos tienen  
en agitación continua, 
apenas se altera el orden, 
es ya una cosa sabida, 
los tranvías inocentes 
seguramente peligran, 
de las iras populares  
siendo las primeras víctimas, 
y no dejan que círculen, 
los vuelcan y descarrilan, 
cuando no les pegan fuego 
ó los dejan hechos trizas. 
 “¿Por qué tan terribles odios? 
¿Por qué saña tan impía? 
¿Por qué rigor tan absurdo? 
¿Por qué tamaña injusticia? 
 “Amarnos debieran todos 
los que así nos “sacrifican,” 
y ser nuestros defensores 
los que ahora nos hostilizan. 
 “En esta vida moderna 
¿no representa el tranvía 
triunfo de la democracia, 
prescindiendo de socials 
desigunadades ridiculas? 
¡Que atropella á alguno! ¡Cierto! 
que así la igualdad practica, 
y une, sin necios reparos, 
la blusa con la levita, 
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a quien el riesgo no evita 
ó temerario lo busca  
colocándose en su vía, 
de que él no se aparta nunca, 
 con sujeción tan precisa, 
que si el hombre lo imitara 
otra su suerte sería…” 
 Así, con quejas justísimas, 
un tranvía lamentaba 
su inmerecida desdicha, 
ante el furor de unas turbas, 
que en el vengar pretendían, 
con injusticía notoria, 
no sé qué otras injusticias. 
  (Felipe Pérez y González, April 10, 1902) 
 
 
El Progreso Latino 
 
El Tren Eterno 
 
--¡Alto el tren! 
 --Parar no puede. 
--¿Ese tren á dónde va? 
--Por el mundo caminando 
en busca del ideal. 
--¿Como se llama? 
 --Progreso. 
--¿Quién va en él? 
 --La humanidad. 
--¿Quién le direge? 
 Dios mismo. 
--¿Cuándo parará? 
 --¡Jamás! 
  (Manuel de la Revilla, September 7, 1907) 
 
 
Opposition and Popular Press 
 
 
El Coyote 
 
Acta de Remate 
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 El dia tantos de tantos 
De mil ochocientos cuantos, 
Sentados en derredor 
Uno otro y otro señor, 
Todos con caras de santos 
Sobre de un escaparte 
Y pendiente de un mecate 
Exibe un bello sillon 
El rematador Anton; 
Y así comenzó el remate. 
 ANTON (con su martillo.) 
 Una silla muy barata, 
Señores, nadie la empata, 
Rica seda, régio corte, 
Es de oro cada resorte, 
Y si se emplova es con plata. 
 
 PRIMER POSTOR 
 
 Ofrezco por ella miles 
De largos ferrocarriles, 
Telégrafos por milliones, 
Las mas libres elecciones 
Y el cultivo de los juiles. 
 
 ANTON (como echando gas): 
¡Señores! ¿no hay quien de mas? 
 
 SEGUNDO POSTER 
 

Doy más, matatenas duras, 
A billiones las pasturas, 
Lo mismo los picadores, 
Lo mismo los matadores; 
Aparte de ochenta curas. 
 ANTON (hecho un Fierabrás)… 
  (Anonymous, May 30, 1880) 
 
 
Peticion 
 

¡Oh gobierno! Por amor 
De lo que quieras mejor, 
Por San Felipe Benicio, 
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Por las niñas del Hospicio, 
Por las vírgenes del coro, 
Por el buen ministro Toro, 
Por Don Nacho Mariscal, 
Por Pacheco el general, 
Por los fieles diputados, 
Por tus valientes soldados, 
Por tus buenos senadores, 
Por los inmensos sudores 
Que ocasionan las quincenas, 
Por las indecibles penas 
De las ánimas benditas, 
Y por todas, por toditas 
Las muchachas más preciosas, 
Y por el million de cosas 
Que puedas apetecer, 
Por los que sean symonistas 
O Palmer sullivanistas, 
Por Guzman, que es buen muchacho, 
Por Sebastian Camacho, 
Te pedimos, ¡oh gobierno! 
Con acento dulce y tierno, 
Que no, entre tanta boruca, 
Pierdas de vista el perfil 
En que irá el ferrocarril 
Desde México á Toluca. 
 
 ¿Quieres del pueblo ser amigo y dueño? 
¿Quieres que no te olviden ni en el sueño? 
¿Quieres ganar por cientos corazones? 
Pues escucha, señor, las oraciones 
 Del pueblo toluqueño. 
  (Anonymous, September 12, 1880) 
 
 
Un Mucho de Provecho 
 
 Señor, es mucho Ramon 
Este Don Ramon Guzman, 
Es un Ramon huracán, 
 Algo más, es un ciclon, 
 Que pone el fierro en las nubes, 
Los wagones en el cielo, 
Queriendo igualar al vuelo  
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De los más raudos querubes. 
 Dio en llevar vivos y muertos 
Volando en ferrocarril, 
Señores, por un perfil 
De los más altos y tuertos. 
 Y para esa mágia blanca 
Cuenta con un hechicero, 
Con Orozco el ingeniero 
Que es un chico como tranca. 
 ¿No conocen mis lectores 
A ese Orozco? ¿A esa potencia 
Tinaja de inteligencia  
De trabajo y de sudores? 
 Pues ya verán su figura: 
Cuerpo bajo, doble el busto, 
Vientre que revela el gusto… 
Hércules en miniatura. 
 El ojo azul, trasparente, 
Boca franca y placentera, 
Y una rubia cabellera\ 
Alzándose de su frente. 
 Modesto para mirar, 
Fácil para sonreir, 
Más fácil para servir 
Escogido para hablar. 
 Al verle nadie creyera 
Que es un barril de talento, 
Y que une á su pensamiento 
Voluntad firme y entera. 
 Pues bien, Don Ramon y el 
Han levantado una vía 
En que ni el diablo diría  
Que puede tenderse un riel. 
 Al Panteon de Dolores 
Por ella irán sus carruajes, 
Entre galanos paisajes  
Y prados de gayas flores. 
 Vése el valle casi entero, 
Y parece que se mueve  
Con su nieve birrete de nieve 
El Ixtaxihuatl severo. 
 ¡Lástima es que los difuntos 
Que por allí han de pasar 
No pueden ya contemplar  
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De vistas tan bellos puntos! 
 Pero en cambio los parientes, 
Las gentes de su amistad 
Irán con comodidad, 
Por entre aquellas pendientes; 
 Con marcha breve y segura, 
Dando á sus huesos buen trato, 
Y por un precio barato, 
Que es goce la baratura. 
 Para hacer más duradera 
La dicha, vaya Guzman 
Con su Orozco talisman 
De Tejas á la frontera. 
 Allá será más grandote, 
Y entre aplausos mil y mil, 
Oirá el aplauso cerril 
Y sincero del Coyote. 
  (Anonymous, September 26, 1880) 
 
 
A Tlalnepantla 
 
 Romance Romantico 
 
 A la salida del valle 
De este verjel sempiterno 
Done México la bella  
De flores forma su asiento, 
Mirándose ¡coquetona! 
En los lagos, sus espejos; 
Tras de muchos pueblecillos 
Entre estériles y amenos, 
Que son del imperio azteca 
Reliquias, santos recuerdos, 
Aparece Tlalnepantla, 
Ciudad próspera otro tiempo  
Con sus milliones de atajos, 
Con sus milliones de arrieros: 
Despues triste y abatida 
Por las injurias del tiempo: 
Mas volviendo á levantarse  
En las alas del progreso, 
Sirviendo á la férrea via 
De estacion y de sustento 
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Soñó que se renovaba, 
Soñó que tomaba aliento, 
Y que ser la seria fácil 
El emporio de otro imperio, 
No contaba con la huéspeda, 
Ni que caeria en su seno 
Una plaga, y no de Egipto; 
Un azote, y no del cielo, 
Sino plaga entre las plagas 
Que mandar puede un gobierno. 
Le ha caido un juez de letras 
Que no hay en el alfabeto: 
Juez Osorno, juez tortuga, 
Juez de palo, juez de hueso, 
Que no hace caso de riñas, 
Ni de quejas, ni de pleitos, 
Ni de hurtos, ni de robos 
De muebles ó de dineros, 
Ni de que este saque al otro 
El inestino ó los sesos. 
Es solo juez de quincenas, 
Es juez como un poste, quito, 
Que deja rodar la bola 
Para no perder el sueño. 
Ya ustedes calcularán 
De eses desdichado pueblo, 
Donde con juez no hay justicia, 
Las angustias y desvelos. 
¡Pobre de ti, Tlalnepantla! 
Por Dios que te compadezco. 
Résale al Señor de Chalma 
O á la Virgen del Consuelo 
Para que al señor Osorno 
Le aguce el entendimiento, 
La mueve la voluntad 
Y lo ponga como nuevo; 
O que lo vuelva ermitaño 
Y lo haga un santo, lo ménos, 
A guisa de San Onofre 
Con su quietud y su cuervo. 
Y verás como te alegras 
Y dicen feliz: Laus Deo. 
  (Anonymous, October 3, 1880) 
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Viajes en almirez 
 

Caminaba Don Porfirio, 
Como pascua de contento, 
Con el buen Don Juan José 
Que ya se curó del hueso, 
Con el buen Fernadez Leal 
Secretario de Fomento, 
Con Berriozábal que es chico 
Capaz de alegrar á muertos. 
Iban en ferrocarril  
A ver los grandes portentos 
Que en asunto de trabajos 
Practican los ingenieros. 
 Hasta la garita, bien 
Salvo uno que otro agüero 
Que arrancaba á Juan José  
Una exclamacion ó un cuento. 
Mas llegan á la calzada 
Que se halla fuera de México, 
Y el coche comenzó á andar 
Con señales de apoplético. 
Por aquí esquivaba un charco, 
Daba por allá un rodeo, 
Y caminaba lo mismo 
Que una res al matadero: 
A los caballos les daba 
El fango hasta los encuentros, 
Ya calambres venian 
En los brazos al cochero. 
Cuando el coche dijo ¡zas! 
Vámonos al sumidero, 
Para probar si los muelles 
Se ahogan en fiego espeso. 
Ya supondrán los lectores 
Las fachas de los viajeros, 
Los cuentos de Juan José 
Y las caras del cortejo. 
Por fin lograron salir 
Como diputa los nuevos  
Que entre dobles credenciales 
Entran por fin al Congreso. 
 La crónica escandolosa 
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Dice que en ese paseo 
Tuvo miras ulteriores. 
El ilustre Ayuntamiento. 
Tambien dicen por ahí 
Que los vecinos traviesos, 
Unidos á los viandantes  
Pedestres y á los carreros, 
Quisieron que se atacase  
El personal del gobierno, 
Para que mire cual tratan 
Los munícipes austeres 
A las gentes que caminan 
Sin hacer su testamento. 
La leccion es de primera, 
Mas la culpa tiene el pueblo, 
Que no elije á sus ediles 
Entre gente que ande reció 
Por caminos y calzadas 
Veredas y vericuetas. 
 Y es fama que Don Porfirio 
Cuando se vió en tal aprieto, 
Dijo á la cuesa de china 
¿Dónde estás que no te veo? 
Ya me pareces mas plana, 
Que el salon de mis acuerdos: 
Prometo que cuando vuelva 
Ha de ser en globo aéreo 
A ménos que el Municipio 
Me pase el atascadero. 
  (Anonymous, October 10, 1880) 
 
 
El Valedor  
 
From “Atualida” 
 
…Gastamos á troche y moche, 
andan las monjas en coche, 
y hay bribones con gran tren 
en los puestos del Estado; 
pues no hay duda; bien pensado. 
 Estamos bien. 
 
 Soltamos ferrocarriles 
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por centenaries, á miles, 
pagarlos será otro punto: 
mas lo cierto del asunto 
es, que habrá mucho va y ven. 
 Estamos bien… 
  (Anonymous, April 27, 1885) 
 
 
El Gil Blas Cómico 
 
En un tren 
 
Pára el tren. Los dos van solos 
en un coche de primera; 
él, es un chico muy guapo, 
ella, una chica muy bella. 
Al principio, no se atreven 
ni aun á mirarse siquiera; 
ella, está mirando al suelo, 
él, contempla las estrellas, 
(pues he de advertiros que 
pasó de noche esta escena.) 
Al poco rato, ella tose, 
él también tose con ella, 
y al fin los dos tosen tanto, 
que…¡ni que fuera de veras! 
Ella da un tierno suspiro; 
él con otro la contesta, 
ella levanta… la vista 
y sus miradas se encuentran. 
Él con mucho disimulo 
poco á poco, á ella se acerca, 
ella lo vé, más no obstante 
en su sitio sigue quieta. 
………………………………. 
El tren, entre tanto, corre  
veloz por la línea férrea 
y dando de cuando en cuando, 
silbidos que el aire atruenan….. 
………………………………… 
Ella, por fin, se ha dormido 
(ò á lo menos lo aparenta); 
el prosigue aún acercándose  
y está ya mucho más cerca…… 
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………………………………… 
La noche cerró del todo, 
no se vé nada hacia afuera, 
una semi-oscuridad, 
dentro del coche se observa, 
pues las luces de los trenes 
dan unas luces muy muertas. 
…………………………………. 
Ella sigue aún dormitando, 
el viento silba con fuerza 
y él tras de tanto acercarse, 
se encuentra ya junto á ella. 
Él la mira enamorado, 
y al verla tan hechicera 
coje una mano á la niña 
y hacia sus labios la lleva. 
Con algo de sobresalto, 
ella entonces se despierta, 
mientras él de entre sus manos 
la blanca de ella no suelta. 
Ella, entonces, ruborosa, 
abandonada la deja 
y us ojos que están bajos 
su gran confusión demuestran. 
El con grande atrevimiento 
(y perdida la chaveta) 
de la niña, con su brazo, 
el lindo talle rodea,  
y ella siempre más confusa, 
que siga haciendo le deja. 
Entre tanto, sus miradas, 
aun sin quererlo, se encuentran… 
miradas lánguidas, dulces, 
que un ardiente amor expresan. 
……………………………………. 
Así ha pasado un gran rato; 
la locomotora lleva, 
con rauda velocidad, 
el amor sobre la tierra. 
De pronto, el viento, azotando 
los cristales con gran fuerza, 
apaga la única luz 
que illuminaba esta escena. 
Se oyen casi al mismo tiempo 
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dos besos, que el aire lleva 
y que pronto se confunden 
con el viento, que por fuera 
sigue aún rugiendo y silbando 
con voz cavernosa y hueca… 
…………………………………... 
Por fin, el tren ha parado: 
los viajeros con presteza 
descienden de él y entre ellos 
juntos se ven á él y á ella, 
felices, porque han llegado 
de su camino á la meta. 
  ([name unreadable], July 1, 1895) 
 
 
Por cualquier cosa 
 
--El por qué se ha incomodado, 
francamente no me explico. 
--¿Le parece á usted una gracia 
el haber dado un pellizco? 
--Casualidad fué, señora, 
que me hace perder el juicio, 
pues no quise lastimar 
ese lindo piececito. 
Verá usted lo que pasó…… 
--Si no lo ví, lo he sentido. 
--Pero yo que si lo ví, 
decírselo necesito, 
para que usted no me tome 
por un granuja ó un pillo. 
--Más vale que no me diga 
usted lo que hubiese visto. 
--A ello me encuentro obligado 
y se lo diré ahora mismo. 
Ya vé usted que en este tren 
se acostumbra el barbarismo 
que no sé por qué las leyes 
de decencia han permitido 
de que haya camas abajo 
y camas en otro piso, 
y que hombres y mujeres, 
en torpe y monstruoso lío 
las ocupen, sin tener 
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un apartado retiro 
para las hembras, y así…… 
--Pues eso si que es bonito; 
usted quiere reformar 
lo que se halla establecido. 
si yo no reformo nada, 
aclaro lo del pellizco; 
usted tenía cama ó cuarto, 
que es cosa que da la mismo 
en el piso superior, 
y al lado como vecino 
dormía yo……y es natural. 
--¡Pero, señora, yo vi…… 
--Al diablo ó al Arzobispo; 
pero eso á mí no me importa 
y que lo diga prohibo. 
--Pero usted…………….. 
--No digo nada 
--Dizque ha sentido un pellizco 
y yo quiero disculparme, 
y por lo tanto, yo he visto…… 
--Cualquier cosa. 
--Si, señora; 
mas qué cosa, Jesucristo, 
que si yo no fuera miope 
y usted me dicre permiso 
de que yo las describiese…… 
Señora, lo ratifico 
por esa cualquier cosa, 
me condenaba ahora mismo, 
y alli me estaba contento 
con el diablo ó el Arzobispo, 
como le han dado en llamar 
á su hermoso piecesito. 

(Q. Co., August 26, 1895) 
 
 
Cacahuamilpa 
 

Realización de sueños infantiles 
  De gigantes y magas, 
Que viven en los bosques solitarios 
Y duermen en las grutas encantadas; 
 Viaje á través de fértiles países 
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  Por los que cruza rápida 
Locomotora humeante, á la que el genio 
Prestó afanoso sus potentes alas; 
 Cabalgata que avanza poco á poco, 
  Apenas alumbrada 
Por los pálidos rayos de la luna 
Que mueren al fulgor de la mañana; 
 Tierra de promisión, en la que riena  
  Altaiva la montaña 
Que oculta los tesoros infinitos 
Que en sus entrañas cavernosas guarda: 

Alli, Cacahuamilpa, pueblecillo 
Situado en los repliegues de la falda, 
De entre los limoneros y naranjos 
La humilde torre con su cruz levanta. 
 Más allá, donde el suelo de repente 
  Se interrumpe en una abra, 
En cuyo fondo se divisa un río 
Que lleva ocultas bulliciosas aguas 
 Cerca de aquellas rocas desprendidas 
Por Moisés al contacto de su vara, 
Sobre el lugar en donde están dos bocas 
De las que el agua cristalina mana: 
 Allí, con la montaña por techumbre 
  Y un abismo á las plantas, 
Se halla por fin de misteriosa gruta 
El arco esbelto de anchurosa entrada, 
De donde baja hasta llegar al fondo 
La sinuosa pendiente de la rampa. 
 Por ella descendí; la luz poniente   
  Aún la iluminaba, 
Llegando muy adentro de la gruta  
Que los torpes murciélagos dejaban. 
 Allí dormí, yo ignoro cuánto tiempo, 
  Que en la vida del alma 
Es lo mismo soñar que estar despierto, 
Cosa igual realidades que fantasmas… 
   (find author, May 11, 1896) 
 
 
En la Estación  
 

Tres lustros ha…la niña adolscente 
Fué arrebatada por la suerte impía… 
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Marchó á Paris…letal melancholia 
Me acompaño mientras estuvo ausente. 
 Llegará hoy…gozoso é impaciente 
La espero ya…¿esa algarabía?… 
¡Ah!…silba el tren…se acerca…¿y mi Maria? 
¡Eureka!…viene ahí…me vé sonriente… 
 Llegó mi novia enferma; enamorado 
La abracé con pasión…me miró incierta… 
Puso sobre mi boca un beso helado; 
Dió un grito de dolor y…quedó muerta: 
Rodamos…¡miento! desperté asustado, 
Abrazando la tranca de la puerta. 

Puebla, Mayo de 1896  
(Maravelo, May 18, 1896) 

  
 
Ya no hay amor 
 
Refieren que cierto día 
Venus y Amor paseaban, 
sin notar que caminaban 
del tren por la férrea vía. 
 Amor corriendo y jugando, 
siempre niño y siempre loco, 
no advirtió que poco á poco 
de Venus se iba alejando. 
 Ya coge aquí sonriente  
flores que al punto deshoja; 
más allá, su dardo arroja 
sobre paloma inocente. 
 De pronto, agudo silbido 
que se pierde en lontananza 
anuncia que el tren avanza 
cual reptil embravecido. 
 Veloz, ensordecedora, 
sale del túnel cercano  
y va devorando el llano 
la rauda locomotora. 
 Venus tiembla y llama al niño, 
pero el monstruo que avanzaba  
con  estrépito, apagaba 
las voces de su cariño. 
 Y Amor, que alegre corría 
tras pintada maripose, 
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vió la máquina horrorosa 
cuando encima la tenia. 
 Lanza en gemido su pecho, 
el monstruo avanzando ruge, 
y el cuerpo del niño cruje 
bajo las rueda desecho. 
 Y encima del cuerpo inerte, 
el tren , que raudo se aleja. 
su negro penacho deja 
como sudario de muerte. 
 Venus, presa de terror,  
sobre el hijo se abalanza 
y, al ver sus despojos, lanza  
un grito desgarrador. 
 Y del dolor bajo el peso, 
clama con duelo profundo: 
¡Ya no hay amor en el mundo, 
porque lo mató el progreso!  
  (Roberto Dupuy de Dôme, October 26, 1896.) 
 
 
El Hijo de Ahuizote  
 
Correspondencia de San Luis 
 

“¡Oh poderoso señor! 
A fuer de humilde vasallo  
Y tan sólo en vuesto honer, 
Hago mi esfuerzo mayor, 
Que es bajar de mi caballo. 
 Y no creáis que es trivial 
Ni vana y pueril costumbre, 
Estar sobre este animal  
Desde la luz matinal 
Hasta que mengua esa lumbre. 
 Este caballo altanero, 
Que yo cuido con esmero, 
Apesar [sic] de tanta crítica, 
Ha sido mi consejero 
En mi carrera política. 

Desque en el “Atascador” 
Me atasqué con mi pobreza, 
Este caballo, señor,  
Con un extraño fulgor 
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Iluminó mi cabeza. 
 Una tarde en la pradera 
Vino á mi por la ladera 
Y entre retozo y retozo, 
Entre alegre y pesaroso, 
Me abordó de esta manera: 
 Cese ya vuestro martirio 
Viviendo entre tanta escoria; 
¿No oís que el plan de la Noria 
Con entereza notoria 
Ha proclamado Porfirio? 
 El plan debeís, secundar, 
Y si acaso no espiramos 
Exhaustos de tanto andar, 
De la revuelta en el mar 
Ya varéis lo que pescamos.” … 
 
 No triunfó, fue gran  mancilla 
Aquella Noria de marras 
Ni pelucas ni anteparras 
Removieron de su silla 
A Juárez y camarilla… 
 

Cuando el tecolote canta, 
El indio muere en seguida 
Y Tuxtepec se levanta  
Alzando la enseña santa 
Que nos ha dado la vida… 
 
 Repartísteis vuestro predio 
Y me tocó este girón 
Donde disipo mi tedio;  
Donde mis cuitas remedio 
Cuando arrecia el aquilón… 
 
 Sois el Czar de aquestas Rusias 
A quien dió nombre Vespucio, 
 Merced á vuestras astucias, 
Ora limpias, ora sucias, 
Yo vivo aquí con mi rusio… 
 
 En política sois fiel 
Y al hombre dais sus derechos, 
Por eso junto al corcel, 
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Aunque soy bardo novel 
Canto vuestros grabdes hechos… 
 
 Con austeridad sencilla, 
Y por ser grande mancilla, 
De vuestro plan en la urdimbre 
Quitáseis la ley del timbre 
Dejando sólo estampilla… 
 
 Quitásteis la deuda insana 
Que sobre la patria pesa; 
Quitásteis la deuda inglesa 
Tornándola en alemana… 
 
 Libre sufragio propones; 
Todos han de ir á votar 
Y los dejais sufragar… 
Crecidas contribuciones. 
 
 Has revestido de galas 
Es país, hasta el hartazgo; 
Hoy no existen alcabalas: 
El “derecho de portazgo.” 
  (Anonymous, November 11, 1888) 
 
 
En locomotora á la Eternidad 
 
   Si quiere un desesperado 
Que le estrellen el bautismo, 
Viaje en ferro-cataclismo, 
Que el efecto seguro es; 
Pues ciertos maqui-nihilistas 
Tan bien aprietan la mano, 
Que paga usté en mexicano 
Y lo matan en inglés. 
   Ya no tememos al tifo, 
Ni al cólera, ni á la fiebre; 
Eso es dar gato por liebre 
Y sustitos al revés: 
El sustazo se recibe 
En un tren, y tan de plano, 
Que paga usté en mexicano 
Y lo matan en inglés. 
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   Eso es susto por derecho, 
Ser en menos de un segundo 
Despachado al otro mundo 
Patitieso en dos por tres; 
Todo á precio reducido 
Y de modo tan galano, 
Que paga usté en mexicano 
Y lo matan en inglés. 
   El encargado del chiste 
De despachar al viajero, 
Suele ser un majadero 
Macizo como una res, 
Es tan fuerte como bruto, 
Y suplicarle es tan vano, 
Que paga usté en mexicano 
Y lo matan en inglés. 
   --Señor yankee, (se le ruega), 
No nos rompa una costilla. 
--Mi non tende de castilla, 
Dice él, viendo de través;  
Mas en punto á salvajada 
Es de tal modo un decano, 
Que paga usté en mexicano 
Y lo matan en inglés. 
   Parece que el real objeto 
De no pocas sociedades 
De ferro-calamidades 
Es fundar un tumba-express; 
Y cumplen tan bien su antojo 
Los que no hablan castellano, 
Que paga usté en mexicano 
Y lo matan en inglés. 
   Como para esos güeritos 
Nada vale nuestra vida, 
Van llenando su medida 
Con cien matados por mes; 
Y tan útil es que vean 
En cada azteca un gusano, 
Que paga usté en mexicano 
Y lo matan en inglés. 
   Los lindos azafranados, 
Todos ellos archi-finos, 
Andan por esos caminos 
Como machos sin arnés; 
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Y resulta de que nadie 
Les vaya nunca á la mano, 
Que paga usté en mexicano 
Y lo matan en inglés. 
   Aquí por sólo un rasguño 
O por una trompadita, 
Lo hacen á uno belemita 
Un mes, dos, y hasta tres; 
Pero allá en las líneas férreas 
Es tan rey el primo hermano, 
Que paga usté en mexicano 
Y lo matan en inglés. 
   ¿Hasta cuándo la matona 
Querrá suprimir el fuero 
De que el ferro-carnicero 
Goza aquí más de una vez? 
Ya era tiempo, porque nadie 
Puede creer justo ni humano 
Que paga usté en mexicano 
Y lo matan en inglés. 
  (Anonymous, May 17, 1895) 
 
 
Las fiestas Ferro-presidenciales 
 
   Se fué Joaquín Baranda 
 Con rumbo hacia su tierra 
Dizque á estrenar el Ferro- 

Carril Peninsular; 
Pero ese fué pretexto 
 Para jalar la sierra 
Como el mejor gastrónomo 
 Del Club Presidencial. 
   Se fué,…. los amistosos 
 De guante y de sorbete, 
Le hicieron bien la barba, 
 Le untaron bien jabón; 
Y por tenerlo á gusto, 
 Le dieron un banquete 
Donde hubo brindis clásicos 
 Con arpa y bandolón. 
   Señores – dijo – vengo 
 De parte del Caudillo, 
A presidir la fiesta 
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 Del gran Ferrocarril; 
Porque por hoy no puede 
 Venir á darse brillo, 
Pues sus quehaceres múltiples 
 Se pasan ya de mil. 
   Pero de todos modos 
 Aquí lo represento, 
Me envió que de su parte 
 Les diera el parabién, 
Asi es que en este caso 
 Vengo á ocupar su asiento 
Con el placer insólito 
 De la amistad también. 
   Ya que á la fresca sombra 
 De bienhechora oliva 
Florecen las industrias 
 Como nunca quizás, 
Bríndemos al abrigo 
 De amistad expresiva 
Por los triunfos benéficos 
 Que reporta la paz 
   Si Campeche es mi tierra, 
 Yucatán no lo es menos; 
Por los dos pueblos juntos 
 Siento grata emoción; 
Los caciques de ambos 
 Para mí son muy buenos: 
Tanto Montalvo el ínclito 
    Como Pancho Cantón. 
   En uno de los brindis 
 De los más campechanos 
“Un pollo en la cazuela 
 A decir se atrevió” 
En Campeche y en Yuca 
 Todos somos hermanos, 
Ya que el tren con sus rieles 
 Los dos pueblos unió. 
   Otro pollo más guapo 
 Con los labios resecos, 
Dijo – “brindo señores 
    y hasta vuelvo á brindar, 
Porque al noble Campeche 
 amen los yucatecos, 
Ya que viene un político 
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 nuestra fiesta á alegrar. 
   Y los brindis siguieron 
 Alegrando la fiesta; 
Por la pas, por la oliva, 
 Por te vino y te fué, 
Y hubo teatro y maroma, 
 Y repiques y orquesta 
Y carreras en burro, 
 Y carreras á pie. 
Se fué Joanquín Baranda 
 A tirar del serrote, 
Y á echar su cana al aire 
 Con Montalvo y Cantón; 
Le dieron suculento 
 Mole de gualojote, 
Y ternera política 
 Mechada en reelección. 
  (Anonymous, August 14, 1898) 
 
 
Chirimiadas 
 
   De orden del Ayuntamiento, 
todo simón ambulante, 
debe estar muy el gante 
desde la lanza al asiento. 
Y han de hacer hasta derroche 
de lujo sin tener miedo…… 
Si tendrá Miguel Macedo 
dolencia de mal de coche. 
 
   En el Pullman “Tecolote” 
salió el Caudillo con Mena, 
y en una fabril verbena 
fueron á echar el serrote. 
Con mole de guajolote 
repleto de ajonjolí, 
los recibieron allí 
en esa inauguración…… 
¡Atráncate, bandolón, 
si estás en tono de sí! 
 
   El Periódico Oficial 
de don Aristeo Mercado, 
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sin sentir ha deturpado 
la milicia nacional. 
Por querer comer pinole 
y harina de otros costales, 
echan los ministeriales 
todo el moco en el atole. 
 
   Ya se siente animación  
para la inauguración 
del Ferro-barril elástico 
que es en Septiembre… buen mes… 
á ver si ese nuevo cáustico 
voltea a público al revés. 
Ese nuevo matadero 
llevará su curandero 
y botiquín por si acaso 
y han de valer medio real 
el susto fenomenal, 
la carrera y el panzazo. 
 
   Vino el Señor de la iguana, 
digo el virrey Mercenario, 
y esgrimieron su incensario 
los barbas de media lana. 
Le dieron su ferrolana 
y su dulce en alcatraz, 
y le espetaron al ras 
un brindis de barbería, 
donde claro se veía 
el genio de Irene Paz. 
 
   El Vómito en Veracruz 
se ha vuelto una tiranía; 
eso y la Psicología 
son del Estado la cruz. 
 
  El que por su gusto peca 
aunque lo domine el pánico, 
que viaje en Interocéanico 
para Chalma ó para Ameca. 
Y á ver si ese tren de mi alma 
que despachurra á cualquiera, 
los manda á bailar á Chalma 
con todo y pantalonera. 
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   Cegados por el furor 
dos señores Coroneles, 
se dieron pa sus pasteles 
porque uno dijo: “traidor.” 
Pasó esto en un corredor 
del patio de la ex-Aduana 
el martes en la mañana, 
con insulto á toda vela…. 
Ajústenle á esta espinela 
sonecito de jarana. 
  (T. Ponaxtle, May 21, 1899) 
 
 
Meneos Ferrocarrileros 
 
   Comienzan los tambaleos 
del fin del mundo que truena, 
encomendándose á Mena, 
el señor de los meneos. 
 
   ¡Que san Nito nos proteja! 
Cual secos tejamaniles 
truenanlos ferrocarriles, 
que son pura leña vieja. 
 
   ¡Líbranos Santa Gudelia! 
Pero hasta los del Distrito 
á la gente derechito 
se la llevan á Morelia. 
 
   El tambaleo es tan fuerte, 
que los trenes, sin respeto, 
desarman el esqueleto 
á la mismísima Muerte. 
 
   El Diablo es el maquinista 
de esos trenes de vapor 
de los que empieza el temblor 
al salir de Buenavista. 
   Como el caballo que mira 
los lobos en su camino, 
todo tren corre sin tino 
y cual remolino gira. 
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   Y lo malo es que al girar, 
lecot, da de machincuepas 
y que quepas ó no quepas 
al Infierno va uno á dar. 
 
   La locomotoras braman 
cual infernales dragones 
y rechinan los vagones 
y á Díos los viajeros claman. 
 
   Las máquinas, como fieras, 
echan llamas por los ojos, 
se embisten, y en mil despojos 
vaelan cohes y calderas, 
 
   carros de leña, furgones, 
maquinistas, fogoneros, 
garroteros, pasajeros, 
entre estruendo y convulsiones. 
 
   Cuando no es la colisión 
es el descarrilamiento, 
que improvisa en un momento 
el humano salpicón. 
 
   La caldera arroja espesas 
nubes de vapor ardiente 
que cuecen viva á la gente, 
y el fuego hace al tren pavesas. 
 
   Los coches telescopiados 
en el gran salto mortal, 
forman enorme huacal 
con muertos despedazados. 
 
   Por aquí danzan la piernas 
rotas, con temblor atroz; 
las manos dicen ¡adíos! 
con expresiones muy tiernas. 
 
   Los heridos gimen roncos, 
y les gritan mil ternezas 
á Empreza, las cabezas 
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separadas de los troncos. 
 
   Y la Empresa, sin rodeos, 
empieza á esconder los muertos, 
que son los testigos yertos 
de los trágicos meneos. 
 
   Y mientras, como un querub 
que está en la gloria sin pena, 
el guapo Ministro Mena 
se recrea en el Jockey-Club. 
 
   Las gentes todas se aterran 
y huye el maquinista beodo, 
pero así se queda todo, 
y al que se muere… lo entierran. 
 
   Esso cuesta á la Nación 
más de trescientos milliones 
de papa de subvenciones 
por darnos tanto trillón. 
 
   Nunca nos tocan fideos 
de las dos sopas, por… juiles, 
¡Sigan los ferrocarriles 
y Mena con sus meneos! 

(K. Tástrofe, November 12, 1899) 
 
 
From “Cartas a Blas el Beato” 
 
…Te la echas mucho, Escontria  
de tirano y de iracundo, 
Y metes á medio mundo 
En la Penitenciaría, 
Mas no vale tu energia 
Con gente noble y viril, 
Que ante tu sirado perfil 
Exclama con voz armónica: 
¡Ya estará, peste bubónica! 
¡Ya estará…ferrocarril!… 

(Ravachol, Feb 1, 1903) 
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 From “Cartas a Blas el Beato” 
 
Sigue, pues, clavando el diente, 
Atila de á cuatro reales, 
Que dirán los liberals: 
La cárcel no traga gente. 
Ellos son raza valiente 
Y no se los lleva el tren. 
Aunque en la carcel estén, 
Te habrán de decir á ratos: 
¡No le hace…que nazcan chatos!… 
  (Ravachol, Febuary 15, 1903) 
 
 
El Diablito Rojo 
 
Cuernavaca 
 

La locomotora silba, 
Cruje en su rodaje el tren;  
De la estación al andén, 
Dejo etsa triste misiva: 
 Si alguna vez el Austriaco. 
O el conquistador Cortés, 
Llegaren á esta estación, 
Dile á Cortés que es bellaco 
Y al Austriaco…lo que es. 
Niagales todo perdón, 
 El convoy se pone en marcha, 
Me asomo á la ventanilla, 
Allá lejos se destaca, 
Como sombra vieja, flaca, 
Una figura sencilla. 
 Es de Cortés el Palacio, 
Es el viejo jardin Borda, 
Es la sombra del Austriaco 
Y el recuerdo del Bellaco, 
Cuya infamia fue su norma. 

(Fausto Garibay, Sept 13, 1909) 
 
 
Golondrinas….Ferrocarriles (Dedico estos versitos á los señores de el O.R.C. en 
prueba de respeto) 
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Volverán otra vez de Yaquilandia 
Las manadas de gringos á emigrar 
Y otra vez tan groseros é insolentes 
A México vendrán 
 
Por aquellos en amos convertidos 
Que en los trenes quierian imperar,  
Aquellos que mamaban á dios chiches 
Esos….no volverán! 
 
Volverán otra vez Pero en los trenes 
Nada más Mexicanos se verán; 
Y los gringos malcriados y altaneros 
A su tierra se irán. 
 
 
Otra vez mirarán de allende el Bravo 
Rápidos nuestros trenes circular, 
Mas ellos con la cola entre las patas 
Tan solo los verán, 
 
Ya los tiempos felices se acabaron, 
Aquellos tiempos nuca volverán, 
Que con manos, con dientes y con patas 
Y casi á reventar, 
 
Los bolsillos, sombreros y zapatos 
Se les vió de tostones rebosar…. 
Adios! Esos tiempos, esa Juaja 
Esa época… ¡good by! [sic] 
 
Cantarán otra vez el yankee doole [sic] 
Tabaco por arrobas mercarán; 
Pero lo que es tortillas y frijoles 
Ya nunca tragarán 
 
Y otra vez godemes y baigotas 
De sus getas con whisky brotarán 
Y otra vez bailando rill y Dixie…. 
La golondrina oiorán. 
  (Anonymous, Feb. 21, 1910) 
 
 
¡El Fin del Mundo! en Buenavista de Cuellar 
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….Seguridad no hay ninguna, 
Y lo digo con razón, 
Si hasta los ladrones luchan 
Muy cerca de la Estación. 
 
A una viuda le robó  
Doce reales de un tenate, 
Un picaro que cargó 
Hasta con el itacate…. 
  (Anonymous, May 30, 1910) 
 
 
Miscellaneous Poems 
 
In terra pax hominibus  
 
¡Salve el Progreso! Salve el poderoso 
Siglo de la Razón, que inflama y llena 
el cosmos con su aliento luminoso! 
¡Desde la limpia, azul, vasta y serena 
región de los espacios estelares, 
hasta el lecho de arena 
do en muda soledad duermen los mares! 
 
Todo lo inunda con fulgor divino 
la omnipotente y soberana 
que ha regado de lauros el camino  
del siglo actual: ¡la inteligencia humana! 
Salvan las empinadas cordilleras, 
y los desiertos y el profundo océano, 
la palabra y la voz, ¡ya no hay fronteras! 
 
¡El hombre es ya del mundo ciudadano! 
Y el pensamiento en el alambre fiero,  
la voz en el fonógrafo cautiva; 
lanzan en coro el estruendoso viva 
al dogma de los libros: ¡el Progreso! 
El vapor en esclavo convertido 
Y la eléctrica chispa dominada 
el mundo han transformado y redimido, 
enalteciendo del mortal el nombre, 
dad un himno a la paz las almas puras 
¡Gloria a Dios! ¡Gloria a Dios en las alturas! 
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¡Paz en la tierra al hombre!442    
  (Juan de Dios Peza, From the inauguration of the Mexican National in 
San Luis Potosí, 1888) 
 
 
De Viaje  
 
Sonó el último toque; cruje el suelo, 
huye el tren como víbora espantada; 
adiós…flota a lo lejos el pañuelo, 
después un grupo blanco, luego nada… 
 
Mis chicos están mudos, meditando 
que todo junto al tren va partida… 
Rocas, árboles, flores van pasando  
como pasan los sueños de la vida. 
 
Margot, que en impaciencia ya se abrasa, 
que todo se la va, supone leda, 
¡error! ¡Pueril error! La vida pasa 
como un tren de quien huye cuanto queda.443 
  (Juan de Dios Peza – Flores del alma y versos festivos, 1893) 
  
 
El Eco de la Opinion (Zacatecas)  
 
El Tren y el asno 
 
 Mudo, grave, terco, hostil, 
Marchaba un asno servile, 
De esos de á legua por hora. 
Ante la locomotora 
De un tren de ferro-carril. 
 Monstruo que agitó el problema 
Del progreso, fiel emblema 
Que avanzaba raudo y ciego 
Con las entrañas de fuego 
Y una nube por diadema. 

                                                
442 Carols Ruiz Sacristán, et. al.,  eds.  Caminos de Hierro (México: Ferrocarriles Nacionales de 

México, 1996), p. 54. 
443 Ibid., p. 55. 
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 ¡Paso! gritaba el coloso 
con acento pavoroso, 
Y el burro, sin hacer caso, 
Proseguía al mismo paso, 
Displicente y desdeñoso. 
 ¡Aparta! ¿no me conoces? 
Dijo la máquina á voces; 
Y el borrico, con desdén, 
Dió un rebuzno de ¡alto al tren! 
Y le soltó un par de coces. 
 
Moraleja. 
 
 Mártir de la vil acción 
Fué el soberbio garañón; 
Y siempre ha de ocurrir eso, 
Cuando en el tren del progreso 
Dé coces la tradición. 
  (Meopoldo Cano, July 12, 1896) 
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APPENDIX 2: RAILWAY CORRIDOS 
 
 
Corrido del primer tren que corrió de Celaya a Salamanca 
 
Ya los gringos ya llegaron 
con mucha satisfacción, 
para comprar los terrenos 
y construir la estación. 
Corriendo y volando 
se va caminando; 
pero ¡Ay caray!, qué bonito tren. 
 
ESTRIBILLO 
 
Dicen que el tren va a correr 
de Celaya a Salamanca; 
y yo pondré a descansar 
a mi pobre burra manca. 
 
ESTRIBILLO 
 
Dicen que el tren va a correr 
muchachos, vamos a ver; 
la máquina pasajera 
iba para Monterrey. 
 
ESTRIBILLO 
 
“¿Cuánto dinero me cuesta 
de Celaya a Salamanca?” 
“Siete reales y cuartilla 
tan sólo por ir en banca”. 
 
ESTRIBILLO 
 
Dicen que el tren va a correr 
de Celaya a Salvatierra, 
dicen que se va a surtir 
al “Estado de Morelia” (sic) 
 
ESTRIBILLO 
 
“¿Cuánto dinero me cuesta para llevrame a Marfil?” 
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a ver la jota compuesta, 
“Jota del Ferrocarril”. 
 
Dicen que el tren va a correr 
con todititos sus bienes; 
de la juerza que llevaba 
hasta chillaban los rieles. 
 
ESTRIBILLO 
 
Dicen que el tren va a correr 
yo ya me voy de esta tierra, 
quiera Dios que ya no vuelva, 
pa’ no lidiar con mi suegra. 
 
ESTRIBILLO444 
  (Anonymous, c. 1880) 
 
 
Corrido del primer tren 
 
El año de ochenta y cuatro, 
aunque acordarme no quiera, 
aquí llegó el primer tren 
aventando jumadera. 
 
Muy cuatioso y muy ligero 
se ve que viene corriendo, 
y por todo el mundo entero 
se ve que viene barriendo. 
 
Con una trompa lucida 
por mayor, la pasajera, 
de lejos se oye el sumbido 
de la máquina extranjera. 
 
Yo vide el ferro’ bramar, 
que es la máquina extranjera, 
que por todo el mundo entero  
se ve que anda a la carrera. 
 

                                                
444 Antonio Avitia Hernández, Corrido histórico Mexicano: Voy a cantarles la historia,  vol. 1.  

(México: Editorial Porrúa, 1997), pp. 166-167.  
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Aréchiga, mi general, 
con los otros de chistera, 
recibieron a los güeros 
de liontina y faltriquera. 
 
Yo vide a los palanqueros 
que andaban por arriba, al trote, 
manejando aquellos fierros, 
ni el jumo se hace molote. 
 
Pa’ cambiar algunos carros 
pasa el cambio, despacito, 
lo mismo va pa’ delante, 
que pa’ atrás, poco a poquito. 
 
Y dicen que muda su habla 
al pasar al extranjero, 
pero silba muchas veces 
pa’ esperar al tren carguero. 
 
También vide los vagones, 
donde echan bastante carga, 
figurados carretones 
en una ensarta muy larga. 
 
Luego vide otros vagones 
donde van los pasajeros, 
‘onde van las niñas curras 
y también los gringos güeros. 
 
Se burlaron de nosotros 
los gringos ajoloteros, 
porque perdimos el habla 
de mirar tamaños fierros. 
 
Cuando ya quiere arrancar 
parece una cosa viva 
que se empieza a estremecer 
y resuella para arriba. 
 
Vuela, vuela, palomita, 
a los pueblos de estado, 
para que cuentes a todos 
del tren grande que ha llegado. 
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Vuela, vuela, palomita, 
cuenta en Pinos esta nueva, 
que ha llegado el primer tren 
con su máquina extranjera.445 
  (Juan Zavala, 1884) 
 
Estrada del Ferrocarril a Guadalajara 
 
Por ahí vienen los gringos 
con mucha satisfacción, 
vienen echando medidas 
pa’ levantar su estación. 
 
Oigan y oigan señores, 
oigan el ferro bramar, 
donde llevan a los hombres 
al puerto de Mazatlán. 
 
Muchachitas de Jalisco, 
la máquina ya llegó; 
más valía que hubieran traido 
la madre que les parió. 
 
Muchachitos tapatíos 
qué ¿no les arde la cara?, 
de ver entrar ese tren  
para ese Guadalajara. 
 
Pero cómo no se fijan 
que ese nos viene a voltear, 
ese nos viene a dejar 
lo de adelante pa’ atrás. 
 
Toda la gente corría 
a la estación primorosa, 
a conocer ese tren 
que nadie lo conocía. 
 
El tren es una tarasca, 
pero muy de lo primero 
que corre en pos del dinero 

                                                
445 Ibid., pp.  183-185.  
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que hasta los olores masca.446 
  (Ambrosio Ibarra, Trinidad Murguía, and Cipriana Rosa, 1888) 
 
 
Corrido del descarrilamiento de Temamantla 
 
Escuchen, señores, esta triste historia 
que traigo en el pensamiento, 
de lo que hace poco pasó en Temamantla 
con el descarrilamiento. 
 
El corazón se entristece 
tan solo al considerar 
que muchos quedan sin padres 
en este mundo a llorar. 
 
El jueves veintiocho del mes febrero 
del año noventa y cinco, 
todos en Ameca para la estación 
iban con gran regocijo. 
 
Eran las once del día 
y luego, luego, al momento, 
silbó la locomotora 
y se puso en movimiento. 
 
Diez coches jalaba la locomotora 
número cincuenta y cuatro, 
y su maquinista era un extranjero, 
causa de tanto quebranto. 
 
En los coches de tercera 
venían con mucho contento; 
pues nadie podía advertir 
que era el último momento. 
 
Todos con placer venían admirando 
aquel bello panorama, 
sin comprender nadie que la hora fatal 
estaba ya muy cercana. 
 
Cuando al llegar Tenango, 

                                                
446 Ibid., pp. 207-208.  
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kilómetro treinta y dos, 
el tren salió de la vía 
causando un estruendo atroz. 
 
Tres coches quedaron de los de tercera 
toditos hechos pedazos, 
y por dondequiera nomás se veían 
cabezas, piernas y brazos. 
 
A las tres supo el Gobierno 
todo lo que aconteció, 
luego a las demarcaciones 
las órdenes pronto dio. 
 
Luego que la empresa también se informó 
de lo que allí había ocurrido, 
al punto ordenó partiera veloz 
el tren llamado de auxilio. 
 
Cerca de las nueve llegó el tren de heridos 
andando con precaución, 
pues todos lanzaban tan tristes gemidos 
que partían el corazón. 
 
Los inspectores subieron 
declaración a tomar; 
pero no lo consiguieron 
porque todo era llorar. 
 
-“¡Dios mío, mi pierna!” “Ay, ay, mi cabeza.” 
“¡Jesús!, mi brazo, me muero”; 
y los otros gritaban: “¿dónde están mis padres?” 
“Yo ver a mis hijos quiero”. 
 
Pero todo era imposible, 
se entristece el corazón, 
pues que toditos los muertos 
hecho estaba ya un montón. 
 
Cerca de las diez, cuarenta camillas 
salieron de la estación; 
el cuadro era triste, tan triste en verdad  
que inspiraba compasión. 
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Hombres, mujeres y niños 
en un continuo penar 
en camillas los llevaban 
al Hospital Militar. 
 
Todita la noche en el hospital  
practicantes y soldados 
alistaban camas para recibir 
a todos los desdichados. 
 
Cuantrocientos cinco eran los heridos 
que allí fueron auxiliados, 
y setenta y dos toditos los muertos, 
que quedaron destrozados. 
 
La sociedad alarmada 
asegura con firmeza 
que de esta horrible hecatombe 
tiene la culpa la empresa. 
 
Familias enteras en triste orfandad, 
sin protección han quedado; 
pero grandes sumas para protegerlas 
en México se han juntado. 
 
Funciones de beneficio 
en los teatros se anunciaban 
para auxiliar a las víctimas 
que más lo necesitaban. 
 
En suma, señores, lo que aconteció 
lo llevo ya relatado. 
y sólo deseo que los que murieron 
Dios los haya perdonado. 
 
Aquí se acaba cantando 
la historia del sufrimiento 
que en Temamantla causó 
el gran descarrilamiento.447 
  (Anonymous, c. 1895)  
 
 

                                                
447 Ibid., pp. 215-218. 
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Corrido sin título sobre el ferrocarril de Santiago Papasquiaro a Tepehuanes 
 
Ya viene corriendo el tren 
y a toditos nos encanta, 
dicen que pagan muy bien, 
a los que tiran la llanta. 
 
Adiós muchachas de Herreras, 
son todas muy presumidas, 
de recuerdo les dejamos 
ese puente tan lucido. 
 
Gritaban los de Corrales 
haciéndose a los caminos: 
“Si nos dan los buenos días, 
diremos que es el destino”. 
 
Gritaban los de Sandías  
con muchísimo valor: 
“Invitemos la Candela, 
a conocer el vapor. 
 
Gritaban los de Presidios, 
junto con los de Carreras: 
“Estos gringos traen la plata 
y la gastan de a deveras. 
 
Sigue corriendo la vía 
para el Real de Guanaceví 
todas las muchachas dicen: 
“No nos quedamos ni aquí.”448 
  (Anonymous, c. 1902) 
 
 
Corrido del descarrilamiento del ferrocarril central de Zacatecas 
 
El gran descarrilamiento  
que vamos a relatar, 
precedente no ha tenido, 
no ha tenido nunca igual. 
 
El diez y nueve de abril, 

                                                
448 Ibid., pp. 235-236.  
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del año que corre ya, 
aconteció la desgracia 
sin poderla remediar. 
 
Las doce con diez minutos 
eran ya de la mañana 
cuando el tren descarriló 
con violencia inusitada. 
 
Más allá del setecientos 
kilómetro del trayecto, 
pasaba por una curva 
el ferrocarril ligero. 
 
Iba el tren a Ciudad Juárez, 
nadie sospechó el siniestro, 
mas de repente sintióse 
horrible sacudimiento. 
 
La locomotora y ténder 
se volcaron con violencia, 
y corrieron por el suelo 
como espantosa culebra. 
 
Siguieron luego los carros 
de equipaje y el express, 
invertidos, desde luego, 
sin poderse contener. 
 
La tercera clase fue 
a caer por su costado, 
cayeron sobre segunda, 
haciéndose mil pedazos. 
 
Y acompañado todo esto 
de un estrépito terrible 
y de intensa gritería 
que describir no es posible. 
 
¡Oh! qué atroz hacinamiento 
de pedazos de los coches, 
de locomotora y ténder 
que se rompieron veloces. 
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Y allí mezclados se vieron  
todos los muertos y heridos; 
aquello estuvo horroroso, 
como nunca se había visto. 
 
Los coches: segunda y tercio, 
hechos astillas quedaron 
y de la máquina sólo 
destrozos, nomás, se hallaron. 
 
Se dio el aviso oportuno 
y el tren de auxilio llegó 
a las siete de la noche, 
casi nada se tardó. 
 
¡Cuánto gemido y lamento 
de heridos, allí se oía! 
¡qué llorar y qué aflicciones 
de los deudos que veían! 
 
Heridos muy gravemente 
se encuentran el conductor 
y el maquinista también, 
dando gritos de dolor. 
 
Dotores Zacatecanos 
llegaron con su equipal, 
y el doctor de Aguascalientes, 
director del hospital. 
 
Con bastantes medicinas  
y todas las provisiones 
que en el caso se requieren, 
llegaron cuatro furgones. 
 
Las primeras curaciones 
la hizo el dotor, primero, 
para después continuar 
con el más cumplido esmero. 
 
Se los llevaron a todos 
camino de Zacatecas,  
entre lloros y quejidos 
de mirones y de viejas. 
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Removiendo los escombros, 
a más de palos abiertos, 
se encontraban cada día 
mayor cantidad de muertos. 
 
Algunos de los heridos 
se están curando en sus casas; 
los más, en el hospital 
enyesados y con gasas. 
 
A don Timoteo Valdez 
la muerte lo respetó, 
sin duda no le tocó, 
más un día le tocará. 
 
Nadie se dé por eterno 
si esta vez no le tocó, 
del rayo se escapará, 
pero de la raya no. 
 
La causa de este suceso, 
según se pudo saber, 
fue la carrera tan loca 
que le dieron a aquel tren. 
 
Decían además que fue  
causante de aquel siniestro, 
el que los frenos tenía 
la máquina descompuestos. 
 
Las pérdidas se calculan, 
a más de las personales, 
como en unos cien mil pesos, 
con destrozos de equipajes. 
 
Se acercaron los heridos 
a los ochenta cabales, 
y diez y siete los muertos 
que entregaron equipales. 
 
En esta misma ciudad 
y en las demás capitales, 
se preparan beneficios  
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para remediar los males. 
 
Con los productos que saquen 
se ayudarán familiares 
de los heridos y muertos 
que vienen de otros lugares. 
 
Casualmente el maquinista 
no salió nada de grave, 
a pesar de lo ocurrido 
en ese horrible resbale. 
 
Ese maquinista Lee 
a la cárcel fue culpable 
y a pesar de ser güerito 
difícil es que se salve. 
 
El conductor mister Moore 
en Aguas se encuentra grave, 
y no es fácil, aseguran, 
que el pobre mister se salve. 
 
No se olviden pasajeros 
del diez y nueve de abril 
que en la curva La Llorona 
se volcó el ferrocarril. 
 
Y aquí termina el corrido 
del espantoso siniestro, 
ruegen por los muertitos 
del gran descarrilamiento.449 
  (Anonymous, c. 1904) 
 
 
El terrible choque y descarrilamiento del tren No. 2 con El Paso. 
 
A las tres de la mañana 
tuvo un desastre lugar 
como a 50 kilómetros 
al sur de esta Capital. 
 
Perdieron la vida en esto  

                                                
449 Ibid., pp. 240-244.  
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cuarenta personas ¡ay! 
y heridos, pues más de treinta 
¡Qué desgracia tan fatal! 
El momento fue horroroso! 
algunos sin temer mal, 
venían durmiendo tranquilos 
sin aquel lance esperar. 
 
De repente se oye un ruido 
que no se pudo explicar, 
y un envión terribilisimo, 
de los trenes al chocar. 
 
Uno era el Número Dos 
llamado El Paso muy bien  
y el otro venía del sur 
y era de carga ¡hado cruel! 
 
¡Qué gritos y exclamaciones 
de todos y qué aflicciones! 
pues el tren descarrillado 
los coches breve volcó. 
 
Dicen que el motivo ha sido 
porque el de carga siguió 
su trayecto a Aguascalientes, 
¡culpable fue el conductor! 
 
La orden que dada tenía 
no la quiso obedecer, 
y era la de esperar 
en Santa María otro tren. 
 
Éste era el de pasajeros 
y se encontraron los dos, 
produciendo la catástrofe, 
como muy pocas, atroz. 
 
Vino el choque, en una curva,  
entre una y otra estación; 
fogonero y pasaleña 
fueron muertos ¡oh qué horror!450 

                                                
450 Ibid., pp. 252-253.  
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  (Anonymous, c. 1907) 
  
El Camino de Ultratumba 

 
 Los peregrinos en viaje 
por nuestro ferrocarriles, 
llevan los sustos á miles 
y marchan como equipaje; 
el maquinista es salvage, 
los trenes huelen…no á flor, 
(sucio, viejos…. ¡un horror!) 
Por eso los accidentes 
son ahora tan frecuentes 
que viajar causa pavor.  
 

Pregúntenselo á Maltrata, 
que fué el último torneo, 
donde un convoy de recreo 
metió hace poco la pata; 
mas cuando la Empresa mata, 
dice: “las manos me lavo;” 
y si alguien cobra un centavo, 
pidiendo indemnizaciones, 
le gritan los gringos: ¡nones! 
Y aquí le responden: ¡bravo! 
  (Anonymous, May 11, 1908) 
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